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PREFACE

The Health Services Mobility Study (HSMS) has been involved in
research in the health manpower field in the United States since 1967.
It has designed methods to analyze jobs, create job ladders, develop cur-
riculum objectives, and evaluate performance. HSMS is sponsored by the
City University of New York (CUNY) through the Research Foundation and
the Hunter College School of Health Sciences. Since 1967, funding for
HSMS has come from the Office of Economic Opportunity,.the Health Ser-
vices and Mental Health Administration and the Bureau of Health Manpower,
both of HEW, and, primarily, the U. S. Department of Labor, Manpower_=,,
Administration, now the Employment and Training Administration. The Di-
rector of the Project, Eleanor Gilpatrick, holds the rank of Associate
Professor at the Hunter College School of Health Sciences, City University
of New York.

This report presents the core data of the first application of
the HSMS task arlysis method to an entire functional area, i.e., Diag-
nostic Radiolo:. This work is reported in two Research Reports as fol-
lows:

Research
Rpt. No. 7
Vol. 1
Vol. 2

Vol. 3

Vol. 4

TASK DESCRIPTIONS IN DIAGNOSTIC RADIOLOGY

Medical Tasks: What the Radiologist Does.
Radiologic Technologist Tasks Dealing With Patient
Procedures.
Machine-Related, Patient Care and Administrative Tasks:
What Radiologists, Technologists, Nurses, and Physi-
cists Do To Run Things and Look After Patients and
Equipment.
Index of Tasks by Code Number and Extended Name.

These four volumes are the "core" documents, i.e., they
present approved "normative" task descriptions in ra-
diolog3r. The first three volumes present the tasks in a
given area in numerical order by code number. Each docu-
ment describes how the tasks were developed and how to
read them, Each includes listings that arrange the tasks
by specialty or function. Volume 4 summarizes the tasks
presented in the first three volumes. It lists the ex-
tended names of all the tasks in numerical order by task
code number, citing the volume in which the task descrip-
tion is to be found.
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Research
Rpt. No. 8
Vol. 1

Vol. 2

Vol. 3

USING TASK DATA IN DIAGNOSTIC RADIOLOGY

Job Ladders in Diagnostic Radiology: Assigning Tasks
to Jobs.
Safe Practice and Radiation Health Protection Aspects
of Tasks.
Curriculum Objectives For Radiologic Technology.

These volumes make use ot and refer to the tasks pre-
sented in Research Report No. 7. Therefore, only the
abbreviated names of tasks and their code numbers are
used when the tasks are discussed.
Volume 1 shows the assignment of tasks to levels, in-
dicates how tasks relate to one another, and makes rec-
ommendations on a job ladder and job structuring. It

summarizes and includes the skill and know1adge data re-
lated to the tasks in Research Report No. 7. It tells
the hospital administrator how to use the data for as-
signing tasks to titles and jobs.
Volume 2 highlights the safe practice features of the
task descriptions.
Volume 3 presents the curriculum objectives for use in
an educational program at the radiologic technologist
level. Research Report No. 7 serves as instructional
materials in connection with this volume.
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FOREWORD
;t..0

The Bureau of Radiological Health of the Food and Drug Administra-
tion is responsible for minimizing unnecessary exposure of the
population to radiation, including that used in medicine. The
Bureau's programs include activities to improve the education of
health care personnel in the safe use of radiation. This is
important because adequate education of professional and ancillary
personnel who prescribe, conduct or interpret radiologic examina-
tions is a crucial determinant in assuring optimum medical care
with minimum radiation exposure.

The educational process in the medical radiation area, as in any
field, can be most effective when it is based upon the actual /
tasks and responsibilities which individuals will be called upon
to undertake in practice. Systematically and comprehensively
identifying and describing those tasks is thus an important pre-
requisite in designing effective curricula and credentialing,tools.
The type of research which is represented by the series ofTrojects
entitled "Task Descriptions in Diagnostic Radiology," conducted by
the Health Services Mbbility Study, can be an important step.in
this direction. These particular projects, culminating in Several
individual reports, contain task descriptions and curriculum
objectives of remarkable depth and scope, including much material
on protecting patients against unnecessary radiation exposure.

Although the Bureau of Radiological Health has not contributed
to the design of these projects or to the content of the ,reports,
we hope that they can serve as a useful resource for those respon-
sible for designing basic and continuing educational programs for
medical radiation users, and thus that they can contribute to the
safe and effective use of radiation in me ical diagnosis.

Mark Barnett ..,

Associate Director
Division of TrainingM.Ndical Applications
Bureau of Radiological Health
Food and Drug Administration

vii
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CHAPTER 1

ABOUT_THE TASK DESCRIPTIONS

INTRODUCTION

Research Report No. 7 is a product of the first full-scale dem-

onstration of the task description method of the Health Services Mobility

Study (HSMS). All the work found in a department of Diagnostic Radiology

is Tresented as task descriptions in the three volumes of the Report.

This volume contains 149 task descriptions that can be found in

the work done by radiologists, radiologic technologists, nurses, atten-

dants, clerks, aides, and/or physicists in a diagnostic radiology depart-

ment, depending on how the institution structures its jobs. The tasks

cover activities in the areas of nursing (patient care), film processing,

materials and machine preparation and maintenance, housekeeping, and ad-

ministration at the departmental level. We include the quality assurance

and radiation protection tasks that relate to diagnostic radiology.

The medical work carried out by radiologists is presented in Vol-

ume 1; the patient examination work carried out by radiologic technologists

is presented in Volume 2. Volume 4 is an index of all the tasks in the

three volumes.

These task descriptions are offered for use as instructional

materials, as inputs to the design of career ladders, for the structuring

0



of jobs and assignment of work to job titles, and as inputs to the de-

velopment of performance evaluation instruments and proficiency tests.

In Research Report No. 8, HSMS uses technologist-level tasks to design

curriculum objectives. In addition, because the descriptions present

desirable work behaviors, we believe that the task descriptions can be

used to improve the quality of work, especially with regard to radiation

protection and patient safety, and can be used for human resources de-

velopment, planning, and counseling. The materials are adaptable for con-

sumer education as well.

In order for the reader to use this material, he needs to know

how it was collected and developed, what the tasks cover, how HSMS de-

fines "task," and how to read the task descriptions. This chapter presents

such information.

The task descriptions are presented in numerical order by code

number in Chapter 3. Chapter 2 is a guide to the tasks. It arranges the

abbreviated names of the tasks into two logical breakdowns with code

numbers given so the reader can get*to the tasks that interest him or her.

The groupings in Chapter 2 list the tasks by function, such as patient

care, quality assurance, radiation protection, etc., and by type of recip-

ient, such as patient or co-worker.

ABOUT THE TASKS: COLLECTION AND COVERAGE

The HSMS task definition is presented later in this chapter.

This section describes how the task descriptions were developed and indi-

cates the coverage in this volume..
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r.zienntion

If one conceives of all the kinds of work that get done in a

department in order for it to carry out the function of diagnostic radi-

ology, one might think of a great field or pool of work. Each kind of

work is carried out in discrete units. Theoretically, it does not matter

how the units are allocated to jobs, as long as all the work is done. In

practice, although common sense is usually enough to discern that some

tasks require someone trained in radiologic technology or as a radiologist,

there are always areas where it is unclear who should do what. This is

particularly true in the area of nursing or machine-related functions

where state licensure requirements vary; what can be done by a,technolo-

gist in one state may have to be done by a registered nurse or a creden-

tialed physicist in another state.

The HSMS method avoids this issue until it is clear what the

work units are. Only at a later stage do we determine the skill and knowl-

edge requirements for work units and their relative levels. The HSMS

method begins with descriptions of all the work units, regardless of the

1
job titles in which they are found. We call the work units "tasks."

This volume is the third of three that together present most of

the work that is done in a department of Diagnostic Radiology. Since we

1
This assignment of work units to jobs varies according to the size of an
institution, local practices'and laws, relative scarcities of types of
manpower, and the extent to which an institution is rationally organized.



needed to divide the task descriptions into manageable volumes, we arbi-

trarily determined that this volume would contain task descriptions of

everything that is not clearly medical at the level of the radiologist,

or patient examinations at the level of the radiologic technologist, or

teaching and evaluatin .uch work. Thus, this volume encompasses the

functions of nursinv,, film processing, machine care, housekeeping, and ad-

ministration. Some of these tasks can be found in any or all of the job

titles found in a radiology department; some can be found elsewhere as well.

Collection of Data

Chapter 3 contains task descriptions. This means that tasks are

identified by name, based (in this case) on the HSMS definition of task,

and then the steps of the task are describ...; in a logical sequence. They

include a good deal of detail.

The work in task identification and description is done in a

multi-stage process. HSMS job analysts work in teams. They first deter-

mine how many people and what titles they must cover to have access to

every kind of work done in the department. This was when we learned that

some of the work done by the radiologist, such as removal of sutures, may

also be carried out by a nurse; that some nursing work can he carried out

2
This differentiates the HSMS method from most other task analysis methods
which simply identify tasks, usually with a vague definition, and include
a very brief name. The HSMS method includes a specific definition of task.
Once identified, a task has a code number, an abbreviated name, a summary
statement of the task, and a full task description.

1-4
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by technOlogists; that electrocardiograms may be monitored by ECG tech-

nicians rather than nurses; that sometimes there is a darkroom aide; that

the physicist role in diagnostic radiology may also be divided among tech-

nologists and consultant physicists. We picked up the work wherever we

found it, regardless of title.

With each "performer" interviewed, the analysts first obtain an

idea of all the work covered by that individual. The analysts then ap-

ply the HSMS definition of task (discussed later in this chapter) to break

the work down into specific task units, making sure that nothing is left

out. This is the task identification stage. From this point the per-

formers are interviewed and sometimes observed, and the analysts write

descriptions of how the tasks are done, including contingencies, alterna-

tive approacheS and emergencies.

While this is going on, the HSMS Director and the analysts are

also reviewing current professional literature in the area. We collected

as much material as we could describing the work done in the department,

such as articles in professional journals, text books, operators' manuals

describing equipment, current state and federal legislation,and proceedings

of conferences dealing with safe practice and related issues of patient

care. We also had informal talks with professionals, educators,and peo-

ple in government agencies. An overview emerged as a result concerning

procedures and activities which should be presented as tasks or within

task descriptions, even if not always represented in current practice.

We call these "desiderata." (They are described later in this chapter.)

1-5
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The task descriptions are first written by the HSMS analysts

and then go to the HSMS Director for review and editing. At this stage

the tasks are rewritten to incorporate the literature of he field and

the desiderata. The task identifications are critically reviewed for con

formity to the HSMS definition, and, when necessary, the analysts are sent

back to the field to obtain additional information.

The next phase involves critical review by professionals other

than the performers who were interviewed by the HSMS analysts. Each of

the tasks presented in Chapter 3 has had a minimum of three reviewers;

many have been evaluated by five reviewers.

We were very fortunate to obtain the cooperation of supervisory

staff in nursing, radiologic technology and radiology at Montefiore Hospi

tal and Medical Center for review purposes, as well as physicians, radio

logic technologists, nurses and physicists outside of Montefiore. Some re

viewers represent professional organizations or major educational institu

tions. Staff of the Bureau of Radiological Health, FDA, the American

Society of Radiologic Technologists, and the Joint Review Committee on

Education in Radiologic Technology have given us the benefit of their ex

pertise, as have educators and equipment manufacturers.3

The reviewers are asked to evaluate the.tasks for correctness of

language and sequence of procedures, to note omission of any tasks in the

3 See the acknowledgements page at the beginning of this volume.

1-6
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specialty area, and to indicate acceptable alternative methods. Re-

viewers are asked to concentrate on how the tasks should be done and

also to reflect national practice.

After the tasks are reviewed, the suggested changes are incor-

porated. Additional tasks are collected and described when necessary, and

any new or totally revised tasks are resubmitted for review as described

here. When a task has been reviewed and revised as required by at

least three reviewers, it is referred to as a "normative task," or an

"N task," and is so marked.

Coverage

Most of the tasks in this volume were collected at Montefiore

Hospital and Medical Center in New York City over the period August, 1972,

to May, 1976. The collection and review of physicist tasks extended

through August, 1976.

The reader will note that the collection of task descriptions is

not like a sample survey. A sample survey would not cover all the work,

but would cover only selected work. A sample would pick up the same work

at many locations. We pick up and represent each unit of work only once.

The reason is that our objective is to describe all approved work procedures

for the purposes of developing instructional materials, curriculum objec-

tives, and career ladders. For such purposes we want, not just the most

1-7
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typical tasks; we want to cover the accepted but rare or difficult pro-

cedures, the emergencies, the contingencies, and the best possible prac-

tice. We are normative in approach as well as descriptive. We are not

dealing with probability theory, which requires sampling of the "universe"

being studied. We attempt to present the universe.

This volume includes a body of tasks which describe work with

diagnostic x-ray equipment for the purpose of preventive maintenance,

quality assurance and radiation protection. Such tasks are now a focus

of controversy for at least three reasons. First, there is a good deal

of disagreement about which tasks must be-done.in-house to meet legisla-

tive and institutional requirements for safe practice and to provide opti-

mal diagnostic results with minimum radiation exposure to patients and

staff. Second, even if the tasks were agreed on, there is no consensus

in the field on how the procedures should be carried out and what test

equipment should be use'd. Third, even if the tasks and the methods to

carry them out were agreed on, there is no agreement on the job titles to

which they should be assigned.

We are in the presence of a typical case of an "emerging occupa-

tion." The work of planning programs in qualir assurance and radiation

protection clearly suggests job titles distinct from the radiologist or the

radiologic technologist. But the tasks of carrying out such programs

could involve radiologists, radiological technologists and/or completely

different titles,depending on the training required, the past training of

1-8
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available staff, the unique needs of the department, clet the influence of

professional organizations.

The possible titles to which the tasks could be assigned include

"health physicist," "medical physicist," "radiation safety officer," "staff

physicist," "senior" and/or "junior physicist," "radiologic engineer," "ra-

diological physicist," and even "radiologic technologist."

Many of the tasks in this volume carry out the requirements of

Part 1020: Performance Standards for Ionizing Radiation Emitting Products,

of Title 21, Food and Drugs; Subchapter J: Radiological Health. This leg-

islation reflects both public and private concern with regard to safe prac-

tice in the use of ionizing radiation. While Part 1020 deals with equip-

ment conformance standards, many other tasks and standards also suggest

themselves whial would translate safety consciousness into work activities.

What we have done in this volume is to completely bypass the is-

sue of assigning tasks to job titles. Instead, we have attempted to identi-

fy broad, idealized tasks which cover the planning of an institution's pro-

grams in quality assurance and protection, teaching about equipment and pro-

tection, providing advice, and evaluating the programs. We also present the

tasks that would be generated if the programs were carried out. The task de-

scriptions reflect, in many cases, the options available for carrying out

the task objectives.

1-9
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Our primary sources for the task descriptions were public

documentsoupplemented by interviews with people in the field. Two

documents in particular were extremely useful.4

Thus, the;.area broadly concerned with equipment and safety

testing is the most "i8ea1ized" of this report, the most open to debate,

and not presented as complete. We have done our best to bring as much of

the work together as possible; but we recognize the objective limitations

of what we present.

We also cover an emergent technology: computerized transverse

axial tomography (CTT or CAT or CT scanners) This technology is gaining

respect, attention and a proliferation of manufacturers. To make our task

descriptions more broadly based than the water-box brain scanner used at

Montefiore, we used the literature on this new technology and the manuals

for the E.M.I. and Pfizer (A.C.T.A) scanners,to which we were given access,

to write general tasks. Our reviewers were asked to evaluate the tasks

for their generic usefulness. Thus the tasks should be of use regardless

of whether brain scanners or whole body scanners are involved.

Task Group of the Diagnostic Radiology Committee of the American Associa-
tion of Physicists in Medicine, Basic Quality Control in Diagnostic Radio-
logy, Task Force on Quality Assurance Protocol (Work in Progress), 1976;and
Nptional Evaluation of X-ray Trends Task Force, Suggested Optimum Survey
Pro'Cedures for Diagnostic X-ray Equipment, Conference of Radiation Control
Program Directors and the Bureau of Radiological Health, FDA, DHEW, July,
1975 (DHEW Publication, FDA 76-8014).

1-10



In the area of patient care, we include several tasks not usual-

ly found in text books related to radiologic technology. These include

ECG monitoring in the angiography room, and the application of manual pres-

sure and pressure bandages after the radiologist has completed percutaneous

catheterization, and may have applied the initial pressure personally.

DESIDERATA

The practitioner, administrator, or educator reading the HSMS

task descriptions will find entire tasks or steps.within tasks that are

not necessarily found in common practice. We have consciously opted to

include tasks, steps. and elements of tasks which represent desiderata,

that is, activities that are beneficitl to the patient, others on the staff,

or the performer. These are included to promote their usage. Some of these

are briefly referred to as follows.

We include the tasks of quality assurance and radiation health

protection planning, testing, surveying and monitoring because the need to

consciously minimize radiation exposure to the population is a primary ob-

jective. By listing the tasks of developing quality assurance and radiation

protection programs, we pinpoint the need for informed and conscious atten-

tion to safe practice at the highest, decision-making levels of the depart-

ment's functioning. The tasks of carrying out the programs provide a check

list.for most of the quality and safety activities that seem to be regarded

as essential for optimal practice. The tasks cover not only safety checks

1 9



on the functioning of equipment, but the selection of proper shielding for

patient examinations, the safe deployment of staff,and providing for safe'

installations. Performance of the tasks makes possible a monitoring system

that would provide indications of when there may be trouble before patients

or staff are exposed to unnecessary radiation.

We also include tasks to ensure that all equipment is cleaned

with the proper solutions to prevent contamination and infection of pa-

tients and staff.

We include tasks to carry out manual and/or mechanical pressure

to puncture sites to prevent hematoma. We include tasks that would require

staff to be able to provide emergency care to patients.

We have all performers treat the patient with sympathy and digni-

ty, and provide the patient with information about what is going on or will

go on in the procedure.

USES OF THE TASK DESCRIPTIONS

This document is not intended to describe fully how to use these

task descriptions. However, we offer a list of possible uses that will be

dealt with in subsequent reports:

1. The task descriptions can be used as instructional materials
in the classroom and in clinical training. They provide or-
dered, logical sequences of steps. They suggest what contin-
gencies, options and emergencies are associated with the tasks
and, for the less familiar specialities, an indication of what
is done in a given procedure.

1-12
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2. The task descriptions can be used in the develop-
ment of team training.

3. The task descriptions can provide an introduction to,
or a basis for evaluation of, safe practice; they can
be used to check on whether desired objectives are
being accomplished.

4. The task descriptions, when combined with the HSMS
skill and knowledge data, can become inputs in the
development of performance-based curriculum objec-
tives and educational ladders.

5. The task descriptions can be used as the basis for
evaluation of work performance or as inputs to the
development of job relevant proficiency tests (par-
ticularly for the selection of test content once the
skill and knowledge data are collected).

6. The task descriptions can be used as objective ref
erences for the development cf job descriptions,
especially when edited to reflect the practices at
a given institution.

7. The task descriptions can also be used in occupa-
tional counseling and for purposes of consumer edu-
cation and protection.

THE HSMS DEFINITION OF TASK

In the HSMS view, each work act:i_vity needed to produce products,

such as radiologic medical services, requires manpower which combines

existing technology, knowledge, materials, and equipment with skills.

The HSMS work unit is the "task." The HSMS definition of task is de-

signed to result in the identification of a unit of work which can be

moved from one job to another without disrupting other activities. The

task is thus a unit of work which is smaller than a job as a whole, but

la'rge enough to have an identifiable, usable output.
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The steps of the task, or elements, unlike the task, do not

have an identifiable, usable output which can be independently consumed

or used, or which can serve as an input in a further stage of production

by an individual other than the performer. The HSMS task definition is

as follows:

A task is a series or set of work activities (elements)
that are needed to produce an identifiable output that
can be independently consumed or used, or that can be
used as an input in a further stage of production by an
individual who may or may not be the performer of the
task.

In order to facilitate use of the definition, HSMS analysts use

the following rules:

1. In principle, someone other than the performer of the
task must be able to use or consume the output of the
task.

2. Theoretically, it should be possible for there to be
an elapse of time between tasks.

3. A tak includes all the possible conditions or circum-
stances which a single performer is expected to deal
with in connection with the production stage or the
output involved.

4. A task includes all the elements that require contin-
uous judgment or assessment by the same performer in
order to assure the quality of the output.

5. A task includes all of the elements needed to produce
an output which can be independently used or acted upon
without special explanations to the next performer in
the next stage of production.

6. A task includes all the elements needed to complete an
output to a point at which another performer (who would
continue with the next production sequence) would not
have to redo any elements in order to continue.
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7. A task includes all the elements needed to complete
an output to a point at which another performer, in
order to continue with the next stage of production,
need not perform extra steps.

8. The task must not require that, for another performer
to continue with the next stage in a production se-
quence, current institutional arrangements would have
to be changed.

9. 'A task must be sufliciently broad in statement that
it can be rated on its frequency of occurrence.

The reader will find that many of the administrative and nursing

tasks are generic and can be found in many departments. They have been

written intentionally to be picked up and recognized wherever they may ap-

pear. A given task that appears in different jobs, departments or institu-

tions is an "overlap" task.

READING THE TASKS

The task descriptions in Chapter 3 follow the format presented

in Figure 1, the HSMS Task Description Sheet. At the top right is the

task's Code Number. A code number is assigned to the task which uniquely

stands for the contents of the task, covering the task's output, what is

used, the kind of recipient or respondent dealt with, and how the task

is done. Regardless of the job title, institution, or industry in which

the task is found, it will always have the same code number. The number

itself has no intrinsic meaning.

The basic aspects of the task appear in items 1 through 4 on

the left of page 1 of the Task Description Sheet. These help the ana-

lysts in the task identification stage and help differentiate one task
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Figure 1. HSMS
TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No.

This is page 1 of for this task.

1. What is the outpxtt of this task? (Be sure List Elements Full
this is broad enough to be repeatable.) .

2. What is used in performing_this task? (Note
if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

3. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes...( ) No...( )

.

,

it xes to q. : Name t e in. o recipient,
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or legal restrictions.

. Name t c. task so that the answers to pea-
tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-
tft1 words.

6. Check here i this

is a master sheet..
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from another. The term "output" is used to mean the result of an inde-

pendent stage in a larger process of production in an institution, as-

suming the current organization of work activities. "What is used" in a

task includes all the things which the performer is expected to be able to

use or choose from to produce the identified output.

The "recipient, respondent or co-worker" involved in a task re-

flects the special characteristics or condition of the people with which

the performer must be trained to deal. For example, certain procedures

are carried out in the same way for all patients. These are "any patient"

tasks. In other cases, a procedure is different according to the age lev-

el of the patient. We can have a "pediatric task" and a different, "non-

pediatric" task related to the same type of examination, and there are thus

two tasks. In some cases the task is only applied to a given type of pa-

tient,such as an out-patient or one with an infectious condition.

The "name of the task" (item 5 on the Task Description Sheet),

summarizes the task in a paragraph-length statement. The underlined por-

tion of the statement is referred to as the "abbreviated task name." The

latter is most useful for listings, while the extended name avoids am-

biguity when tasks are listed for reference to their contents.

Under the Task Code Number the reader is told the number of

pages that the task runs in the statement, "This is page of for

this task." All the tasks bear the notation "OK-RP;RR;RR" and aro checked

as master sheets on the lower right of the first page. This indicates
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that the task has had the required minimum of three reviewers and is a

5
"normative" task.

The description of how the task is done- begins with the column

on the right on the first Task Description Sheet and continues for as many

pages as necessary on "continuation sheets."

As the work progressed, we developed certain language conven-

tions of which the reader should be aware for ease of comprehension. These

are briefly described as follows:

1. The person .fing the task is always referred to as
tlIc "performer" regardless of his or her usual job
title or rank. This provides a Standard format and
leaves for a later stage any battles over who should
do what.

2. The task always begins with an initiating element that
indicates how it comes about that the performer is
doing the task.

3. The same or similar activities tend to be described
with similar language wherever these appear to assist
analysts in spotting elements that overlap from task
to task. This facilitates curriculum development
even if it makes for dull reading.

4. Each task is written so that it is complete within
itself. Therefore, there is repetition from task to
task for similar procedures.

5. Certain phrases should be interpreted by the reader
to indicate that another task has been generated by
virtue of .this task. Phrases such as "performer ar-
ranges...," "performer has...[done]" are examples.

5 RP stands for resource person, i.e., the in-house reviewer; RR stands for
resource respondent, i.e., outside reviewer. In actual practice, these
merely show three reviewers; additional reviewers are not recorded on the

sheet.
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When a task may either be done by the performer or
delegated, a separate task is generated. The signal
for such tasks are phrases such as "...or decides to
do personally," or "performer plans to...."6

6. When a particular part of a task represents an element
that may or may not be done depending on institutional
practice, personal preference, the state of the art,
or the patient's conditioa, we use the phrase "perform-
er may" or "may" before the description. Where the
performer must make a choice as part of the task x.N,
have tried to make that explicit: "performer decide"
"considers whether."

7 The specific content of some steps in a task, such as-
sizes or types of materials or contrast media or in-
formation evaluated may vary as the state of knowledge 4'

in the field changes or new technology develops. There
may be variations which reflect the condition of the pa-
tient, equipment, institutional facilities, or what was
already done. There may also be variation of choices
or steps reflecting current controversy or personal pref-
erence. We do not attempt to resolve these problems;
we simply acknowledge them. Thus, the reader will find
the phrase "as appropriate" in many steps. The phrase
is used to cover these contingencies. We leave it to
the instructor to select what is "true" or "correct" at
any point in time.

Note

The reader should be aware that, though the tasks in Chapter 3

nr,
are presented in numerical order by code number, not every number is rep-

t

resented. The first code number is Code 8; the last is Code 560. There )4IZ1'

are only 149 tasks in Chapter 3. The reason is that the code numbers are

assigned in sequence as the tasks are processed, and the other tasks ap-

pear in other volumes or reports.

6 Many tasks in this volume were generated by tasks in Volumes 1 and 2,
where a phrase such as those described here indicates that another task
is to be carried out by the performer or another staff member.
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CHAPTER 2

LISTING OF ABBREVIATED TASK NAMES
BY CATEGORY AND CODE NUMBER

TASKS LISTED BY TASK FUNCTION

Category and Abbreviated Task Name

Task
Code No.

ADMINISTRATION

Inventory and Record Keeping

Ordering duplicate copies of forms, records, or documents. 264

Making photocopies of documents, zollating, and stapling. 222

Filling out standard order for linen, picking up, folding and

storing.
286

Filling out and delivering standard order for food items for

department; picking up, and placing fcod for storage. 288

Obtaining and checking keypunch control card for serial cnssette

changer as ordered. 297

Checking for presence of emergency supplies in proper locations. 285

Chocking for presence and condition of emergency supplies in

proper locations; and restocking as needed. 227

Checking supplies and ordering non-drug materials needed by

department. 76

Checking supply and ordering non-narcotic medicinals needed by

department.
129

Checking and storing order for non-narcotic drugs and/or sup-

plies.
136
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TASKS LISTED BY TASK FUNCTION (continued)

Category and Abbreviated Task Name

ADMINISTRATION

Task
Code No.

Inventory and Record Keeping (continued)

Checking supply of narcotics or regulated drugs (or witness-
ing count);reordering, picking up, and restocking. 128

Filling out patient identification information on labels and
forms in anticipation of need or as requested. 164

Filling out institutional report form (such as for cancella-
tion) as ordered by MD. 163

Logging and/or tallying patient services and/or instructional
case record materials for use in record keeping, billing or
instruction. 134

Checking and jacketing pati-nt's radiographs, ultrasohograms.,
and/or C.T.T. scans with requisition sheets and prior diag-
nostic materials and placing for filing or interpreting. 78

Obtaining patient records_ for use in examination, procedure,
treatment or conference. 354

Checking and submitting accumulated patients' treatment and
medication check lists for in and out time stamps. 300

Checking in-patients' identity against patients' treatment
and medication check lists; stamping arrival and departure
times; attaching cards to patients indicating special condi-
tions.

Arranging Patient and Work Flows

281

Making assignments of staff to work areas, procedures, and/or
MD's and/or vacations and lunch hours. 131

Preparing and adjusting schedules for patient procedures. 272
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TASKS LISTED BY TASK FUNCTION (continued)

Category and Abbreviated Task Name

ADMINISTRATION

Task
Code No.

Arranging Patient and Work Flows (continued)

Assigning scheduled patients to procedure rooms in appro-
priate order. 277

Notifying ward or floor personnel to ready and transport
in-patients who are scheduled for specific procedures at

'specific times. 279

Assigning subordinate and explaining assignment to transport
patient, obtain materials or documents, or assist co-worker. 294

Checking on reasons for nonappearance of in-patients for ex-
aminations or treatment. 278

Requesting repair, replacement or other services of another
hospital department orally and/or filling out requisition. 132

Personnel Matters

Orienting new staff member(s) to departmental standard oper-
ating and administrative procedures, floor plan, location of
equipment and supplies, record keeping. 186

Keeping attendance records and recording or reporting exces-
sive lateness and/or absenteeism. 165

Formally evaluating subordinates' work by filling out descrip-
tive and/or rating-scale evaluation forms.

Conducting a private personnel meeting with subordinate.

Attending personal meeting with supervisor on functioning or
personal, work-related problems.

Calling and participating as supervisor in meeting of subordi-
nates in department.
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TASKS LISTED BY TASK FUNCTION (continued)

Category and Abbreviated Task Name

MEDICAL MATERIALS HANDLING

Preparing Medical Materials

Task
Code No.

Checking presence and functioning of oxygen and/or suction
equipment, and amounts of oxygen. 284

Relocking equipment hox(es) with breakaway lock. 184

Adding predetermined instruments and supplies to prepared pro-
cedure trays. 274

Preparing a hypodermic needle with injection dosage on orders. 260

Preparing materials or trays with medications and materials for
special treatments or procedures according to standard orders. 80

Readying emergency cart. 304

Preparing barium sulfate contrast medium as ordered or for
standard use. 79

Dealing With Specimens

Preparing blood samples for the laboratory. 180

Preparing specimens such as extravascular body fluids, wash-
ings, cell and/or tissue biopsies for transportation toylabor-
atory. 65

Delivering prepared specimens or cultures to lab or incubator. 137

Testing a urine sample by tablet or dipstick method and re-
cording. 95

Housekeeping

Making up unoccupied bed or stretcher bed. 223
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TASKS LISTED BY TASK FUNCTION (continued)

Category and Abbreviated Task Name

MEDICAL MATERIALS HANDLING

Housekeeping (continued)

Task
Code No.

Cleaning ar examination or treatment room after use. 135

Preparing treatment or examination equipment for steriliza-
tion in autoclave. 145

Using isolation and decontamination techniques to prepare ex-
amination or treatment room or area and clean up afterwards for
patient with infectious or communicable condition.

PATIENT CARE

General Care

Giving any patient general reassurance.

Reassuring any patient and/or accompanying adult about x-ray
and/or fluoroscopy procedures.

Placing or making call and delivering non-medical message at
patient's or co-worker's request.

166

113

73

302

Explaining to any out-patient or accompanying adult proper at-
home procedures to follow prior to coming for radiographic or
fluoroscopic examination. 74

Escorting adult out-patients to and/or from dressing rooms,
treatment rooms and/or waiting areas. 282

Assisting patient to or from wheelchair, stretcher, bed, or
tabIe and/or transporting patient to designated area. 190

On orders, placing order for specific dietetic meal; picking
up, delivering, and feeding patient if so decided.

Bottle feeding a baby with pre-prepared formula.
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TASKS LISTED BY TASK FUNCTION (c-Intinued)

Category and Abbreviated Task Name

PATIENT CARE

Task
Code No.

General Care (continued)

Diapering a baby. 301

Mummying or wrapping an infant or young pediatric patient. 490

Restraining any patient. 243

Having any patient and materials prepared for special proce-
dure and readying patient for examination. 193

Reporting observed symptoms and concerns of any patient to
physician or staff member.

Assisting physician or co-worker in special examination or
treatment procedures.

Monitoring-type Procedures

Taking and reporting temperature of any non-pediatric patient
with oral thermometer on orders.

Taking and recording vital signs (temperature, pulse, respira-
tion and blood pressure) of any patient.

138

153

291

199

Arranging, measuring and recording food intake and excretory
output as ordered. 303

Obtaining and examining fresh stool from any patient and re-
porting unusual'or suspicious appearance, on orders.

Obtaining urine specimen on orders.

Obtaining a clean catch urine specimen from any patient and
preparing for laboratory.

292

155

98

Preparing any patient and attaching electrodes for electro-
cardiogram monitoring. 520
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TASKS LISTED BY TASK FUNCTION (continued)

Category and Abbreviated Task Name

PATIENT CARE

Task
Code No.

Monitoring-type Procedures (continued)..

Setting up and monitoring any patient's electrocardiogram dur-
ing special procedure. 308

Taking an electrocardiogram of any patient as ordered or deter-
mined. 262

Deciding whether to call'staff person to evaluate whether unusu-
al EKG reading is artiftict, or calling physician in case of
serious patient distress.

Introductory Procedures and First Aid

271

Changing any patient's colostomy bag on orders. 290

Catheterizing any female urethra as ordered. 143

Catheterizing any male or female patient's urethra with reten-
tion balloon catheter. 181

On orders deciding whether wound of any patient needing change
of dressing needs attention of RN; changing simple dry dressing
or reinforcing wet dressing. 283

Irrigating, cleaning, dressing or redressing any patient's
wound, burn or opening for catheter as ordered. 156

Applying digital or manual pressure to any patient's arterial
or venous puncture site as ordered. . 521

Applying pressure dressing to arterial or venous puncture site
as ordered.

Removing any patient's sutures.

522

33

Setting up and using suction machine to clear airway or to
assist with gastric lavage. 182
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TASKS LISTED BY TASK FUNCTION (continued)

Category and Abbreviated Task Name

PATIENT CARE

Task
Code No.

Introductory Procedures and First Aid (contir,ed)

Administering medication orally to any patient according to MD's
orders after having quantity checked. 198

Administering medication orally to any patient according to MD's
orders. 298

Administering subcutaneous or intramuscular injection for any_
patient according to MD's orders after having quantity checked. 133

Administering subcutaneous or intramuscular injection for any
patient according to MD's orders. 299

Drawing blood from any non-pediatric patient's vein on orders. 18

Administering test for allergy to iodine based contrast medium
of any patient. 19

Providing emergency care for any patient having adverse reaction
to radiographic contrast medium, procedure, or accident.

Providing first aid in x-ray department emergency.

Administering oxygen from portable or piped outlet unit using
oronasal or nasal mask according to MD's orders.

Evaluating, Teaching, Meeting

77

296

185

Informally observing and evaluating patient care work of nurs-
ing and technologist staff in diagnostic radiography, and de-
ciding whether training is needed. 158

Providing informal clinical training in patient care for non-MD
personnel in diagnostic radiography. 305

Participating in meeting of nursing personnel in x-ray depart-
ment. 295
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TASKS LISTED BTTASK FUNCTION (continued)

Category and Abbreviated Task Name

Task
Code No.

QUALITY ASSURANCE, RADIATION PROTECTION, EQUIPMENT-RELATED

Processing

Designing, maintaining, evaluating darkroom and/or film proces-
sor monitoring program in diagnostic radiology. 542

Determining exposure characteristics of x-ray and/or dosimetric

films. 544

Preparing radiographic subtraction prints. 275

Applying print coater to photographs. 319

Cleaning, inspecting and readying automatic x-ray film proces-
sor(s) for use. 273

Processing exposed x-ray film in automatic processor. 69

Inspecting, cleaning and readying x-ray film hand processing
equipment for use. 70

Processing exposed x-ray film manually. 71

Processing exposed Polaroid x-ray film with Polaroid automatic
processing equipment. 267

Monitoring and evaluating x-ray film processors. 543

Making minor adjustments or repair on automatic x-ray film pro-

cessor.
276

Inspecting and cleaning intensifying screens in cassette holders. 167

Loading x-ray film cassette(s), nonscreen film holder(s),
box(es), and/or roll film cartridges. 72

Checking cassettes for proper film-screen contact. 187

Loat:ing empty cassette with Poloroid x-ray film. 269

Retrieving, displaying and making photographs, printouts and/or
magnetic tape records of computerized transverse axial tomo-
graphic (C.T.T.) scans.
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TASKS LISTED BY TASK FUNCTION (continued)

Category and Abbreviated Task Name

Task
Code No.

QUALITY ASSURANCE, RADIATION PROTECTION, EQUIPMENT-RELATED

Readying, Maintaining X-Ray Equipment

Inspecting,checking,preparing xeroradiography equipment for use. 192

Checking, preparing fluoroscope controls (and phototimer).

Providing visual and/or manual inspection of diagnostic radiog-
raphy system.

178

536

Preparing computerized transverse axial tomography (C.T.T.)
equipment for use. 523

Shutting down computerized transverse axial scanning equipment. 8

Providing preventive maintenance for display tube surface,
camera, disc and/or tape drive units, and/or scanning assembly
(especially water-using head box assembly) of computerized
transverse axial tomography (C.T.T.) equipment.

Providing visual and radiographic or fluoroscopic inspection of
personnel shielding devices such as leaded gloves, aprons,
sheets, gonadal shields.

Equipment Testing, Calibration

524

534

Designing, maintaining, evaluating calibration and/or dose
monitoring program in diagnostic radiology. 528

Calibrating diagnostic x-ray test, survey, or measuring instru-
ments. 556

Checking x-ray field limitation, x-ray receptor and light field
alignmeat, minimum TOD, TFD and field size indicators for diag-
nostic x-ray equipment. 529

Checking fluoroscopic and spot film x-ray field limitation,
x-ray field and image receptor alignment, maximum TID, minimum
TOD, and other requirements. 530

Testing whether diagnostic x-ray tube overload protection and/or
effective focal spot size meet acceptable standards. 531
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TASKS LISTED BY TASK FUNCTION (continued)

Category and Abbreviated Task Name
Task

Code No.

QUALITY ASSURANCE, RADIATION PROTECTION, EQUIPMENT-RELATED

Equipment Testing, Calibration (continued)

Checking and/or performing direct calibration tests of diag-
nostic radiography equipment exposure timers.

Checking accuracy of x-ray machine timers (except phototimers)
with spinning top test.

Checking automatic exposure termination of diagnostic radiog-
raphy equipment.

Checking calibration and accuracy of C.T.T. equipment by making
test scans.

532

173

533

525

Performing calibration tests of kVp, mA, mAs, exposure rates,
reproducibility on diagnostic radiography equipment using di-
rect measuring instruments and/or radiographic comparisons. 535

Performing penetrometer calibration test of kVp or mA selec-
tors of x-ray machine output. 175

Ordering or approving changes in technical factor selector
settings to compensate for a change in quality of x-ray ma-
chine output. 439

Preparing or changing technique charts for specific x-ray and
fluoroscopic equipment on orders. 147

Checking fluoroscopic automatic brightness control system and/
or focus, resolution and distortion of the optical system. 540

Checking diagnostic tomography x-ray equipment for mechanical
operation, fulcrum position, resolution, exposure uniformity
and/or grid alignment. 537

Estimating HVL and checking adequacy of filtration of diag-
nostic x-ray equipment. 538

Checking bucky grid alignment and/or centering in diagnostic
radiography equipment. 539
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TASKS LISTED BY TASK FUNCTION (continued)

Category and Abbreviated Task Name
Task

Code No,

QUALITY ASSURANCE, RADIATION PROTECTION, EQUIPMENT-RELATED

Radiation Protection, Monitoring

Designing, maintaining, evaluating radiation protection and
monitoring programs in diagnostic radiology. 546

Evaluating accepted and rejected radiographq to identify any
technical problems with staff functioning, equipment, radia-
tion protection. 541

Determining primary and secondary structural shielding re-
quired for diagnostic x-ray installations. 547

Collecting and presenting technical information about, and/or
recommending new diagnostic x-ray equipment. 557

Checking the leakage radiation rate from the source assembly of
diagnostic x-ray equipment. 549

Checking maximum entrance exposure rate and primary barrier
transmitted radiation rate for fluoroscopic equipment. 548

Monitoring patient exposure rates.for routine diagnostic x-ray
procedures. 545

Conducting protection survey of stray radiation within diag-
nostic x-ray installation and transmission across primary and
secondary protective barriers. 550

Preparing personnel radiation monitoring dosimetric film or
TLD badges and distributing. 551

Participating in monitoring of personal exposure to radiation
by periodically turning in and replacing film strip in badge
worn by performer.

Participating in monitorinR of personal exposure to radiation
by periodically turning in and replacing film strip in badge;
evaluating posted exposure listings.
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TASKS LISTED BY TASK FUNCTION (continued)

Task
Category and Abbreviated Task Name Code No.

QUALITY ASSURANCE, RADIATION PROTECTION, EQUIPMENT-RELATED

Radiation Protection, Monitoring (continued)

Collecting and/or distributing personnel monitoring dosimetric
badge inserts and preparing for outside or in-house processing
and reading. 552

Reading and recording exposure from personnel monitoring film
or thermoluminescent dosimeters. 553

Entering, evaluating occupational radiation exposure data and
initiating action on dangerous levels. 554

Investigating reasons for reported high occupational radiation
exposure and initiating remediation. 555

Teaching, Meeting

Providing clinical training for staff in a diagnostic radiology
department in'quality assurance tests of equipment, in radia-
tion protection procedures, and related maintenance.

Planning and presenting lectures and/or related laboratory ses-
sions on radiation and/or health physics for students in profes-
sional programs for diagnostic radiology, in medical school, or
in medical sciences.

Preparing lectures or participating in meetings of staff mem-
bers in diagnostic radiology on radiation protection and quali-
ty assurance requirements and practices.
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TASKS LISTED BY TYPE OF MAIN RECIPIENT, RESPONDENT OR CO-WORKER

Category and Abbreviated Task Name
Task

Code No.

TASKS WITH PATIENT RECIPIENT

Any Patient

Checking in-patients' identity against patients' treatment and
medication check lists; stamping arrival and departure times;
attaching cards to patients indicating special conditions. 281

Giving any patient general reassurance. 113

Reassuring any patient and/or accompanying adult about x-ray
and/or fluoroscopy procedurfs. 73

Explaining to any out-patient or accompanying adult proper at-
home procedures to follow pl-,0y to coming for radiographic or
fluoroscopic examination. 74

Placing or making call and delivering non-medical message at
patient's or co-worker's request. 302

Assisting patient to or from wheelchair, stretcher, bed, or
table and/or transporting patient to designated area.

Having any patient and materials prepared for special proce-
dure and readying patient for examination.

Reporting observed symptoms and concerns of any patient to
physician or staff member.

Restraining any patient.

On orders, placing order for specific dietetic meal; picking
up, delivering, and feeding patient if so decided.

Arranging, measuring and recording food intake and excretory
output as ordered.

Obtaining and examining fresh ooJ. from any patient and re-
porting unusual or suspici,ws -ppearance, on orders.

Preparing any patient and "L:aching electrodes for electro-
cardiogram monitoring.
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TASKS LISTED BY TYPE OF MAIN RECIPIENT, RESPONDENT OR CO-WORKER (continued)

Category and Abbreviated Task Name
Task

Code No.

TASKS WITH PATIENT RECIPIENT

Any Patient (continued)

Setting up and monitoring any patient's electrocardiogram dur-
ing special procedure.

Taking an electrocardiogram of any patient as ordered or deter-
mined.

308

262

Deciding whether to call staff person to evaluate whether unusu-
al EKG reading is artifact, or calling physician in case of
serious patient distress. 271

Changing any patient's colostomy bag on orders. 290

Obtaining urine specimen on orders. 155

Obtaining a clean catch urine specimen from any patient and
preparing for laboratory. 98

Catheterizing any male or female patient's urethra with reten-
tion balloon catheter.

Taking and recording vital signs (temperature, pul.se, respira-

tion and blood pressure) of any patient.

Administering medication orally to any patient according to
MD's orders after having quantity checked.

Administering medication orally to any patient according to
MD's orders.

Applying digital or manual pressure to any patient's arterial
or venous puncture site as ordered.

Applying pressure dressing to arterial or venous puncture site
as ordered.

On orders deciding whether wound of any patient needing change
of dressing needs attention of RN; changing simple dry dress-
ing or reinforcing wet dressing.
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TASKS LISTED BY TYPE OF MAIN RECIPIENTL RESPONDENT OR CO-WORKER (continued)

Category and Abbreviated Task Name

Task
Code No.

TASKS WITH PATIENT RECIPIENT

Any Patient (continued)

Irrigating, cleaning, dressing or redressing any patient's
wound, burn or opening for catheter as ordered. 156

Removing any patient's sutures. 33

Administering subcutaneous or intramuscular injection for any
patient according to MD's orders after having quantity checked. 133

Administering subcutarmous or intramuscular injection for any
patient according to MD's orders.

Administering test for allergy to iodine based contrast medium
of any patient.

299

19

Settitc p and using suction machine to clear airway or to as-
sist with gastric lavage. 182

Administering oxygen from portable or piped outlet unit using
oronasal or n2sal mask accoretng to MD's orders. 185

296Providing first aid in x-ray department emergency.

Providing emergency care for any patient having adverse reac-
tion to radiographic contrast medium, procedure, or accident.

Pediatric Patient

77

Bottle feeding a baby with pre-prepared formula. 289

Diapering a baby. 301

Mummying or wrapping an infant or young pediatric patient. 490
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TASKS LISTED BY TYPE OF MAIN RECIPIENT, RESPONDENT OR CO-WORKER (continued)

Category_and Abbreviated Task Name
Task

Code No.

TASKS WITH PATIENT RECIPIENT

Non-Pediatric Patient

Escorting adult out-patients to and/or from dressing rooms,
treatment rooms and/or waiting areas. 282

-Taking and reporting temperature of any non-pediatric pa-
tient with oral thermometer on orders. 291

Catheterizing any female urethra as ordered. 143

Drawing blood from any non-pediatric patient's vein on orders. 18

TASKS WITH STUDENT OR STAFF RECIPIENT

Providing informal clinical training in patient care for non-MD
personnel in diagnostic radiography. 305

Providing clinical training for staff in a diagnostic radiology
department in quality assurance tests of equipment, in radia-
tion protection procedures, and related maintenance.

Planning and presenting lectures and/or related laboratory ses-
sions on radiation and/or health physics for students in pro-
fessional programs for diagnostic radiology, in medical school,
or in medical sciences.

558

559

Preparing lectures or participating in meetings of staff mem-
bers in diagnostic radiology on radiation protection and quality
assurance requirements and practices. 560

TASKS WITH CO-WORKER

Obtaining patient records for use in examination, procedure,
treatment or conference. 354

Notifying ward or floor personnel to ready and transport in-
patients who are scheduled for specific procedures at specific
times.

2-17
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TASKS LISTED BY TYPE OF MAIN RECIPIENT, RESPONDENT OR CO-WORKER (continued)

Category and Abbreviated Task Name

TASKS WITH CO-WORKER (continued)

Delivering prepared specimens or cultures to lab or incubator. 137

Task
Code No.

Checking and submitting accumulated patients' treatment and
medication check lists for in and out time stamps. 300

Checking supply of narcotics or regulated drugs (or witnessing
count); reordering, picking up, and restocking.

Preparing and adjusting schedules for patient procedures.

Checking on reasons for nonappearance of in-patients for ex-
aminations or treatment.

128

272

278

Using isolation and decontamination techniques to prepare ex-
amination or treatment room or area and clean up afterwards
for patient with infectious or communicable condition. 166

Preparing personnel radiation monitoring dosimetric film or

TLD badges and distributing. 551

Collecting and/or distributing personnel monitoring dosimetric
badge inserts and preparing for outside or in-house processing
and reading.

Participating in monitoring of personal exposure to radiation
by periodically turning in and replacing film strip in badge
worn by performer.

552

280

Participating in monitoring of personal exposure to radiation
by periodically turning in and replacing film strip in badge;
evaluating posted exposure listings. 327

Entering, evaluating occupational radiation exposure data and

Initiating action on dangerous levels. 554

Investigating reasons for reported high occupational radia-
tion exposure and initiating remediation. 555

Determining primary and secondary structural shielding re-
quired for diagnostic x-ray installations. 547
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TASKS LISTED BY TYPE OF MAIN RECIPIENT, RESPONDENT OR CO-WORKER (continued)

Category and Abbreviated Task Name
Task

Code No.

.`"

TASKS WITH CO-WORKER (continued)

Designing, maintaining, evaluating calibration and/or dose
monitoring program in diagnostic radiology. 528

Designing, maintaining, evaluating darkroom and/or film pro-
cessor monitoring program in diagnostic radiology. 542

Designing, maintaining, evaluating radiation protection and
monitoring programs in diagnostic radiology. 546

Evaluating accepted and rejected radiographs to identify any
technical problems with staff functioning, equipment, radia-
tion protection. 541

Collecting and presenting technical information about and/or
recommending new diagnostic x-ray equipment. 557

Participating in meeting of nursing personnel in x-ray depart-
ment. 295

TASKS WITH SUBORDINATE

Ordering or approving changes in technical factor selector set-
tings to compensate for a change in quality of x-ray machine
output. 439

Orienting new staff member(s) to departmental standard operat-
ing and administrative procedures, floor plan, location of
equipment and supplies, record keeping. 186

Making assignments of staff to work areas, procedures, and/or
MD's and/or vacations and lunch hours. 131

Assigning subordinate and explaining assignment to transport
patient, obtain materials or documents, or assist co-worker. 294

Keeping attendance records and recording or reporting exces-
sive lateness and/or absenteeism. 165

2-19
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TASKS LISTED BY TYPE OF MAIN RECIPIENT, RESPONDENT OR CO-WORKER (continued)

Category and Abbreviated Task Name

Task
Code No.

TASKS WITH SUBORDINATE (continued)

Informally observing and evaluating patient care work of nurs-
ing and technologist staff in diagnostic radiography, and de-
ciding whether training is needed.

Formally evaluating subordinates' work by filling out descrip-
tive and/or rating-scale evaluation forms.

Conducting a private personnel meeting with subordinate.

Calling and participating as supervisor in meeting of subordi-
nates in department.

TASKS WITH SUPERVISORY PERSON

Filling out institutional report form (such as for cancella-
tion) as ordered by MD.

Assisting physician or co-worker in special examination or
treatment procedures.

J58

306

307

309

163

153

Retrieving, displaying and making photographs, printouts and/
or magnetic tape records of computerized transverse axial tomo-

graphic (C.T.T.) scans. 527

Attending pexsonal meeting with supervisor on functioning or
personal, work-related problems. 293

TASKS WITH SERVICE PERSONNEL

Requesting repair, replacement or other services of another
hospital department orally and/or filling out requisition.

Calibrating diagnostic x-ray test, survey, or measuring instru-

ments.

2-20
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TASKS LISTED BY TYPE OF MAIN RECIPIENT, RESPONDENT OR CO-WORKER (continued)

Category and Abbreviated Task Name

Task
Code No.

TASKS WITH SERVICE PERSONNEL (continued)

Providing visual and radiographic or fluoroscopic inslieCtion
of personnel shielding devices such as leaded gloves, aprons,
sheets, gonadal shields. 534

Checking cassettes for proper film-screen contact. 187

Inspecting, checking, preparing xeroradiography equipment for use.192

Providing visual and/or manual inspection of diagnostic radiog-
raphy system. 536

Checking, preparing fluoroscope controls (and phototimer). 178

Checking diagnostic tomography x-ray equipment for mechanical
operation, fulcrum position, resolution, exposure uniformity
and/or grid alignment. 537

Checking fluoroscopic automatic brightness control system and/

or focus, resolution and distortion of the optical system. 540

Checking and/or performing direct calibration tests of diag-
nostic radiography equipment exposure timers. 532

Checking accuracy of x-ray machine timers (except phototimers)
w!th spinning top test. 173

Checking automatic exposure termination of diagnostic radiog-

raphy equipment. 533

Performing calibration tests of kVp, mA, mAs, exposure rates,
reproducibility on diagnostic radiography equipment using di-
rect measuring instruments and/or radiographic comparisons. 535

Performing penetrometer calibration test of kVp or mA selec-

tors of x-ray machine output. 175

Checking x-ray field limitation, x-ray receptor and light
field alignment, minimum TOD, TFD and field size indicators

for diagnostic x-ray equipment.
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TASKS LISTED BY TYPE OF MAIN RECIPIENT, RESPONDENT OR CO-WORKER (continued)

Category and Abbreviated Task Name
Task

Code No.

TASKS WITH SERVICE PERSONNEL (continued)

Checking fluoroscopic and spot film x-ray field limitation,
x-ray field and image receptor alignment, maximum TID, mini-
mum TOD, and other requirements. 530

Testing whether diagnostic x-ray tube overload protection and/
or effective focal spot size meet acceptable standards. 531

Estimating IIVI. and checking adequacy of filtration of diag-
nostic x-ray equipment. 538

Checking hucky grid alignment and/or centering in diagnostic
radiography equipment.

Monitoring and evaluating x-ray film processors.

Making minor adjustments or repair on automatic x-ray film
processor.

Checking the leakage radiation rate from the source assembly
of diagnostic x-ray equipment.

Checking maximum entrance exposure rate and primary barrier
transmitted radiation rate for fluoroscopic equipment..

539

543

276

549

548

Conducting protection survey of stray radiation within diag-
nostic x-ray installation and transmission across primary and
secondary protective barriers. 550

Monitoring patient exposure rates for routine diagnostic x-ray
prccedures. 545

TASKS WITH PICK-UP OR DELIVERY CONTACT

Filling out standard order for linen, picking up, folding and
storing.

Filling out and delivering standard order for food items for
department; picking up, and placing food for storage.
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TASKS LISTED BY TYPE OF MAIN RECIPIENT, RESPONDENT OR CO-WORKER (continued)

Category and Abbreviated Task Name
Task

Code No.

TASKS WITH PICK-UP OR DELIVERY CONTACT (continued)

Obtaining and checking keypunch control card for serial cas-
sette changer as ordered.

Checking for presence and condition of emergency supplies in
proper locations; and restocking as needed.

Checking supplies and ordering non-drug materials needed by de-
partment.

Checking supply and ordering non-narcotic medicinals needed by
department.

297

227

76

129

Checking and storing order for non-narcotic drugs and/or sup-
plies. 136

Loading empty cassette with Polaroid x-ray film. 269

Loading x-ray film cassette(s), nonscreen film holder(s),
box(es), and/or roll film cartridges. 72

Processing exposed Polaroid x-ray film with Polaroid automatic
processing equipment. 267

Processing exposed x-ray film in automatic processor. 69

Processing exposed x-ray film manually. 71

Preparing radiographic subtraction prints. 275

Applying print coater to photographs. 319

Determining exposure characteristics of x-ray and/or dosimet-
ric films. 544

Filling out patient identification information on labels and
forms in anticipation of need or as requested.

Assigning scheduled patients to procedure rooms in appropriate
order.
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TASKS LISTED BY TYPE-0F MAIN RECIPIENT, RESPONDENT OR CO-WORKER (continued)

Category and Abbreviated Task Name
Task

Code No.

TASKS WITH PICK-UP OR DELIVERY CONTACT (continued)

Checking and jacketing patient's radiographs, ultrasonograms,
and/or C.T.T. scans with requisition sheets and prior diag-
nostic materials and placing for filing or interpreting. 78

Logging and/or tallying patient services and/or instructional
case record materials for use in record keeping, billing or
instruction. 134

Preparing treatment or examination equipment for sterilization
in autoclave. 145

Preparing barium sulfate contrast medium as ordered or for
standard use. 79

Preparing a hypodermic needle with injection dosage on orders. 260

Adding predetermined instruments and supplies to prepared pro-
cedure trays. 274

Preparing materials or trays with medications and materials
for special treatments or procedures according to standard
orders. 80

Readyihg emergency cart. 304

Preparing blood samples for the laboratory. 180

Preparing specimens such as extravascular body fluids, wash-
ings, cell and/or tissue biopsies for transportation to labora-
tory.

TASKS WITH LITTLE OR NO CONTACT

65

Testing a urine sample by tablet or dipstick method and record- 95
ing.

Ordering duplicate copies of forms, records, or documents. 264
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TASKS LISTED BY TYPE OF MAIN RECIPIENT, RESPONDENT 'OR CO-WORKER (continued)

Category and Abbreviated Task Name

Task
Code No.

TASKS WITH LITTLE OR NO CONTACT (continued)

Making photocopies of documents, collating, and stapling. 222

Checking for presence cf emergency supplies in proper locations. 28,5
. ;

Checking presence and functioning of oxygen and/or suction
equipment, and amounts of oxygen. 284

Relocking equipment box(es) with breakaway lock. 184

Preparing computerized transverse axial tomography (C.T.T.)
equipment for use. 523

Providing preventive maintenance for display tube surface,
camera, disc and/or tape drive units, and/ot canning assembly

(especially water-using head box assembly) of computerized
transverse axial tomography (C.T.T.) equipment. 524

Checking calibration and accuracy of C.T.T. equipment by making
test scans. 525

Shutting down computerized tranverse axial scanning equipment. 8

Inspecting and cleaning intensifviol screens in cassette hold-
ers. 167

Cleaning an examination or tleatment room after use. 135

Inspecting, cleaning and readying x-ray film hand processing
equipment for U. 70

Cleaning, inspecting and readying automatic x-ray film pro-
cessor(s) for use. 273

Making up uni,.-cupled bed or stretcher bed. 223

Preparing or 0-.kriging technique charts for specific x-ray and
fluoroscopic equipment on orders. 147

Reading and recordig exposure from personnel monitoring film
or thermoluminescent dosimeters. 553
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CHAPTER 3

TASK DESCRIPTIONS:

MACHINE-RELATED, PATIENT CARE AND
ADMINISTRATIVE TASKS

There are 149 tasks included in this chapter. These are

ranged numerically by Task Code Number from Code 8 to Code 560. Not all-

numbers are represented in this volume.

There is no chapter pagination. Instead, the pages within each

task are numbered. The user can find the task by referring to the Task'

Code Number and task page number at the upper right of each page.

Some tasks have a notation at the bottom of the first sheet

which states, "This is a new assignment to this number." This indicates

that an earlier use wvs made of the number, and the earlier assignment is

now obsolete. All other code numbers up to Code 273 in this Volume are

tasks that were also found by HSMS in an ambulatory care center where a

pilot test of the HSMS method was carried out.

53



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 8

This is page 1 of 2 for this task.

1. What is the output of this task? (Be sure
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

C.T.T. equipment shut down and turned off
after allowing x-ray tube to cool; problems
reported or decision made to report to
service organization,or have equipment
tested.

What is used in performing this task? (Note
if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

C.T.T. unit, control panels, switches; key-
switch; operator's manual; magnetic discs,
tapes or cassettes; tape or disc storage
files; protective case

. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes...(X) No...( )

4. If -Yes" to q7-): Name the Kina o recipient
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or legal restrictions.

Supervisor or co-worker

Name -77-7;77-170 that the answers to ques-
tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-
tial words.

Shutting down computerized transverse axial
scanning equipment, by turning off x-ray unit;
unloading magnetic tape or disc, and storing;
waiting for x-ray tubes to cool and shutting
appropriate units; turning off heat exchanger;
reporting any problems or deciding to have
tests made.

This is new assignment to this number.

r 4

List Elements Full

Performer turns off computerize
transverse axial tomography
(C.T.T.) equipment at end of
day or shift, or if there is a
problem, as a result of:

a. Regular assignment.
b. Request.

c. Decision to do personally.

C.T.T. equipment may include
E.M.I. or A.C.T.A. scanner,
or similar type, depending
on institution;may be re-
ferred to as C.T.T., C.T.,
or C.A.T. scanner.

Unless automatically ar-
ranged,performer plans equip-
ment shutdown so that the
heat exchanger is left on
for at least five minutes
after the last scan done
before turn-off,so that the
x-ray tube can be cooled by
oil in the cooling system.

. If the C.T.T. scanner in-
volved has a water filled
head box for brain scanning,
performer operates controls
to rotate water box so that
water valve is at the top
and headbag is extended so
that air bubbles will rise.

Performer shuts down after
appropriate lapse of time
after last scan:

a. Uses controls to turn off
x-ray control unit, high
voltage and photomulti-
pliers as appropriate.

OK-RP-R.R.RR
6. Check here i this

is a master sheet.S.9



List Elements

TASK DESCR1P-,IJN "iEET (continued)

This is page

Checks that ready light(s) go
off.

b. Unloads any disc and/or tape in
unit:

Task Code No. 8

2 of 2 for this task.

i) May reset and rewind magnetic
tape using appropriate controls.

ii) When tape drive haG stopped,
completes rewind operation.

iii) Removes tape reel or disc from
unit. Closes unit door.

iv) May place tape or disc in pro-
tective Case.

v) Stores tape or disc as appro-
priate according to file system,
or places in appropriate loca-
tion for later filing.

c. Checks that visual displays are
turned off. (May leave power on.)

d. Depending on equipment, turns off
-ropriate switches, motor drives,
:switch, except for those kept in

on" position. Checks that appro-
priate lights go off.

e. Unless provided for automatically,
performer turns off the heat
exchanger after checking proper
time elapse (at least five minutes
after last scan).

f. Turns off any other controls as
appropriate, and checks that all
lights are off.

g. May check operator's manual if
there is a problem; may report
any problemP to appropriate staff
member; may decide to call service
organization or have cest runs
made,or decides to test personally.

List Elements Full
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code Nu. 18

This is page _1 of 2 for this task.

1. What is the output of this task? (Be sure List Elements Full
this is broad enough to 1- epeatable.)

'Blood drawn from patient's vein . blood work up;
vacutainers or test tubes filled ..'-11 blood;contain-

ers labeled;inability to find vein 17,:ported; record
entered;arrangement made for samples to be prepared
and taken to laboratory.

Performer draws blood from non-
pediatric patient's vein:

a. On orders.
. As regular part of examine-

tion procedure.
c. At request of co-worker.

1. Performer reviews MD's orders,
has standard order such as on
check list, or listens to spe-
cific request for blood for
tests and/or special labeling.

. _

--
.

Performer consults check list
to determine fOr any test to
be done the amount of blood,
whether an anti-coagulant is
needed and/or the color of the
vacutainer. May call lab if
check list is not available.

2. Has lab slips,labels And ma-
terials prepared for tests by
subordinates, or decides to
prepare personally,including
syringes and test tubes or
vacutainers,needles,anti-co-
agulants,iced container.

3. Labels blood sample containers
making sure that lab slips
are properly filled out. May
mark date, time, and specific
location from which blood is
to be taken.

........--
2. What is used in per:0:- : this task? (Note

if only certain items . be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

Patient's chart, check list, or MD's orders; tele-
phone; tray with tourniquet, marking pencil, alcohol
swabs, sterile needle, sterile vacutainers or sy-
ringes and sterile test tubes;anti-coagnlants;band-
aids; labels, lab slips; iced container

. is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes...DO No...( )

. 1 Yes to q. 3: Name the kind o recipient
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the-kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or legal restrictions.

Any non-pediatric patient; co-worker; MD or super-
isor ,

. Name the task so that the answers to ques-

Explains to patient what will
be done. Selects arm and vein
from which to draw blood, de-
pending on visibility of blood
vessels.

5.. If performer is unable to ob-
tain sample because of diffi-

OK-RP;RR;RR

tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-

tial words.

Drawing blood from an non-eediatric eatient's vein
on orders by determining amount needed for tests or-
dered; finding vein, inserting needle and drawing
proper athount of blood into syringes or vacutainers
reporting inability to find vein; arranging to have
sens prepared and sent to lab; recording.

6. Check here if this
is a master sheet..(X)

5



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 18_

This is page 2 of 2 'for this task.

List Elements Full List Elements Full

culty in finding vein, reports this to
supervisor or physician.

6. Applies tourniquet to inflate vein, in-
structing patient to make a fist.

7. Locates and may mark point for inser-
tion; swabs with alcohol. Checks nee-
dle. Ejects air equal to amount of
blood to be drawn. Inserts needle;
checks for blood by pulling back
slightly on plunger. Draws blood into
appropriately labeled vacutainrx(s) or
syringe(s) in amount specified for
tests. Removes tourniquet and then nee-
dle.

8. Gives vacutainer(s) or syringe(s) to
co-worker to prepare for lab, or de-
cides to do personally.

9. Swabs puncture with alcohol swab; com-
presses area; may put on bandaid.



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 19

This is page 1 of 3 for this task.

.,

1. What is the output of this task? (Be sure List Elements Full
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Decision on whether to go ahead with test for al-
lergy to iodine based contrast medium; test dose in-
jected; patient's reaction evaluated; treatment and/
or emergency care administered and patient hospital-
ized if necessary; full dose of contrast so'ution in-
jected if so requested; standby care previded if ap-
ipropriate; record made of patient's reaction to test

'

.....

Performer may be asked or be as
signed to administer a test for
allergy to iodine based con-
trast media (used in radiograph-
ic contrast studies) and may ad-
minister the contrast dosage if
so requested, once having made
the judgment that no adverse
reaction has occ%rred.

_. Performer reads the appropri
ate requisition form and med-
ical information to became
familiar with the case. Notes
any relevant information.

Checks to see that patient or
authorized adult has signed
consent for procedure. If
not, informs appropriate co-
worker and either terminates
test or has it delayed until
written consent is obtained.

. Performer greets patient and/
or accompanying adult in ex-
amination room. Attempts to
reassure; explains what will
be done. Performer may ques-
tion patient or adult about
symptoms in relation to the
condition being studied. May
collect additional medical

-----..............
2. What is used in performing this task? (Note

if only certain items must be used.- If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

Requisition form and patient's chart; prepared proce
dure tray with syringes and materials needed for
test dose (and full dose) of iodine based contrast
solution; cortico-steroid, antihistamine or atropine;
materials and equipment on emergency cart; telepbine;
pen

. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes...CK) No...( )

. xes to q. : Name tei7=77:1 recipient,
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge

requirements or legal restrictions.
Any patient to have test for allergy to iodine based
contrast medium; radiologic technologist; nursing
and/or clerical personnel

5. Name the task so that the answers to ques- history regarding allergies
(especially to iodine and
seafood), respiratory prob-
lems or asthma. Answers
questions about test.

3. Performer decides whether to
proceed with the test based
on assessment of patient's
current condition or evidence
of allergy to contrast medium.

OK-RP;RR;RR

tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline esaen-
tisl words.

dministering test for allergy to iodine based con-
trast medium of any patient by deciding whether to go
-head based on case history and interview; injecting
test dose intravenously and noting reaction; provid-
ing emergency care and/or care to control adverse re-
action; deciding whether patient can tolerate full
.ose; informing patient of allergy; if requested
-nd decided,administering full dose and/or recording
eaction; telling technologist when to go ahead if

appropriate; providing standby care if appropriate;
recording results. h. Check here if this

is a master sheet.. .
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 19

This is page 2 of 3 for this task.

List Elements Full

If perforrr decides not to proceed,
records reasons on patient's chart and
any recommendations such as reschedul-
ing. Informs appropriate co-worker.

5. If performer decides to proceed, indi-
cates to appropriate staff person that
decision has been made to proceed with
the test dose of the contrast medium.

a. Performer has patient prepared for
intravenous ird_ection of test dosage
and checks that procedure tray and
emergency cart are present and prop-
erly equipped.

b. Performer may prepare patient person-
ally by exposing arm, applying tourn-
iquet, finding vein and swabbing
site with antiseptic solution, or
has this done.

5. Performer asks for or selects prepared
test dose of radiopaque iodine based
contrast solution in hypodermic. If us-
ing separate syringe for test dose,
checks for proper amount (1 or 2 cc);
otherwise checks for amount needed for
test and full dose. Expels air in sy-
ringe; inserts needle into vein; re-
moves tourniquet and injects test dose.
If using separate syringe for test, re-
moves needle and swabs site. If using
same syringe for full dose, leaves in
place.

Performer observes patient's reactions
to test dose for several minutes and de-
cides whether patient can tolerate full
dose and whether to proceed with full
dosage of contrast solution (if so re-
quested).

1. If patient has a severe reaction to the
test dose, such as cardiac arrest, ana-
phylactic shock (exaggerated negative
reaction to the foreign substance),
bronchospasm or laryngospasm (stricture
of bronchial tubes or larynx), hypoten-
sion (drop in blood pressure), cyanosis

List Elements Full

(bluish discoloration due to excessive
concentration of reduced hemoglobin in
blood), urticaria (vascular skin reac-
tikm), or violent sneezing, performer
orders emergency cart and proceeds at
once with emergency life support or
measures to control the reaction:

a. Performer determines the severity
of the condition by listening for
heartbeat, respiration; may check
blood pressure: may take EKG read-
ing, using equipment on emergency
cart. Performer handles emergency:

i) May administer oxygen or air
using oxygen tank and mask or
ambu bag; may clear airway
using finger or tongue blade.

ii) May decide to establish an
airway by removing any den-
tures and, using a laryngo-
scope (to view larynx),in-
serting an endotracheal tube.
May perform tracheostomy by
cutting opening into trachea
and inserting a tube.

iii) May apply closed chest cardi-
ac massage.

iv) Depending on EKG results may
apply defibrillator by se-
lecting watt seconds, apply-
ing, and raising watt.seconds
until effective.

v) Depending on EKG results may
administer a prepared intra-
cardial injection of a heart
stimulant.

vi) May decide on and administer
IV infusion.

vii) When patient has been revived
performer records reaction to
test dose and what was done
on patient's chart. Notifies
appropriate medical staff;
orders aftercare as appropri-
ate; has patient transported
to appropriate location.



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

tarn

Task Code No. 19

This is page 3 of 3 for this task.

List Elements Full

Makes sure patient is informed of
the type of drug that caused the
reaction.

viii) Terminates procedure by notifying
appropriate staff. If out-patient
or in an ambulatory care unit, ar
ranges for hospitalization.

b. If performer judges that patient diS
plays a strong (but not emergency)
allergic reaction:

i) Performer may order &rid adminis-
ter a cortico-steroid, an anti-
histamine, or atropine.

ii) Performer decides whether thc
reaction is sufficiently con-
trolled for patient to tolerate
the full dosage needed for the
radiographic procedure; if appro-
priate, decides whether to pro-
ceed to administer the full dos-
age.

iii) If performer decides to terminate
performer records details cf the
test and the reaction on pa-
tient's chart and requisition
form. Explains to accompanying
adult or patient that patient is
allergic to the iodine-based so-
lution.

iv) Terminates procedure as appropri-
ate.

c. If performer judges that patient can
tolerate the contrast dose for the
procedure scheduled, indicates this
on patient's chart and/or requisi-
tion sheets. Notes any reaction and
what was done. If appropriate, rec-
ommends administra -)T1 of antihis-

tamine or corticJ-bLeroid before the
procedure.

d. If appropriate and if performer de-
cides to proceed with full dosage
of the contrast solution, performer
makes sure that materials are pre-
sent for full dosage injection.

(i 0

List Elements Full

i) rerformer injects full dosage of
radiopaque solution remaining in
syringe, or uses second Syringe
as described above, checking
proper amount before injecting.

*ii) Performer observes patient for
signs of severe reaction to
the full dose of contrast solu-
tion. If there is a severe re-
action, performer proceeds, as
described above, with.emergency
care.

iii) If theme are no serious adverse-
reactions, performer tells radio
logic technologist when patient
is ready for radiography.

iv) Performer may remaih ion call in
case of delayed reaction during
radiographic examination. If
there is a delayed serious re-
action, performer proceeds as
described above, with emergency
care.

. Performer may record results of test
* on patient's chart and sign chart and/

or requisition form.



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 33

This is page 1 of 2 for this task.

. What is the output of this task? (Be sure List Elements Fully
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

utures removed; healing evaluated; wound irrigated,
ressed, bandaged; medication prescribed and/or ad-
inistered; record entered.

What is used in performing this task? (Note

if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

atient's chart; pen; requisition forms; sterile
loves; antiseptic solution; swabs; sterile clamp,
orceps or tweezers, scissors; sterile syringe;
terile dressing; bandages; tape; medications as
rdered

3. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes...(Y) No...( )

4. 1 Yes to q. 3: Name the kind o recipient
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or legal restrictions.

Lny patient to have sutures removed; accompanying
Ldult if pediatric patient; subordinate

. Name the task so that the answers to ques-
tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-
tial words.

temoving any patient's sutures, by reviewing case;
ipplying antiseptic; lifting up sutures using clamp;
:utting sutures and removing with forceps or
:weezers; evaluating healing; ordering irrigation,
)andaging, and/or antibiotic medication; ordering
!011ow-up if needed; recording.

Performer removes patient's su-
tures as a result of:

Having performed incision
and suturing personally,
after ordering revisit for
removal of sutures.
Referral to performer.

If appropriate, reviews pa-
tient's chart to ascertain
relevant medical history.
Performer may decide to dele-
gate all or part of procedure
to co-worker or subordinate.
If so, explains what is to be

Performer orders materials to
be used or checks materials
already prepared.

Performer greets patient and
accompanying adult if patient
is child. Explains what will
be done.

Performer examines sutured
areas and notes condition and
healing.

4. Performer has patient pre-
pared and dons sterile
glove:11. May personally swab

area with antisepti::: solu-
tion.

5. Performer uses clamp to hold
up stitches; cuts sutures
with appropriate scissors.
Pulls out sutures with for-
ceps or tweezers.

6. Examines wound for signs of
infection. May decide to ir-
rigate with antiseptic or or-

OK RP;RR;RR

6. Check here if this
is a master sheet..CK)

6



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 33

This is page 2 of 2 for this task.

List Elements Full

der wound irrigated. May use syringe
or pour on solution.

If performer decides that antibiotics
are needed, orders and administers or
has administered by subordinate.Writes
and/or signs order for medication. Per-
former may explain to patient (or ac-.
companying adult) how to take medica-
tion at home.

Performer may dress and bandage wound
or have subordinate dress and bandage,
specifying what to usi; and any medica-
tions. May order follow-up examination.

Enters record of what was done and any
medication prescribed on patient's
chart.

List Elements Fullesa51.=i
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 65

This is page 1 of 5 for this task.

1. What is the output of this task? (Be sure
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Materials checked;specimen(s) received from MD;
slides fixed;.cultures,tissue samples prepared for
lab(s) ;record entered on labels,order forms,chart ac
directed;delivery to lab(s) arranged.

-ist Elements Fully

2. What is used in performing_ this task? (Note
if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

Pt.'s requisition sheet,ID information,MD orders;
labels,lab order forms;bags;procedure tray with
sterile caps,test tubes.containers,culture media,
preservative,slides,fixative,eye dropper,caps,
tweezers,needle;rubber bands;test tube holder;pen;
soap;sterile gown,gloves,mask;shielding;biopsy sy-
ringe,brushes,clamp and/or forceps with biopsy sam-
ple;emesis basin,suction machine drainage bottles,or
collection bottles with specimens:disposable re-
ceptacles

3. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes...( ) No...( )

Tes to q. : Name tne in recipient,
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or legal restrictions.

Clinical yhysician or radiologist in charge;any
patient;nurse;radiologic technologist;co-worker

. Name the task so that the answers to ques-
tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-
tial words.

Preparing specimens such as extravascular body
fluids,washings,cell and/or tissue biopsies for
transportation to laboratory,by checking type of
specimen and lab tests to loc. ordered and arranging
for needed supplies;receiving fluid or biopsy speci-
men;smearing and fixing slides for cytology,placing
samples in culture media for bacteriology,placing
tissues in preservative for histology;record-
ing ID information,type of specimen,site,test or-
dered on label,order forms,chart as directed;having
MD approve;arranging for delivery to lab(s).

Pe;.former prepares specimens
such as extravascular body
fluids, washings, cell and/or
tissue biopsies for transporta-
tion to the laboratories as a
result of:

a. Regular assignment.
b. Request by co-worker.
c. Receiving requisition sheet

for a particular examination.

Performer may check schedule
sheet and note nature of the
examination, the type of
specimens to be obtained,and
the type(s) of laboratory
test(s) ordered; performer
may receive orders from
supervisor or MD; or per-
former has standing orders
for the procedure(s) based
on the type of examination
involved.

Performer reviews the requi-
sition sheet, orders, or
discusses with the physi-
cian involved to determine
what is required and the
timing:

a. Performer checks patient's
identification informa-
tion for use in prepara-
tion of lab slips and
labels. Notes patient's
name, sex, age, ID number,
and,depending on whether
patient is in-patient,
out-patient,or emergency
patient, any other rele-
vant information for
records.

b. Performer notes the na-
ture of the examination

OK-RP;RR;RR
6. Check here if this

is a master sheet.. X

This is new assignment to this number.
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

This is page 2

List Elements Full

and the type of specimen to be
collected, such as spinal fluid in
connection with spinal tap, mye-
lography, pneumoenchephalography;
joint fluid in connection with
arthrography;cyst fluid in connec-
tion with cyst puncture; bronchial
washings or sputum from bronchos-
copy; cells and tissue samples in
connection with bronchoscopy, lung
or renal biopsy.

c. Performer notes the nature of the
laboratory examination(s) to be
prepared for, such as cytologic
(cell) evaluation, bacteriologic
or fungus culture evaluatiDn, his-
tologic (tissue) evaluation.

i) Notes the agent to be used for
fixing slides, the medium or
non-use of medium for trans-
porting cultures, and the agent
to be used for transporting
tissue specimens.

ii) Notes special requirements such
as special culture medium in
culture tube to be obtained from
laboratory; use of saline moist-
ened sponge in sterile basin to
transport tissue to be photo-
graphed; or choice of alcohol
and ether, formalin, or air dry-
ing to fix slides--depending on
the nature of the pathology to
be tested for.

iii) Notes the likely number of
separate specimens to be pre-
pared during procedure; reviews
the type of record keeping re-
quired.

iv) Notes whether the specimens are
to be treated as infectious ma-
terials, and/or require rapid
processing and delivery to lab-
oratory.

d. Performer may discuss timing of the
procedure and what is involved with

Task Code No. 65

of 5 for this task.

the physician who will obtain the
specimen(s).

Performer prepares ahead for receiv-
ing and preparing the specimen(s):

a. If not already done, performer
checks that the materials needed
are present or decides to assemble
procedure tray personally.

i) Checks for appropriate speci-
men containers and/or test
tubes and makes sure that they
are sterile and empty or con-
tain an appropriate fixing or
preserving agent and/or the
correct culture medium for the
type of test involved.

ii) Checks that sterile slides,
rubber bands, tweezers are
available.

b. If not already done, has labels
and lab order forms preparcd
ahead with patient's identifica-
tion information, or decides to
do personally.

i) Fills out laboratory informa-
tion such as nature of speci-
men and type of test as appro-
priate.

ii) Notes the additional clinical
information to be filled in
as the specimen(s) are obtained
If appropriate, has a label
prepared identifying a sample
to be treated as infectious
material suCh as pleural se-
cretions.

c. If performer will be in examina-
tion room during radiography or
fluoroscopy, performer dons ap-
propriate lead shielded garments.

d. Prepares as appropriate to carry
out procedure using sterile tech-



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 65

This is page 3 of 5 for this task.

List Elementl.LIlly List Elements Full

nique. May don sterile garments.
Washes hands as appropriate.

e. Performer takes his or her place
at examination table and awaits
orders from physician in charge.

3. If the specimen is a nonvascular body
fluid such as joint fluid, spinal
fluid or cyst fluid, performer pro-
ceeds as follows:

a. Performer stands by as physician
inserts ,:ppropriate needle or can-
nula and aspirates fluid or allows
fluid to drain. For cyst puncture
makes sure that correct preserva-
tive is in test tube or container.

b. Performer either holds sterile con-
tainer or test tube while physi-
cian ejects fluid from syringe in
appropriate amount, or performer
fills sterile container or test
tube with appropriate amount of
fluid from collection container or
syringe after gravity drainage.

c. Checks for proper amount and caps
each container or test tube as pre-
pared. Sets test tubes into holder.

d. Washes hands as appropriate.

A. If the specimen is in the form of
bronchial washings or sputum, perform-
er proceeds as follows:

a. Performer stands by to receive
specimen in emesis basin or col-
lected in drainage bottle of suc-
tion machine from staff member or
physician. May await orders while
physician observes the condition
of specimen.

b. Performer uses decontamination
technique in preparing bronchial
secretion specimen for laboratory
as ordh,red:

i) Plans steps so that ,:ontaminated
objects can be disposed of or
discarded.

ii) Keeps the outside of the lab-
oratory container free of any
contact with the material.

iii) Disposes of all objects or con-
tainers used in appropriate
disposal containers or in con-
tainers used for objects to be
sterilized.

c. If the specimen is in an emesis
basin, performer may choose con-
tainer with saline solution or
culture medium and/or container
with ether-alcohol preservative,
depending on whether bacteriologic
or cytologic testing is ordered.

d. Uses sterile bacteriologic con-
tainer if washings have already
been produced by irrigation of
bronchial site with saline.

e. As appropriate,performer pours
specimen from emesis basin or
drainage bottle into prepared
laboratory container or tube.
If appropriate, uses capped drain-
age bottle of suction machine as
container for laboratory.

f. If sample is viscous, performer
prepares for culture using cul-
ture tube prepared with appropri-
ate medium:

i) Removes cotton stopper; main-
tains sterility of insertion
end.

ii) Removes applicator by grasping
wood end and not allowing swab
end to touch rim of tube.

iii) Wipes swab ovvir or into col-
lected sample.

iv) Reinserts applicator in tube
avoiding contact with outer
surfaces. Inserts up to where
stick is held in fingers. Re-
places stopper to plug opening
and hold end of stick above
rim of tube.

65



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 65

This is page 4_ of 5 for this task..

List Elements Fully

v) May break off protruding end of
stick and cap tube.

vi) Places label near rim end of
tube.

g. Makes sure that container is se-
curely stoppered or capped.

h. Discards unused portion of specimen
and objects in contact with speci-
men in appropriate receptacle and
uses decontamination technique to
remove gown, mask, gloves. Washes
hands.

I. Writes in appropriate information
on each label such as site of wash-
ings, type of specimen, time, date.
Attaches labels to identify speci-
mens as "infectious material" if
appropriate.

j. Places each labeled container into
a clean paper or plastic bag. At-
taches lab order form to surface
of each specimen bag.

If the specimen is obtained by brush,
needle aspiration or cutting needle
biopsy technique, performer proceeds
as follows:

a. With biopsy performed with needle
provided with cutting action and
clamp, forceps, or other retaining
device, performer has tissue speci-
men jars with lids prepared ahead
with preservative such as formalin
or saline (depending on whether
specimen will be photographed):

i) Holds each container while phy-
sician drops specimen directly
into container. Caps container.

ii) Verifies the type of tissue and
site and records on label.

b. With biopsy performed with needle
aspiration technique, performer
prepares appropriate containers
and slides depending on the types
of tests to be run:

List Elements Fully_j

i) Places clean (or sterile) slide
to receiiie specimen and stands'
by while physician ejects
the aspirated material from
syringe onto slide.

ii) Performer uses sterile tweezers
and picks out the tissue frag-
ments visible on the slide.
Places into tissue containers,
caps, and records on labels as
described tn a, above.

iii) If a bacterial culture is to
be prepared, performer may wait
while physician takes up saline
solution into syringe and mixes
with aspirated material. Per-
former prepares appropriate
tube(s) for culture and holds
while physician ejects con-
tents into prepared culture
tube. Performer caps and re-
cords on label as described
above.

iv) If a fungus culture is to be
prepared, performer holds test
tube with appropriate agar med-
ium for culture while physician
ejects contents into one or
more containers. Caps ari. re-
cords as described.

v) Performer prepares several
glass slides with remaining
material as described below in
step d.

c. With biopsy performed using brush
technique (usually with bronchos-
copy)sperformer receives brushes
as samples are taken and prepares
as appropriate lor histologic(tis-
sue),bacterial or fungal(cultures)
and/or cytologic(cell)evaluation:

i) Performer receives the brushes
for bacterial or fungal cul-
ture and places directly into
sterile test tubes prepared
with appropriate saline or
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 65

This is page 5 of 5 for this task.

List Elements Full List Elements Full

"transport medium" or other ap-
propriate medium. Records site
on label.

ii) If histology samples are avail-
able on brushes performer uses
sterile tweezers or needle and
"teases" off tissue from the
brushes. Drops intg appropriate
container with appropriate
formalin preservative and caps.
Records site of brushg and
nature of tissue.

d. Prepares slides for cytology tests
as follows:

i) May prepare sterile glass slides
by wrapping a rubber band around
one end of side. Uses sterile
technique and holds slide by side
margins to prevent contamination.

ii) Uses sterile applicator and dips
into the moint specimen or uses
brushes used to collect sample.
Spreads the material evenly and
thinly on the center of the slide
by rolling brush or applicator
tip across center. May smear by
using a second sterile slide.

iii) If slide is to be fixed, perform-
er quickly applies a few drops
of ethyl alcohol, albumen, alco-
hol-ether or formalin depending
on whether lipoma is suspected
and/or institutional practice.

iv) May set one or more slides aside
for air drying. May place a
second slide on top of first
and press firmly. May place
slides into bottle of fixing
agent and cap.

v) Performer records on ID label
(or bottle) the site from which
the specimen was obtained as
directed.

. Checks identification information
on all 1:.,!els. Records on each,.
label as :..ppropriate the site 4iOm
which the sample was drawn, the
nature of the sample, the date and
the time.

a. If appropriate, numbers a,series
of specimen containers in their
order of collection. Labels each
container separately.

b. Makes sure that labels are firmly
attached to containers.

7. If not already done, performer pre-
pares lab order forms for the tests
required. Ras physician fill out any
required clinical information and
sign order forms as appropriate. At-
taches forms to specimen containers.

. If appropriate,performer may record
on work shee'c or as appropriate the
amount of fluid or tissue obtained
and tests ordered. With spinal punc-
ture performer may record fluid pres-
sure dictated by physician as,read
from manometer.

9. Depending on the nature of the speci-
men, the tests ordered,and institu-
tional procedures, performer may
place one or more specimens in a
designated location for transfer to
appropriate laboratory(s), may give
to co-worker for immediate delivery
to lab, and/or performer may decide
to hand-carry to laboratory personal-
ly at termination of procedure.

6



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 69

This is page 1 of 3 for this task.

. What is the output of this task? (Be sure 'List Elements Fully
this is broad enough to be Tepeatable.)

Medical x-ray film unloaded from holders in darkroom
under safelight;identification information trans-
ferred to film;processor adjusted;short or roll film
spliced to leader; film inserted in processor; de-
veloped film placed on view boxes or for pick t.?;

missing information marked on films; malfunctioning
noted for attention or reported.

Performer processes exposed
x-ray films in automatic pro-
cessor as a r.-ult of:

a. Decision.
b. Request.
c. Regular assignment.

. Performer obtains exposed
x-ray film in cassette or non
screen film holder from x-ray
machine or co-worker, and ob-
tains accompanying card with
identification information.
Performer may also receive
cartridges of roll films and/
or boxes of exposed chest
films.

a. Performer may be told
which films are to be
given priority or the
"stet" films may be so
indicated.

b. If perform-2.T processes

films as a regular assign-
merit, exposed films in
holders and identification
cards may.be brought by

*co-workers, or performer
may find them wai±ing in
pass box for exposed
films. (Buzzer may signal
that films have been
placed for developing.)

. What is used in performing this task? (Note

if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

Exposed films in cassettes,nonscreen holders, boxes
or roll film cartridges;requiFition sheets or name
cards;pen;automatic processor;timer switch;tempera7
ture indicator and thermostat;flasher device;unex-
poSed sheets of x-ray film;tape;scissors; felt mark-

er; light switches; view boxes; knife; perforator

. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes...CK) No...( )

xes to q. Name the Kim' o recipient,
iespondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind With whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or legal restricticas.

Radiologic tethnologist(s); radiologist(s)

. Name the task so that the answers to ques- c. If processing films ex-
posed personally,prformer
may prepare identification
card by copying appropri-
ate information from x-ray
requisition sheet cato
blank card.

2. If not already there, per-
former go to darkroom.Does
not enter wbile .eed light is

OK-ftP;PWRR

tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-
tial words.

Processiag exposed x-ray film in automatic processor
by working under safelight;unloading film holder(s);
transferring identifying information to film using
flasher;adjusting temperature and timer if appropri-
ate;splicing small size film to leader film;inserting
in machine;placing for use or on view boxes;marking
missing identification information after processing;
reporting or deciding to investigate pro;:essing
problems.

6. Check bqtre if this
is a master sheet..
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

This is page

Task Code No. 69

0: 3 for this task.

List Elements Full

on; if open, knocks to make sure that
room is empty or can be entered.

a. Performer checks that temperatare is
correct in water circulation system
(controls developer and fixer tem-
perature) by checking temperature
indicator. If needed, turns thermo-
stat knob to bring to correct temp-
erature. Checks timer setting.

b. When performer is ready to process
film(s), closes and bolts door to
darkroom. Rakes sure that no white
light is shining in darkroom from
any source and that safelight is on.
Makes sure hands are clean and dry.

1. If processing numbers of films at a
time, performer arranges cassettes and
film boxes for removal of exposed
films.

a. Performer processes stacks of radio-
graphs resulting from serial filming
(vacuum cassettes) as a unit and in
order as they are stacked. May give
priority.

b. With nonscreen holders, performer
first notes whether these contain
medical screen x-ray film for auto-
matic processing or nonscreen film
requiring hand processing. Sets the
latter aside in their holders or
gives to co-worker doing hand proc-
essing.

c. Performer may separate out films re-
quiring non-standard processing time
(such as mammograms). If so, adjusts
timer as appropriate before feeding
in such film.

4. Performer may mark standard size films
with identification information as ap-
propriate by using the identification
cards accompanying the cassettes and
holders. (May delay marking serial
films until after processing.)

List Elements Full

a. Performer opens cassettes by re-
leasing lock bar, opening lid,and
lifting film out by edges; opens
non-screen cardboard holders and
lifts out film by edges. Performer
handles each film by its edges to
avoid creating artifacts.

b. Inserts each film into flasher de-
vice and places card with identifi-
cation information into proper slot
in flasher device for transference
to film.

c. Performer activates flasher by
pressing down on device. Removes
card and places in appropriate pass
box or receptacle.

d. With vacuum cassettes performer
uses knife or scissors to cut open
plastic envelopes containing cas-
settes and proceeds to unload cas-
settes, keeping films in order.

. If film is not a size appropriate for
direct insertion into automatic proc-
essor (such as roll film), performer
obtains unexposed sheet of film of ap-
propriate size from storage cabinet.
Splices film and sheet edge-to-end,us-
ing tape, so that standard sheet acts
as leader film entering the proces-
sor's feeder tray. Makes sure that no
adhesive is left exposed.

. If performer is processing a large
number of films and is using an auto-
matic feeder tray, performer stacks
films by size according to manufactur-
er's directions and places on feeder
tray. Processes serial films separ-
ately and in order. Turns switch ou
when ready.

. If performer is processing roll film
and is using an automatic roll film
processor, performer unloads roll
film; places spool on shaft of maga-
zine; unwinds a portion. Inserts and
threads leader film as appropriate in

6 9
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET.(continced)

List Elements Full

Task Code No. 69

This is page 3 of 3 for this task.

Iimmommir
List Elements Full

and around roller assemblies according
to manufacturer's directions. Splices
leader film to exposed film end-to-end
with tape; advances film as appropri-
ate and adjusts controls.

8. If performer is manually feeding film,
performer holds film by edges; inserts
into feeder slot of, processor gently
until the film is engaged by the feed-
er rollers.

. Performer may place empty cassettes,
nonscreen holders or film box in stor-
age bins or may decide to reload. With
automatic roll film proc,!ssor, per-
former may wind processed roll film on
rewind assembly and place for pick up.
Removes film magazine from processor.

10. If there is audible alarm or other in-
dications that machine is not function-,
ing, performer shuts the machine and
may report or decide to inspect person-
ally.

11. Performer makes sure that no unexposed
film is in the open before turning on
lights or leaving; does not do so while
film is being processed if fogging of
film may result.

12. When the films have been processed,
performer may obtain the developed
films from the processor. Obtains ser-
ial films as a unit.

a. Performer may place films on light
boxes and check that the identifica-
tion information is clearly imprint-
ed on the film.

b. May check that right or left mark-
ers, other view identifying informa-
tion orfor series, that time refer-
erences have been properly repro-
duced through use of lead markers.

c. Performer may use a felt marker to
write in missing identification

information, date, and view infor-
mation.Refers to information sent
with films or performer judges
from the films whick,t:adiologic
technologist was inVb14td and ob-
tains missing informagon. Sets

'films aside if no 1.4ntification
information is obtafnable.

c. With serial films (if not already
identified on film)rperformer may
obtain identificacion numbers from
card accompanying stack,of cas-
settes. Prepares perforator with
proper ID numbers. Perforates each
film with the ID,information by
slipping edge of film,into perfor-
ator and pressing down.'

e. Performer notes wheOter,-,films show
artifacts such as sQratches,
streaks, fogging, etc., that may
be due to improper Orbtessing. If
so, may decide to investigate prob.
lem or report.

13. Performer may inform appropriate
staff member that films are on view
on boxes, may carry tol,radiologist,,or
may place for pick up as appropriate.

7 0



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 70

This is page 1 of 2 for this task.

1. What ia the output of this task? (Be sure
this is broad enough to repeatable.)

Solutions and equipment for.hand processing inspect
ed; developer, fixer and ther solutions replaced,
replenished,and/or stirred; hangerF cleaned; dryer
adjusted; temperature adjusted; equipment readied
for use.

List Elements Fully

. What is used in performing this task? (Note

if only certtin items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

Hand developing tanks, inserts,with developer,
water, acid stop, fixer, photoflow; developer and
fixer chemical ingredients; measuring implements;
stirrers; temperature hermostat and indicators;
rubber gloves; goggle ,. apron; stoppers; cleanser
solutions; brushes; cloths; film hangers; pH testing
set; potassium iodide; detergent; water; dryer;
acetic acid; dropper

3. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes...(X) No...( )

es to Q. : Name the ino o recipient
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or legal restrictions.

o -workers

. Name t e task so that the answers to ques-
tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-

tial words.
Inspecting, cleaning and readying x-ray film hand
processing equipment for use by checking chemical
solutions; draining, cleaning tanks; replacing or
replenishing chemical solutions; stirring; checking
temperatures and adjusting; cleaning film hangers;
checking dryers and light leaks; indicating when
ready.

71

Performer checks or prepares
manual x-ray film processing
tanks and equipment for use at
start of day or periodically as
result of:

a. Assignment
. Request to check problems in
processing.

. Decision to do.

. If not already there, per-
former goes to darkroom; does
not enter while red light is
on; if open, knocks to make
sure that room is empty or
can be entered. Makes sure
that no unexposed film is in
the open before turning on
lights other than Safelight.

. Performer removes covers of
developer and fixer solutions
and water bath.

a. Performer checks for signs
of contamination, dirt, or
exhaustion. Notes whether
developer solution is
brownish in color (oxida-
tion) or milky (exhaus-
tion).

b. Notes whether there is a
build up of debris in any
of the tanks.

c. May check pH of fixer by
adding one drop of fixer
to a prepared small amount
of 10% potaFqium iodide
and note whether solution
turns milky or cloudy.

3. If performer notes or has
been told that the developer
no longer brings up tilt..

OK-RP;RR;RR
b. Chcck here if this

is a master sheet..(y)



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 70

This is page 2 of 2 for this task.

List Elements Fully

contrast on exposed x-ray film, or if
contamination, dirt, or exhaustion is
evident in any of the tanks, performer
changes solutions:

a. Allows the tank(s) or inserts to
drain. Scrubs inserts or tanks thor-
oughly to remove dirt and hardened
chemicals. Rinses thoroughly with
water and allows to dry.

b. Performer puts on eye protectors,
apron and rubber gloves. Following
manufacturer's directions, performer
refills developer and/or fixer tanks
using bottles of prepared solutions.
Makes sure not to confuse with chem-
icals for automatic processing.
Avoids contact with mouth, eyes,
hands, skin, or clothes.

If performer must mix the solutions,
follows manufacturer's directions;
prepares solutions from dry chemi-
cals in separate room to avoid con-
tamination with chemical dust. Makes
sure all chemicals are dissolved.
While filling, performer checks to,.
be sure that insert stoppers are not
leaking.

c. Performer may prepare acid stop bath
and/or photoflow by adding acetic
acid to water in appropriate propor-
tion for acid stop and/or adding de-
tergent to water to prepare photo-
flow. Mixes thoroughly.

Performer may decide that developer
and/or fixer solutions need replenish-
ing or replenishes regularly. Adds spe-
cific replenishing solution (in
strength sufficient to bring solution
up to its full strength so as to main-
tain standard processing time, or in
standard strength requiring additions
to processing time, depending on insti-
tutional practices). Performer stirs
solutions with individual stirrers,

List Elements rully

mixing developer first. Avoids con-
' tamination of developer solution.

5. Performer checks temperature gauge
for water (and/or chemical solutions)
If not at appropriate temperature,
adjusts thermostat. Waits until temp-
eratures are around 68°F before
using.

. Performer may make sure that film
hangers are free of chemical accumu-
lations. Scrubs with a stiff brush
and cleanser if needed.

7. Performer may check that there are
no light leaks in the room, and re-
pair or report problems.

. Performer may check drying tempera-
tire and humidity and adjust as ap-

propriate.

9. Performer makes sure that covers of
chemical solutions are on after in-
spection or refilling.

10. If preparing or checking for co-work-
er, performer indicates when equip-
ment is ready for use.



TASY DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 71

This is page 1 of 3 for this task.

......
. What is the output of this task? (Be sure

.....,..........1
List Elements FL:2-

this is broad enough to be repeatable.)
X-ray film for hand processing unloaded in darkroom
under safelight;identification information trans-
ferred to film;film(s) placed on holders and tm-
mersed in tanks for developing,rinsing,acid stop,
fixing,rinsing,photoflow;films dried,placed on view
boxes or for pick up; missing information marked on
films; processing problems noted for attention or
reported.

-.......

Performer processes exposed x-ray
films manually when automatic
film processing equipment is not
appropriate (nost nonscreen film)
or not available as a result of:

a. Decision.
b. Request.

. Regular assignment.

1. Performer obtains exposed x-
ray films in nonscreen film
holders or cassettes after ex-
posing or from co-worker. Ob-
tains or has accompanying
cards or requisition sheet
with identification informa-
tion. Performer may also re-
ceive cartridges of roll film.

a. Performer may be told wach
films are to be given pri-

,ority,or the "stat" films
may be so indicated.

b. If performer manually pro-
cesses films as a regular
assignment, exposed films
in holders and identifica-
tion cards may be brought
by co-workers, or performer
may find them waiting in
pass box for exposed films.
(Buzzer may signal that
films have been placed for
developing.)

. What _s used in erformin: this task? (Note

if only, certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

Exposed films in nonscreen holders, cassetes,or
roll film cartridges; requisition sheets or name-1
cards;pen;hand developer tank(s) with inserts for
developer,water,acid stop,fixer,photoflow;stirrers;
temperature indicators;timer;flasher device; film
hangers; dryer; scissors;felt marker; light switches:
view boxes

. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes...(X) No...( )

es to q. : Name tne in. o recipient
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition;
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge

requirementa or legal restrictions.
Radiologic technologist(s); radiologist(s)

. Name the task so that the answers to ques-
c. If manually processing

films exposed personally,
performer may prepare iden-
tification card by copying
appropriate information
from x-ray requisition
sheet onto blank card.

. If nut already there,performer
goes to darkroom. Does not en-

OK-RP;RR;RR

tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-
tial words.

Processing exposed x-ray film manually, by working
under safelight;unloading film holders;transferring
identifying information to film using flasher;check-
ing tanks;placing films on hangers and properly im-
mersing and agitating films for appropriate times in
developer ,rinse, acid stop bath,fixer,rinse,photo-
flow;placing in dryer;placing for use or on view
boxes;marking missing identification information;
reporting or deciding to investigate processing prob-
lems.

..............c.

6. Check here ii this
is a master sheet..



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 71

This is page 2 of 3 for this task.

List Elements Fully List Elements Fully

ter while red light is on; if open,
knocks to make sure that room is empty
or can be entered.

Performer checks tanks to see that lev-
els of developer and fixer solutions are
appropriate to cover films; checks that
solutions are not contaminated; checks
temperature indicators of water and so-
lutions. If not ready for use, performer
decides Co ready tanks as required.

Performer stirs solutions in each tank
with separate stirrers,or stirs develop-
er, rinses stirrer, and then stirs fixer
to avoid contamination.

When performer is ready to process
film(s), closes and bolts door to dark-
room. Makes sure that no white light is
shining in darkroom from any source and
that safelight is on. Makes sure hands
are clean and dry.

. If processing a number of films at a
time, performer arranges cassettes and
film holders on loading bench. Makes
sure bench is clean and dry.

Performer may arrange film holders in
the order in which the films will be
processed and in groups according to the
amount of processing time required. May
load together those that require the
same amount of time in developer.

Performer marks films with identifica-
tion information as appropriate by using
the identification cards accompanying
the film holders:

a. Performer opens cardboard holders and
lifts out film by its edges,or opens
cassette by releasing lock bar, open-
ing lid and lifting film out. Per-
former handles each film by its edgesJ
and is careful not to bend so as to

avoid creating artifacts. Does not
drag film across any surfaces.

b. Performer inserts each film into
the flasher device and places card
with identification information
into proper slot in flasher device
for transference to film.

c. Performer activates flasher by
pressing down on device. Removes
card and places in appropriate
pass box or receptacle.

. Performer suspends films'on hangers,
being careful not to bang and scrape
films and hangers together:

a. Places corner being held in bottom
of hanger and clips or clamps.

b. Turns hanger over and secures
other two corners.

c. Makes sure film does not override
sides or ends of hanger; checks
that film is taut enough not to
bulge or flap.

. Performer sets timer for developer
but does not start. Determines time
based on type of film and strength of
developer solution. Performer removes
cover from compartment in tank con-
taining developer solution. Hangs fil
hanger inside,immersing all films on
hanger. Starts timer. Performer agi-
tates the suspended films in the de-
veloping solution to loosen air
bubbles that may be on the film sur-
faces; may do so occasionally
throughout developing period. Rinses
hands in water and dries. Replaces
tank top.

9. After waiting until timer signals and
of developer stage, performer opens
top; removes hanger quickly and im-
merses.in rinse water bath, being
careful not to allow water to drip
back into developing tank. Replaces
cover.



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task "Code No. 71

This is page 3. of 3 for this task.

List Elements Fully List Elements Fully

On removing film from developer, per-
former notes appearance of film;
checks for grayish appearance which in
dicates weak developer or improper ex-
posure.

Performer agitates film in running
water for about 30 seconds and allows
excess water to drain off. Rinses and
dries hands.

10. Performer may immerse film hanger in
an acid stop bath (solution of acetic
acid in water) for 30 seconds.

11. Performer removes cover from compart-
ment in tank containing fixer solution.
Sets timer for 2 to 3 times the period
set for the developer solution. Hangs
film hanger in fixer solution and agi-
tates for 20 to 30 seconds. Activates
timer and replaces top. Rinses and
dries hands.

12. After waiting until timer signals end
of fixer stage, performer opens top;
removes hanger and rinses for about 30
minutes in running water. Replaces
top. Performer may then immerse hanger
in a photoflow (detergent) solution.
Performer may hang up radiographs
after fixing for "wet reading" by ra-
diologist. Places hangers so that they
do not drip on any items or solutions.

13. Performer shakes off excess water and
places hanger in dryer (as appropriate
to type used.) Sets timer and acti-
vates. Dries hands.

14. Performer removes trdiographs from
dryer a:, soon as they are dry. May
place on wall hanger wit'a requisition
sheet(s).

15. Performer may place films en view
boxes and check that the identifica-
tion information is LleJrly imprrIted
on the radiograph(s).

7 3

a. May check that right or left mark-
ers or other view or tiMe identi-
fications made by use Of.lead
markers are shown.

b. Performer may use a f'elt. marker to
write in identification informa-
tion. Refers to information sent
with film or performer judges
which radiologic technologist was
involved and obtains missing in-
formation. Sets films aside if no
identification information is ob-
tainable.

16. Performer notes whether radiographs
show artifacts indicating problems
with developing technique such as ex-
haustion, overconcentration, incor-
rect mixing, or contamination of
solutions, incorrect temperature, fog
or other indications of'exposur, to
light, or scratches or marks (21,-
improper handling. Performer mz.;
cide to investigate problem.

17. Performer may decide to re.,c ,1C. cr,s-

sette(s) or holder(s), with uaexpoi
film.

18. Performer may remove radiouPpAlr,
trim corners and place with r,v-si-
tion sheets, or performer ma iform
appropriate staff member that Films
are on view.

19. Performer makes sure that no unex-
posed film is it the open before
turning on lighta or leaving.

IMEWI



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 72

This is page 1 of 3 for this task.

1. What is the output of this task? (Be sure

this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

X-ray film cassette(s), nonscreen film holder(s),
and/or film boxes loaded with unexposed film; inten-
sifying screens inspected, cleaned or replaced;
loaded film holders placed for use.

VIMI=IMMMW VIMPRIM

List Elements Full
twas.

-Performer loads empty casL,t-
te(s), nonscreen film hol6;.4-(s),

or film box(ds) (magazi:.,eF, for

chest x-ray films) as a renult
of:

a. Decision to reload after pro-
cessing film.(s).

b. Request.
c. Regular assignment.

What is used in performing this task? (Note 1.

if onfl certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything oL the kinds of
things chosen among.)

Empty x-ray film cassette(s), nonscreen film hold-
Ier(s), film box(es); unexposed sheets or packages
of x-ray film in protective paper;intensifying
screens; antistatic cloth or brush; roll film; car-
tridge holders; scissors; storage bins; light
switches; pass box; vacuum heat sealer and bags

Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes...(X) No..,( )

es to q. Name t e kind o recipient,

respondent or co-worker involved, with de_

scriptiona to indicate the relevant condit1un;
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge

requirements or legal restrictions.

Co-worker

Mtme the task so that the answers to ques-
tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-

tial words.
Loading x-ray film cassette(s), nonscreen film
holder(s),box(es), and/or roll film cartridges by
working under safelight; obtaining approprate film
type, speed, size; matching with cassette, intensify-
ing screen(s), or nonscreen holder; inspecting,
cleaning or replacing intensifying screens; inserting
film(s) in holder(s); placing or delivering for use.

110311~MaiarD.ErMMIWNEMMINWIV.

If not already in ialoom,
performer goes to d?rkroOm.-

a. Performer does Alot enter
while red light is en; if
open, knocks to maLt. cr
Chat room is emp0t
be entered.

b. Closes and bolts door
darkroom.

c. Makes sure that no ice

light is shining in dark-
room from any t:oni.c. and

that safeliEht on.

d. Makes suv,4 nat hands are
clean anu dry.,

2. If performer reloading
cassette(s), film holder(s),
or box, notes the size, type
of film (nonscreen film for
direct expsure rarliography
or izedical Lc.icreen x-ray film

for use u1v.71-. intensifying

screens in cassettes),'and
film speed that was used in
the cassette, in the non-
screen holder, or the box to
be reloaded. If a cassette,
performer may note the speed
of the .intensifying screens
used. Notes whether a medical
screen film is used in a non-
screen holder.

OK-RP;RR ;RR

. Check here if this
is a master sheet..

ae.127



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No, 72

This is page 2. of 3, or this task.

List Elements Full
VINaliSILZCS=1.

List Elements Fully

Performer notes type and speed of film
by referring to the identification sys-
tem in use, such as lead marking numbers
and letters on cassette.

If performer is loading empty cassettes
and holders for storage in various ex-
amination rooms (for specific procedures
or types of examinations), performer
consults standardized orders for combi-
nations of film size, type, and speed
with cassettes, intensifying screens, or
nonscreen holders. For vacuum cassettes
obtains ca- ettes regularly used in ser-
ial filming.

4. Performer arranges materials to be used
on work bench:

a. Obtains cassettes of appropriate
size(s), nonscreen holder(s), or box
to be loaded, or places the one just
unloaded for reloading on bench.

b. May obtain antistatic brush or cloth
to clean intensifying screens.

c. Performer obtains carton(s) contain-
ing films of appropriate type, size,
and speed from storage shelf or bin.
Opens as appropriat:, for removing
x-ray film(s).

d. Performer may obtain new intensifying
screens of appropriate size and speed
if they may be needed to replace old
or damaged screens in the cassettes.

e. For vacuum cassettes obtains plastic
bags and vacuum heat sealer.

5. Performer loads cassette x-ray film
holder (for double intensifying screen
technique) as follows:

a. Performer r,eleases the lock bar of
empty cassegte if locked and opens
the cassette.

b. Performer in:17:.-cts !:he surface of

the intensifying screens mounted
within the cassette on the front and
back sections:

7 7

i) If there L lint on the
screen, ?,,..rfprmer removes by

using g rvor...:!.:1-.-A antistatic

brush or cloth.
ii) If there are contaminating

foreign objects on the screen
surface performer may decide
to clean screens or have this
done.

iii) If the screen is damaged or
excessively stained, performe
may discard screen and replac
with a new screen of the same
size and speed.

c. Performer inserts sheet of x-ray
film by removing a sheet from its
carton in its interleaving paper
wrapping. Inverts film so that the
open ends of the paper fall away.
Performer removes the film from
the paper by using thumb and fore-
finger at one edge and handling
only at the Pdges. Avoids bending
the film.

d. Performer lays the film gently
onto the open cassette by handling
only at the edges.

e. Performer closes the cassette and
turns the lock bar. Discards pro-
tective paper.

f. Repeats for as many cassettes and
sizes as appropriate.

g. When preparing vacuum cassettes,
places each loaded cassette into a
plastic bag and closes top. Places
unsealed end of bag with sides to-
gether into edge of vacuum heat
sealer and applies heat to seal.
Stacks vacuum cassettes together.

6. Performer loads cardboard nonscreen
film holders (for direct exposure
technique) as follows:

a. Performer releases the pivotal
clip on the film holder if closed,
and opens the film holder envelope.



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 72

This is page 3 of _3 for this task.

List Elements Fully

b. Performer removes the film from its
carton in its protective folder with
thumb and forefinger of one hand.
Seizes the film and paper at the
lower end with other hand, without
bending or crimping.

c. Performer gently lays the film, in
its paper folder, in the envelope
holder. Brings the large top flap
into place. Folds the short side
flaps and the end flap over and
latches the holder cover.

d. For prepacked films in paper holders
performer simply removes from carton.

e. Repeats for as many film holders and
sizes as appropriate.

Performer loads box with x-ray films
(for chest x-ray machines) by lifting
out prepared package containing the ap-
propriate number of films. Removes wrap
pings; riffles films while holding at
edges to separate. Inserts noninter-
leaved films between pressure plate and
side of box; closes.

Performer loads roll film into cartridg
holders as follows:

a. Obtains and opens cartridge holder;
obtains appropriate film for spot
filming, cineradiography, videotape,

etc.
b. Cuts leading end of film at right

angle with long axis, being careful
not to cut into perforations. Then
clips off both corners of leading
edge, being careful not to cut per-

forations.
c. Unwinds appropriate length of film

and threads film onto spool on sup-
ply spindle as appropriate for the
equipment. Mounts spool so that film

unwinds appropriately.
i) Checks pressure plate for proper

position of film.
ii) Rotates sprocket; checks that

pull-down claw enters film per-

7 8

List Elements Fully

foration, and that loops are
maintained.

iii) Checks that sprocket film shoe
is closed.

iv) Removes slack and closes cover.

. Performer closes and replaces film
carton in bin or on shelf. Replaces
other materials.

10. Performer makes sure that no unex-
posed film is in the open before--
turning on lights or leaving. (Does
not do so while film is being"pro-
cessed if fogging of film may result.

11. Performer may deliver loaded-cas-
settes, stacks of vacuum cassettes,
nonscreen holders, film boxes or
cartridges to rooms to which the
types, sizes and speeds of x-ray
films and screens are appropriate;
may place in storage location by
type; may place in pass box, give to
co-worker, or performer may remove
for awn use.



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 73

This is page 1 of 1 for this task.

. What is the output of this task? (Be sure List Elements Full
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

..

Patient and/or accompanyins adult reassured
about radiography and fluorosfJcpy procedures
and related fears.

Performer reassures patients who
are to have radiographic exami-
nations and/or fluoroscopy and/
or any accompanying adult. Per-
former does task as regular as-
signment or simultaneously in
connection with other tasks in
which performer interacts with
the patient.

. If regular assignment, per-
former greets patient and/or
accompanying adult in waiting
area or examination room as
appropriate to institutional
arrangements.

. Performer reassures patient
and/or accompanying adult
about the safety of the pro-
cedures; explains what is to
happen.

3 Performer helps to calm pa-
tient and/or adult by being
sympathetic and behaving in
an interested and profes-
sional manner to calm the pa-
tient.

4. Performer answers questions
about procedures,but advises
patient or adult to consult
physician or radiologist
about medical questions. Per-
former makes sure that pa-
tient understands that this
is not due to lack of inter-
est but a matter of profes-
sional ethics.

5. If in examination room, per-
former may explain the use of
the equipment, using language
understandable to the per-
son(s) involved.

OK-RP;RR;RR -----..

. What is used in performing this task? (Note

if only certain items must be used. If there

is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

Nothing

. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes...( . No...( )

. 'es to q. : Name the kin. or recipient,
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or legal restrictions.

Any patient to receive radiographic examination;
accompanying adult

. Name ehe task so that the answers to ques-
dons 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-

tial words.

Reassuring any patient and/or accompanying
adult about x-ray and/or fluoroscopy procedures,
by being sympathetic, interested, professional,
and calming patient or adult; explLining safety
of procedures, what will happen, and answering
non-medical questions about the procedures.

6. Check here i this

is a master sheet..(X)

79-



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 74

This is page 1 of I for this task.

. What is the output of this task? (Be sure List Elements Full
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

A patient or accompanying adult reinforced about
procedures to follow at home prior to coming for
radiographic examination.

Performer may be asked to rein-
force orders which an out7pa-
tient is to or was to have fol-
lowed at home before certain ra-
diographic examinations as a re-
sult of:

. Request.

. Regular assignment.

1. Performer asks what examine-
tion is involved andlor'reads
requisition form to 'learn
what radiographic prpcedure
was ordered and/or orders for
any prior preparation'for the
patient to carry out at home,
such as cleansing enema and/
or abstinence from food'Ori-
drink for a given period of
time. i

. Performer presents written
instructions to patient. Ex-
plains carefully to patient
what must be donecir not done
before coming for the next
appointment for radiography.
Checks to be sure that pa-
tient understands. May ex-
plain reasons, nature of ex-
amination and details of what
to do.

If appropriate, performer ex-
plains to adult accompanying
a pediatric patient how to
prepare patient.

OK-RP;RR;RR

. What is used in performing this task? (Note
if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

X-ray requisition sheet; written prior preparation
orders for patient; instruction sheet on prior
preparation

3. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes....0() No...( )

. es to q. : Name t e in. o recipient,
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions Z..) indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or legal restrictions.

Any out-patient; accompanying adult; receptionist or
co-worker

5. Name t e task so that the answers to ques-
tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-
tial words.

Explaining to any out7patient or accompanyfag adult
proper at-home procedures to followprior to coming
for radiographic or fluoroscopic examinatiou, by
reading what is required; presenting writrrm in-
structions; explaining; and checking that pz_ient
understands. .

. Check here i this

is a master sheet.. 4

80



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 76

This is page 1 of 2 for this task.

. What is the output of this task? (Be surt
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Orders filled out for non-medicinal supplies based
on standing orders, need determined after inventory
check, and requests by staff or MD's; copies of or-
ders retained.

List Elements Fully

What is used in performing this task? (Note

if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or 'the kinds of
things chosrm among.)

Supplies of non-medicinal materials; requisition
form; reference file for outside orders; blank in-
dex file cards; pen; carbon paper; note book; par
level lists

. is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes...()0 No...( )

If Yes- to q. 3: Name the kina of recipient,
respondent or co-worker involved, with de_

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge

requirements or legal restrictions.

's; co-workers

4111NIN
5. Name t e task so that the answers to ques-

rions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-

tial .dords.

Checking_ supplies and ordering non-drug mater-
ials needed by department by filling out or having
co-worker fill out standing orders; taking inventory
and ordering items below par levels; noting or ask-
ing for requegts for items; filling out requisition
form or outside order form in duplicate7, having
orders delivered or placed for pick-up.

8

Performer checks the supply of
non-drug materials (ordered)
from storeroom rather than phar-
macy) as a result of:

a. Regular procedure.
b. When notified of shortage by

co-workers.
. Own decision after noticing
shortage.

1. Performer decides what to or-
der and quantities in any of
following ways:

a May have co-worker fill
out items ordered regu-
larly on standing order;
signs requisition form
with predetermined items
and amounts.

b. Performer may receive re-
quest or inquire from
MD's or co-workers about
requests for items to be
newly ordered or re-
ordered:

i) If item(s) are not
regularly stocked in
department but are
availabie in institu-
tion's storage sup- i

plies, performer adds
to requisition sheet.

ii) If item has been or-
dered from outside
t.he institution, per-
former obtains infor-
mation on supplies by
getting card from re-
ference file; copies
needed information on
index card, along

OK -RP;RR;RR

6. Check here if this
is a master sheet...)

Ns...,1111



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 76

This is page 2 of 2 for this task.

List Elements Full

with quantity of order and_name
of item(s).

iii) If item has never been ordered
before, performer questions co
worker requesting and fills out
card. for reference file; then
copies information on order-card,
along with quantity of order and
name of item(s).

c. Performer takes inventory of non
drug supplies on hand, noting
which supplies are below "par" or
desired minimum levels. Performer
determines shortages by referring to
list of "par" levels (standard mini
mum inventory levels), labeled
shelves with par levels, or uses own
experience to judge needs based on
usage.

Performer adds names of items and
quantities needed to requisition
list or checks off items and writes
quantities.

When requisition form and/or outside
order card are completed in duplicate,
performer signs and takes to proper lo
cation such as supply room or secre
tary; has coworker deliver, or places
for pickup.

. Performer retains duplicate copy o or
ders, or records orders in notebook.

8 2



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 77

This is page _1 of 2 for this task.

1. What is tts±lutput of this task? (Be sure
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Patient's adverse reaction to contrast medium,
procedure, or accident evaluated; procedure
terminated if appropriate; treatment and/or
emergency care administered; hospital or emer-
gency room care arranged if necessary; record
of l'eaction or accident and what was done en-
ter-to a; appropriate.

0112PiCOW

2. What is used in mEforminA_this task? (Note

if only. certain items must be used. If there
is choi:e, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

Requisition form and-patient's chart; cortico-
steroid, antihistamine; atropine; materials
and equipment on emergency cart; accident or
Other report form

Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes...(

it es to q. Name t e in o recipient,
respondent or co-worker involved, wih de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant corlition
include-the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or legal restrictions.

Any patient; x-ray department personnel;nursing
personnel

. N/une t e task so that the answers to ques-
tions 1-4 are reflicted. Underline essen-

tial words.

Providing emergency care for any patient having
adverse reaction to radiographic contrast medium,
procedure, or accident by assessing cause,nature,
and severity of the reaction; using emergency
care equipment to provide life support proce-
dures and/or palliative medication; deciding
whether procedure should be terminated;recording;
terminating if appropriate;arranging to have pa-
tient sent to emergency room or hcspitalized if
appropriate.

Performer may provide emergency
care to patient having an ad-
verse reaction to a contrast ma-
terial, radiographic procedure
or accident(such as falling dur-
ing procedure) as a result of:

. Own decision to provide care
to patient undergoing proce-
dure conducted by performer.

b. Being notified by technical
staff that a patient is hav-
ing adverse reaction or has
had an accident during proce-
dure.

1. If performer has been noti-
fied by a staff member of ad-
verse reaction or accident,
performer obtains information
on the patient's condition,
what occurred,what procedure
was in progress, and/or the
contrast medium administered
and how much, depending on
the situation involved.

a. Depending on situation
may make sure that emer-
gency cart is present or
called for; may check re-
quisition sheet or find
out information from staff
person.

b. May check what condition
patient may be suffering
from that could be aggra-
vated by accident.

c. Goes immediately to pa-
tient.

2. Performer inspects patient
visually and determines the
patient's state and the se-
verity of the reaction:

OK-RP;RR;RR

b. Check here if this
is a master sheet..(X)

This_ is new assignment to this number.



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task ,:ode No. 77

This is page 2 of 2 cor th:s task.

List Elements Full/

a. Performer assesses the severity and
nature of the patient's conr'ition,
such as cardiac arrest, anaphylactic
shock (exaggerated negative reaction
to a foreign substance), broncho-
spasm or laryngospasm (stricture of
bronchial tubes or larynx), hypoten-
.::on (drop in blood pressure), cy-
:nlosis (bluish discoloration due to
.,,cessive concentration of reduced
'i.--oglobin in blood), urticaria (vas-
_iar skin reaction), violent sneez-
ing,or,with accident,presence of any

'pain, abrasions, location of injury.
b. May talk with patient, if conscious,

to learn more about what was involved
and pain experienced by patient.

. Performer determines the severity of
the reaction or condition by listening
for heartbeat, respiration; may check
blood pres.,.re; may take EKG reading,
using equipment on emergency cart. Per-
former decides what care to provide
based on'the severity of the reaction
or condition. May decide and arrange to
have patient taken immediately to emel-
gency room, especially if an accident
has been involved. May investigate
chart or inquire about any medical con-
ditions in the patient affecting the
choice of care to be provided.

If performer decides that life support
procedures are required, has life sup-
port team called at once,or may person-
ally apply any of the following proce-
dures:

a. May administer oxygen or air using
oxygen tank and mask or ambu bag;
may remove any dentures and clear
airway using finger or tongue blade.

b. May decide to establish an airway by
removing any de..7tures and, using a
laryngoscope (tu view larynx), in-
sert an endotracheal tube.

List Elements Full

c. May perform tracheostomy by cutting
opening into trachea and inserting
a tube.

d. May apply closed ches *. cardiac mas-
sage.

e. Depending on EKG results may apply
defibrillator by selecting watt sec-
onds, applying, and raising watt
seconds until effective.

f. Depending on EKG results may admin-
ister a prepared intracardial injec-
tion of a heart stimulant.

g. May decide on and administer IV in-
fusion.

h. If in an ambulatory care unit, may
arrange to have patient hospital-
ized at once.

. If performer judges that patient dis-
plays a strong but not emergency al-
lergic reaction, performer may order
and administer a cortico-steroid an
antihistamine, atropine,or epinephrine.

. If performer judges that a minor abra-
sion is the only result of accident,
performer may order cleansing and
dressing of abrasion.

. Performer determines whether the pa-
tient can tolerate continuation of the
radiographic procedure.'

a. If performer decides that procedure
should be terminated, notifies ap-
propriate staff.

b. Performer may record reaction or
accident information and what was
done on patient's chart or appro-
priate form. May order aftercare as
appropriate;may have patient trans-
ported to appropriate location. With
adverse reaction makes sure that pa-
tient is informed of the type of
drug that caused the reaction.

c. If performer decides that procedure
can continue, informs appropriate
staff and fills out appropriate
forms as required.



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Codc No. 78

This is page 1 of 2 for this task.

. What is the output of this task? (Be sure List Elemets Fully
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

P, at's radiographs,scans or ultrasonograms check _.
e" r proper ID information; requisition sheet
checked for signatures and proper logging; diagnos-
tic materials jacketed with requisition sheets and
requested prior radiographic materials, marked with
identification; materials placed in the file rooy
or for interpreting.

Performer jackets radiographs
and other diagnostic materials
such as photographs of C.T.T.
scans, ultrasonograms, -computer
print-outs as a result of:

a. Decision to jacket own work.
b. Regular assignment.

. Assignment to prepare for
work after change of shift.

. Performer may take radio-
graphs from pile of films
already judged for acceptable
quality and awaiting jacket-
ing; may find radiographs on
view boxes; may find photo-
graphs that were allowed to
dry; may find computer print-
outs awaiting jacketing;or
performer may have set own
work aside after examination
and processing.

2. If not already done, perform-
er reads radiographs on view
boxes or inspects photographs
and print-outs to ascertain
the patients' names and log
numbers;groups any that are
for the same patient; arrang-
es scans and serial films in
numerical order as appropri-
ate.

2. What is used in performing_this task? (Note

if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

Radiographs (approved for quality); C.T.T. scans or
ultrasound photos;computer print-outs of scans; req-
uisition sheets; holders, jackets and envelopes for
materials; pen; file folders; prior diagnostic ma-
terials requested; view boxes; felt marker; log book

3. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes...00 No...( )

'

4. If -Yes- to q. 3: Name the kind of recipient,
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include tll kind:with whom the performeu is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knr....."!edge

requirements or legal restrictions,

Clerk; technologists; radiologists; other physician

. Name t e task so that the answers to ques-
. Locates the requisition
sheet for each patient for
whom there are radiograph(s),
photographs or scans and

tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-

tial words.
Checking and jacketing patient's radiographs,ultra-
sonograms,and/or C.T.T. scans with requisition sheets
and prior diagnostic materials and placing for fil- places with appropriate diag-

nostic materials.

a. If requisition sheet will
be sent later, omits this
step.

OK-RP;RR;RR

ing or interpreting,by matching films and prints
with requisition sheets and any prior diagnostic
materials requested; checking for signatures, proper
logging and identification; placing in proper se-
quence; inserting in jackets and/or envelopes; mark-
ing jackets with identific4tion; placing for inter-
preting or filing.

6. Check here if this
is a master sheet..(X)

8 :1



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 78

This is page 2 of 2 for this task.

List Elements Full

b. May check that required signatures
(technologist's, clinician's and/or
radiologist's) are present on req-
uisition sheet.

c. If any signature is missing, signs
for work done personally and/or
arranges to have technologist or
physician sign. Records relevanL in-
formation on scans, ultrasonograms,
and/or amount and sizes of radior
graphs on requisition sheet.

d. Checks that scan or ultrasound pho-
tographs are properly coated with
print coater and are dry, or ar-
ranges to have photographs given
protective coating and dried.

e. If any materials are not completely
identified, performer makes sure
what the radiograph or other record
is and who the patient is. Checks on
the misSing information. Writes in
missing infprmation such as pa-
tient's name, date,(R or L marker
for radiographs) on appropriate
corner or back of each radiograph or
photograph with felt marker cr pen,
checking with technologist and/or
information on requisition sheet.

f. If any material is not identifiable,
performer judges which technologist
was involved and obtains the missing
information. Sets aside materials
for which no reijable information
can .be obtained.

4. Performer may take requisition sheets
to clerk and check that the informa-
tion in the og book c--responds with
the information on the :sequisition
-;lieets, or has clerk (L. this.

5. For each patient's mac-ials, such as
ultrasound or C.T.T. scan photographs,
performer places in appropriate order
by reading identification numbers.

I

Slips each photograph into transparent
pocket in holder in corr..ct order.

List Elements Fulll

Places computer print-out into appro-
priate envelope. Puts each patient's
radiograph(s) into film jacket or
envelope; puLs jacketed materials
and requisition form for each patient
into larger jacket or envelope. May
write identification information on
envelope.

6. If requisition form includes request
to have earlier radiographs; scans
or ultrasonograms included, may lo-
cate and include in envelope. If new
patient, performer may prepare file
folder and include with other docu-
ments.

7. Places to be delivered for interpre-.
ting Or brings to appropriate loca-
tion to receive further processing
or to be filed.

8



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 79

This is page 1 of 3 for this task.

. What is the output of this task? (Be sure List Elements Full

this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Barium sulfate contrast prepared for use ac-
cording to standard or special orders in sterile
liquid, paste or cream form or in enemas; co-
worker informed when ready; enema hung at ap-
propriate height.

Performer prepares barium sul-
fate contrast for use in radio-
graphic and/or fluoroscopic exa l
ination as a result of:

. Regular assignment to prepare
for routine examinations in
department or for own use.

. Request by co-worker for use
in specific examination.

. On specific orders from ra-
diologist for special proce-
dure.

1. If performer is preparing bar
ium sulfate solution, mixture,
or suspension for routine
adult use, performer notes
standard formula to fill or
the specific prepackaged for-
mule to obtain.

. If performer is preparing bar
ium sulfate contrast as a re-
sult of request or on speci-
fic orders from radiologist,
performer notes whether pa-
tient is infant, child, or
adult, the ingredients to in-
clude, such as use of saline
rather than tap water, inclu-
sion of an evacuant, use of a
flavoring, etc., the propor-
tions, and the means of admin
istration. Prepares work

. What is used in performing this task? (Note

if only certain items must be used. If there

is choice, include everything or the kinds of

things chosen among.)

Radiologist's orders or standard orders; barium
sulfate in prepackaged prepared cream,paste, or
enema bags or powder form;sugar,grape juice,lac-
tose or glucose;suspending agent;catheter;saline;
water;prepared sterile formula in bottle;sterile
measuring implements,gloves,spoon,calibrated cup,
container,pitcher;enema bags or cans,tubes,clamps

IV pole;blender

3. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes...(X) No...( )

. it 'es to q. : Name t e ind o recipient,

respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge

requirements or legal restrictions.

Co-worker; radiologist;worker in formula room

5. Name the task so that the answers to ques- table as appropriate for usin14
of sterile supplies.

3. In preparing bw-ium paste or
cream for oral ac:ministration,
performer does any or all of

the following:

a. Performer obtains the nec-
essarv materials, such as
prepared sterile barium

OK-RP;RR;RR

tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-

tial words.
Preparing barium sulfate contrast medium as or-
dered or for standard use by noting purpose, in-
gredients, proportions; obtaining materials;mea-
suring and/or mixing solution or paste to be in-
gested under sterile conditions, or mixing in-
gredients for enema; assembling and clamping;
hanging enema at appropriate height or placing
contrast materials for use.

6. Check here i this

is a master sheet..

8 7



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

This is page

Task Code No. 79

2 of 3 for this task.

List Elements Fully

sulfate powder, mixture,or tube of
cream in appropriate proportions,
sterile spoon, blender if appropri-
ate, grape juice, table sugar, lac-
tose,or glucose, sterile measuring
implements.

b. If not already prepackaged, perform-
er prepares paste or cream using
sterile water and taking care not
to contaminate st4-ri1e ingredients.
Measures out appropriate propor-
tions of items into container; may
use blender. Pours into calibrated
cup or container. Covers.

List Elements Full

c. Performer places prepared barium
sulfate cream or paste or prepack-
aged cream or paste on tray near pa-
tient or on service table. May lay
out sterile, packaged spoons.

. In preparing barium liquid for oral
administration, performer does any or
all of the following:

a. If patient is an infant and must re-
ceive barium solution by nursing
bottle, performer orders from for-
mula room,indicating proportions,and
obtains labeled sterile feeding bot-
tle and nipple. Places for use by
nurse, radiolosist,or technologist.

b. Performer obtains sterile barium,
sterile water or sterile saline,and
other ingredients ordered such as
lactose, glucose, or sugar,suspend-
ing agent, such as carboxy methyl
cellulose, or prepared sterile solu-
tions, depending on whether propor-
tions and ingredients required are
avai!able in prepackaged form.

c. If percocmer must prepare solution,
uses sterile gloves and sterile pro-
cedures to avoid contaminating in-
gredients. Measures out proportions
with sterile implements and spoon.

d. If solution is to be introduced
with syringe, performer places

covered sterile solution for use-
by raditilogist when it is ready.

e. If solution is to be drunk, per-
former may place sterile cup and/or
straw for use along with solution
in covered container,or performer
measures out into calibrated cup
as directed and places for use.

5. In preparing barium enemaii_,. per-
former does any or all of follow-

a. Performer prepares enemas u3Ld
routine adult examinations ,)v
taming tube(s), clamp(s), co;11-
mercially prepackaged enema
with premeasured barium sultaLe
powder. May obtain pitcher, eaema
cans, barium sulfate powder.

b. For routine use,performer may fill
prepackaged enema bags with lue-
warm wat.er from tap up to line-
marked on bag end mix thoroughly;
attaches tube,and clamps closed.
May prepare contents for enema can
in pitcher by adding appropriate
proportions of bar-Lum Sulfate and
warm water, mir:ing thc,roughly,
filling enema cans, attaching tubes
and c.iaA)ing.

c. Depec,)ing on the orders received
and the special procedures involv
ed, p,:tormer mr.y measure out non-
standard proportions and ingred-
ients such as saline solution in-
stead of water, inclusion (or ex-
clusion) of an evacuant (such as
Dulcolax) and proceeds with prep-
aration as described above.

-d. When the enema(s) are prepared ac-
cording to standard procedure or
special orders:

i) If prepared for departmental
use,performer places prepared
enemas in designated location.



e.)

TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

List Elements Full

Task Code No, 79

17.,is is page 3 of 3 for this task_

ii) If re'4Uested by co-worker or
ordered by radiologist, per-
former may place IV stand near
patient and hang clamped enema
bag at appropriate height or
height specified (such as for
intussusception).

If appropriate, informs co-worker or
radiologist when barium sulfate con-
trast medium is ready for use.

List Elements Full

89



TASK DFSCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 80

This is page 1 of 2 for this task.

. What is the ousatt of this task? (Be sure
this is broad enough- to be eepeatable.)

SpeCial procedure or treatment tray(s) stocke-.1 ac-
cording to standard orders and placed for use; de-
cision made to prepare injections personally or have
dpne; emergency cart checked for supplies; co-
worker informed when ready.

What is used in performing this task? (Note

if onli certain items must be used. If there
is cLoice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

Materials used for special procedures or treatments
such as radiopaque media, sterile needles, syringes,
prepared injectiene, containers for prepared solu-
tione, medicinal and medical equipment; labels; pen;
tray; cart; sterile towel; cards listing tray con-
tents for procedures; standard prepared trays

=MO. =0,721MMI
Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes...(X) No...( )

:es to q. game t e kina o recireent,
respondent or co-worker involved, with dc_

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge

requirements or legal restrictions.

Co-worker(s)

7771177-76 task so that the answers to ques-
tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-

tial words.
Preparing materials or trals with medications and ma
terials for special treatments or _procedures accord-
ing to standard orders by obtaining order cards,
filling trays or supplementing standard trays with
medical supplies; measuring out medicinals and pre-
paring solutions; decidieg to do preparation of in-
jections or ordering; checking emergency cart for
supplies;covering prepared tray; placing for use or
informing co-worker when materials are ready.

Performer assembles trays with
materials and medications needed
for special procedures such as
TVP, bronchoscopy, IVC etc., ac-
cording to standard list, or
supplements standard equipment
trays, or prepares as ordered as
a result of:

a. Decision to do as part of
participation in special pro-
cedure.

b. Request to do.
c. Regular assignmeet.

1. Performer may determine which
tray(s) to prepare by reading
the list of scheduled proce-
dures for that day or period,
or knows which tray is re-
quired in the context own

work or reciest made

If perfc.:r:er is to .e..1 mater-

i -e *e standard trays, goes
on which equipment.

Lrays are placed; may decide
to label carts according to
procedures to be done.

Performer goes to location
containing files on what
equipment and supplies must
be added to standard trays
for particular procedures or
what must be on trays which
'are to be assembled com-
pletely. (Performer may also
know tray requirements by
heart.)

4. Performer goes to labeled
supply drawers or cabinets:

OK -RP;RR;RR

6. Check here-7I this
is a master sheet..



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 80

This is page 2 of 2 for this task.

List Elements.Llly

a. Obtains equipment such as needles,
cathers, swabs and syringes needed
for-procedure. Checks their condi-
tion. May assemble equipment such as
empty hjpodermics. Places on appro-
priate tray(s).

b. Performer obtains needea prepared
medications from supply areas. Makes
sure these are not expired. Checks
for proper color, presence of pre-
cipitates or other signs of deter-
ioration of the drug or solution.
Places on tray(s).

c. Performer prepares antiseptic, ster-
ile and other solutions by obtaining
proper labeled containers, or pre-
pares labels, measures out proper
amounts from supply areas, combines
ingredients, mixes and covers con-
tainers; attaches labels and places
on tray(s).

If injections must be prepared, per-
former notes which these are and de-
cides to prepare personally or asks ap-
propriate co-worker to prepare. When
prepared, performer checks for proper
amount. Places prepared injections on
tray(s).

6. Arranges materials on tray. Covers with
sterile towel.

7. Performer may check prepared emergency
cart .to be sure all needed supplies are
present. Has missing supplies brought
or decides to replace persunally as de-
scribed above.

8. If tray was prepared for a co-worker or
on cequest, performer informs co-worker
who requested that materials are ready.

9. If tray is to be used at a later time,
places covered tray on cart or in des-
ignated location. May label tray.

List Elements FullL

10. If prepared tray is to be used at
once, places for use and notifies
physician or co-worker that materials
are ready.

9



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 95

This is page 1 of 2 for this task.

. What is the output of this task? (Be sure
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Patient's urine tested by tablet or dipstick method;
color compared with chart and reading recorded.

List Elements Fully

. What is used in performing this task? (Note

if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

Physician's orders or patient's check list; pa-
tient's urine sample in container; clinitest tablets
for sugar and/or ketones: dipstick; eyedropper,
water; colov charts for urine tests

3. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes...(X) No...( )

If -Yes- to q. 3: Name the kind of recipient,
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition;
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or legal restrictions.

To-worker

5. Name the task so that the answers to ques-
tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-
tial words.

Testing a urine sample by tablet or dipstick method
and recording by selecting method, obtaining urine
sample, using water and urine with tablet for sugar,
water on tablet for ketones,and/or dipping dipstick
into urine; comparing color change with color chart;
reading and recording chart description.

Performer uses tablet and/or
dipstick method to test pa-
tient's urine as a result of:

a. Request from co-worker.
b. Regular assignment as part

of work-up for patient.
c. Own decision to do.

1. If appropriate, performer re-
views patient's check list or
physician's orders.

2. Performer may have patient's
urine sample or may decide to
have co-worker obtain sample
or to do personally.

3. Performer chooses whether to
use tablet or dipstick method
depending on test requested,
availability of materials,
and accuracy needed.

Performer may choose tablet
or dipstick when testing for
sugar (glucose) and/or ke-
tones (acetone). Performer
chooses dipstick for proteins
or blood.

4. If performer is to use tablet
method:

a. For sugar, selects and
places proper (clinitest)
tablet in test tube. With
e'edropper, drops 10 drops

water and 5 drops of
urine into test tube;
shakes.

b. For ketones, selects prop-
er (clinitest) tablet.
Drops one drop of urine
directly on proper tablet.

OK-RP;RR;RR.
6. Check here if tiAr

is a master sheet..

9 2



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 95

This is page 2 of 2 for this task.

List Elements Full List ElementsFally

c. For either,compares tablet's color
with color found on appropriate
color chart and notes condition de-
scribed.

If -former is to use dipstick method,
pertoLmer selects dipstick whose dif-
ferent parts change color according to
what test that portion is for. Perform-
er dips stick into urine and compares
the color of the stick Lhere the part
for the test(s) being made are located
with color(s) on the chart. Notes con-
dition(s) described.

6. Performer fills out appropriate form
or fills out index card with identifi-
cation information on patient. Records
that the test was done and the test re-
sults, by copying the chart descriptior
noted when the color(s) were compared.

7. Places records in appropriate place
and discards specimen.

4111111
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 98

Thig is page 1 of _1 for this task,

. What is the output of this task? (Be sure

this is broad enough to ,e repeatable.)
Clean catch urine specimen obtained and labeled;
arrangements made to take to lab; recorded.

:,.

List Elements Fully

2. hat is used in performing this tas.c? (Note

if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

Patient's chart, requisition sheet, treatment
or medication check list, or MD's orders,
card and pen; clean catch kit and instruction
sheet; self-adhesive urine bag for child (wee
bag); label; materials for rediapering baby

3. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes...(X) No...( )

. I Yes to q. 3: Name the kind o recipient,

respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge

requirements or legal restrictions.

Any patient; physician; co-worker

. Name the task so that the answers to ques-
tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-

tial words.
Obtaining a clean catch urine specimen from any pa-
tient and preparing for lab by explaining clean
catch procedure, giving kit, applying procedures to
infant, using soap, water, swabs and self adhering
urine bag; labeling, preparing for lab, and record-
ing on patient's chart or index card; arranging to
have specimen taken to lab.

9

Performer may be asked to obtain
a clean catch urine specimen
from patient for use in lab
tests.

Performer reads patient's
chart, requisitiun sheet.or
treatment and redication
check list, or may receive
orders verbally7.

Performer obtains the materi-
als needed'fran storage area:
for adult gets clean canzh
kit; for chile gets bag to
catch urine (wee bag) and kit.

. If patient is able tO provide
specimen alone, gives patient
materials and instruction
sheet, and explains how he or
she is to swab penis r vulva,

and urinate into container.

If patient cannot provide
specimen alone (child) re-
moves diaper, swabs penis or
vulva; attaches self adhes-
ive urine bag and encourages
patient to urinate. After
child has urinated, removes
bag, closes and labels. May
decide to clean and re-diaper
baby.

. Performer labels sample with
patient's name, ID number,
date, and time. Asks co-
worker to take specimen to
lab or decides to do per-
sonally.

. Records whot was done on
chart,requEsition sheet or
check list, or makes out a
card,or reports verbally.

OK-RP;RR;RR
6. Check here if this .

is a master sheet.. (X)



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 113

This is page _1 of 1 for this task.

. What is the output of this task? (Be sure List Elements Full
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

General reassurance given to a patient.
Idone

Performer offers general reas-
surance to patient. This can be

separately during'inciden-
tal occasions such as when pa-
tient is waiting for physician
or as a sJmultaneous task while
other work is being.done with
the patient.

1. Performer gives general com-
,

fort and moral support by be-
ing interested and sy..e., mpathet-

ic, explaining aboutithe in-
stitution in generar conver-
sation, or by listentng with
sympathy and giving reassur-
ance.

v

OK-RPaRIIR

2. What is used in performing this task? (Note

if only certain items must be used- lf there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

__

1____

3. is there a recipient. respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes...(!) No...( )

. I Yes to q. 3: Name the kin. o recipient,

respondent or co-worker involved, with de--

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or legal restrictions.

Any patient or accompanying adult

. Name the task so that the answers to ques-
tions 1-/-, are reflected. Underline essen-

'tial words.

Giving any patient general reassurance by listening,
by teing interested end sympathetic, by reassuring
and comforting.

6. Check here if this
- is a master sheet..6()
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 128

This is page 1 tJ 2 for this task.

What is the output of this task? (Be sure
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Narcotic or regulated drug supplies on hand and used,
Ourformer periodically checks till

ements Full

tallied and checked against totals to be accounted
for; discrcTencies investigated; refill needs calcu-
lated; order filled out, placed, picked up, replaced
cabi-2t locked and ke returned.

,:. What is used in performing_ this task? (Note
if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

Narcotic control sheets; tally sheets; requisition
sheets; narcotic supplies on shelves; keys to nar-
cotics cabinet; pen; telephone

J. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes. . . ()O No...( )

4. I Yes to q. 3: Name the kind o recipient,
respondent or co-worker involved, u f.11 de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or legal restrictions.

Co-worker (doing inventory or witnessing);
pharmacist; co-workers

). Name the task so that the answers to ques-
tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-
tial words.

Checking supply of narcotics-or regulated drugs (or
witnessing count); reordering, picking up, and re-
stocking by obtaining key and narcotic control
sheets; taking tallies of drugs on hand and used and
comparing with numbers to be accounted for; investi-
gating discrepancies and recording; calculating re-
placement needs from give?,. par levels; reordering,
picking up filled order using appropriate forms;
replacing in cabinet; locking cabinet; returning
key.

supply of narcotic drugs in the
department's supply area and re-
orders as needed, or serves as
witness to the procAure. If wit .
ness, will be asked to perform b:
co-worker.

1. Performer obtains keys to nar-
cotics supply closet (from su.
perVisor or designated loca-
tion).

2. Unless performer is the one
asked, performer asks a co-
worker to witness count.

Performer goes to narcotic
closet. Takes narcotic contro
sheets and tally check sheet
from designated locations.

Performer unlocks outer and
inner locks 'of closet. Per-
former and co-worker count
drug dosages in boxes for eacl
drug.

Performer adds actual count o:
supply of each drug on hand
and tally of drug .....osages

signed out for by users, and
compares with total that
should be accounted for.

If there is a discrepancy in
the amounts, performer:

a. Checks other control sheeL
for a misplaced signature;
if so, asks co-worker in-
volved to re-sign in prope:
sheet.

b. Checks other boxes for a
misplaced dosage of the
drug; if so, replaces drug
in proper box.

OK-RPfRRPR
6. Check here ifthis

is a master sheet..(X)

This is new assignment to this number.
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 123

This is page 2 of 2 for this task.

List Elements Fully

c. May ask co-workers whether anyone
has used a narcotic drug without
signing out for it; if so, asks co-
worker involved to sign out at that

time.
d. If performer cannot find cause of

discrepancy, performer notifies sup-
ervisor. Records what the discrep-
ancy was and date discovered on the

proper control sheet.
e. Performer and co-worker sign tally

sheet indicating the date and time

of check.

Performer and co-worker compare tally
of amount of each drug on hand against

minimum amount that should be on hand
as listed on control sheets. Performer
notes which drugs must be reordered
based on count, and amounts. Performer
locks narcotic supply closet. If acting
as witness, leaves at this point.

. If any drugs are to be replenished,
performer finds the narcotic control
sheets corresponding to the drugs to be
ordered. Fills out copies of requisi-
tion form for narcotics, and attaches
requisition to the narcotics control
sheets.

8. If drugs are to be restocked, perform-

er brings the requisition forms and
completed narcotic control sheets to
the pharmacy. Signs control sheets 'in

the presence of pharmacist. Performer
witnesses as the pharmacist signs the
requisition and control sheets.

9. Performer waits until the order is

filled and checks that the order in-

Cludes the drugs ordered in the proper
amounts and that there is a narcotic

control sheet for each drug ordered.
Checks that sheets are dated, have the

pharmacy code number, and are signed

by the pharmacist.

List Elements Full

10. Performer signs the requisition for

narcotic drugs, indicating that drugs
and narcotic control sheets were re-
ceived.

11. Performer returns to narcotics closet

and unlocks. Places box(es) of nar-
cotic drugs in proper places in clos-
et. Places new narcotic control

sheet(s) in proper locations.

12. Performer locks the closet and re-
turns the keys to designated co-work-

er or location.



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 129

This is page 1. of _2 for this task.

if MIMONW
. What is the output of this task? (Be sure List Elements Full
this is broad enough tc be repeatable.)

Orders filled out for. non-narcotic drugs and sterile
equipment,based on standing orders, need determined
after inventors check, check for expiration dates,
and requests by RN's or MD's; copies of orders re-
tained.

Performer checks the supply of
non-narcotic medicinals (drugs
and sterile equipment) as a re-
suit of:

a. Regular procedure.
b. When notified of shortage

by co-workers.
c. Own decision to do after

noticing shortage.

1. Performer decides what to or-
der and quantities in any or
all of the following ways.:

a. Performer has standing
order for certain medici-
nals or sterile materials
with amounts and frequency
of order predetermined. Re
gularly fills out pre-
printed list or writes
list on institutional re-
quisition form.

b. Performer may receive re-
quest from MD or co-work-
ers for items in short sup
ply or tc be newly ordered
or may ask them if they
have requests:
i) If item(s) are not reg

ularlY stocked in de-
partment but are avail
able in pharmacy, per-
former adds to requisi
tion sheet.

.

ii) If item is not kept in

.

hospital pharmacy, per
former obtains name of
distributor or menu-
facturer:

If item has been order
ed before,performer
obtains appropriate
file card and copies
information (name of

OK-RP;RIOIR

2. What is used in performing this task? (Note

if only_ certain items must be.used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

Supplies of non-narcotic drugs and sterile,equipment;
requisttion form; reference fiJe for outside orders;
blank index file cards; pen; carbon paper; note book .
par level lists

. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes...( ) No...( )

4. 1 Yes to q. 3: Name the kind dl recipient,
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledvz,

requirements or legal restrictions,

MD's; co-workers

D. Name the task so that the answers to ques-
tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-

. tial words.
Checking supply and ordering non-narcotic medicinals
needed by department by filling out standing orders;
taking 'inventory and ordering items below par levels
or expired; noting or asking for requests for items;
filling out requisition form or cntside order card
in duplicate; having expired medicinals returned and
orders delivered or placed for pick up.

6. Check here if this
is a master sheet..(x)
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 129

This is page 2 of 2 for this task.

m..........
List.Elements Full List Elements Full

2.

.

.

product, manufacturer or distri-
butor and quantity desired) onto
blank index card or order form.
If item has not been ordered be-
fore, performer questions co-
worker ordering about supplier;
fills out a reference card for
placement in the file box; also
makes out order card or form as
above.

c. Performer takes inventory of drugs
and sterile equipment on hand, not-
ing which supplies are below "par"
or desired minimum levels, and any
that have expired.

Performer assesses whether supplies
are adequate by referring to list of
"par" levels if available, or from
labels with par levels on shelves,
or judges from own experience on
usage and needs.

Performer adds name of items and
quantities needed to requisition
list, or checks off items and writes
in quantities.

Performer collects expired drugs and
equipment and arranges to have them re-
turned to pharmacy or central supply by
self or co-worker.

When requisition form and/or outside
order card are completed in duplicate,
performer signs and takes to proper lo-
cation (such as pharmacy or secretary),
or has co-worker deliver, or places for
pickup.

Performer retains duplicate copy of or-
ders, or records orders in notebook.

.



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 131

This is page 1 of 2 for this task.

. What is the output of this task? (Be sure
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Assignments decided on and sheet made out to cover
work loads; adjustments made to cover lateness or

absences.

4. What is used in performing this task? (Note

if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things Chosen among.)

Information on areas to he covered.and vacation
time, days off, work loads and attendance; pen;.
assignment sheet

. is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes...0() No...( )

If -Yes to q. 3: Name the kind of recipient,
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge

requirements or legal restrictions.

Staff members to be assigned work schedules; super-

visor

5. Name the task so that the answers to ques-
tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-

tial words.

Making assignments of staff to work areas, proce-
dures, and/or MD's and/or vacations and lunch hours

I'

by assessing number of staff available, work load
needs, need for rotation, considering experience
and preferences; making assignments; filling out
assignment sheet; placing for typing and/or posting;
adjusting assignments to cover absences or late-
nesses on individual days.

List Elements Fullq

Performer periodically makes out
and/or" modifies assignment
sheets for subordinate staff and
self. May do any or all of the
following;

1. Performer obtains information
on requested vacation times,
regular days off for staff,
and/or lunch hour and break
preferences of staff.

. Assigns staff to specific
treatment and/or examination
rooms, (or specific MD's),
and/or types of procedures
for each day, as appropriate.
Considers number of areas to
be covered, expected loads,
durations, and the available
staff expected. Considers the
degree of supervision re-
quired by staff persons. If
appropriate, sees that staff
are properly rotated in as-
signments.

Assigns lunch hours and
breaks so that all functions
are covered at all times;
considers staff's expressed
preferences.

Fills out daily assignment
sheet with all relevant in-
formation and posts or places
for typing and/or posting.

On any given day, performer
receives information on ab-
sences. May reassign any
staff member to duties other
than those originally posted
to cover for late or absent
staff members. May ask super-

OK-RP;RR;RR

b. Check here i this

is a master sheet..

1. 0



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 131

This is page 2 of 2 for this task.

List Elements Fully List Elements Full

visor to request additional help; may
assign self to cover; may decide to
request additional help from adminis-
tration.

. May note absences or latenesses.

1 u i



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 132

This is page 1 of 1 for this task.

1. What is the output of this task? (Be sure
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Request made orally and/or requisition filled out
for repair or replacement of equipment or for ser-
vices of a hospital department; order placed for
delivery.

List Elements Full

. What is used in performing this task? (Note

if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice,_ include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

Pen; requisition forms; telephone; objects needing
repair or service

. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes.:.(K) No...( )

. If -Yes to q. 3: Name the Kina of recipient,
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scripticns to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or legal restrictions.

Co-workers

5. Name the task so that the answers to ques-
tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-

tial words.

Requesting repair, replacement or other services of
another hospital department orally and/or filling
out requisition, by reviewing request, notifying de
partment by phone, relaying necessary information;
filling out appropriate requisition form, placing
for pick-up or delivery.

Co-workers may inform performer
of need to have furniture or
equipment repaired, of need to
replace equipment and supplies
handled by another department,
or the need for the services of
another department.

1. Performer obtains any neces-
sary information from co-
worker or may examine situa-
tion personally and assess
need.

2. Performer calls appropriate
hospital;department on tele-
phone. Requests repair or re-
placement of equipment or
supplies, or asks for ser-
vices of department.

. Performer may fill out appro-
priate requisition form with
information needed, May make
duplicate and retain or file.

4. Gives requisition to co-
worker for delivery to appro-
priate department or places
for pickup.

OK -RP;RR;RR

,,Check-bere if this
is a master sheet..())

1 02



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 133

This is page 1 of 3 for this task.

1. What is the output of this task? (Be sure List Elements Full

Performer administers medication
Written MD orders obtained for subcutaneous or intra-
muscular injection; patient screened for contraindi-

given as intramuscular or subcu-

cations; decision made whether to inject; if not, re-
taneous injection.

ported; injection prepared; qualitity checked; patient

this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

explained use and side effects; njection adminis-
tered; narcotic forms filled out; record entered;
side effects reported.

2. What is used in performing this task? (Note

if only certain .items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

MD's orders, or patient's treatment and medication
check list, or requisition sheet; narcotic control
form, wasted narcotic control form; pen; medications
in supply areas; key to narcotics supply; sterile
needles, syringes, caps, and bottles; alcohol, swab;
bandaids; syringe destruction device;. measuring im-
plements

. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes...(>0 )

. It Yes to q. 3: Name the kind of recipient
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition;
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or legal restrictions.

Any patient to receive subcutaneous or intramuscular
injection; accompanying adult if pediatric patient;
MD; co-workers; supervisor.

5. Name the task so that the answers to ques-
tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen7

tial words.
Administering subcutaneous or intramuscular injection
for any patient according to MD's orders after having
quantity checked by obtaining medication and filling
sterile syringes with proper amount of medications
and having prepared quantity checked; checking for
contraindications and informing MD if type or dosage
is in doubt; advising patient of purpose and side ef-
fects of drugs; choosing injeCtion site; injecting
according to sterile procedure; filling out and sign-
ing narcotic regulation forms; recording medication
given; checking and reporting side effects.

1. Performer is requested to in-
ject patient with medication
or reads patient's requisi-
tion sheet, or treatment and
medication check list.

If MD's oral orders call for
narcotic or regulated drug,
?erformer may fill out MD's
prescription on appropriate
form or medication card and
obtain MD's signature.

. If MD's orders call for nar-
cotics or regulated drugs, ob
tains key to locked supply
closet;selects proper medica-
tion;relocks after medication
has been obtained. Performer
goes to appropriate unlocked
supply areas for other medica
tions.

(May have order filled by ap-
propriate co-worker. If so,
checks amount.)

. Performer checks expiration
date on medication;checks for
signs of deterioration; ar-
ranges to discard if appropri-:;
ate. Selects currently usable
medication.

4. Performer prepares medication
for injection:

a. If the medication is pre-
packaged,performer inserts
sterile needle through
stopper of bottle;injects
amount of air equal to the

OK-RP;RR;RR

b. Check here it this
is a master sheet..



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

This is page

Task Code No. 133

2 of 3 for this task.

List Elements Fully

volume'of medication to be withdrawn;
draws up into syringe; expels air
bubbles from syringe;covers point of
needle with sterile cap. If prepacked
with syringe and needle, expels air
and caps.

b. If the medication is not prepackaged
prepares as follows:,
i) If medication is a powder-,-:' 'per-

former obtains sterile bottle con-
taining a given amount of powder;
using sterile syringe,l.njects air
equal to the amount of medication
to be administered into bottle of
sterile water; draws up indicated
amount of sterile water into sy-
.ringe to dissolve powder; squirts
this back into bottle with pow-
der; mixes with powder; turns bot
tle over and draws appropriate
amount of mixture into syringe.
Expels air; covers tip of needle
with sterile cap.

ii) If medication is a liquid, per-
former uses sterile needle and
sterile syringe; injects appropri
ate amount of air and draws up
proper amount of medication into
syringe; expels air;covers tip of

needle with sterile cap.

Performer has MD or supervisor check
amount. Readjusts if necessary.

Performer brings prepared injection to
patient. Performer explains name and
purpose of injection and possible side
effects if any. Performer checks pa-
tient about allergy to the medication
and considers whether there are any
possible mistakes or contraindications
in regard to the dosage ordered.

If performer considers the type of med-
ication or dosage to be inappropriate,
already given, or possibly in error,
or if performer discovers allergy, per-
former may decide not to inject. Re-

List Elements Full

ports this to ordering physician.
(Performer may refuse to inject.)

If performer decides to inject as or-
dered and site of injection has not
been specified, performer decides
where to inject based on size of dos-
age, type. of medication, patient's
age and size.

. Uncovers the part of body to be in-
jected or asks patient (or adult with
child) to uncover. Wipes skin with al
cohol swab. Inserts needle. Pulls
back slightly on plunger; checks that
no blood appears. Injects medication.
Withdraws needle and places in appro-
priate container. May wipe puncture
With alcohol'swab..May apply band-aid.
If blood appears, removes needle;re-
inserts with fresh needle and cares
for puncture site.

10. If warranted by type of drug or new-
ness of patient's exposure to drug,
asks Tatient to remain to see if
there are any side effects or aller-
gic reactions. Calls MD if this oc-
curs.

11. Performer shows any leftover amount
of narcotic or regulated drug to MD
or supervisor and discards.

Destroys used disposable syringe by
breaking it into unusable pieces with
syringe destruction device. Discards
pieces and used swab.

12. If medicalion was narcotic or regu-
lated drug, performer fills out narco-
tics control sheet with information
called for, such as.date, dosage re-
moved from supply, dosage adminis-
tered, patient's identification, and
time dosage was administered. Signs
sheet.

If any amount of the narcotic or regu
lated drug was accidentally wasted by
dropping or contamination, performer

104



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 133

This is page 3 of 3 for this task.

List Elements Fully List Elements Fully

signs out for the additional dosage
needed. Performer also fills out a
"lost narcotic" form. Indicates which
narcotic or drug was wasted, date,
time. Obtains supervisor's signature
and signs form.

13. After the medication has been adminis
tered, performer records medication,
dosage, time and date on requisition
sheet, check list, order form, or im
munization form, as appropriate, and
signs_name. 'May inform MD that medica
tion was administered.

14. Performer attaches copy of "lost nar
cotic" form to narcotics control form
if appropriate. Delivers copies of
forms to appropriate locations.

15. Performer takes any contaminated nar
cotic or .the remains of wasted narcotic
or its container to pharmacy, with copy
of appropriate form.

5



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No.- 134

This is page 1 of 2 for this task.

. What is the output of this task? (Be sure List Elements Fully
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Data on patient services or instructional case rec-
ord materials collected, entered in log book or rec-
ord form and/or tallied; materials returned and/or
placed for filing or use.

'a,

Performer logs or tallies records
of patient services or instruct-
donal case record materials on
file for purposes of record keep-
ing, billing and/or instruction
as a result of:

Regular assignment.
b. Request.

1. Performer obtains information
on the instructional case rec-
ord materials and/or service
to be logged or tallied by:

a. Accumulating or obtaining
report forms, radiographs,
filled out requisition
forms, or patients' treat-
ment charts.

b. Asking co7workers for quan-
titative information on the

.services provided for given
patients.

c. Obtaining patients' names
and relevant records as ap-
propriate.

d. Keeping track of own work
for purposes of logging or
tallying own provision of
services.

. Performer obtains the appro-
priate log book(s) and/or re-
cord keeping forms such as
billing forms.

. What is used in performing this task? (Note

if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

Patient's treatment chart, record forms, radiographs
or requisition sheets; log book, billing book, tally
sheet, or other record keeping forms; pen or pencil

. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes...( ) No...( )

. es to q. Name the ilia o recipient,
respondent or co-worker involved, with de_

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not a11u;:ed to deal if relevant to knowledge

requirements or legal restrictions.

Co-workers providing patient services and/or in

charge of records

. Name t e task so that the answers to ques- .

-

3. Based on the information
called for in the log book or
record forms, performer looks
up the required information
from the accumulated treatment
charts, requisitions, or re-
ports. Performer may question
co-worker to obtain informa-
tion or contact appropriate
clerical department.

K-RP;RR;RR

tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-

tial words.
. .

Logging and/or tallying patient services and/or in-
structional case record materials for use in record
keeping, billing or instruction by obtaining infor-
mation to be logged and appropriate forms or log
book; ascertaining the information to be entered and
entering as appropriate; tallying; returning origi-
nal records; placing log book, tally and/or forms
for filing or use as appropriate.

6. CheCk here i this

is a master sheet.. )
I
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 134

This is page 2 of 2 for this task.

List Elemnts Fully List Elements Fully

Performer. enters such information as
patient's name, identification number,
attening physician, date, type of pa-
ti,mt (in-patient or out-patient),
diagnosis, details on the type of
treatment or'service, the amounts in-
volved, and, if appropriate, the time
involved, as called for, .from the
available information. Performer may
record any referrals made. May record
any relevant special notation.

Performer may tally totals of services
performed for the day or for same given
period of time and enter as appropri-
ate.

5. Performer returns patient records as
appropriate and places tally, record
keeping form and/or log book for fil-
ing or processing.

1 0



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 135

This is page 1 of 2 for this task.

. What is the output of this task? (Be sure
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Treatment or examination room cleaned; stains wiped
away with antiseptic; fresh paper or linens put on
table; used disposable items discarded; others
cleaned and/or returned to proper locations;decision
made whether to arran e f r housekee i er ices

2. ierhat is used in performing_this task? (Note

if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

List Elements Full

Receptacles; used paper, linens, swabs, etc.; anti-
septic solution; fresh treatment table paper or
linens; laundry bag; receptacle

is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes...( No...( )

I Yes to q. 3: Name the kind o recipient,
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or legal restrictions.

Co-worker

. Name the task so that the answers to ques-
tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-
tial words.

Cleaning an examination or treatment room after use
by throwing away disposable used materials; wiping
away blood and, stains using antiseptic solution; re-
placing linens-on treatment table; replacing used or
displaced materials; arranging for housekeeping ser-
vice if needed; returning any documents left in room
as appropriate.

Performer readies treatment or
examination rooms for use after
patient departs, as a result of:

a. Regular assignment.
b. Request.
c. Own decision to do:

1. Performer may don gown and
gloves. Enters room. Throws
away all used, disposable
items such as alcohol swabs,
gauze, cotton,etc. in dispos-
able bag or receptacle. Re-
moves linens or paper from
examination or treatment
table and discards as appro-
priate in bag.
Performer may ask co-worker
to wash some equipment in an-
tiseptic solution or decides
to do personally.

. Performer cleans off blood,
secretions, or other stains
from examination table and
surfaces of other equipment.
Uses antiseptic solution and
disposable cloth or towels.
Discards solution and cloth
or towels in appropriate re-
ceptacle after use.

If room has been seriously
soiled or many items have
been contaminated, performer
may ask co-worker to clean or
may decide to call for house-
keeping services.

3. After room has been cleaned,
performer discards gown and
gloves in laundry bag. Ob-
tains fresh linens or paper
for treatment table. Places
on table and tucks in as ap-

OK-RP:RR:RR
6. Check here if this

is a master sheet..(
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 135

This is page 2 of 2 for this task.

List Elements Full List Elements Full

propriate. Replaces items that were
washed, used,or left out of place.

. If appropriate, performer may take any
documents or forms left in room to
proper location.

.

.

.
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 136

This is page 1 of 2 for this task.

1. What is the output of this task? (Be sure
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Delivered order for non-narcotic drugs or supplies
checked, stored or delivered to individuals; missing
items reported or reordered.

List Elements Fully

2. What is used in performing this task? (Note
if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

Delivered order for non-narcotic drugs or sterile
equipment or general supplies; cart; requisition
form or order cards; storage locations

Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes.. . ( )O No...( )

I Yes to q. 3: Name the kind o recipient,
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant conditions
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or legal restrictions.

o-workers; supervisor

. Name the task so that the answers to ques-
tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-
tial words.

Checking and storing order for non-narcotic drugs
and/or supplies by checking against order; notifying
supply department or outside supplier of missing
items; distributing to units, individuals, and/or
storing in designated labeled locations.

110

Performer receives non-narcotic
drugs, sterile equipment, or gen-
eral supplies when they are de-
livered from storeroom, pharmacy

.

or from outside suppliers.

1. Performer has or obtains copy
of order, or receives it from
co-worker; obtains order card
for outside orders.

2. Performer checks the supplies
delivered against what is on
the requisition form or card,
noting reasons listed for any
supplies which were not deliv-
ered.

If any are not accounted for,
calls supply room, pharmacy ol
distributor and reports what
is missing.

Performer may fill out new or-
der and check when those sup-
plies arrive, or missing sup-
plies may be sent at once and
checked as part of current or.
der.

. Performer opens boxes. Distri-
butes contents to appropriate
locations as follows:

a. Personally distributes
items ordered for, or at
rquest of, specific indi-
viduals.

h. May select appropriate
parts of order for deliver]
to another unit and delivel
or have delivered.

c. Performer distributes ma-
terials by carrying or us-
ing cart. Goes to appropri-
ate storage areas and/or
examination or treatment

OK-RP;RR;RR

h. Check here if this
is a master sheet..(x)



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No..136

This is page 2 of 2 for this task.

List Elements Fully List Elements Fully

rooms. Places supplies into labeled
containers,on labeled shelves, into
labeled drawers as appropriate.

Performer disposes of empty boxes and
copies of order forms which have been
filled and delivered, as appropriate.
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 137

This is page 1 of 1 for this task.

I. What is the output of this task? (Be sure

this is broad enough to be repeatable.)
Specimen or culture delivered to co-worker or
location in lab or incubator; recorded as ap-
propriate.

List Elements Fully

. What is used in performing this task? (Note

if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

Prepared, labeled specimen(s), culture;
lab slip(s); lab or incubator; record forms

. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes...0() No...( )

I Yes to q. 3: Name the kin recipient,

respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or legal restrictions.

Co-worker

. Name the task so that the answers to ques-
tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-
tial words.

Delivering prepared specimens or cultures to
lab or incubator by taking to co-worker, placing
in designated place and/or recording.

1 2

Performer takes specimens or cul-
tures to lab or incubator as a
result of:

a.

b.

c.

1.

Regular assignment.
Request.
Own decision to do.

Checks that culture(s) or
specimen(s) are properly
labeled and have lab slip(s).
If not, obtains from appro-
priate co-worker.

2. Takes prepared spepimen(s) or
culture and lab slip(s) to
laboratory or incubator. De-
pending on:departmental prac-
tice, performer:

a. Gives to appropriate co-
worker.

b. Places in designated place
(such as in incubator or on
shelf or table).

c. May record on form or in
record book stating the MD
ordering, patient's identi-
fication information, tests
ordered, date and time.

OK-RP RR ;RR
6. Check here if this

is a master sheet..(K)
MININNIISII.11111111/MIMIENIL



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 138

This is page 1 of 1 for this tack.

1. What is the output of this task? (Be sure
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Symptoms or concerns of patient indica5ing health
problem observed or discussed and rep6rted to phy-
sician or appropriate staff member.

st Elements

2. What is used in performing this task? (Note

if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

3. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes...(K)

4. es to q. ..: Name the ina o recipient,
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
req.Arements or legal restrictions.

Any patient; physician or staff member

. Name t e'task so that the answers tu ques-
tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-

tial words.

Reporting observed symptoms and concerns of any pa-
tient to physician or staff member by observing pa-
tient's behavior, engaging in conversation; ver-
bally reporting information considered to be help-
ful for patient's care to physician or appropriate
staff member.

6

Performer must6be alet to
notice any symptoms or concerns
manifeste..1 by the patient ,JUch
should be brought to the atten-
tion of physician or staff.

1. As performer interacts with
patient before ana/Or after
patient has seen physician,
performer notes conditions,
symptoms,.or behatrior which
should be brought to physi-
cian's attentitin,--such as
shortness of breath, sudden
weakness, flushing, rash,
tremors.

2. Notes whether,'iff conversa-
tion, patient mentions symp-
toms or worried'related to
healthyor concerns which
would indicate information
helpful to physician in car-
ing for patient':

3. Reports verbally to physi-
cian or appropriate staff
member who would relay infor-
mation.

OK -RP;RR;RR

6. Check here if this
is a master sheet..

113



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 143

This is page 1 of 2 for this task.

. What is the output of this task? (Be sure List Elements Full
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Patient reassured; materials assembled; patient pre
pared; meatus and genital area cleansed; retension
catheter inserted into urethra and bladder; urine
specimen collected; MD informed when-patient is
ready and when catheter is held in place.

Performer catheterizes a female
patient's urethra as a result of
a request or assignment,such as
in preparation for retrograde
voiding cystourethrography or t
obtain sterile urine sample.

. Performer receives MD's or-
ders or reads x-ray requisi-
tion form or check list.

. If not already done, joins
patient in designated room.
Talks with patient and ex-
plains what will be done, ex-
111Wing what the patient
w ialexperience. Reassures,
especially with pediatric pa-
tient.

3. If not already done, perform-
er selects the appropriate
size female catheter based on
the patient's age and size.

. Performer assembles materials
or has sterile tray prepared
and placed near patient.

. Performer has patient lie on
table in supine position. Re-
moves any lower garments.
Performer drapes patient and
places patient's legs in ap-
propriate position (as for

pelvic examination). Arranges
sheet so that it can be fold-
ed back to uncover genital
area when ready to insert
catheter. Places and adjusts
lamp.

6. Performer washes hands. Using
aseptic technique, uncovers
sterile tray, using hands for

OK-RP*"

. What is used in performing this task? (Note

if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

MD's orders, or x-ray requisition sheet, or check
list; sheet; sterile towel; lamp; sterile gloves;
kit with antiseptic solution and sterile specimen
containers; sterile syringe, sterile water, sterile
catheter (appropriate for procedure); sterile lubri
cant; sterile swabs or cotton balls, gauze; sterile
forceps; sterile specimen container; clamp

. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes...CK)

es to q. : Name t e Kina o recipient,
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include tne kind with whom the performer is
not allowed Eo deal if relevant to knowledge

... requirements or legal restrictions.

'4"--
.

Any female patient to have urethral catheter insert
ed; physician

5. Name the task so that the answers to ques-
tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-

tial words.
Catheterizing any female urethra as ordered by reas
suring patient; assembling sterile equipment; pre-
paring patient using sterile procedures; inserting
catheter into urethra and bladder; reassuring pa-
tient or reporting excessive pain; collecting
urine specimen, if appropriate; informing physician
when catheter is inserted; telling MD when (if ap-

proriate) catheter is held in place.

O. Check here i this

is a master sheet.._(x)
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 143

This is page 2 of 2 for this task.

List Elements Fully

outer wrapper and transfer forceps for
contents, or uses sterile gloves:

a. Prepares antiseptic solution from
sterile kit using two sterile col-
lection containers (graduated).

b. Fills sterile syringe with sterile
water, and lays aside.

c. Opens bag containing sterile cath-

eter.
d. Squeezes sterile petroleum jelly or

other sterile lubricant on ste:ile
gauze sponge and places within reach.,

. Performer prepares patient to have
catheter inserted:

a. Explains what will occur and that
patient may experience cold and wet-
ness.

b. Folds back drape and exposes pubic
area. Encourages patient to relax,
place hands above head, and breathe

regularly. Adjusts light.
c. Performer places emesis basin for

use.
d. Places sterile towel between thighs.
e. Puts on sterile gloves (or a fresh

pair).
f. Performer checks catheter for de-

fects by injecting sterile water in-
to the balloon lumen in appropriate
amount. Deflates balloon and empties

water into basin, maintaining ster-
ility of the catheter. Replaces on
tray.

g. Performer cleanses area by separat-
ing the labia with gloved hand and
exposing the urinary meatus. Holds
the labia apart with one hand. Sat-
urates cotton balls in antiseptic
solution and cleanses the meatus and
vestibule from above, downward, dis-
carding cotton balls as they are
used. (Performer uses forceps or
changes gloves after cleansing pro-
cess.)Performer places sterile basin
on sterile towel close to buttocks,
below separated labia.

1.1.6

List Elements Fully

8. Performer inserts catheter using ster-
ile glove. Picks up appropriate size
catheter and lubricates it with ster-
ile lubricant. May clamp off the
drainage lumen.

a. Inserts catheter into meatus appro-
priate distance or until some urine
flows. Allows urine to flow out in-
to sterile basin through catheter.

b. Performer may massage the patient's
abdomen and exert pressure to in-
duce voiding.

c. If performer finds that patient is
experiencing severe pain or en-
counters much resistance, per-
former terminates attempt to cath-
eterize; informs the physician in
charge.

d. If there is a urine flow and a spe-
cimen is to be collected, performer
allows an initial flow into basin
and then directs catheter into a
sterile specimen bottle and fills
with appropriate amount. Avoids
touching the catheter with bottle.
Places specimen on tray and covers
with sterile cap. Has this properly
labeled.

Performer tells physician when patient
is ready. Checks while physician
ejects sterile water from syringe into
catheter, thus inflating small bulb on
end to hold catheter in place. Tells
physician when catheter is being held
in place.



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 145

This is page 1 of 2 for this task.

L. What is the output of this task? (Be sure List Elements Fully
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Treatment or examination materials and equip- Performer prepares equipment for
ment washed, inspected, wrapped, and labeled; sterilization in autoclave as a
placed for autoclaving. result of:

. What is used in performing this task? (Note
if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
tnings chosen among.)

Soiled or used treatment or examination instru-
ments and parts: water; basin(s); antiseptic
solution(s); gauze or towels; syringe; destruct
clip for needles; small pads; autoclave paper
and tape, or toweling and autoclave tape, or
non-sterile packet indicator; labels; recep-
tacle; marking pen; cart

3. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes.. . ( )O No...( )

---777-17-777 to q. 3: Name the kind o recipient,
respcndent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or legal restrictions.

Co-worker

5. Name the task so that the answers to ques-
tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-
tial words.

reparing treatment or examination equipment for
sterilization in autoclave by washing, soaking, dry-
ing; inspecting for damage or missing parts; assemb-
ling into individual sets and packets with autoclave
aper or toweling and tape; labelinq packets with

contents and missing parts; assembling into packets
by work area with autoclave paper or toweling and
tape; labeling and taking to be autoclaved.

1 ti

b.

Regular assignment.
When soiled equipment has
accunulated or sterile equip-
ment is in short supply.

. Performer gathers soiled
equipment that will be steri-
lized by autoclave from areas
assigned. Takes to appropri-
ate work station.

At station, disassembles
equipment such as syringes,
catheters, etc. Washes all
parts with water.

3. Separates equipment based on
whether more than one anti- -

septic solution is to be used;
places parts in appropriate
basin(s). Fills basin(s) with
designated antiseptic solu-
tion(s) depending on parts
involved. Allows tc soak for
designated time (may be over-
night).

4. After soaking, empties basins
and rinses equipment.

5. Dries each piece wich gauze
or towel. Uses syringe filled
with air to flush water from
inaccessible parts and other
syringes.

. During drying, performer
notes whether any equipment
seems defective or damaged.
May ask opinion of co-worker.
Throws away parts judged to
be broken. Places broken or
damaged needles into dis-

(1E:RP:RR:RR
6. Check here if this

is a master sheet..(K)



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 145

.This is page 2 of 2 for this task.

List Elements Fully List Elements Fully

posable portion of destruct clip. When
that portion of clip has full capacity
of damaged needles, throws it into re-
ceptacle.

. Performer attaches undamaged needles
to pads by taking one or more stitches
through pad with each needle.

8. Performer wraps all the pieces of an
individual equipment set together in
autoclave paper or appropriate towel-
ing.

Writes out label indicating contents
with marking pen. If parts are missing
or have been discarded due to damage,
notes what is missing on label.

Seals each packet with autoclave tape
(or regular tape if autoclave paper is
used) and attaches label to each pac-
ket. If autoclave tape is not used at
the institution, performer adds an in-
dicator used at the institution which
distinguishes non-sterile packets from
sterile packets.

Wraps, tapes,and labels single unit
equipment in separate packets as above

9. Separates,packets into groups accord-
ing to room or work area in which each
belongs. Wraps packets for each room
into one individual packet for each,
using autoclave paper or toweling.
Tapes each large packet and labels
with name or number of designated room
or area and list of missing parts.

10. At appropriate time places packets on
cart and transports to designated area
for autoclaving (central supply.)

AM,
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 147

This is page 1 of 2 for this task.

I. What is the output of this task?. (Be sure
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Modifications in or new technical factors
posted on technique charts.

!MEMINIM

What is used in performing this task? (Note

if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

Technique charts; pen; paper; tape

3. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes...( No...( )

es to q. : Name the gin recipient,
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or legal restrictions.

Radiologists; radiologic technologists

List Elements_Elly

Performer fills in or modifies
technique charts as ordered.

Name the task so that the answers to ques-
tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-
tial words.

Preparing or changing technique charts for
specific x-ray and fluoroscopic equipment
on orders(to reflect in-house experience,

policy. new requirements or to compensate
fur deteriorating output)by checking re-
quired new information on technical factors,
the equipment involved,and the projections;
entering or changing information on existing
or new technique charts; informing technolo-
gists of new information or changes.

Performer may be asked to
prepare a new technique chart
based on in-house experience
and requirements,or may be
asked to modify a standard
technique chart provided by
the manufacturer of fluoro-
scopic and/or x-ray equipment
based on in-house require-
ments. Performer receives the
request(s) for any of the fol-
lowing reasons:

a. A new piece of equipment
may be installed;radiolo-
gist(s) to use equipment
may indicate the technical
factors to use for the var-
ious examinations to be
performed with the equip-
ment by body part, as ap-
propriate.

b. A meeting of the department
may result in a decision tc
utilize new factors in one
or more examinations as a
result of policy to improve
diagnostic quality and/or
reduce patient exposure.
New or changed projections
may be involved.

c. A new examination may be
undertaken;radiologist(s)
involved may indicate the
projections and the techni-
que (kVp,mA,time,distance
and accessories) to use for
the examination with the
machine.

d. A member of the staff of
radiologists may require a
modification of technical
factors for specific exami-

K-RPRII.RR
6. Check here it

is a master sheet. .

this

This is new assignment to this number.
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 147

This is page 2 of 2 for this task.

List Elements Full List Elements Full

nations to suit personal standards
for diagnostic quality (such as a
change of the contrast scale).

e. RadiologiC technologist(s) may indi-
cate results of calibration tests
and need to compensate on technique
chart for deterioration in the out-
put of a specific machine such as
in kilovoltage (kVp), milliamperage
(mA) or timer settings. (Radio-

logist will have been asked to ap-
prove a major change.)

f. Radiologic technologist(s) may note
continued dissatisfaction of radio-
logist(s) with quality of radio-
graphs associated with a given ma-
chine set at given technical factors
and may suggest a change in techni-
que chart to reflect the obs.lrved
preferences.

Performer checks the information neces-
sary to prepare or modify the technique
chart for each piece of equipment in-
Volved:

a. Notes which equipment, which exami-
nation(s),or body part(s) are in-
volved.

b. Notes the specific orders for centi-
meter thickness, grid ratio, focal-
film distance, kVp, milliamperage-
second (mAs) (or mA and time),focal
spot size, type and speed of film,
and use of image intensifying
screens as appropriate. If any need-
ed information is missing or unclear
performer checks with the appropri-
ate ladiologist or radiologic tech-
nologist.

a. Performer may perform calculations
appropriate for orders calling for
percentage changes in one or more
factors.

d. Performer checks the new technical
factors on the tube rating chart
for the focal spot size involved to

make sure that factors are within
safe limits.
i) If factors exceed limits per-

former may substitute reduced
mA and increased time to pro-
duce desired mAs.

ii) Performer may report incompati-
ble factors to radiologist and
act on new orders as appropri-
ate.

e. Performer notes special instruc-
tions to deal with tissue and path
ology effects, pediatric patients,
obese patients.

f. Performer may note special instruc-
tions calling for a new set or
changes in standard projections
for specific examination(s).

3. Perform,r uses a marking pen and
changes or adds appropriate informa-
tion to the technique charts. May de-
cide to fill out new technique chart.
If so, uses blank chart; copies rele-
vant information from old chart and
enters new instructions.

Performer may verbally inform appro-
priate staff of changes,. and/or may
post a sign informing staff that._
changes have been made on techniqde
charts, indicating the ones involved.
May also note for announcement at
meeting of technologists.
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 153

This is page 1 of 1 for this task.

. What is the output of this task? (Be sure List Elements Full

this is broad enough to be repeatable.)
Materials handed to MD or co-worker; patient'given
reassurance; blood wiped away; patient restrained;
equipment turned on or off or adjusted as ordered.

,

Performer may be asked to assist
physician or co-worker in treat-
ment or examination proc'è-
dures.

1. Performer goes to room as-
signed. May go and get any.
equipment as requested'.-

. As physician or co-worker-
asks for specific items such
as instruments, solutions.,
and materials.(which are gen-
erally familiar or labeled)
performer hands these as re-
quested. May use sterile
gloves if required. .

. If requested, will turn -.

equipment on or off.or adjust
as ordered.

4. If requested, performe'r 'Will
use sterile gauze and iiiiia
away excess blood from desig-
nated areas of patient's body
or equipment. May use sterile
gloves.

5. If requested, performer will
attend to patient's comfort
by reassuring, helping to
make comfortable.

6. If requested, performer may
help to.restrain or immobil-
ize patient or prevent from
falling off table.

OK-RP;RR;RR-

-. What is used in perfnming this 7-77ask. (Note

if only certain ic -.-.. must be used. If there

is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

Materials, solutions, equipment used in special
procedures; sterile gloves; sterile gauze

. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes:..(X) No...( )

. I Yes to q. 3: Name the kind o recipient,

respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge

requirements or legal restrictions.

Physician or co-worker; any patient

. Name the task so that the answers to ques-
tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-

tial words.

Assisting physician or co-worker in special examina-
tion or treatment procedures by handing materials
called for, turning equipment on or off as ordered,
wiping away blood, reassuring and comforting pa-
tient, or restraining patient as requested.

.

6. Check here if this
is a master sheet..( )*
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 155

This is page 1 of _1 for this task.

. What is the output of this task? (Be sure
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Urine specimen obtained from patient; urine
in specimen bottle labeled and given to
ordering MD or placed to go to lab.

111101=diAallaiMIIMESIIM,

2. IN'hat is used in performing this task? (Note

if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

Urinal, bed pan or other container for urine;
specimen bottle, label, pen

Performer may be asked to ob-
tain a specimen ofturine from
a patient.

1. Explains to patient, how to
provide specimen, such as
urinate into urinal, bed pan
Dr sterilized container, or
explains to accompanying
adult how to obtain specimen
from child.

2. May decide to assist patient
in bathroom.

3. Prepares label for specimen
by writing out patient's name.
ID no., and time or other in-
formation called for.

3. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes....0() No...( )

4 . I Yes to q 3: Name the kind of recipient,
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is 4.

not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or legal restrictions.

Any patient; adult accompanying pediatric pa-
tient; MD or co-worker

. Name the task so that the answers to ques-
tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-
tial words.

Obtaining urine specimen on orders by explain-
ing to patient how to provide or assisting;
labeling specimen container; giving to ordering
MD or co-worker or arranging to send to lab.

When patient returns with
specimen (or performer ob-
tains), performer labels con-
tainer, or pours urine.into
container, and attaches
label.

If requested, shows urine
specimen to ordering MD or

co-worker; otherwise has cc-
worker take to lab or decides
to take personally; may dis-
card original container and
remaining urine, if appropri-
ate.

OK -RP;RR;RR

. Check here if this
is a master sheet.. 00
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 156

This is page 1 of 2 for this task.

1. What is the output of this task? (Be sure
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Old bandage removed; condition of wound assessed;
suspicious symptoms reported; wound or opening ir-
rigated, cleaned, medicated and/or dressed; record
entered.

List Elements Fully

2. What is used in performing this task? (Notv
if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

MD's orders,or patient's requisition sheet,or
check list; scissors, sterile syringe, saline
solution; container; basin; antiseptic solution, 1.
sterile gauze; sterile gloves; medication as
ordered; dressings, pads, tape, vaseline gauze,
bandages; sterile forceps; ace bandage, clips;
sling; pen; telephone

PF:eformer irrigates, cleans,
medicates and bandages a pt.'s
wound or the opening around a
catheter as a result of:

b.

c.

d.

. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes...(X) No...( )

4. I Yes to q. 3: Name the kind o recipient,
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or legal restrictions.

Any patient with wound, burn or catheter open-
ing; physician; co-worker

Name the task so that the answers to ques-
tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-
tial words.

Irrigating, cleaning, dressing or redressing any pa-
tient's wound, burn 6r opening for catheter as
ordered by removing old dressing, noting condition
of wound and reporting suspicious symptoms; irri-
gating by squirting or pouring appropriate solution;
cleansing with appropriate solution; applying medi-
cation and dressing as ordered; recording.

.1112MINIMMIlln

1 z

MD's orders.
Request of co-worker.
Regular assignment.
Own decision to do after see-
ing patient.

As appropriate, reviews writ-
ten orders on what to do,
medication, wrapping and
dressing; reads check list or
requis1t5,e, sheet or receives
verbal instruPtions,or per-
former asks physician for in-
structions.

As appropriate, performer
goes to patient in designated
location. Explains what is
to be done.

. Obtains materials and medica-
tion or has these brought by
subordinate.

. If old bandage is on, uses ap-
propriate instrument to re-
move; carefully tears off if
adhesive tape is involved.

. May evaluate.condition of
wound or opening. Notifies
MD if wound looks suspicious
or if performer is unsure of'
what to do. May receive ad-
ditional orders on medica-
tion or dressing.

6. If wound or opening is to
be irrigated, performer de-
cides whether to use syringe
or pour sterile water or

OK-RP;RR;RR
6. Check here if this

is a master sheet..



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 156

This is page 2 of 2 for this task.

saline solution on wound or area around
catheter. Pours or squirts fluid on
wound or external opening to clean out
foreign matter. May irrigate catheter
by pouring or squirting solution at
proper temperature into opening and
allowing water and matter to flow out
into basin.

. If wound or opening is to be cleaned,
uses antiseptic. solution and gauze. If
wound is a burn, uses saline solution.
May use sterilo gloves with some wounds
or burns.

Applies medication as per physician's
orders or leaves unmedicated if so
ordered.

. If dressing is called for, applies
sterile gauze, pads, tape or bandaids
as required. If burn, uses vaseline
gauze. Wraps with gauze bandage tightly
or loosely as called for. May use
sterile forceps to apply dressing. If
limb is involved, may use ace bandage
and clips. May apply sling.

10. Records condition of wound, what was
done and time on patient's chart or
check list. May report verbally to
MD that task is completed.

List Elements Full
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 158

This is page 1 of 2 for this task.

. What is the output of this task? (Be sure
this is broad enough to b.?. repeatable.)

Nursing or technologist staff person's work in pa-
tient care activities (in diagnostic radiography)
observed, evaluated, illterrupted if necessary; eval-
uation and need for training noted and/or reported;
_trmission asked to teach or have teaching done.

. What is used in performing this task? (Note

if only certain items mu3t be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

Pen; paper

List Elements Full

3. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes...00 No...( )

4. I Yes to q. 3: Name the kind orrecipient,
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition.
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or legal restrictions.

Subordinates or co-workers in patient care activi-

ties in diagnostic radiography: (nure aides, RN's,

LPN's, technologists); supervisors of subordinates

or co-workers; any patients in k-ray department

5. Name the task
tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-
tial words.

Informally observing and evaluating patient care
work of nursing and technologist staff in diagnos-
tic radiography, and deciding whether training is
needed by observing, evaluating; interrupting task
and/or reporting or noting conclusions; asking to
teach or that individual be taught in deficient
[...areas.

so that the answers to ques-

10%.
This is new assignment to this number..

1 ?Ail

Performer informally observes the
work of subordinates and/or tech-
nologist coworkers in patient
care procedures and use of relat-
ed equipment for diagnostic radi-
ography and decides if training
is needed.

1. Performer observes subordi-
nates or co-workers work in
patient care activities:

a. While working with the
staff person.
While supervising the staff
person.

c. While performing adminis-
trative functions.

d. At the request of staff
person or at request of su-
pervisor of staff person.

e. As part of informal spot
check procedure.

b.

2. Performer explains presence to
any patients involved if ap-
propriate, while observing.

3. Performer notes how the staff
person is carrying out the
work assignment(s) involved.

Decides whether the activity
is being done properly, if
there is a need to demonstrate
the procedure, explain an ap-
proach or attitude, or both.

Decides whether to interrupt
procedure and take over. If
so, performer does the inter-
rupted procedure as a regular
task.

4. Performer makes written or
mental note of evaluation.

OK-RP;RR;RR
6. Check here if this

is a master sheet=k)



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 158

This is page 2 of 2 for this task.

List Elements Fullz.. List Elements Fully

. If performer decides that training is
needed, performer may decide:

a. To teach the staff person at that
point or explain how to improve.

b. To explain to staff person's super-
visor that training is needed and
request permission to teach or ask
that teaching be provided.

lz



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 163

This is page 1 of 1 for this task.

. What is the Output 'Of this task? (Be sure List Elements Fully
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Report form such as for cancellation filled out as
ordered by MD and with patient's identification in _
formation; physician's check and signature obtained
form placod for use.

, ,

Performer prepares cancellation
and other report forms as di-
rected by a physician when re-
quested according to institu-
tional procedures.

1. Performer is told to prepare
a cancellation form or other
institutional form which can
be filled in and completed as
directed by physician, such as
forms with multiple choice
categories to select from.

. Performer may obtain the ap-
propriate form as ordered by
physician. Fills in the pa-
tient identification informa-
tion as indicated on desig-
nated requisition sheet or as
given by patient or physician.

. Performer may enter or check
off the categories as select-
ed by physician (such as rea-
sons for cancellation).

4. When completed,performer pre-
sents form to physician for
checking and physician's sig-
nature. Makes any changes as
ordered.Checks for signature.

. Performer brings the filled-
out form to appropriate loca-
tion or staff person such as
receptionist.

OK-RP:RR;RR

2. What is used in performing this task? (Note
if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

Institutional report forms, patient_identification
information such as on requisition sheet; pen

. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes...(3 No... )

.es to q. Name the in. ot recipient,
respondent or co-worker involved, with de_

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include ehe kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or legal restrictions.

Physician; staff person

,..-------.
. Name the task so that the answers to ques-
tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-
tial words.

Filling out institutional report form (such as for
cancellation) as ordered by MD, by obtaining appro-
priate form as ordered, filling in patient's identi
fication information; filling in or checking cate-
gories as directed by MD; having form checked and
signed by MD; placing for pick up or use.

6. Check here i this

is a master sheet..
,

-

This is new assignment to this number.
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 164

This is page 1 of 1 for this task.

1. What is the output of this task? (Be sure
Lhis is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Labels and forms filled out with patient's iden-
tificatijn information as called for,in antici-
pation of need or as requested; placed for use.

2. What is used in performing this task? (Note
if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

Patient's chart, requisition form or check
list; blank forms, labels etc.; pen

. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes...(x) No...( )

4. I Yes to q. 3: Name the kind o recipient
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or legal restrictions.

Co-worker

5. Name the task so that the answers to ques-
tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-
tial words.

Filling out patient identification information on
labels and forms in anticipation of need or as re-
guested, by estimating need or referring to standard
orders or request; getting information; filling in
information; placing for use.

12,7

List Elements Full

Performer prepareaJabels and/or
forms for use witWegpecimens,
cultures or to be:filled out by
MD in anticipatit6-0-need in
examinations or.,tre4tments as a
result of: .thf

-
a. Regular assignment.
b. Request.

. Own decision:

. Performer may review what pro
cedures have1.4)een ordered for
patient, or titaY,have standard
list of what labels and forms
will be needed,prrwill re-
ceive oral feqgest.

. 'Performer obtains the labels
and/or forms that will be
needed, and Other materials
requiring identification in-
formation.

. Performer obtains identifi-
In e

cation information from pa-
tient's chart, tequisition
form,or check list.

. Performer fills in the iden-
tification information needed
on the assembled materials.

. Places forms for MD's use;
places labels in appropriate
locations such as specimen
containers.

. May inform co-worker when
ready, if appropriate.

OK-RP;RR;RR

6. Check here if this
is a master sheetQC)



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 165

This is page 1 of 1 for this task.

1. What is the output of this task? (Be sure List Elements Full
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Attendance recorded; notation made on excessive
absenteeism, lateness, or abuse of lunch or break
times; notation recorded or report made to super-
visor on abuse(s).

Performer keeps track of subor-
dinate staff persons' attend-
ance,and reports or records ex-
cesses.

1. Performer checks and/or re-
cords the attendance and late .
nesses of staff members on
an attendance sheet.

2. Performer may periodically
note whether staff members
have been excessively late,
absent, or abusive of lunch
hour or break times,based on
given standards.

. If a staff member has been
excessively late or absent,
or has been abusive of lunch
or break times, may make a
note to raise this at a per-
sonal meeting with subordi-
nate,or informs appropriate
supervisor, depending on in-
stitutional procedures.

. What is used in performing this task? (Note
if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

Attendance sheets; pen

. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes...0() No...( )

. It 'Yes to q. 3: Name the kind oL recipient,
respondent cr co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or legal restrictions.

Subordinate staff members; supervisor

. Name t;7777c-To that the answers to ques-

OK-RP;RR;RR

tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-
tial words.

tefping attendance records and recording or report-
ing excessive lateness and/or absenteeism by record-
ing attendance as appropriate; noting whether there
is excessive absenteeism, lateness, or abuse of
lunch or break times; deciding to discuss or report-
ing to supervisor.

1 6. Check here if this

is a master sheet..(50



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 166

This is page 1 of 3 for this task.

1. What is the output of this task? (Be sure List Elements Fully
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Treatment or examination room prepared for isolation
technique; patient brought; used materials discarded
and roam cleaned with decontamination procedures;
patient returned

Performer prepares for examina-
tion and/or treatment of patient
requiring isolation technique
and cleans up afterward as a re-
sult of:

a. Request or decision to do.
b. Regular assignment in conjunc-

tion with other tasks.

. Performer notes on requisi-
tion form or is told when a
patient with an infectious or
communicable condition is to
be dealt with in examination
or treatment room or in isola
tion area. May do any or all
of the following.

. Performer prepares examine-
tion or treatment room or iso
lation area as appropriate:

.,

a. Performer has the mater-
ials to be used for the
procedure placed on a sep-
arate cart or decides to
do personally.

b. If appropriate, performer
screens off unit and/or
attaches "isolation" sign
to entrance of area.

c. Performer has treatment
couch prepared with fresh,
disposable linen or de-
cides to do personally.

d. Places laundry bag marked
for contaminated linen and
step-on can,lined with
plastic or a paper bag,
near the exit.

e. Makes sure that there is
immediately accessible to
staff who will be involved
and outside of unit:

i) Clean mattress and/or
linens.

OK-RP:RR:RR

. What is used in performing this task? (Note

if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

Patient's requisition form or check list;screen and/
or isolation sign; treatment couch mattresses,
linens;sterile gowns,masks, gloves;paper towels;
cart with materials for procedure; laundry bags;
disposal receptacles with bags;hand washing equip-
ment;surface covering;basin;germicide detergent;
utensils; toilet or sink;disinfection solution and
cleaning equipment.

3. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes..,(,) No... )

. Lr es to q. Name tne Kim' o recipient,
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or legal restrictions.

Co-workers;patient with infections or communicable
condition; nursing personnel

. Name the task so that the answers to ques-
tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-

,

tial words.
,

Using isolation and decontamination techniques to
prepare examination or treatment room or area and

clean up afterwards for patient with infectious or

communicable condition by preparing sterile materi-
als for use; preparing for disposal of materials;

arranging for self and staff to wear and properly

discard sterile mask, gown, gloves; transporting
patient; discarding contaminated materials; clean-

ing treatment or examination room.

6. Check here i this

is a master sheet.. 4

This is new assignment to this number.
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 166

This is page 2 of 3 for this task.

. .

1.11001110011
,

List Elements Full

ii) Clean gowns,disposable masks,
gloves, paper towels, disposable
bags.

iii) Hand washing unit or sink.

unit area by uncontaminated co-
worker outside area.

5. Performer discards contaminated ma-
terials after treatment or examination

f. Places appropriate protective cover- as follows:
ing on table and counter surfaces
for temporary placement of contami- a. Performer places contaminated ma-
nated utensils or equipment. Provides terials and equipment into basin
basin of germicide detergent solution with germicide detergent or into
for immersion of contaminated arti- lined step-on can.
cles. b. Performer pours out liquid wastes

or water.into toilet,being careful
3. Performer prepares self for patient and to avoid splashing. Rinses uten-

makes sure that other staff observe the sils, discards rinse water,and
following: places utensils in basin. Uses

paper towels when handling faucets
a. Removes rings and watches. and/or flush levers.
b. Observes proper hand washing proce- c. Performer removes surface protec-

dures with lather and friction for tors and disposes of these in can.
appropriate amount of time. d. Performer places bag with contami-

c. If appropriate, dons mask, fitting nated wastes into clean bag for
properly so that it will not need to disposal. Arranges for immediate
be readjusted. sanitation.

d. Dons gown, checking that there are e. Performer removes linens and mat-
no holes. Ties at neck and back or tress and places in laundry bag
buttons. for disposal.

e. If appropriate, puts on disposable f. Performer removes mask and dis-
gloves, covering cuffs of gown. cards in step-on can. Performer re-

moves gown and discards in bag.
4. If performer is to bring patient into Removes gloves and discards in

treatment or examination room, per- step-on can.
former dons sterile mask, gown and g. Performer washes hands when com-
gloves; goes to location in which pa- pleted, following appropriate 0

tient is waiting. lather and scrub procedures.

a. Performer checks patient's identity 6. If performer is to return patient to
against requisition sheet name and
wheels patient into treatment or .

any other area,dons sterile mask,gown,
and gloves outside IL:nit, transports

examination room area.
b. From this point on, performer be-

patient,and then discards mask, gown,
and gloves after delivery of patient

haves as though performer has been
contaminated, and does not handle
items which are to be used in "clean'

to next designated location.

7. If performer is to clean area after
condition. If performer requires use, performer wears mask,gown, and
"clean" items, has these handed into gloves and carries out the following

steps:



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

LIst Elements Full

Task Code No. 166

This is page 3 of 3 for this task.

,0611

List Elements Full

a. Makes sure all disposable items are
emptied into disposable bag in waste
receptacle.

b. Damp dusts all furniture and equip-
ment surfaces with disinfectant
solution in.basin. Rinses cloth
frequently.

c. After cleaning disposes of solution
in flush toilet. Washes and sani-
tizes basin. Discards cloth in
waste receptacle.

d. Has floors cleaned with disinfectant
solution or does so personally. Dis-
cards floor cleaning equipment as
appropriate, making sure it will
not be used in uncontaminated areas.

e. After cleaning removes mask, gown
and gloves and washes hands as ap-
propriate.

f. Performer has area aired and pre-
pared with fresh materials and
linens or decides to do personally.
Removes isolation sign and/or
screen if unit is to be returned to
regular use.
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 167

This is page 1 of 2 for this task.

. What is the output of this task? (Be sure List Elements Full
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Intensifying screens cleaned or discarded; re-
, placed in cassettes; record made of cleanin.

I

Performer cleans the intensify-
ing screens of cassette x-ray
film holders periodically or as
a result of decision to do, or
request.

1. Performer obtains unloaded
cassettes and materials for
cleaning:

a. If unloaded cassettes are
stored in darkroom, per-
former goes to darkroom>
i) Does not enter while

red light is on; if
open, knocks to make
sure that room is empty
or can be entered.

ii) Makes sure that no
white light is shining
in darkroom from any
source and that safe-
light is on or makes
sure that no unexposed
film is in the open be.,
fore turning on lights.

b. Performer obtains unloaded
cassettes of various sizes
and materials to clean in-
tensifying screens such as
antistatic cloth or brush,
appropriate cleaning solu-
tion (commercial screen
cleaner or warm water and

. What is used in performing this task? (Note
if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

Unloaded cassettes; antistatic cloth or brush;
commercial screen cleaner ox mild soap,warm wa-
ter;basin;clean cloths or cotton;marking pen;wor
bench;intensifying screens;index card file and/o
markers on cassettes

. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes...( ) No...(,)

. les to q. ): Name the kin. o recipient,
respondent or co-worker involved, with de_

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or legal restrictions.

5. Name the task so that the answers to ques- mild soap),cloth or cotto
marking pen. Places mater-
ials on clean work bench
away from processing chem-
icals. If appropriate,
mixes solution of mild
soap and warm water.

2. Performer inspects the cas-
settes and selects those that
now require cleaning and ex-
amining:

OK-RP;RR ;RR

tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-
tial words.

Inspecting and cleaning intensifying screens in
cassette holders by checking.dates of last clean-
ing; removing screens; using antistatic brush;
using cleaner on cloth and wiping surfaces; dry-
ing; replacing damaged screens; reinserting
screens in cassettes according to sizes and
speeds; recording cleaning dates.

6. Check here if this
is a master sheet..0g

This is new assignment to this number.
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code N . 167

This is page 2 of 2 for this task.

List Elementtlgily List Elements Ftilly_

iii) Performer places each screen for
air drying. May lean screens
against counter. .

e. If any screen is damaged or exces-

a. Checks each cassette number against
_ record on cassette (or in file) of

date of last cleaning. Selects those
cassettes for which the most recent
cleaning dates show need for re-
cleaning (such as elapse of a mini- sively stained, performer may dis-
mum period). Replaces other unloaded card screen and decide to replace
cassettes in storage area. with a new screen of the same size

b. Performer may sort cassettes by size
and intensifying screen speed. (Per-
former notes speed of screen by re-

and speed.

4. Performer reloads cassettes with dry,
ferring to the identification system cleaned screens or new screens:
in use, such as lead marking numbers
and letters on cassette.)

,

a. Makes sure to match the screen
c. Performer may obtain new intensify- speed and size to the appropriate

ing screens of appropriate size and cassette based on coding (two
speed if they may be needed to re- screens per cassette except for
place old or damaged screens in the single-screen cassettes).
cassettes. b. Slides each screen into its retain-

er in cassette.
. Performer inspects and cleans intensi-

.

fying screens as follows: 5. Performer marks cassette card with new
date of cleaning or replacement or

a. Performer releases the lock bar of enters on index card for cassette as
one empty cassette at a time if lock appropriate.
ed, and opens the cassette.

b. Performer slides out each intensify- 6. Places cassettes in appropriate stor-
ing screen mounted within the cas-
sette on the front and back sections
and inspects.

age area.

7. If in darkroom, performer makes sure
c. If there is lint on the screen, per- that no unexposed films are in the

former removes by using a special
antistatic brush or cloth.

d. If there are contaminating foreign

open before leaving.

8. Performer may place or deliver damaged
objects on the screen surface per-
former moistens cotton or cloth with
the commercial screen cleaner or
mild soap and water solution. (Does
not spray directly on surface.)

screens for repair work.

Makes sure cloth is not excessively
wet by squeezing out liquid before
using.

i) Lightly rubs the screen surface
with a crosswise motion.

ii) Removes excess cleaner at once
with dry cloth or cotton. May use
antistatic brush as well.

mn-.
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 173

This is page I of 3 for this task.

1. What is the output of this task? (Be sure List Elements Full
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

X-ray machine timer (except phototimers) tested by
use of spinning top test; exposures of top spinning
assessed for accuracy of timer; repair service in-
formed of defective timer; machine shut down,or com-
pensating timer adjustments posted and/or reported;
record placed for filing,

Performer checks whether expos-
ure settings of x-ray machine
timer(s) (except phototimers)
correspond to the actual expos-
ure time produced,by performing
spinning top test as a result
of:

. Assignment to perform period-
ically.

b. Request to investigate
trouble reported or noted.

c. Decision to do.

1. Performer checks timer for
any x-ray unit by entering
control room for designated
machine:

a. Checks to see that indica-
tor light shows that
x-ray machine is ready
for use.

b. Selects and sets techni-
cal factors for test:

i) Sets timer for per-
iod up to .25 second;
ideally uses .1 sec-
ond for unit using

S full-wave rectifica-
tion and .2 second
for a unit using
half- or self-recti--
fication.

ii) Selects and sets
kilovoltage from'40
to 65 kilovolt range.

iii) Selects and sets mil-
liamperage at 50 or
100 milliamps.

iv) Checks factors on
tube rating chart.

2. Performer sets up test in ex-
amination room where x-ray
machine is located:

OK-RP;RR;RR

. What is used in performing this task? (Note
if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

X-ray machine control panel, table,x-ray tube;
cassette; top; lead sheeting; lead numerals and tape
or other film marker; view boxes; pen or pencil;
technique chart(s); telephone; out-of-order sign;
tube rating chart

. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes...(x) No...( ')

. If -Yes'? to q. . Name the kind o recipient
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or legal restrictions.

Co-workers; repair service personnel

%........

. Name the task so that the answers to ques-
tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-
tial words.

Checking accuracy of x-ray machine timers (except
lphototimers) with spinning top test by setting ap-
propriate technical factors;prepariag cassette;spin-
ning .the top on cassette and exposing;repeating an
appropriate number of times;interpreting processed
radiographs based on number of dots appropriate for
given exposure time and the known current impulses
for rectified'current;arranging for repair;shutting
down unit or posting compensatory timer settings for
use until repair is made;recording as appropriate
and placing radiographs for filing. 6. Check here i this

is a master sheet..%)
'

This is new assignment to this number.
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List Elements

TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 173

This is page 2 of 3 for this task.

Full

a. Performer obtains loaded cassette of
appropriate size,such as 10 by 12 in.

b. Performer places cassette in position
on x-ray table;adjusts x-ray tube to
provide a focal-film distance of 30
to 40 inches.

c. Performer obtains iead numerals and
tape or other film marker and pre-
pares identification for the film,
indicating the time setting used,
the date, and the unit being tested.
May include kVp, mA and focal-film
distance.

d. Performer obtains lead sheeting and
masks all but the area of the cas-
sette to be exposed (allowing for
multiple exposures to be made for
test). Places identification marker
on exposed area.

e. Performer collimates the beam to con
form to the area on the cassette to
be exposed by turning on light in
collimator; centers crosshair shad-
ows on area and trims collimator set
tings so that light cast corresponds
to the size and shape of area de-
sired.

f. Performer obtains top to use in test
(a small diameter radiopaque top
with a small hole near the edge)
with a base for top (to retain it
in the area to be radiographed).
Places base and top on cassette in
area to be radiographed.

3. Performer starts top spinning at a mod-
erate speed. Returns to control room
and activates x-ray machine by pressing
hand trigger.

4. Performer repeats test for the unit by
using additional areas of the cassette
the desired number of times;may use ad-
ditional cassettes;uses the same tech-
nical factors each time.

5. As.soon as exposures are made, per-
former has exposed x-ray film processed
or decides to process personally.

1 3 5

List Elements Full

. Performer arranges to review processed
radiograph(s) on view boxes. As-
sesses the accuracy of each timer as
follows:

a. Performer notes whether radiograph
is interpretable in terms of de-
tail, density, contrast, distor-
tion, and presence of artifacts.
Notes whether dots are elongated or
appear as gray dashes (resulting
from too rapid a speed of rota-
tion), or whether dots are superim-
posed (resulting from too slow a

speed). If any problems appear to
be independent of timer accuracy,
performer checks technical factors,
processing, or changes speed oftro-
tation of top. Repeats spinning top
test and processing steps as de-
scribed above until adequate radio-
graph(s) are obtained.

b. Performer assesses the accuracy of
the timer(s) in terms of the number
of dots appearing on each image of
the top for a given unit:
i) For exposure factor of .1 sec-

ond (at 60 Hz alternating cur-
rent)-full wave rectification,
performer checks that 12 dots
appear for each exposure.

ii) For exposure factor of .1 sec-
ond (at 60 Hz alternating cur-
rent) half- or self-wave rect-
ification, checks that 6 dots
appear for each exposure.

iii) Extrapolates correct numher.of
dots for other time settings
as appropriate, based on 120
current impulses in full-wave
rectified current and 60 cur-
rent impulses in half-wave
rectified current per second.

iv) If there are fewer dots than
required, performer judges
that the timer is too fast; if
there are more dots than re-

VIMPMM...,0,61



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 173

This is page 3 of 3 for this task.

List ElementsZ112. List Elements Full

quired, performer judges that
timer is too slow; if there are
variations in the number of dots
performer judges that the timer
is erratic.

c. Performer may assess the density of
the dots for full wave rectified
units. If the radiographic density
of the dots does not appear equal in
degree on a single exposure, per-
former may decide to have valve tubes
or Thyrx timer tubes checked, depend-
ing on the pattern of light and dark
dots.

7. If performer decides that the timer is
faulty, performer informs repair service
by calling in-house repair staff or the
manufacturer's repair service. Indi-
cates the results of the test and the
unit involved.

a. Performer may decide to shut down
unit; if so, attaches out-of-order
sign and/or informs appropriate tech-
nical staff that unit is not to be
used until repaired.

b. Performer may decide, if the unit's
timer is consistently too fast or too
slow, to post or indicate on tech-
nique charts what compensations
should be made for the inaccuracy of
the timer (such as setting longer
times for too-slow timer). If so de-
cided, performer posts instructions
in prominent location, on technique
charts for unit, and/or informs ap-
propriate staff.

. Performer may record results of test and
what was done. Performer places radio-
graphs of test and any other records in
appropriate location for filing.

13 6



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 175

This is page 1 of 4 for this task.

1. What is the output of this task? (Be sure
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

X-ray machine kVp and/or mA selectors tested by use
of penetrometer;exposures showing density and con-
trast at various settings assessed for accuracy of
calibration;repair service informed of defective
autotransformer or mA output,or compensating adjust-
ments for changes in output posted and reported;
record placed for filing.

List Elements Full

. What is used in performing this task? (Note

if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

1

X-ray machine control panel, table,x-ray tube;cas-
settes;lead sheeting;lead numerals a:..3 tape or other

film marker;view boxes;pen or pencil;technique
chart(s); telephone;out-of-order sign;p_r.lecrometer;
prior test radiographs for unit;prior standard ra-
diographs of density for given technical factors;
felt marker;tube rating chart

3. Is there 4 recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes... (x) No...(

Name t e kinf recipient
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirementm or legal restrictions.

Radiologist;radiologic technologists; repair per-
sonnel

. Name t e task so that the answers to ques-
tions 1-4 are refleCted. Underline essen-

tial words.
Performing penetrometer calibration test of kVp or
mA selectors of x-ray machine output by selecting
appropriate test-constant technical factors and con-
ditions for test;setting up cassette and penetro-
meter;varying kVp or mA (with timer ed.1.11/,'.ments for

constant mAs) for each kVp or mA settif.g on control
panel and making exposures for each;eiluating radio
graph density and contrast for signs damage or

change in quality of output;assessing Itsed for chang
in technique chart(s) to compensate for change in
output;posting compensating changes in kVp or mA;
arranging for repair;recording.At!

Performer checks whether kilo-
voltage and/or nilliamperage
settings of x-ray machine con-
trols correspond to the actual
output by performing calibration
tests using a penetrometer (step
wedge aluninum ladder) as a re-
sult of:

a. Assignment to perform period-
ically.

b. Request to investigate trou-
ble reported or noted.

. Decision to do.

Performer checks kilovoltage
output settings for any x-ray
unit by entering control room
for designated machine:

a. Checks to see that indi-
cator light shows that
x-ray machine is ready
for use. Makes sure that
it is warmed up and that
all circuits have been
stabilized.

b. Checks line voltage meter
and, if required, turns
compensator dial until
needle is aligned properly
on line meter.

c. Selects low milliamperage
and time settings estab-
lished for the test and
used before. May check
prior records. Makes sure
that technical factors for
test are within safe lim-
its as shown on tube rat-
ing chart.

d. Sets the minor kilovoltage
selector at its lowest
level,and the major kilo-
voltage selector at the

OK-RP;RR ;RR

This is new assignment to this number.
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6. Check here if this
is a master sheet.:.L)



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

This is page 2

Task Code No. 175

of 4 for this task.

List Elements Full List Elements Fully

lowest setting or at 40 kVp, de-
pending on procedures established
for the test.

L. Performer sets up kilovoltage test in
examination room where x-ray machine
is located:

a. Performer obtains loaded cassette
of appropriate size, such as 10 by
12 inches, with intensifying screens
and film of speed used for prior
tests.

b. Performer places cassette in posi-
tion on x-ray table; adjusts x-ray
tube to provide a focal-film dis-
tance of 40 to 48 inches or dis-
tance used in prior tests.

c. Performer obtains penetrometer (a
series of aluminum bars of same
thickness and width but of varying
lengths, placed one on top of
another by order of length so that
a series of steps are created). For
start of test, performer places the
penetrometer on the cassette so that
it is flush with one edge of the
cassette, permitting a series of
exposures to be made subsequently.

d. Performer obtains lead numerals and
tape or other film marker and pre-
pares identification for the film in-
dicating kilovoltage setting(s) to
be used, the date, and the unit being
tested. (May include time, mA, and
focal-film distance.) Places marker
for current setting at one end of
penetrometer.

e. Performer obtains lead sheeting and
masks all but the area of tne cas-
sette occupied by the penetrometer.

E. Performer collimates the beam to
conform to the size of the penetro-
meter by t'irning on light in colli-
mator; centers crosshair shadows and
trims collimator settings so that

light cast corresponds to the size
and shape of penetrometer.

3. Performer carries out test of the
major kilovoltage selector:

a. Returns to control rcom and acti-
vates x-ray machine by pressing
hand trigger. Watches controls for
evidence of a line surge or exces-
sive drop. Repeat3 test if this oc-
curs.

b. Returns to examination room and
moves lead sheeting and penetro-
meter so that next exposure will
be made adjacent to prior exposure
with all other areas masked; places
marker for new setting on penetro-
meter. Centers x-ray tube and col-
limates as before. Moves major kVp
selector to the next higher setting
and repeats exposure.

c. Performer continues to make the
series of exposures, one for each
setting in ascending order, until
an exposure has been made for each
setting on the major kVp selector
in adjacent areas on the x-ray film.

Performer carries out the test of the
minor kilovoltage selector similarly
by keeping the major selector constant
at a low settiag or 40 kVp,and making
a series of exposures (on a separate
cassette) ,one for each setting on the
minor kVp selector. Marks exposures as
appropriate.

As soon as a full set of exposures are
made, performer has exposed x-ray
film(s) processed or decides to pro-
cess personally.

. Performer arranges to review processed
radiograph(s) on view boxes and asses-
ses the accuracy of each kVp selector
as follows:



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 175

This is page 3 of 4 for this task.

List Elements FullT

a. Evaluates visually the changes in
density on the radiographs. Notes
whether indicated increases of kilo-
voltage show definite, gradual,and
continuous increases in density.
Notes whether increase in density is
more marked for major selector than
minor, zs it should be.

b. Notes any decrease or unusual in-
crease in density. If so, notes that
autotransformer is in need of adjust-
ment or repair.

c. Performer evaluates the changes in
contrast on the radiographs. Notes
whether contrast decreases with in-
creasing kilovoltage so thet there is
a high contrast at the lower kV's
with a relatively short scale of dif-
ferentiation, grading to lower con-
trast with an increasing scale of
differentiation as the kV increases.

d. Notes anyt....,g unusual in the con-
trast pattern produced. If so, notes
that machine (autotransformer) is in
need of repair.

Performer checks whether the decline in
autotransformer output is sufficient to
warrant compensation in the kVp selector
settings used for examinations (to
change setting to bring about the same
kVp output):

a. Performer obtains prior radiographic
test films of penetrometer for the
given unit and formajor, and/or
minor selectors. Places these in se-
quence on view boxes so that per-
former can evaluate whether the de-
gree of density for given settings
are the same (with all other techni-
cal factors constant) over time. Ob-
tains a prior test radiograph to com-
pare which has been designated for
standardization of density for kilo-
voltage settings. Compares test film
by judging whether density for given

b.

c.

List Elements..taly.

settings in test film match prior
and standard density for the set-
tings.

If the performer judges that the
density of the test film shows a
decline in the kilovoltage output
for the settings, performer judges
the extent of the decline by tom-
paring marked settings on the films
for areas of equal density. Notes
the regUlarity and amount of the
difference. Checks whether change
is due to line voltage change,type
of film used, or processing.
Performer judges whether there is
sufficient decline in the radio-
graphic density to warrant a change
in the settings used for examina-
tions (to compensate for declining
density due to decline in the kilo-
volt output obtained for selector
settings). If so, performer may
bring test film and standard film
to radiologist. Shows the films;
suggests the kilovoltage change re-
quired, and either obtains radio-
logist's approval for posting
changes in settings or obtains in-
structions on the amount of change
or lack of need for change.

. If test results indicate that kilo-
voltage settings are consistently too
low (or too high) and if radiologist
approves, performer indicates on tech-
nique charts what compensations should
be made for the inaccuracy of the par-
ticular kilovoltage selector. Either
makes changes on the technique charts
for the unit or posts notice calling
for the proper adjustments; informs
appropriate staff.

.. If performer decides that the kilo-
voltage test indicates a machine fault
(autotransformer) rather than normal
decline in the kV output,performer in-
forms repair service by calling in-



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

List Elements Full

Task Code No. 175

This is page 4 of 4 for this task.

house repair personnel or manufactur-
er's repair service. Indicates the re-
sults of the test and the unit involv-
ed. May place out-of-order sign on
unit.

10. If not already done, performer marks
test films with date; may record re-
sults of test and what was done. Per-
former places radiographs of test and
any other records in appropriate loca-
tion for filing.

1 . Performer checks milliamperage output
settings for any x-ray unit as follows:

a. Checks line voltage and warms up ma-
chine as described above if not al-
ready done.

b. Selects a low kV setting or the one
used regularly for the test.

c. Sets milliamperage setting at the
lowest indicator for start of test.

d. Selects a milliamperage-second to
be constant for entire test or
checks the mAs used in prior tests.
For each setting on milliamperage
selector chooses the timer setting
that will result in the mAs selected
(mAs = time x mA). With limited set-
tings, chooses closest approxima-
tion to the desired timer setting.
Checks tube rating chart to be sure
settings are within safety limits
of the tube.

e. Sets up test in examination room as
described above, using markers to
indicate the mA setting selected.

f. Carries out penetrometer test as
described above, so that a series
of images are recorded of penetro-
meter with kVp and other variables
constant and timer adjusted to pro-
vide constant mAs, while mA is
graduated (by changing the mA so
that 'llere is an image for each of
the unit.'s mA settings from lowest
to highest).

List Elements Full

g. Has film processed and placed for
review as described above.

12. Performer reviews processed radio-
graph(s) on view boxes and assesses
the accuracy of each mA selector. Per-0
former evaluates whether there are
any differences in the density or
contrast at the various mA settings.
Since mAs and kVp are constant for
all exposures, judges that equipment
is in need of repair if any great
differences are apparent.

13. Performer checks whether the mA out-
put has changed sufficiently to
warrant compensation in mA selector
settings used for examinations (to
change setting to bring about the
same mA output):

a. Obtains prior tests for unit and
standard radiograph for density
at the given mAs. Compares as de-
scribed above; checks whether any
change in output is due to line
voltage change,type of film used,or
processing. Estimates amount of
compensation needed for mA setting
(if any); may check with radio-
logist as described above.

b. If adjustments are needed, changes
technical charts or posts and in-
forms appropriate personnel as de-
scribed above.

c. Records and files test materials
as described above.

Editor's Note: Current thinking suggests
that this task is not sufficiently
sophisticated or accurate to be re-
lied on for more than gross indica-
/tions. See other calibration tasks.

1 u



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 178

This is page 1 of 3 for this task.

f"'
1. What is the output of this task? (Be sure

thie is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Fluoroscope controls, TV monitor controls, and
phototimer checked for readiness for use; repair
service informed of need for repair; unit shut
down and appropriate staff informed; record placed
for filing.

List Elements Fully

. What is used in performing this task? (Note

If only certain items must be used. If there
3. choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

Fluoroscope generator and/or remote control panel
indicators and controls;table;fluoroscope x-ray
tube;intensifying screen;spot film cassette;view
box;TV monitor and controls;pen or pencil;spot film
device and controls;technique chart;tube rating
chart;telephone;out-of-order sign;phantam,penetro-
meter or test object;protective lead garments;oper-
sting manual;key

3. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes...(X) No... )

. If es to q. . ame t e Kind o recipient,

respondent or co-worker involved, with de_

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition;
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or legal restrictions.

Radiologist(s);radiologic technologist(s) ;repair
personnel

.
Name117711;no that the answers to ques-
tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-

tial words.
Checkingrpreparing fluoroscope controls (and photo-
timer) by turning on power;selecting mode;selecting
and setting technical factors,examination timer,ex-
posure timer,spot film device;checking automatic
density control with mA indicator;checking kVp, TV
monitor and mA settings by adjusting control dials;
checking phototimer by noting whether,with spot film
ing,safety timer is needed or processed spots are
too light;arl.anging fcr repair and shutting down
unit if warranted;reporting,recording as appropriate

AgMINIMIMMEMAIMOMM...."

This is new assignment to this number.

i

Performer checks whether fluoro-
scope unit(s) and TV monitor(s)
are functioning as a result of:

a. Regular assignment.
b. Request to investigate prob-

lem reported or noted.
c. Decision to do.

1. For each unit being checked,
performer goes to control
panel for x-ray and fluoro-
scope generator and (if sep-
arate) to remote control flu-
oroscope panel. (Unit may cam:
bine controls for fluoroscopy
and radiography modes.)

a. Performer uses key and
turns on main power switch
for generator;allows time
for unit to warm up; notes
when indicator "ready"
light turns on.

b. If appropriate, sets con-
trola for fluoroscopy mode.

c. If appropriate,checks line
voltage meter and turns
compensator dial (if need-
ed) until needle is align-
ed properly on line meter.

d. Selects and sets kVp selec-
tor to setting usually
chosen; (may check that
indicator dial is working
while adjusting).

e. Performer selects mA set-
ting or density as appro-
priate.

f. Sets fluoroscopic examina-
tion timer to maximum posi-
tion.

g. If mA is automatically con-
trolled according to pa-
tient thickness, performer

Ok-RP;RR ;RR

b. Check here i this

is a master sheet..0(



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

List Elements Fully

Task Code No. 178

This is page 2 of 3 for this task.

turns fluoroscope mA selector to
maximum position. If not automatic-
ally controlled, sets as appropriate.

h. If exPbsure timing is manually con-
trolled, performer chooses lowest
time on exposure time selector.

i. Checks that Op, mA, and time selec-
tions are within safety limits as
given on tube rating chart.

Performer dons protective lead garments
and enters examination room for unit
with object to be used for fluoroscopy
check (phantom, penetrometer or other
test object).

Performer places object to be used for
check on examination table and centers
fluoroscope x-ray tube over object.

To check automatic density control,
performer closes fluoroscope shutters.
Returns to control room. Activates flu-
oroscope exposure footswitch and reads
mA values on mA meter on control panel.
Checks whether meter reads at maximum
mA for unit's fluoroscope output (as
listed on unit or in manual). If unit
is functioning properly, releases foot-
switch and opens shutters. Resets flu-
oroscopy examination time to maximum.

4. To check fluoroscopy controls,performer
centers and collimates tube as appro-
priate over object to be used for check
and adjusts focal film distance to
standard distance. If appropriate,
moves image intensifier into position.
Turns on TV power switch controls as
appropriate. Activates fluoroscope ex-
posure by pressing footswitch. Views
object being fluoroscoped on TV moni-
tor:

a. Performer adjusts TV brightness con-
trols to be sure that they are op-
erating.

List Elements Full

b. Performer adjusts kVp control (and
mA control if appropriate) and ob-
serves effects on TV monitor to be
sure that controls are operating.

c. Checks examination timer by noting
whether time elapse indicator moves
during exposure, showing decreasing
time left for examination.

d. May check that indicator operates
properly when maximum examination
exposure time is reached.

. To check phototimer, performer selects
spot film sequence on selector. If ap-
propriate, inserts cassette into hold-
er or bucky.Makes sure phantom is cen-
tered.
a. Performer activates controls for

spotfilm exposure and notes whether
exposure is terminated by photo-
timer or by safety timer. (Notes by
sound of safety timer or indicator
light).

b. Makes sure not to change mA or kVp
settings while an exposure is being

made.
c. Performer may have cassette(s) pro-

cessed. Views processed spot films
on view box to assess whether films
are too light (indicating that pho-
totimer is not functioning to pro-
vide adequate exposure).

To check manual timer, performer notes
whether spot film exposure is termi-
nated in time set; may decide to do
spinning top test. Repeats exposure
check for other timer settings,check-
ing factors on tube rating chart.

7. If performer decides that any of the
fluoroscope controls are not function-.
ing properly, performer informs repair
service by calling in-house repair
staff or the manufacturer's repair
service. Indicates the problem and
the unit involved.



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No., 178

This is page 3 of 3 for this task.

_
List Elements Full

_ .

List Elements Fully

a. Performer may decide to shut down
unit; if so, attaches out-of-order
sign and/or informs appropriate ra-
dioiogist(s) and technologist(s)
that unit is not to be used until
repaired.

b. May record results of check and what
was done and place in appropriate
location for filing.

,
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 180

This is page 1 of 2 for this task.

. What is the out.ut of this task? (Be sure List Elements Fully
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Test tubes or vacutainers prepared, labeled;
test tubes filled with blood samples; samples
placed for pick up or delivery.

Performer prepares materials for
blood samples and prepares sam-
ples for the lab as a result of:

a. Regular assignment;b. Request.

. Performer receives MD's orders
on purpose of blood samples
and special equipment.or la-
beling needed, or performer
has standing orders for spec-
ial procedures.

2.
.

ll neededt equpmenCo ecs ti on

tray from supply areas. In-
cludes vacutainers or sy-
ringes, sterile needles, tour-
niquet, labels, test tubes of
different colors (which indi-
cate which lab test is to be
performed on contents), stop-
pers. May use prepacked veni-
puncture kit. If so, checks
for expiration date. If appro-
priate, adds anti-coagulant to

, test tubes and prepares iced
containers. Places tray for
use.

. Performer stands by as MD
draws blood into vacutainer or
syringe(s).

a. If-performer is to fill
test tubes from syringe,
performer removes needle

. What is used in performing this task? (Note

if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

MD or standard orders for blood sample; dis-
position sheet; vacutainers or syringes for
blood samples; test tubes of appropriate
colors for tests; anti-coagulant; stoppers;
sterile needles; tourniquet; labels; pen;
iced container; tray; (mnay use prepacked
venipuncture kit)

3. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes...(X) No...

. It es to q. : Name t e in. o recipient
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or legal restrictions.

Physician; any patient present

'

. Name7he task so that the answers to ques- from syringe. Expels a?pro-
priate amount of blood into
test tubes (according to
test requirements) slowly,
so as to avoid hemolyzing
the blood. Inserts stoppers

b. Performer attaches labels
with identification infor-
nation to test tubes or
vacutainer. If not already
done,prepares labels. If

K-RF;RR;RR

tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-
tial words.

Preparing blood samples for the laboratory by
preparing materials, labels and, if appropriate,
adding anti-coagulant to test tubes; filling
test tubes from syringe; attaching labels with
relevant information to samples; placing for
pick-up or delivery.

6. Check here i this

is a master sheet-00



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 180

This is page 2 of 2 for this task.

List Elements Lily List Elements Full

appropriate,performer includes infor-
mation indicating time, nature of
test and exact location from which
blood was drawn.

c. Makes sure that test tubes or vacu-
tainer are accurately labeled.

If appropriate, performer places test
tubes in iced container. Performer
places test tubes for pick up or de-
livery.

1 45



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 181

This is page 1 of 3 for this task.

r"---7777:1 is the output of this task? (Be sure
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Patient reassured; materials assembled; patient pre
pared; meatus and genital area cleansed; retension
catheter inserted into urethra and bladder; urine
specimen collected; balloon inflated; catheter at-
tached to IV or drainage tubing; amount of urine
collected measured, recorded; MD informed when pa-
tient is ready, if appropriate.

List Elements Full

. What is used in _performing this task? (Note

if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

MD's orders,x-ray requisition sheet,or check list;
drape sheet;sterile towel;lamp;sterile gloves;kit
with antiseptic solution and sterile containers;
sterile syringe,sterile water,sterile balloon reten-
tion catheter(appropriate for procedure) ,lubricant,
swabs or cotton balls,gauze,forceps,specimen con-
tainer,clamp or hemostats, IV or drainage tubing;

tape; scissors

3. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes...00 No...(

4. es to q. ame t e kina o recipient,
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or legal restrictions.

Any patient to be catheterized; referring MD; co-
worker

Name t e task so that the answers to ques-
tions 1-4 are reflected. Underlinm essen-

tial worda.
Catheterizing any male or female pt.'s urethrawith
retention balloon catheter by reassuring;assembling
sterile equipment; preparing pt. using sterile proce-
dures; inserting catheter into urethra and bladder;
reassuring and/or collecting urine specimen; inflat-
ing balloon catheter with sterile water; attaching
catheter to drainage or IV tubing; terminating and
reporting if extreme pain or resistance ia encount-
ered; recording amount and appearance of urine col-
lected; reporting when ready if appropriate.

Performer catheterizes a male or
female patient's urethra as a
result of a request or after de-
ciding to do personally,such as
in preparation for retrograde
voiding cystourethrography.

1. If requested to catheterize
by MD, performer receives
MD's orders or reads x-ray
requisition form or check
list.

2. If not already done, joins
patient in designated room.
Talks with patient and tells
what will be done, explaining
what the patient will exper-
ience. Reassures, especially
with pediatric patient. If
not already done, performer
selects the size of the cath-
eter to be used based on the
patient's age, size aad sex.

Performer uses sterile tech--
nique to assemble materials
or has sterile tray prepared
and placed near patient.

. Performer has patient lie on
table in supine position. Re-
moves any lower garments.
Performer drapes patient and
places patient's legs in ap-
propriate position. (For fe-
male, positions as for pelvic
examination.) Arranges drape
sheet so that t can be fold-
ed back to uocoler genital
area when ready to insert
catheter. Places and adjusts
lamp.

OK-RP;RR;RR

6. Check here i this

is a master sheet.
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 181

This is page 2 of 3 for this task.

List Elements Full List Elements Full

Performer washes hands if not already
done. Using sterile technique, uncovers
sterile tray, using hands for outer
wrapper and transfer forceps for con-
tents, or uses sterile gloves:

a. Prepares antiseptic solution from
sterile kit.

b. Fills sterile syringe with sterile
water, and lays aside.

c. Opens bag containing sterile cath-
eter.

d. Squeezes sterile petroleum jelly or
other sterile lubricant on sterile
gauze sponge and places within reach.

. Performer prepares patient to have cath-
eter inserted:

. Explains what will occur and that pa-
tient may experience cold and wet-
ness.

b. Folds back drape and exposes pubic
area. May encourage patient to relax,
place hands above head, and breathe
regularly. Adjusts light.

c. Performer places basin for use.
d. Places sterile towel: for female, be-

tween thighs; for male, across lower
thighs.

e. Puts on sterile glove (or a fresh
one) if necessary.

f. Performer checks catheter for defects
by injecting sterile water into the
balloon lumen in appropriate amount.
Deflates balloon and empties water
into basin, maintaining sterility of
the catheter. Replaces on tray.

g. Performer cleanses a male by graspin
the penis just behind the glans and
retracting the foreskin. Maintains
support of penis with one hand. Sat-
urates cotton balls in antiseptic
solution and cleanses the meatus and
glans, discarding cotton balls as
they are used. (Performer uses for-
ceps or changes gloves after cleans-
ing process if necessary.) Performer

then places sterile towel over scro
tum and under the shaft of the
penis.

h. Performer cleanses a female by sep-
arating the labia with gloved hand
and exposing the urinary meatus.
Holds the labia apart with one hand.
Saturates cotton balls in antisep-
tic solution and cleanses the
meatus and vestibule from above,
downward, discarding cotton balls
as they are used. (Performer uses
forceps or changes gloves after
cleansing process if necessary.)
Performer places sterile basin on
sterile towel close to buttocks,
below separated labia.

Performer inserts catheter using ster-
ile glove. Picks up appropriate size
catheter and lubricates it with ster-
ile lubricant. May clamp off the
drainage lumen.

a. With male, supports the glans, ele-
vates the penis, and maintains
gentle traction. Inserts lubricated
tip into the meatus with geatle,
steady pressure, noting some resis-
tance at internal sphincter. Lowers
penis and inserts catheter into
bladder. Notes when bladder has
been entered by sensing, and/or not
ing that some urine may flow. Al-
lows urine to flow out into sterile
basin through catheter.

b. With female, inserts catheter into
meatus appropriate distance or un- i

til some urine flows. Allows urine
to flow out into sterile basin
through catheter.

c. Performer may massage the patient's
abdomen and exert pressure to in-
duce voiding.

d. If performer finds that patient is
experiencing severe pain or encount-
ers much resistance, performer term-
inates attempt to catheterize; or,



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 181

This is page 3 of 3 for this task.

List Elements Full

if appropriate, informs the physi-
cian in charge.

e. If there is a urine flow and a spe-
cimen is to be collected, performer
allows an initial flow into basin
and then directs catheter into a
sterile specimen bottle and fills to
appropriate amount. Avoids touching
the catheter with bottle. Places
specimen on tray and covers with
sterile cap. Has this properly
labeled.

Performer attaches syringe with sterile
water to balloon lumen and inflates the
catheter balloon (which inflates inside
bladder). When catheter is being held
in place, performer clamps off the
lumen and disconnects the syringe. In-
serts a self-sealing device in lumen if
available or uses clamp.

9. When the residual urine has been void-
ed, performer flushes catheter with an-
tiseptic solution. May attach IV drip
tubing (which is kept clamped) or
drainage tubing to the drainage lumen
of the catheter, depending on the pro-
cedure to follow. May tape catheter 1st
place.

10. Performer may measure and record the
quantity of urine obtained in patient'
chart; may record any unusual proper-
ties such as color, cloudiness, etc.

11. If performer has been requested to
catheterize patient, performer informs
physician in charge ..hen patient is
ready.

List Elements
Alli11M
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 182

This is page 1 of 2 for this task.

1. What is the output of this task? (Be suze

this is broad enough to be repeatable.)
Patient and suction machine readied for suctioning;
tracheal passageway cleared or machine turned on and

off as ordered; patient cleansed and/or machine
cleansed; matter removed shown to MD.

List Elements Full

What is used in performing this task? (Note

if only certain items must be used. If there

is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)
MD's orders; patient's chart or check list;
suction machine; antiseptic soap, water;
tubing and sterile catheter(s) for suction
machine; trap and drainage bottles; cup;
gauze, saline solution; sheet; clock or
watch

3. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes...CK) No... )

. I Yes to q. 3: Name the kind or7ecipient
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge

requirements or legal restrictions.

Any patient to be treated with use of
suction machine; physician; co-worker .

. Name the task so that the answers to ques-
tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-

tial words.
Setting up and using suction machine to clear air-
way or to assist with gastric lavage, by obtaining

materials and machine, preparing patient, checking
machine, turning machine on and off as ordered for
gastric lavage,or inserting catheter into tracheal
opening and clearing airway; cleaning up afterwards.

Performer uses suction machine
for purposes such as gastric
lavage (when MD inserts cathe-
ter) or with patient who has
had a tracheostomy performed for
the insertion of a tube for
breathing. Performer uses suc-
tion machine as result of:

a. Verbal or written request of
physician.

b. Own decision based on obser-
vation of patient's need.

. Performer reads physician's
orders on chart or check list,
listens to verbal orders,or
considers own decision.

Obtains necessary materials
from storage area or checks
that these are with machine.
If obtained separately, per-
forriar places on table near
patient or machine.

. Performer wheels suction ma-
chine near patient 'or wheels
patient to machine if station-
ary wall unit. (May check thal
machine is clean; may decide
to clean or have cleaned). If
not already done, plugs ma-
chine's cord into wall outlet

4. Performer may explain to pa-
tient what will be done. May
drape patient with sheet.

5. Performer checks machine by
turning on suction and check-
ing suction outlet with fin-
ger to feel suction. If ma-
chine is not functioning, de-
cides to report;obtains anoth
er(portable)machine or wheels
patient to another machine.

OK-RP:ftLa
6. Check here if this

is a master sheet..(X)

,
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TASK DESCRIPTION.SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 182

This is page 2 of 2 for this task.

List Elements Fully
7

6. Attaches prepackaged tubing and cath-
eter set to machine by connecting tub-
ing to machine and catheter .to tubing.

7. If gastric lavage, performer turns ma-
chine on and off at physician's orders
after he or she has inserted catheter.
Stands bY during process,.

8. If patient has had a tracheostomy and
needs passage cleared, performer in-
serts the suctioning catheter with ap-
propriate force to enter the tracheal
opening. When inserted to appropriate
level, performer turns on suction and
attempts to clear mucus from the pas-
sageway. Turns off machine when done.

Performer may reassure or comfort pa-
tient during process; determines
whether passage has been cleaned.

If not, performer uses fresh cath-
eter(s) and repeats suctioning until
the airway is clear.

9. Performer may clean the area surround-
ing the tracheal opening with gauze
and saline solution.

10. After use, performer discards the tub-
ing and catheter(s). May place some of
the matter removed from the patient in
a cup, pouring it from the drainage
bottle or glass, and may show to phy-
sician (if requested to do so).

11. Discards cup or matter in bottle; may
decide to wash machine and bottles or
have subordinate wash (using antisep-
tic soap and water). Returns machine
or has it returned (if por:able).

12. Records what uas done and time on pa-
tient's chart or check list, or in-
forms physician that task is completed

List Elements Fully

a
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TASK DEai2TION SHEET

Task Code No. 184
. _

This is page 1 of 1 for this task.

1. What is the output of this task? (Be sure

this is broad enough to be repeatable.)
Equipment box relocked with breakaway lock.

2. What is used in performing this task? (Note

if only, certain itilms must be used. If there

is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

Pieces of breakaway lock; equipment in box;
telephone

Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes...(x) No,..( )

.. I Yes to q. 3: Name the kind o recipient,

respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant cOndition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge

requirements or legal restrictions.

Co-worker

. Name the task so that the answers to ques-
tions.1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-

tial words.
Relocking equipment box(es) with breakaway lock by
checking contents, obtaining pieces of lock,and snap-
ping lock into place.

.1.MMIMIIM

Performer replaces breakaway
locks on storage areas:

a. When notified by cc-worker
than lock was opened.

b. As a result of own need to
open lock to get contents;

rOn being notified or deciding
to replace lock, performer
gets top and bottom pieces .

from desk or proper location.

. Performer checks to make sure
that opened box contains the
appropriate items. If any
item is not present or is
damaged, performer replaces,
asks co-worker to obtain re-
placement,or calls appropri-
ate department for replace-
ment.

When all the items are pres-
ent, performer relocks the
box 6y snapping the top and
bottom pieces of the lock
around the clasp.

OK-RP;;R.R;RR
6. Check here if this

is a master sheet..(

This is new assignment to this number.
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 185

This is page 1 of 2 for this task.

1. What is the output of this task? (Be sure

this is broad enough to be rep- ble.)

Oxygen unit checked out and connec to regu-
lator and nasal or oronasal mask;d:-, . :!on made

when to apply oxygen if so ordered; mask applied
and pressure and/or flow valves adjusted as
ordered; patient observed; e.li .1t. shut and

removed on orders or as deci c. tient re-

a3sured.

List Elements Fully

2. What is used in performing this task? (Note

if only certain items must be used. If ther.!

is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

Portable cylinder of oxygen and regulator, or
piped oxygen outlet and regulator; oxygen mask
(nasal or oronasal); rubber tubing, wrench,
label, pen; outlet key

Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes... X) No...

es to q. Name the ind o recipient
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge

requirements or legal restrictions.
Any patient to receive oxygen by mask; MD;
co-worker.

5. Name t e task so that the answers to ques-
tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-

tial words.

Administering oxygen from portable or piped out-
let unit using oronasal or nasal mask according
to MD's orders by conneting cylinder regulator;
checking unit for pressure and flow; attaching
to unit; deciding when to administer if so or-
dered; applying mask to patient; setting pres-
sure e-.d/or flow valves as ordered; observing
pat.!...n.; reassuring patient; terminating flow
and removing as decided or as ordered.

Performer may be asked to admin-
ister oxygen to a patient under
a physician's direction or be
ordered to administer to patient
as needed over a period of time
(such as during a procedure).

, Performer receives orders to
administer oxygen to a pa-
tient. Depending on whether a
portable cylinder or a piped
outlet oxygen system is to be
used, performer wheels por-
table unit to the patient or
wheels the patient to the
piped outlet.

. Performer obtains necessary
supplies or has co-worker do
so. Performer may have been
told which type of mask to
Use or uses the one with the
equipment.

If not already done,performer
connects and checks the cy-
linder regulator for the por-
table unit:

a. Checks that cylinder is

labeled as oxygen. Checks
the cylinder by quickly
opening and closing valve
wheel,allowing dust to
blow out and listening for
sound of gas escaping.

b. Closes the flow valve and
inserts regulator inlet.
Secures the nut by turning
with fingers. (May tighten
with wrench.)

c. Connects rubber tubing to
,regulator and to mask's
tubing adapter.

d. Checks contents gauge by
making sure flow regulator

6. CheCk here.if this
is a master sheet..
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

List Elements Fullz.

Task Code No. 185

This is page 2 of 2 for this task.

on inlet is closed. Opens cylinder
valve wheel slowly, checking that
pressure is at least 100 pounds, If
not, labels cylinder empty ci has
co-worker do this.

If not already done, connects regulator
for piped outlet syster.. Performer
plugs flow regulator into uall outlet
valve. Removes dust plug and uses out-
let key.

5. If patient is to receive oxygen at
once, performer places nasal mask over
patient's nose (if patient is con-
scious) fitting mask into nostrils, or
places oronasal mask over patient's
face, depending on the equipment to be
used.

If performer has been ordered to apply
oxygen as needed, performer determines
need by observing patient's respiration
and color. When decided, proceeds at
once as described above.

Performer sets valve(s) for settings
ordered for pressure and flow rate for
portable unit, or flow rate alone if
wall unit.

. Performer observes patient to make sure
that patient is responding. Checks for
return of normal respiration aml. color.
Reassures patient when conscious. P2lps
relleve coughing; keeps patient in re-
laxed position.

9. Performer decides when to cease admin-
istering oxygen or receives physician's
orders. Performer removes mask and
shuts off valves. May decide whether
to care for and return equipment and
supplies or ask co-worker to do so.

List Elements Fully
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 186

This is page 1 of 2 for this task.

. What is the output of this task? (Be sure
- .

List Elements rully
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

New staff member(s) given orientation on depart-
ment's floor plan, locatim of equipment and
supplies, administrative procedures, standard
operating procedures and record keeping; new
staff given copies of applicable rules and
regulations.

Performer orients new staff mem-
ber(s) to the department's floor
plan, location of equipment and
supplies, administrative proce-
dures, standard operating pro-
cedures,and the record keeping
and forms to be utilized as a
result of:

a. Request by co-worket.
b. Roc,nlar assignment.

c. -n decision to do.

1. If not already done, perform-
er introduces self or is in-
troduced to new staff mem-
ber(s). Explains what will be
covered in orientation.

. Performer describes the pro-
cedures covered by the de-
partment that are relevant
to the new member(s). Pro-
vides floor plan if appropri-
ate and/or escorts new staff
to the various locations.
Points out locations of equi
ment and supplies, especially
any emergency supplies and
equipment.

...._

3. Performer describes the sten.-
dard procedures involved in
typical work activities to
which the staff are assigned
and the work flaw in relation
to the floor plan and rele-
vant locations of equipment
and supplies. .

4. Performer describes the types
of record keeping forms re-
lated to the work, such as
log books, schedule sheets,
requisition forms;shows cop-

OK-RP;RIt;RR

. What is used iz performing this task? (Note
if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice) include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

Copies of floor plan, rules and regulations,
forms and records; departmental area

. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes...&) No...( )

. it es to q. : Name tne kind of recipient,
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or legal restrictions.

New staff; co-worker

. Name t e task so that the answers to ques-
tions 1-4 ..are reflected. Underline essen-
tial words.

Orienting new staff member(s) to departmental
standard operating and administrative proce-
dures, floor plan, location of equiptent and
supplies, record keeping_ by explaining, demon-
strating, showing, giving copies of forms, rules
and regulations, answering questions.

6. Check here i this

is a master sheetI



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 186

This is page 2. of 2 for this task.

List Elements Fully

ies of forms and indicates how they are
filled out and unler what circumstances

5. Performer may explain the procedures
used for time keeping, recording over-
time, and dealing with vacations, sick-
ness, holidays,and lateness.

Performer answers questions, presents
information,and elicits responses to
judge whether the new member(s) compre-
hend what is being presented.

If appropriate,performer presents cop-
ies of institutional rules and regula-
tions regarding employees and any rules
and regulations applicable to the con-
duct of the work (such as safety re-
quirements).

;.

List Elements Fullig



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 187

This is page 1 of 2 for this task.

. What is the output of this task? (Be sure List Elements Full
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Cassettes tested for film-screen contact by
use of radiography of cassette with wire mesh
screen on tube side surface;radiograph as-
sessed for blurred shadows; cassette approved,
repair arranged, or cassette discarded; re-
cord entered.

Performer checks cassettes with
image intensifying screens for
proper film-screen contact as a
result of:

a. Regular assignment.
b. Request to investigate.

. Decision to do.

. Performer checks film-screen
contact for one or more cas-
settes by obtaining the cas-
settes (loaded with the
screens and unexposed film).
Places cassette to be tested
on x-ray table.

2. For each cassette at a time,
performer:

a. Obtains wire mesh screen
and places on the tube
side surface of the cas-
sette. Makes sure that
screen is lying flat.

b. May prepare lead or alumi-
num marker containing date
and cassette ID number;
places on cassette.

c. Adjusts x-ray tube to a
focal-film distance of
about 40 inches;collimates
the beam to the size of
the cassette by utilizing

. What is used in performin this task? (Note

if alla certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

X-ray machine control panel, table, x-ray
tube; cassette loaded with intensifying
screens and unexposed film; lead marker;
view box; tube rating chart; wire mesh
screen; telephone

. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes.., (y) No...( )

4. lf 47es' to 1, : Name tne kind of recipient,
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or legal restrictions.

Repair personnel

.---7. game t e task so that the answers to ques- light in collimator,center
ing with crosshair shadows
and trimming to size and
shape of cassette.

d. Enters control room and
makes sure that machine is
warmed up and ready for
use. Checks line voltage
and adjusts if necessary.

OK-RP;RR;RR

dons 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-
tial words.

Checking cassettes for proper film-screen
contact by radiographing cas tte with wire
mesh screen placed on tube side surface;
evaluating whether blurred shadows appear
on radiograph; arranging to have defective
cassette repaired or discarded; recording.

------s-2---..C11.1"t"sheetiilib-

6. Check here if this

This is new assignment to this number.
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 187

This is page 2 of 2 for this task.

List Elements Fully List Elements Full

.

.

,

e. Selects technical factors with low
kVp; checks tube rating chart for
safety of factors.

f. Activates x-ray machine by pressing
hand trigger.

. Performer has exposed film processed or
decides to process personally. Examines
processed film(s) on view boxes.

. Performer evaluates the radiograph to
assess whether there is proper fihr-
screen contact throughout the cassette
and for both screens:

a. Checks that shadows of mesh screen
wires are sharp on all areas of the
radiograph. If blurred areas appear
on parts of radiograph, performer
concludes that there is not uniform-
ly good film-screen contact.

b. Performer may decide to have defec-
tive cassette checked for proper in-
stallation of screens or tension of
clamps. If repaired, performer re-
peats test as described above to be
sure proper film-screen contact is
obtained.

c. If performer judges that problem can
not be repaired, such as warped cas-
sette or defective screen,performer
discards.

. Performer may record test and results;
may call manufacturer's representative
if appropriate.

.

4
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TASK DESCP.IFTIOV SHEET

Task Code No. -190

This is page 1 of 2 for this task.

. What is the output of this task? (Be sure
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Patient assisted in shift to or from bed, wheel-
chair, stretcher or table; patient transported to
destination; appropriate personnel told of patient'
arrival and given documents.

il^=iffMDMIINIMINMISIR
List Elements Full-

2. What is used in performing this task? (Note

if ona certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

Bed, stretcher, wheelchair and/or table; patient's
documents and/or identification band

Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes...00 No...( )

If Yes to q. 3: Name the kind of recipient
respondent or cc-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the ..ind wi L.1-. whom the performer is

not allawee deal ii relevant to knowledge

requirements or lege," restrictions.

Any patient needing assistance in shifting or trans-
portation in wheelchair or stretcher; co-worker

. Name the task so that the ansvers to ques-
tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-
tial words.

Assistiag patient to or from wheelchair, stretcher,
bed 2 or table and/or transporting patient to desig-
nated area by positioning vehicle, making vehicle
stationary during shift, supporting patient;
transporting; notifying appropriate personnel when
patient arrives; presenting any documents.

158

Performer assists a patient to
or from a wheelchair or stretch-
er, or from a bed or treatment
table, and/or will transport pa-
tient on stretcher or in wheel-
chair to designated location as
a result of:

. Decision to do so as a result
cf doing prior activity.

b. Regular assignment, such as
return of patients after spe-
cific procedures.

c. Request of co-worker.

1. If performer is to transport
patient, looks at patient's
ID band to see where patient
belongs, or is told location.

As appropriate, helps patient
to or from bed, to or from
wheelchair or stretcher. Per-
former places the veil: .e to

which patient is to be moved
alongside patient or moves
patient on vehicle alongside
toilet, table or bed to which
he or she is to be transfer-
red. Locks wheelchair, 'led
and/or stretcher to make it
stationary.

. Performer places hands on pa-
tient.in manner needed to
give support and assist pa-
tient to shift. Performer may
decide to ask co-worker to
assist and does so.

. After patient is transferred,
performer unlocks vehicle to
which patient has been trans-
ferred.

OK-RP;RR;RR

6. Check here if this
is a master sheet..(K)



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code-No. 190

This is page 2 of 2 for this task.

Lis: Elements Fully

If patient is to be transported, per-
former wheels vehicle co designated lo-
cation.

Presents patient's documents or informs
appropriate personnel that patient has
arrived.

Performer may transfer patient after
transporting if apiropriate. If so, per-
forms steps 2 to 4 as apprupriate.

Performer may return empty wheelchair
or stretcher to original location.

List Elements Fully I



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No, 192

This is page 1 of 3 for this task.

. What is the output of this task? (Be,sure
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Xeroradiography equipment inspected,turned on,
checked; made ready fot use; toner, paper, plate
storage boxes charged or replenished; test run
made; repair service ca11e;1 or problems re-
ported.

List Elements Fully

2. What is used in performing this task: (Note

if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include .everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

Xeroradiograph conditioner, processor, storage
boxes, cassettes, plates, controls; toner;
paper; cloth; power outlet; key; telephone

. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes...(X) No...( )

4. If/"Yes- to q. 3: Name the kind 7f recipient,
respondent or co-worker involved, with de_

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge

requirements or legal restrictions.
Supervisor; co-workers; repair service

Name t e task so that the answers to ques-
tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-
tial words.

Inspecting, checking, preparing xeroradiography
equipment for use by turning on; checking condi-
tioner and processor, reloading loaded and empty
storage boxes with plates; adding or replenish-
ing toner and/or paper; unjamming paper or plate;
doing test run; calling repair service for other
problems or reporting.

Performer checks or prepares
xeroradiography equipment for
use at start of day or periodic-
ally as a result of:

a. Assignment.
b. Request to investigate trou-

ble reported or noted.
. Decision to do.

. Makes sure main power is on.

. Performer checks or prepares
the xeroradiograph condi-
tioner (which provides elec-
trostatic charge to photocon-
ductive plates) for use as
follows:

a. Performer turns on condi-
tioner. Allows to reach
operating temperature.

b. If indicator on condi-
tioner shows that supply
of plates is depleted, per'
former removes empty plate
storage box from condi-
tioner. Carries to xero-
radiograph processor. Re-
moves storage.,:box loaded
with plates (that had been
processed) from processor.
Inserts empty storage box
with red dots facing up
into processor and latch-
es. Carries loaded storage
box to conditioner and in-
serts as appropriate into
conditioner with green
dots facing up.

c. If conditioner is not
functioning, performer
checks that storage box is
properly latched, that con

OK-RP ;RR ;RR
6. Check here if this

is a master sheet..

This is new assignment to this number.
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 192

This is page 2 of 3 for this task.

List Elements Fully List Elements Fully

ditioner has been allowed to warm up
and/or that plates have been allowed
time to be deposited in machine
after removal from storage box, de-
pending on the problem.

d. If not able to remedy the problem
performer calls emergency service by
dialing in-house or company repre-
sentative, or reports to supervisor.

Performer checks or prepares the xero-
radiograph processor (which provides
dry processing with a powder toner as
developer) for use as follows:

a. Turns on processor and allows to
reach operating temperature.

b. Uses key; opens and inspects trans-
fer paper supply. If supply is low
performer replaces as follows:

i) Performer replaces paper as
needed.

ii) Obtains package of appropriate
paper and opens.

iii) Inspects and removes creased,
torn, or curled sheets. Fans
paper, and buckles gently to
separate sheets.

iv) Releases paper lever; pulls
troy out; raises pressure plate
and places paPer on tray with
dull surface turned up. Lowers
pressure plate.

v) Pushes tray back until it
locks. Closes door.

c. Inspects supply of developer
(toner). If not at appropriate
level, performer replenishes as
follows:

i) Unlocks developer tray release
knob and pulls out. Obtains
container of toner powder.

ii) Opens container of toner (de-
veloper) powder; empties con-
tents into developer well and

rotates well to disperse
powder evenly.

iii) Closes lid and wipes away ex-
cess powder.

iv) Pushes tray back until it
stops. Turns and locks knob.
Closes door.

d. If paper does not release or mis-
feeds, performer turns off proces-
sor. Opens panel; inspects; man-
ually removes jammed paper and dis-0
cards. Turns on processor.

e. If processor is not functioning,
performer may do any of the follow-
ing, depending on problem:

i) Performer may set any problem
cassette involved aside; asks
technologist to redo exposure.

ii) Performer may turn machine
off, open processor, and, if
cassette is jammed, manually
push plate into cassette and
wait for it to be released.

iii) Performer may check that toner
dispenser iL inserted all the
way with latch properly
locked.

iv) Performer may decide to allow
machine time to warm up.

v) May check storage box, remove,
reverse, and/or reinsert
paper.

f. If not able to remedy the problem,
performer calls emergency service
as described above.

g. If technologist or radiologist com-
plain of poOr image quality, per-
former may discuss the contrast
settings available (low, medium and
high), the density control settings
(low, medium and high). May suggest
trying changes in settings or
changes in technical factors.



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 192

This is page 3 of 3 for this task.

List Elements Full

Performer makes test run to be sure
machines are operating satisfactorily
or to distribute toner evenly:,,,

a. Obtains empty cassette from desig-
nated holder. Selects image contrast,
and inserts in conditioner slot with
green dot facing up.

b. Removes cassette with charged plate
when it is released and indicator
shows "ready."

c. Selects development mode and density
and inserts loaded cassette into
processor slot with red dot facing
up.

d. Renoves ercty cassette when it is
released and replaces in cassette
holder.

e. Removes processed xerweadiograph
from receptacle and inspects for de-
bris, artifacts and quality. If
there are problems with the quality
of the xerograph, performer makes
any adjustments that seem appropri-
ate, such as toner replenishment or
evening of its distribution.

f. Handles any problems encountered in
test run as described above. If not
able to remedy the problem, perform-
er arranges for repair as described
above.

LiM.: Elements Full
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code N 193

This is page 1 of 2 for this task.

1. What is the out ut of this task? (He sure

this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Materials needed for procedure ordered;necessary
prior procedures checked on and reordered if
necessary; patient readied for special procedure
by having relevant body area exposed and swab-
bed;MD or co-worker informed when patient and
materials are ready.

----------
2. What is used in performing this task? (Note

if ma certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of

things chosen among.)

Patient's requisition sheet, chart, or medi-
cation and treatment check list; physician's
orders; sheet; lamp; antiseptic solution; swabs

List Elements Full

3. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes..,(K) No...( )

4. If "Yes" to q. 3: Name the kind of recipient
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allawed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or legal restrictions.

Any patient to have special procedure; co-
workers; physician

. Name 177ran sOn that the answers to ques-
tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-

tial words.

Having any patient and materials prepared for
special procedure and readying patient for ex-
amination by reviewing orders; arranging to
have materials and injections prepared, have
vital signs taken, have medication administered:
preparing patient on examination table; exposin
relevant area of patient's body; swabbing with
antiseptic; notifying physician or co-worker
when ready.

MiRmINMENEMMIC...

Performez: readies patients for '

radiographic or similar examina-
tions or procedures as a result
of:

Regular assignment.
Request.

Performer reads patient's re-
quisition sheet, chart, or me-
dication and treatment check
list to determine what proce-
dure patient will be undergo-
ing. If any surgical proce-
dures or injections will be
involved, performer notes any
decisions recorded on site of
injection or incision. Per-
former notes orders with re-
spect to medications or seda-
tion required or any special
orders fcr: preparing patient.

Performer may receive physi-
cian's verbal orders.

2. Performer may decide to do
personally or ask co-worker tc

do the following:

a. Prepare labels and forms
for use by physician or
for specimens to be taken.

b. Prepare hypodermic injec-
tion on orders.

c. Prepare tray with materi-
als needed.

d. Give patient medication
such as sedative to be
taken orally or injected.

e. Take patient's vital signs
f. Escort patient to examina-

tion or treatment room.

3. If not already done, perform-
er greets patient, briefly
explains that performer will

OK-RP;RR;RR
6. Check here if this

is a master sheet..(Y)

ansmonln
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 193

This is page 2 of 2 for this task.

List Elements Fully

prepare him or her for the procedure.

If necessary, has patient remove any
garments that will interfere with exam-
ination.

. Performer checks that all pre-examina-
tion procedures have been done by re-
ferring to check list and/or question-
ing patient. Informs appropriate co-
workers if omissions or errors have oc-
curred and arranges for rescheduling.

When steps such as taking vital signs
or giving sedation or medication have
been accomplished, performer asks pa-
tient to get on examination table. If
necessary, performer may decide to as-
sist patient and/or to ask co-worker
to assist.

Performer asks patient to assume posi-
tion appropriate to the area which must
be exposed for the physician. May as-
sist or position patient.

Performer may drape patient with sheet
if appropriate. Performer exposes pro-
per part of body for injection of anes-
thetic and/or incision, depending on
the procedure to be followed.

7. Performer may swab with antiseptic so-
lution area to be incised or injected.

. When patient and materials are ready,
performer informs co-worker or physi-
cian.

. Performer may stand by and, as request-
ed, reposition patient.

List Elements Full



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 198

This is page 1 of 2 for this task.

What is the output of this task? (Be sure 1 List Elements Fully

this is broad enough to be repeatable.) Performer administers medication
Written MD orders obtained for medication to be take taken orally based on MD's writ-
orally; patient explained drug use, side effects, and ten or oral orders.
questioned on allergy; medication obtained,measured
out; quantity checked; medication administered; pro- 1. Performer is requested to ad-
per narcotics forms filled out; record entered. minister medication orally,or

reads patient's requisition
sheet or treatment and medica-
tion check list.

2. What is used in performing this task? (Note

if only certain i:ems must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

MD's orders, or patient's treatment and medication
check list, or requisition sheet; narcotic control
form, wasted narcotic control form; pen; medications
in supply areas; key to narcotics supply; containers
for administering medications; measuring implements

. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes...00 No.. ( )

I Yes to q. 3: Name the kind of recipient,
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or legal restrictions.

Any patient to receive medication orally; accompany-
ing adult if pediatric patient; MD; co-workers;
supervisor

5. Name the task so ehat the answers to ques-
tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-
tial words.

Administering medication orally to any patient ac-
cording to MD's orders after having quantity checked
by obtaining and measuring out proper medication, and
haying it checked; checking on patient allergy; ex-
plaining use and/or side effects to patient; admin-
istering medication; filling out and signing proper
forms if narcotic or regulated drug; recording medi-
cation given.

If MD's oral orders call for
narcotic or regulated drugs,
.performer may fill out MD's
prescription or appropriate
form,or medication card,and
obtain MD's uignature.

. If MD's orders call for nar-
cotics or regulated drugs, ob-
tains key to locked supply
closet;selects proper medica-
tion;relocks and returns key.
Other medication is obtained
from unlocked supply areas.
(iay have order filled by ap-
propriate co-worker. If so,
checks amount.)

3. Performer checks expiration
date on medication;checks for
signs of deterioration;ar-
ranges to discard if appropri-
ate. Selects currently usable
medication.

Using calibrated cup or con-
tainer, performer measures,
counts, or pours out the
amount called for.

5. Performer has MD or supeivisor
'check amount. Readjusts if
necessary.

. Performer brings medication to
patient,if liquid,in cup; if
pill or powder, brings water.
Performer explains name and

K-RP;RR;RR
6. Check here if this

is a master sheet.. X



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

List Elements Fully

Task Code No. 198

This is page 2 of 2 for this task.

purpose of medication and possible side
effects if any. Asks patient about al-
lergy to medication.

If patient reports allergy, performer
reports this to ordering physician.

If patient has no allergy to medication,
asks patient to drink or wallow medica-
tion (and water if appropriate). If pa-
tient is pediatric, performer may ex-
plain to accompanying adult how to help
administer medication.

Watches to make sure medication has
been swallowed.

Performer shows any leftover amount of
narcotic or regulated drug to MD or su-
pervisor; discards used cup or container
and leftover medication.

If medication was narcotic or regulated
drug, performer fills out narcotics con-
trol sheet with information called for,
such as date, dosage removed from sup-
ply, dosage administered, patient's
identification, and time dosage was ad-
ministered, and signs sheet.

If any amount of the narcotic or regu-
lated drug was accidentally wasted by
dropping or contamination, performer
signs out for the additional dosage
needed. Performer also fills out a "lost
narcotic" form. Indicates which narcotic
was wasted, date, time. Obtains signa-
ture of supervisor and signs form.

After medication has been administered,
performer records medicafion, dosage,
time,and date on requisition sheet,
check list, or order form, and signs
name. May inform MD that medication was
administered.

Performer attaches copy of "lost narco-
tic" form to narcotics control form if

WiE
List Elements Fully

appropriate. Delivers copies of forms
to appropriate locations.

11. Takes any contaminated narcotic or
the remains of wasted narcotic or its
container to pharmacy, with copy of
appropriate form.

16 t)



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 199

This is page 1 of 3 for this task.

I. What is the out.ut of this task? (Be sure List Elements Full

this is broad enough tu bm repeatable.)

Patient's temperature, pulse rate, respiration
rate and blood pressure (vital signs) taken and
recorded; abnormalities reported to pnysician.

Performer takes and records pa-
'tients vital signs as a result

of:

a. Regular assignment.
u. Request by co-worker or phy-

sician's orders.
c. Decision to do after observ-

ing patient.

. If regular assignment and not
already done, may have pa-
tient remove clothes. May de-
cide to assist.

. If appropriate, reads physi -
cian's orders or treatment
and medication check list, or
questions patient or accom-
panying adult to determine
whether patient is epileptic
or for some other reason can-
not take oral thermometer.

. What is used in .erforming this task? (Note

if only, certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

Physician's orders, or patient's treatment and
medication check list, or card and pen; sterile
rectal or oral thermumet -: lubricant; container
for used thermometers; clock or watch; sphygmo-
manometer, stethescope; sterile pacifier or
bottle

3. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worket
involved in the task? Yes.. ) No...(

Has patient relax if possible
If patient is infant or child
may have a sterile pacifier
or bottle given to child to
quiet.

3. Takes temperature. Uses oral
thermometer if patient is
adult and able to hold in
mouth; uses rectal if patient
is child or cannot have oral
thermometer. Obtains steri-
lized oral or rectal thermo-
meter. Shakes down to below
950.

a. With oral thermometer:
asks patient to open mouth
and places bulb of ther-
mameter under patient's
tongue. Has patient close
lips.

OK-RP;RR;RR

4. If to q71: Name tkind of recipient,
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge

I

requirements or legal restrictions.

Any patient; physician or co-worker; accompany-
ing adult

. Name tgrask so that the anawers to ques-
tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-

tial words.

Taking and recording vital signs (temperature
pulse, respiration and blood pressure) of any
patient by preparing and screening patient;
using rectal or oral thermometer for temperature;
taking pulse and respiration rate, noting ir-
regularities; taking blood pressure using proper
equipment; recording or verbally reporting;
noting abnormal signs and reporting to physician.

6. Check here i this

is a master sheet. . am.
-MIMM.
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 199

This is page 2 of 3 for this task.

b. With rectal thermometer: uses lub-
ricant (petroleum jelly) and inserts
thermometer carefully in rectum. Has
patient lie still.

c. Checks time with clock or watch. Af-
ter three minutes, removes thermom-
eter and reads temperature. Records
on check list or separate card, or
may verbally report to physician.

d. Places used thermometer in desig-
nated container.

Takes pulse rate for appropriate number
of seconds. Places fingers on wrist
artery (or other artery designated).
Uses watch. Counts pulse while noting
irregularities. Records rate and reg-
ularity or may verbally report to phy-
sician.

Takes respiration rate. Watches rise
and fall of chest or upper abdomen.
Counts rises for appropriate number of
seconds. Uses watch. Records rate or
may verbally report to physician.

. Takes blood pressure. Uses sphygmomano-
meter and stethescope:

a. Performer chooses bag and cuff of
appropriate size for the diameter of
the patient's arm. Checks that mono-
meter cuff is deflated and gauge is
at zero.

b. Performer determines whether to re-
cord pressure in both arms by noting
MD orders or does so automatically
if this is an initial examination.
Otherwise,selects arm with initially
higher pressure unless otherwise
directed.

c. Exposes patient's arm and supports
arm at level of patient's heart.
Wraps cuff around arm with lower
margin about 2 1/2cm, above the
antecubital space, with the bag
over the inner aspect of the arw;

fastens; attaches monometer to
cuff. Makes sure that patient is
calm and relaxed.

d. Performer takes palpated systolic
pressure to estimate the maximum
pressure to which the system needs
to be elevated. Tightens thumb
screw of air bulb; inflates cuff
by pumping bulb. Performer palpates
brachial artery while inflating
cuff until pulse disappears. Lo-
osens thumb screw and feels for
pulse while air escapes. Notes the
pressure reading when pulse is
first felt again.

e. Performer phices sterile stethe-
scope pieces in ears and places
bell or diaphragm of stethescope on
the antecubital space over the prey
iously palpated brachial artery.
Applies stethescope head firmly
with as little pressure as pos-
sible, with no space between skin
and stethescope, and not touching
clothing or pressure cuff. When
using mercury manometer, performer
positions himself or herself so
that mercury reading can be made
at eye level.

f. Tightens thumb screw of air bulb
while holding stethescope in place;
inflates cuff by pumping bulb. In-
flates cuff to about 30mm Hg above
the point at whIch pulse sounds are
last heard. Loosens thumb screw and
allows air to escape at a rate of
2 to 3mm Hg per second.

g. As the pressure falls,performer
notes the sounds that become audi-
ble in four phases until the sounds
disappear:

i) Notes the first appearance of
faint, clear tapping sounds.
Notes gauge reading at the point
at which initial tapping sound
is heard for at least two conse-
cutive beats (systolic pressure)

10'0



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 199

This is page 3 of 3 for this task.

List Elements Full
pINEM,

ii) Notes period when a murmer or
swishing quality is heard.

iii) Notes period when sounds are
crisper and increase in inten-
sity.

iv) Notes gauge reading when there
is a distinct, abrupt muffling
of sound (diastolic pressure).

v) Notes point At which sounds dis

1

appear.

h. When all sounds have disappeared,
performer deflates cuff rapidly and
completely. Records systolic, dia-
stolic and fifth phase pressures
taken or may report verbally. If in
doubt, repeats.

i. If appropriate, repeats procedure
for other arm. Performer allows one
to two minutes to elapse before re-
peating procedure to allow release
of blood in veins. Reports as appro-
priate. Returns equipment or has
this done.

. Evaluates whether any signs seem ab-
normal; if so, notifies physician.

. If a separate card was used to record
vital signs, fills out patient's identi
fication information and leaves card in
appropriate place. If appropriate, in-
forms physician that vital signs were
taken.

-Aimotaarrimmlacsal
List Elements Full:L...

AMI
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 222

This is page 1 of 1 for this task.

. What is the output of this task? .(Be sure
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Duplicate photocopies of records or written materi-
als made, collated, stapled,and placed for use.

List Elements Fully

2. What is used in performing this task? (Note

if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

Materials to be photocopied; photocopying machine;
clips or stapler; collator

. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes...( ) No . . . (c)

. I es to q. : Name the kind of recipient,
respondent or co-worker involvedi with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition.
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or legal restrictions.

Performer makes photocopies of
written materials or other re-
cords as a result of:

a. Request.
b. Regular assignment.
c. Own decision to do.

1. Performer is told or knows
what materials are to be du-
plicated and how many copies
are to be made of each.

2. Perf6rmer takes the materials
to be duplicated to the ma-
chine. Sets controls to the
number of copies desired.
Sets other controls according
to needs as appropriate, such
-as for collation..

3g. Performer activates machine.

4 When done, removes original
and copies. If appropriate,
collates materials unless
done by copierland staples
copies.

5. Performer replaces originals
and places duplicates for use
as appropriate.

. Name the task so that the answers to ques-
tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essFm-
tial words.

Making_Rhotocopies of documents, collating,and
stapling; and placing for use.

OK7-RP;RR;RR

6. Check here if this
is a master sheet..(K)
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 223

This is page 1 of i for this task.

1. What is the output of this task? (Be sure

this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Unoccupied bed or Stretcher bed stripped and.'-
remade with clean linens.

List Elements Full

2. What is used in performing this task? (Note

if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

Soiled or used linens; blanket and/or spread;
fresh linens; receptacle for soiled linens;
bed or stretcher bed, mattress; pillow(s)

3. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes...( ) Nab . . (

es to q. : Name t e in o recipient,

respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the releVant condition
include the kind with whom the performer.is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge

requirements or legal restrictions.

5. Name the task so that the answers to ques-
tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-

tial words.
Making up unoccupied bed .;1: stretcher bed by ob-
sIsining clean linens; st,.Apping bed and dis-
posing of soiled linens; putttng on sheets,
pillow case, blanket and spread as sop/wt.:late.

mairl11.1=lmn, e.astemill .1.1111...,...

17

Performer makes up unoccupied 1

bed or stretcher bed as a re-
sult of regular assignment, when]
requested, or when judged appro

1priate.

1. Performer obtains clean
linens from appropriate
storage area; may.include
blanket, bedspread.

2sk:Removes used or soiled linens

". from bed. May remove blanket,
pillow or spread and set

-aside. Puts discarded linens
in appropriate receptacle.

4

. Spreads clean bottom sheet on
bed, folding excess under
mattress; tucks in at head,
making hospital corners;
if sheet is long enough
makes hospital corners at
both ends.

Spreads clean top sheet
bed, folding excess unde
mattress at foot of bed;
tucks ends making hospil
corners at foot of bed.

5. If appropriate spreads
blanket on bed; tucks und,.:
mattress at eni; folds sheet
over blanket at head.

5. Puts clean
pillow and
bed.

pillow cLse on
p!aces at head of

7. If zppropriate, places sy.reac
on bed.

OK-RP;RR.RR
fi. Check here if this

is a master sheet..(X)



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 227

This is page 1 of 2 for this task.

1. What is the output of this task? (Be sure

this is broad enough to be repeatable.)
Emergency storage locations nhecked for pre-
sence of emergency medicinals and equipment;
supplies restocked and/or reordered.

2. What is used in performing this task? (Note

if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

Emergency supplies (such as prepared intracar-
dial hypodermic iniections, ambu bags) in
storage locations

3. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes...(X) No... ( )

. I, es to q. : Name the kin of recipient,

respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or legal restrictions.

Co-worker

j. Name the task so that the answers to quee-
ticns 1-4 are reflected. Uuderline essen-

tial words.
Elles14111.12E_Eesence and condition of emer-

liesermerlocations;and restock-
ing as needed by checking or having checked;
restocking or ordering items damaged, used,or
in short supply; discarding damaged or used
medicinals and supplies.

This is a new assigament to this number.
172

List Elements Ftlly
ee.e;

Performer checks the depart-
ment's emergency supply areas,
including emergency supply loce-
dons in treatment rooms and Je-
partmental emergency suppliee
(other than emergency cart):

a. Periodically.
b. When requested.
c. After use of supplies.

1. Performer has list of supply
requirements, obtainE
or lists are posted at each
location. Performer goes t:)
each designated locatice,
Checks for the pr2sence or
specific prepackaged medical
supplies, medications and
equipment. Checks dates of
items that expire period-
ically.

2. Performer may count Cre num-
ber of items of a. certain
type to see that ape,ropriate
nutbers are present,or may
decide to have suburdinate
check for missing items and
report back.

. For misbing, expired or dam-
aged medicinal !_eems, per-
former removes and discards.
Notes which prepared medica-
tions or containere need re-
placement.

Performer obtains the needed
prepared mee.ications from sup-
ply areas and refills,or re-
places with appropriate pack-
ages or containers, making
sure that dates are not ex-
pired. If performer notes

uK-RP;RR;RR
6. Check here if this

is a master sheet..(X)



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 227

This is page 2 of 2 for this task.

List Elements Fully List Elements .ull

that supplies are running short,.may re-
quest that supply areas be restocked.

If any equipment is not in place, in-
tact, or in adequate supply, performer
notifies proper department by telephon-
ing and/or filling out order fcrm; may
tell appropriate co-worker to replace
breakaway locks if needed, or decides to
do so personally.



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 243

This is page 1 of 1 for this task.

. What is the output of this task? (Be sure
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Decision made on restraint to use; patient re-
strained; appropriate personnel notified.

List Elements Fully

2. What is used in performing this task? (Note

if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

Gauze; foam pads; cloth tape; sheets; special re-
straints; bed, wheelchair; telephone; pen

Is there a recipient, respondent or c9-worker
involved in the task? Yes... ) No... )

es to q. Name the in. o recipient,
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or legal restrictions.

Any patient needing restraint; MD or co-worker;
hospital personnel

1111101111111

5. Namile the task so that the answers to ques-
tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-
tial words.

Restraining any patient, by deciding what type of
restraint to use; holding or tying patient with re-
straining devices; trying to calm patient; asking
for help and inforwing staff(if in-patient).

Performer may restrain a pattent
at any time as a result of:

a. Request by physician or co-
worker.

b. Own judgment that restraint
is needed for patient's or
other's protection.

. Performer assesses what type
of restraint is needed.

. May hold on to a limb or
hold the patient bodily;
or hold arms or legs to-
gether.

b. May ask co-worker for as-
sistance.

c. May tie down patient's
hands, limbs or body. May
use gauze, foam pads,
cloth tape or rolled up
sheets to tie down patient
May use special leg, hand
or body (posey) restraints
may attach restraints to
bed, wheelchair, etc.

. Performer may try to reassure
and calm patient.

3. If patient is in-patient,may
call ward (after task is over
to report need for restraint
and to inquire about reason
for patient's not being re-
strained beforehand.

May note information obtained
and inform physician or co-
workers as appropriate.

OK -RP;RR;RR

6. Check here if this
is a master sheet. . (

This is a new assignment to this number
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 260

This is page 1 of 2 for this task.

1--

.m.............
. What is the output of this task? (Be sure

this is broad enough to be repeatable.)
Hypodermic injection prepared as ordered; narcotic
control forms filled out.

2. What is used in performing this task? (Note
if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

Physician's orders or standard orders; narcotic con-
trol and wasted narcotic control forms; pen; medica-
tions in supply areas; key to narcotics supply;
sterile needles, syringes, caps, bottles; alcohol
swabs; measuring implements

. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes...Q() No...( )
I es to q. : Name the kind o recipient,.

respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition;
include the kind with whom the performer 45
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or legal restrictions.

Physician; supervisor

. Name the task so that the answers to ques-
tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-
tial words.

Preparing a hypodermic needle with injection dosage
on orders by obtaining medication and filling sterile
syringe with proper amount of medication; placing for
use; filling out and signing narcotic regulation
forms.

List Elements Fully

Performer prepares a syringe witt
specific medication, in specific
amount, to be used for injection
as a result of:

a. Regular assignment, with dos-
age predetermined (written).

b. Part of preparation of proce-
dure tray, or replacement,
with dosage predetermined.

c. Part of procedure or at any
time, at request of physician
who specifies type and amount.

1. Performer may have standing
orders,may read medication or
index card or physician's
orders calling for dosage, or
listens to physician's re-
quest.

If physician's oral orders
call for narcotic or regulated
drug, performer may fill out
physician's prescription on
appropriate form or make out
medication card and obtain
physician's signature.

If medication orders call for
narcotics or regulated drugs,
performer obtains key to
locked supply closet;selects
proper medication; relocks af-
ter medication has been ob-
tained. Performer goes to ap-
propriate unlocked supply area
for other medications.

. Checks expiration date on med-
ication; checks for signs of
deterioration; arranges to
discard if appropriate.Belectf
currently usable medication.

4. Performer prepares medication
for injection:

ozilk7RELR11; RR
6. Check here if this

is a master sheet..(x)
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

This is page 2

Task Code No. 260

of 2 for this task.

list Elements Full List Elements Full

a. If the medication is prepackaged,
performer inserts sterile,needle
through stopper of bottle; injects
amount of air equal to the volume of
medication to be withdrawn; draws up
into syringe;expels air bubbles from
syringe; covers point of needle
with sterile cap. If prepacked with
syringe and needle, expels air and
caps.

b. If the medication is not prepackaged
prepares as follows:
i) if medication is a powder, per-

former obtains sterile bottle
containing a given amount of
powder; using sterile syringe,
injects air equal to the amount
of medication to be administered
into bottle of sterile water;
draws up indicated amount of
sterile water into syringe to
dissolve powder; squirts this
back into bottle with powder;
mixes with powder; turns bottle
over and draws appropriate
amount of mixture into syringe.
Expels air;covers tip of needle
with sterile cap.

ii) If medication is a liquid, per-
former uses sterile needle and
sterile syringe; injects appro-
priate amount of air and draws
up proper amount of medication
into syringe;expels air;covers
tip of needle with sterile cap.

/

5. Performer brings prepared hypodermic in
jection to MD who ordered, places on
tray, or in-other designated location,
as appropriate. May also bring alcohol
swabs.

6. Performer may indicate any leftover
amount of narcotic or regulated drug to
MD or supervisor and discard. Performer
fills out narcotics control sheet with
information called for, such as date,
dosage removed from supply, and dosage
ordered.

7. If any amount of the'narcotic or regu-
lated drug was accidentally wasted by
dropping or contamination, performer
signs out for the additional amount
needed. Performer also fills out a
"lost narcotic" form. Indicates which
narcotic or drug was wasted, date,
time. Obtains supervisor's signature
and signs form.

8. Performer attaches copy of "lost nar-
cotic" form to narcotics control form
if appropriate. Delivers copies of
forms to appropriate locations.

9. Performer takes any contaminated nar-
cotic or the remains of wasted narcot-
ic or its container to pharmacy, with
.copy of appropriate form.

a



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 262

This is page 1 of 2 for this task.

r. What is the output of this task? (Be sure
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

An electrocardiogram taken; EKG with patient's iden
tification information attached to request form;
MD notified of emergency signs in patient; EKG and
request form placed for processing.

List Elements Fully

2. What is used in performing this task? (Note

if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

EKG request with MD orders;
EKG machine with electrodes,
and/or baby electrode, amputee clamp;
table or wheel chair; electrode pads;
pencil or pen; telephone

Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes..,(X) No...( )

Yes to q. 3: Name the kind o recipient
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or legal restrictions.

Any patient; physician; adult with
pediatric patient; co-worker

S. Name the task so that the answers to ques-
tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-

tial words.

Taking an electrocardiogram of any patient as or-
dered or determined, by preparing patient, adminis-
tering exercise as ordered; taking standard readings
or,as ordered; mar%ing strips with location code;

tearing off strip and writing patient identification
information; attacning to request form and placing
for processing; notifying physician of emergency
signs in patient.

Performer takes electrocardio-
grams of patients as a
result.of:

a. Request of co-worker.
b. Regular assignment.

If regular procedure or re-
quest, reads EKG request form
and checks identification in-
formation with patient; fills
in age and other information
or corrects if necessary.
Reads physician's orders.

a. Checks whether performer is
to give patient exercises
to do as specified by MD,
or,if own decision to do
EKG, reviews exercises
decided on.

b. Notes whether patient is on
medication and related in-
structions.

2. Administers exercise to pa-
tient as specified or decided,
before and/or after regular
procedure, as ordered.

. Has patient lie on table or
sit in wheel chair. May assist.
May have adult help with child
Makes patient comfortable; ex-
plains procedures to patient
or accompanying adult. Exposes
patient's wrists, ankles and
chest or has this done.

4. Wets patient's chest with el-
ectrode pads; straps elec-
trodes to extremities.

a. With baby uses an addi-
tional lead and, following

OK - RP;RR;RR
6. Check here if this

is a master sheet. . )
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

This is page 2

Task Code No. 262

of 2 .for this task.

List Elements Fully List Elements Full

physician's orders, uses baby chest
electrode.

b. If amputee, uses clamp to attach
electrodes to stump,

Performer checks machine by turning it
on; standardizing it, and checking-that
the recording is of adequate quality.

If machine is out of cardiograph paper
or not recording adequately, performer
may decide to switch to another machine
and does so; may have replacement or
adjustment made by requesting co-worker
to do so; may decide to adjust as needed
or do so at a later time.

While recording readings, marks six
different limb leads with marker button
according to prearranged code.

. Places electrodes on chest while oper-
ating machine, having located proper
position on chest for this. Takes six
different readings.

Marks each chest recording with marker
button according to prearranged code.

Tears cardiogram off machine; writes
patient's name and chart number on it,
and attaches to patient's EKG request
form. Places in designated location.

10. Throughout procedure, performer re-
main: alert to patient's condition and
notifies appropriate physician of signs
of emergency.



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 264

This is page 1 of 1 for this task.

1. What is the output of this task? (Be sure List Elements Fullz_.

this is, broad enough to be repeatable.)

A request form for duplication of a form, record,or
document filled in and attached to the material to
be duplicated; placed for delivery.

Performer orders duplication of
forms, patient records,or other
documents (such as EKG charts or
radiographs) in amounts deter-
mined by institutional practices
or as ordered as a result of:

a. Request.
b. Regular assignment.

1. Performer receives or locates
thepatient's record, docu-
ment,or form, depending on
institutional procedures.

. Fills out request form for
duplication process such as
photocopying with information
called for and appropriate
number of copies entered.

3. Attaches request form to do-
cument or record and places
for pick up or delivery.

OK-RP;RR;RR

... What is used in_performing this task? (Note

if only certain items must be used. If there

is cl-!uice, include everything or the kinds of

thing _hosen among.)

Request form for duplication; pen; form, document

or record to be duplicated

. Is there a recipient, respondent or corworker
involved in the task? Yes...( ) No...(-

4. 1 Yes to q. 3: Name the kind of recipient,
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge

requirements or legal restrictions.

. Name the task so that the answers to ques-
tions 174 are reflected. Underline essen-

tial words.

Ordering duplicate copies of forms, records.er docu-
ments by filling in order for predetermined amount,

attaching to material to be copied, and placing for

rick up or delivery.

6. Check here if this
is a master sheet..(x)

1 7 f)
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

T-sk CJoe No. 267

This is page 1 ot 2 for this task.

. What is the output of this task? (Be sure
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Cassette with exposed film inserted in polaroid
processor; radiograph removed, marked with identi-
fication information; placed for use; decision
made on whether to reload cassette.

List Elements Full

What is used in performing_this task? (Note
if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice) include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

Cassette holder; cassette with exposed polaroid
x-ray film; identification information; polaroid
processor; marker; view box; coater and applicator

. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes...44() No...( )

4. If "Yes- to q. 3: Name the kind of recipient,
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or legal restrictions.

Radiologic technologist

. Name A71117sT7so that the answers to ques
tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-

tial words.

Processing exposed polaroid x-ray film with
polaroid automatic processing equipment by insert-
ing cassette; activating machine and removing when
appropriate; separating positive film image from
cover sheet; writing identification information on
radiograph using marker; applying coater; placing
to be viewed or filed.

Performer processes exposed po-
laroid x-ray. films in polaroid
processing equipment as a result
of:

a. Decisidn to dev-qop radio-
graph(s) taken by the per-
former.

b. Request.
. Regular assignment.

1. Performer obtains exposed po-
laroid x-ray film in cassette
from cassette holder or co-
worker, and obtains accompany-
ing identification informa-
tion. Goes to processing
equipment or plugs portable
processor into wall outlet.

. Lifts cover of polaroid proc-
essor and places cassette in-
side with metal plate facing

.,up. Places tab of cassette be-
tween rollers. Locks tab in
rollers. Lifts pressure lever.
Replaces cover. Activates pro-
cessor by pressing button.

. When buzzer sounds, performer
lifts processor cover and re-
moves cassette. Replaces
cover.

. Performer opens cassette by
releasing lock bar, opening
lid, and lifting radiographic
packet out. Performer separ-
ates the radiograph from the
photosensitive covering sheet
and discards the latter.

. Performer may identify Pim
by use of felt marker:

a. Places film on view box.
b. Using marker, writes

identification information

OK-RP;KR:RR
6. Check here it this

is a master sheet..



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 267

This is page 2_ of 2 for this task.

List Elements Full
....-

List Elements Full

such as date, view (such as.R or L,
anterior 'ateral), patient's names
and log :1 ner, referring to infor-
mation seat with film. May number
film if several views were taken in
a series.

Performer uay coat the face of trans-
lucent film with prepared print coater
at once or after it has been viewed by
radiologist. Applies coater with firm,
overlapping strokes. Checks to be sure
all the edges and corners are covered.
Is careful to avoid scratching print
with edge of applicator. Allows film to
dry before handling.

. Plac.:!s dry films for viewing or filing
as appropriate.

. Performer replaces empty cassette in
storage area in processor or decides to
reload cassette.



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 269

This is page 1 of 2 for this task.

. What is the output of this task? (Be sure List Elements Fullx
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Polaroid x-ray film cassette loaded with unexposed
radiographic packet; placed for use.

Performer loads cassettes with
polaroid film as a result of:

. Decision.
b. Regular assignment.

. Request.

. Performer obtains empty cas-
sette after having processed
film or obtiins from storage
in the polaroid processor.

a. Performer makes sure that
there is no direct sun-
light or intense artifi-
cial light in work area.
May dim lights.

b. Performer opens cassette
by releasing lock bar and
opening lid.

. Performer obtains a radio-
graphic packet designated for
polaroii processing contain-
ing the pod(developing chem-
icals in an envelope),the
lighi sensitive negative in
a lightproof envelope,and the
receiving sheet or positive
paper. Handles carefully to
avoid leaving fingerprints on
or buckling the receiving
sheet.

. What is used in_performing this task? (Note

if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

Empty cassette; radiographic packet with unexposed
polaroid x-ray film; storage locations

.... ----

. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes...(30 No...( )

,.4. If -Yes" to q. 3: Name the kind of recipient,
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition;
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge

requirements or le.;a1 restrictions,

Co-worker

. Name t e task so that the answers to ques-
. Performer raises, lifts and
se.parates the cassette back
and screen using one hand.
Places the negative envelope
in its holder under the end
of the screen. Drops the
screen after checking that
negative envelope is not
touching the mask.

4. Performer slides the film
packet into the holder so

OK-RP;RR;RR

tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-

tial words.

Loading empty cassette x ' .h polaroid x-ray film by
obtaining empty cassette and prepared radiographic
packet; inserting film p,-cket in cassette; closing,
and placing for use awaf from any intense light,

-677177chere if this
is a master sheet.....

182



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 269

This is page 2 of 2 for this task.

List Elements Fully List Elements Fully

that the mask and positive sheet go
over the screen and until the packet is
flush with the end of the cassette.

. Closes cassette; folds over and fastens
tab end; checks that pressure lever is
flat; depresses, pivots,and locks
springs.

. Raises pressure lever and withdraws en-
velope enclosing negative by sliding
straight out. Releases presser lever
and places it in flat position.

7. Performer stores cassette in processor,
takes cassette for own use, or gives to
co-worker who requested it, as appro-
priate. Keeps cassette out of intense
light.

1 8 3



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 271

This is page 1 of 1 for this task.

What is the output of this task? (Be sure
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Appropriate staff membe:: informed of unusual
EKG reading and/or physician informed of pa-
tient in distress.

List Elements Fully

. What is used in performing this task? (Note

if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

Leads (12) of cardiogram;
telephone

. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes...00 No...( )

. I Yes to g. 3: Name the kind o recipient,
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge

requirements or legal restrictions.

Patient being given EKG; physician
or other appropriate staff member.

5. Name the task so that the answers to ques-
tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-
tial words.

Deciding whether to call staff person to
evaluate whether unusual EKG reading is arti-
fact,or calling physician in case of serious
patient distress, by observing EKG reading
and patient, judging whether there is unusual
reading or patient condition; avoiding aiarm-
ing patient; calling appropriate staff member.

Performer routinely notes EKG
readings while EKG is being takeq
as cardiogram is torn from ma-
chine, or while leads are being
mounted on EKG chart in order to
find extremely aberrant readings.

Performer also ro.ilinely attends
to patient's condlys- while in
contact with patient., 'a case of
severe patient distress,

1. Performer may deci,le, .).Elsed on

general gross guidelines, that
EKG reading looks exia..11,:tly

irregular in relatior:?. co pa-

tient's appearance. As aP-
propriate staff person to
check whether readiag is an
artifact. Makes.sare not to
alarm patient.

. Performer may decide that pa-
tient in distress. Noti-
fies appropriate physician.
Makes sure to raLke patient
comfortable.

OK - RP;RR;RR

16. Check here if this
is a master sheet..(X)

11
1 8
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 272

This i. page 1 of 2 for this task.

1. What is the output of this task? (Be sure
tnis is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Schedule sheet for patient procedures planned; pa-
eients assigned times based on usual order for pro-
eedures, work loads, available staff, and time re-
quited; schedule filled out; schedule adjusted
throughout day.

. What is uoed in performing this task? (Note
if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

Patients' requiSition sheets; staff and room sched-
ules; scheduling sheet7 pen; telephone

1

3. Is there a recipient, resPondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes...0() No...( )

,es to q. . Name the kind o recipient,
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scrip:ions to indicate the relevant condition
inclade the kind with whom the performer is
ner. allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge

requirements or legal restrictione.

Co-workers

S. Name the task so that the answers to ques-
tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-

tial words.

Preparing and adjusting schedules for patient proce-
dures by arranging requisitions by type of proce-
aure and essigning times based on urgency, available
staff, rooms, time needed for procedure(s), number
of patiens, and order in which procedures are done;
assigning times to patients; recording and posting
schedule; adjusting throughout day as appropriate.

List Elements.1

Perfcrmer preparee the patient
schedule sheet for the day as a
regular assignment.

1. Performer obtains the requi-
sition sheets for in-patient
and out-patients who are to
undergo examination or treat
ment procedures for a given
day.

Performer groups the requisi-
tion sheets according to the
types of procedures tu be
done,and arranges in their
usual order by procedure
based on institutional prac-
tices. May take account of
whether patients are ambula-
tory, the degree of serious-
ness of illness or injury.

. Performer notes the e:eected
time required for each type
of procedure, the number of
rooms and staff available for
the procedure, and the numbe
of patients for each proce-
dure.

4. Based on the patient load,
the urgency, the time neeeed
for procedures, and order ef
procedures, performer assigns
an estimated appointment time
for each requisition sheet.

5. Performer fills out schedule
sheet with patient's name,
in-hospital location or ad-
dress, procedure to be done,
and assigned time. Posts in
control area.

6. Peeformer may notify appro-
priate staff when it is time

OK-RP.RR.RR
6. Check here if this

is a master sheet..

This is new assignment to this number.
1 8 5



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 272

This is page 2 of 2 for this task.

List Elements Full

to have them notify ward or floor per-
sonnel to ready and transport in-pa-
tients to the waiting area, based on
the time scheduled and the time needed
to prepare and transport patients.

Performer may periodically check on the
appropriateness of the schedule by
checking on absences, the number of pa-
tiens wa-fting, and the times scheduled
My readjust schedule throghouL day to
elimindte undue waiting time fo x. pa-
tients or to love pat!,ults readied
earlier to avoid roor.Ls being left idle.

List Elements Full

18u



1

this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

mAutoatic x-ray film processor inspected, checked,
cleaned,aa.:1 made ready for use; chemical solutions
changed or Enpplemented; Farts inspected and
cleaned; timing and temperature checked; test films
run; jamming noted or reported.

TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 273

This is page 1 of 3 for this task.

. What is the output of this task? (Be sure List Elements Full

MONK-
2. What is used in performing this task? (Note

if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

Automatic x-ray film processing machine(s) and
parts, water valves, power cards and outlets; timin
controls; temperature thermostats and indicators;
bottles of developer and fixer solutions; water
sink; cleansing cloths and sponges; rubber gloves,
goggles; x-ray test film sheets; stoppers; pen

. Is there a recipient, respondentor co-worker
involved in the task? Yes...( ). No...(X)

ies to q. : Name the kind of recipient,
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition)
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge

requirements or legal restrictions.

. Name the task so that the answers to ques-
tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-
tial words.

Cleaning, inspectin&and readying automatic x-ray
film processor(s) for use by cleaning and check-
ing machine parts; inspecting, changing,or supple-
menting developer and fixer solutions; turning on
power and water; adjusting temperature; running test
films and adjusting timing; checking on operation
or noting jamming and deciding to fix or report.

1 8/

Performer prepares automatic r-
ray film processing machine(s)
for use at start of day, after
they have been shut down, or
periodically as result of:

a. Assignment.
b. Request.
c. Decision.

1. If machind(s) have been shut
down, performer turns on main
water valve and then main
power switch for the ma-
chine(s):

Performer may go to dark-
room(s) attached to ma-
chine(s) to locate controls,
or to room(s) in which ma-
chine exits are located, de-
pending on where contro]s are
located.

a. Turns on water valve(s) to
llow water '--- circu-

late in r. ..I machine.

b. Check. s cad-. temperature

indicator 7Lo see that

water and developer solu-
tions are at appropriate
temperatures. If-tempera-
ture is improper, resets
heater thermostat as
needed.

. Performer inspects and cleans
the machine periodically or
as needed:

a. Shuts loading switch (if
automatic). If parts are
to be removed for washing,
disconnects machine from
power supply.

OK-RP ;RR;RR

16. Check here if this
is a master sheet.. )



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 273

This is page 2 of 3 for this task.

List Elements Full

b. Performer removes cover of proces-
sor and cleans roller assembly with
damp cioth or sponge,or removes rol-
ler assembly and washes with clean
water:

i) Handles rollers with. care to
avoid nicks or scratches which
can affect film.

li) Removes all stains, hardened
chemicals,or built up deposts.

iii) Inspects rollers for nicks or
scratches.

c. Performer inspects, wipes,or removes
and washes other parts:

i) May remove and wash roller
racks. Is careful not to con-
taminate developer or fixer
solutions by splashing.

ii) Cleans and dries feeder tray..
iii) Checks tanks for debris and

other contaminants.
iv) Checks pump switches.
v) Checks dryer and developer fil-

ters; cleans or replaces as
needed.

vi) Removes dryer tubes and flushes
with water. Replaces.

vii) May check drive belts and
alignment of parts.

viii) Cleans squeegee sponges by
washing with clean water,
rubbing surfaces together and
removing imbedded dirt parti-
cals.

ix) For roll film processor,cleans
out magazine, blowing out dirt
particles.

d. Performer replaces roller assembly.
Wipes off any spills on the exterior
or-FInterior of processor; makes sure
feed tray is dry.

e. Reconnects machine to power supply
when ready to warm up.machine.

When performer inspects tanks with de-
veloper and fixer solutions and stor-
age reservoirs, proceeds as follows:

List Elements Fully

a. Removes covers and inspects levels
and appearance.

b. If the chemical solutions show evi
dence of debris or contaminants,
performer drains the tanks:
i) Shuts off water valve and

opens tank drain valve(s). Al-
lows tank(s) to drain.

ii) Cleans out inserts and tank(
Rinses with clean water and
drains again. Closes main
tank drain valve; opens water
inlet valve.

iii) Performer puts on eye protect-
ors and rubber gloves. Follows
manufacturer's directions to
fill tanks using bottles of
prepared developer and/or fix-
er solutions. Makes sure not
to confuse with chemicals for
hand processing. Avoids con-
tact with mouth, eyes, hands,
skin,or clothes.

iv) If performer must mix the sc
lutions, follows manufactur
er's directions. Makes sure
all chemicals are dissolved.

v) While filling, performer
checks to be sure that insert
stoppers are not leaking.

c. If the storage reservoirs for the
chemical solutions are low, per-
former refills as appropriate, fol-
lowing procedures for mixing as de-
scribed above.

d. Performer may check replenishment
rate according to manufacturer's
directions.

e. Replaces covers.

When the water.and chemical solutions
have reached appropriate temperature,
performer runs several appropriate
test x-ray film sheets through proces-
sor to clean up any accumulated resi-
due and to be sure there is no jamr
ming:



s
TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 273

This is page 3 of 3 for this task.

List Elements Fully List Elements Full

a. Turns on any switches such as auto-
matic loader.

b. Places test sheets in feeder tray or
places sheets one at a time into in-
sert opening until sheet is gripped
by feeder rollers.

c. Performer may check that film is
ing processed in standard amount

of time set on time indicator. Hay
adjust if needed.

d. If there is any jamming, performer
decides whether to Investigate per-
sonally or to report to appropriate
staff person.

e, If there is no jamming, performer
checks processed test films. If they
are not properly processed and if
.any residue remains, performer con-
tinues running test sheets until the
condition clears up. If problem per-
sists, performer may decide to in-
vestigate personally or to report
problem.

18D



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 274

This is page 1 of 1 for this task.

. What is the output of this task? (Be sure
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Standard equipment and supply trays supplemented
with items needed for specific procedures; carts
placed for pick-up.

List Elements Full

Performer is required to supple-
ment standard trays for special
treatment or examination proce-
dures (to fit the needs of de-

:partment) by adding non-medici-

1

nal equipment and supplie as a
result of:

2. What Is used in performing this task? (Note

if orlix certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

Procedure schedule for department; cards listed by
procedure containing what is needed for prepared
trays; standard treatment trays on carts; materials,
instruments,and supplies in drawers; labels; pen;
sterile towels, needles, syringes, etc.

. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes...(X) No...( )

eg to q. : Name the in recipient,
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition;
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or legal restrictions.

Supply room staff or co-worker

5. Name the task so that the answers to ques-
tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-

tial words.

Adding predetermined instruments and supplies to
prepared procedure.trays, by ascertaining procedure
to be prepared for; referring to cards listing items
to be added for procedures; obtaining items from
storage; adding to trays and/or carts; if appropri-
Iate, labeling carts by procedure; covering trays
with sterile towels; placing for pick-up or bringing
to designated location.

a.

b.

1.

Regular assignment.
Request.

Performer reads list of
scheduled procedures for that
day or period or is told what
procedure is involved.

2. Performer goes to carts on
which equipMent trays are
placed, or requests tray from
appropriate staff. May decide
to label Carts according to
procedures to be done and
does so.

. Goes to location containing
files On what equipment and
supplies must be added to
trays for particular proce-
dures. Performer opens
labeled supply drawers or
.cabinets and finds cards
listing what equipment is re-
quited for each procedure.

. Performer obtains the equip-
ment listed and adds to trays
and/or appropriate cart(s).

If tray(s) are to be used at
a later time, covers with
sterile towel(s).

6. Places trays or cart(s)in des-
ignated location for pick-up,
ur brings to appropriate ex-
amination or treatment room.

OK-RP*RR-
6. Check he;711 this

is a master sheet..
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 275

This is page 1 of 4 for this task.

What is the output of this task? (Re sure
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Subtraction masks prepared, processed and evaluated;
subtraction prints prepared, processed and evalu-
ated; second-order subtraction masks and prints pre
pared, processed and evaluated if ordered; radio-
graphs, masks and prints placed for use or filing.

. What is used in performing this task? (Note

if only certain items must be used. If there

is choice, include everything or the kinds of

things chosen among.)
Requisition sheet or orders; light boxes and print-
ing frame or contact printer; processed scout radio-
graph(s) and counterpart post-injection radiographs;
unexposed subtraction and high contrast x-ray film;
scissors; tape; work bench; safclight

3. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the taik? Yes...00 No:..( )

LI Les to q. : Name the kind o recipient,

respondent or co-worker involved, with de_

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition;
include tlie kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge

requirements or legal restrictions.
Radiologist; darkroom worker

Name the task so that the answers to ques-
tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-

tial words .
preparirigraDg_.o.r_sahicstDtraqi.onprints by prepar-

ing.in darkroom using printing frame or contact
printer for exposures and film processor;preparing
subtract:Ion mask from scout radiograph and subtract-
ion filr;preparing subtraction print by taping mask
in register with post-injection radiograph and using
subtraction film and taped combination in printer;
evaluating and/or showing to radiologist;preparing
second-order subtraction print on orders by using
scout and first-order mask in register to prepare
second-order mask;using firct-and second-order masks
in register with post-injection radiograph and film
to prepare second-order print; placing for use.

11301111MICE!

Performer prepares,radiographic
subtraction prints as a regular

-
assignment or as requested.

1. Performer may receive a ser-
ies of scout (prel4minary)
radiographs in various pro-
jections and selected counter-
part post-injection radio-
graphs (taken after injection
of a contrast medium) corres-
ponding to the views shown in
the scouts, or a single scout
and its counterpart post-in-
jection radiograph,with a re-
quest for subtraction
print(s) orally or in writing

a. Performer may match up
each scout film with its
counterpart post-injection
film by placing on view
boxes, checking patient
identification and match-
ing the forms outlined on
the radiographs. Makes
sure that the pairs in-.-
clude one film without
contrast and one film with
contrasv, for each projec-
tion.

11, Performer may check requi-
sition or note the srea of
interest by observing the
location of the contrast
on the views.

c. May note any special or-
ders for high contrast
?tints.

2. Performer prepares for the
subtraction procedure:

a. If not already in darkroom,
performer goes,to darkroom,
Does not enter while red

OK-RP.11!.11
t is on; if open,

6. Check here if this

11.66C19is a master sh



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

List Elements Full

Task Code No. 275

This is page 2 of 4 for Ois task.

List Elements Full

knocks to make sure that room is
empty or can be entered. Closes and
bolts door to dariroom. Makes sure
that no white is shining in
darkroom from any source and that
safelight is on. Makes sure that
hands are clean and dry.

b. Obtains containers of unexposed sub-
traction film. May use the same spe-
cially prepared commercial subtract-
ion film for both subtraction masks
and prints or may use subtraction
film for the masks and obtain x-ray
film used for mammography or therapy
localization if a high contrast
record is requested. Checks that con-
tainer(s) are for appropriate size
film. Places on work bench.

c. Obtains scissors and tape and places
on work bench.

d. Performer checks printing frame (with
a glass f73nt and a spring loaded
back) or contact printer (which may
incorporate several light sources for
subtraction printing, duplication and
viewing).Makes sure that glass front I
of printing frame or printer is cleanj

e. Performer arranges the set(s) of
scout and post-injection radiographs
on the clean work bench in order.
Proceeds as described below for each
subtraction print requested.

. Performer prepares the scout subtraction
mask from the scout radiograph aF; fol-
lows:

a. Performer places the "scout" radio-
graph onto the print frame or the
contact printer so that it is in con-
tact with the glass top (front of
printing frame). Makes sure to handle
radiograph at edges only.

b. Performer removes a sheet of sub-
traction film from its containcI;
handles only at edges and feels for
emulsion-side indicator such as
raised button or code notching in a

. given corner of film.
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c. Places film over the radiograph
with the emulsion side in contact
with the radiograph. Is careful not
to crease, buckle or apply pressure
to the film while handling. Lines
up radiograph and film sheet.

d. Sets contact printer or mechanical
printer for appropriate number of
seconds to obtain desired density
(and sets contact printer for sub-
traction mode). Closes lid and act-
ivates exposure to produce a "posi-
tive" mask.

e. When the timer or signal indicates
that exposure is completed, per-
'Tomer removes the exposed subtrac-
tion film and has it processed in
automatic processor (or by hand) at
once or decides to do personally.
May have film marked with identifi-
cation information after processing.

4. Performer evaluates the processed sub-
traction mask by placing on light box
(or on contact printer on glass,using
viewing mode) ,superimposed On the
"scout" radiograph:

a. Performer notes whether the area of
interest (the part of the film where
the contrast is to be displayed on
the post-injection film) is of a
uniform gray density.

b. Judges whether the maLkk has been
over- or under-exposed. Tf so, re-
'peats preparation of mask until sat
isfied.

. Performer prepares the subtraction
print from the mask and post-injection
radiograph as follows:

a. Performer uses light box or contact
printer in viewing mode.

b. Places the counterpart post-injec-
tion radiograph on the lighted glass
surface.



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 275

This is page 3 of 4 for this task.

List Elements Full List Elements Fully

c. May trim the subtraction mask to
provide an edge for taping.

d. Places the subtraction mask over the
radiograph and aligns so that the
structures are completely overlapped
with no blurred edges (are in regis-
ter).

e. Secures the mask to the radiograph
with tape at one or two edges making
sure to keep the two images in reg-
ister.

f. Performer places the taped combina-
tion onto the print frame or on the
contact printer so that the mask is
in contact with the glass and the
post-injection radiograph is facing
up.

g. Removes another sheet of subtraction
film,or special x-ray film for high
contrast as described above and
notes the emulsion side.

h. Places the film over the registered
combination with the emulsion.side
in contact with the radiograph,
handling carefully, and lines up the
sheets.

i. Sets contact printer or mechanical
printer for appropriate timing (3 to
4 times the exposure given to the
mask). Sets contact printer to sub-
traction mode. Closes lid and acti-

vates exposure.
j. When the timer or signal indicates

that exposure is completed, perform-
er removes the exposed subtraction
film and has it processed as de-
scribed above. May have print marked
with identification information.

6. Performer continues to prepare other
subtraction prints if an entire set are
to be evaluated.

7. Performer evaluates the processed sub-
traction print(s) by placing on light
box (or on contact printer in viewing
mode).

a. Notes whether the structures filled
with contrast material are sharply
distinguishable. Notes whether
edges are blurred due to loss of
register during the subtraction
process; notes whether density is
appropriate.

b. If so decided, repeats any earlier
steps until satisfied.

c. If requested by radiologist or if
in doubt about the quality, per-
former may have radiologist view
subtraction print(s). (Makes sure
that no unexposed films are out in
the open before turning n lights
or leaving.)

d. Performer notes whether to redo or
to prepare second-order subtraction
print(s) depending on radiologist's
orders.

8. Performer prepares second-order sub-
traction prints from the "scout"
radiograph, first order mask and the
post-injection radiograph as follows:

a. Performer prepares a second-order
subtraction mask by superimposing
the first-order mask over the
IIII scout" radiograph on light box and
taping together after placing in
register.

i) Places the taped combination
on print frame or contact
printer so that the mask is in
contact with the glass and the
"scout" radiograph is facing
up.

ii) Places unexposed subtraction
film over the combination with
the emulsion side in contact
with the radiograph.

iU) Exposes for double the time
used for the first-order mask.

iv) Has second-order mask proc-
essed and identified as de-
scribed above. Evaluates as
described above.
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 275

This is page 4 of 4 for this task.

List Elements Full List Elements Full.

b. Performer prepares the second-order
print as follows:

i) Places the first- and second-
order masks on light box in
register and tapes at edges.

..

Trims second7order mask to match.
ii) Then places the taped and regis-'

tered masks over the post-injec-
tion radiograph and registers.

. Tapes the masks to the radio-
graph with all three registered.

iii) Places the taped combination on
print frame or contact printer
so that a mask is in contact
with the glass and the radio-
graph is facing up.

iv) Places unexposed subtraction
film or special high contrast
film over the.combination with
the emulsion side in contact
with the radiograph.

v) Exposes for double the time used
for the first-order print; has
the exposed film processed and
identified as described above.

vi) Evaluates and/or has radiologist
evaluate as described above.

9. When subtractions are completed perform-
-,-,

er closes and replaces film cartons in
bins or on shelves. Replaces other
materials.

10. Performer makes sure that no unexposed
film is in the open before turning on
lights or leaving. (Does not do so while
film is being processed if fogging of
film may result.)

. .

1. Performer may group the scout and post-
injection radiographs with their respec-
tive subtraction masks and prints and
any requisition sheets. May deliver to
radiologist or place for filing or
jacketing as appropriate.

-



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 276

This is page 1 of 3 for this task.

. What is the output of this task? (Be sure List Elements Fully
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Machine shut down; problem investigated decision
made to repair personally or have done; minor re-
pairs made to machine and/or chemical tanks replen-
ished or refilled; repairs ordered if necessary.

Performer inspects automatic
x-ray film processing machine(s)
and makes minor adjustments
and/or calls for repairs as a
result of:

a. Own decision to investigate.
b. Being informed of problem re-

lating to machine function-
ing.

1. Performer tells anyone work-
ing in darkroom to stop feed-
ing film into the machine, or
asks co-worker to do so.
Turns off the machine. At-
taches out-of-order note.
Makes sure that no unproc-
essed film is exposed to
light in darkroom.

2. Performer judges where the
machine problem may be lo-
cated. Depending on expected
problem, performer may re-
move the covers from the
roller assembly, chemical and
water tanks, and/or reser-
voirs,and/or may check temp-
erature control of circula-
tion system of tanks; may
check timer.

. Performer attenpts to deter-
mine the source of the prob-
lem:

I

a. If performer has noted or
been told of poor fur
density, performer inves-
tigates replenishment of
developer solution, level,
temperature,and whether
properly mixtd or contami-
nated. day check light
seal of processor.

OK"-"..,---ail=.---r------.---1

. What is used in performing this task? (Note

if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

Automatic x-ray film processing machine(s) and
parts, water valves, power cords and outlets; timing
controls; temperature thermostats and indicators;
bottles of developer and fixer solutions; sink;
cleansing cloths and sponges; rubber gloves;
goggles; x-ray test film sheets; stoppers; pen; hand
tools; out-of-order sign; information on repair
service; phone

3. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes...00 No...( )

4. If -Yes- to q. 3: Name the kind of recipient
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or legal restrictions.

Radiologic technologist(s); repair personnel; super-

visor

5. Name the task so that the answers to ques-
tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-

tial words.
Making minor adjustments or repair on automatic
x-ray film processor by shutting down machine and
investigating source of problem;deciding whether
to order repair or adjust personally; cleaning ma-

chine of debris or dirt; adjusting temperature or
timing; tightening or aligning parts; draining and
refilling or replenishing chemical solutions in
tanks; unjamming x-ray film; discussing improper
exposure of films to light; rechecking machine with
test films; arranging for repair if necessary.

6. Check here it this
is a master shee.L....00
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 276

This is page 2 of 3 for this task.

List Elements Full/. List Elements Fullx......

b. If the film has not been trans- Inspects rollers for nicks or

ported, performer checks for jam-
ming, dirty, warped or unaligned
racks, turnarounds,or crossovers.

scratches.

Performer may clean, wipe or remove

Checks for tacky films in dryer sec-
tion, incorrect temperatures, over-

and wash roller racks, feeder tray,
dryer and developer filters, dryer

.
lapping films. tubes, squeegee sponges, film maga-

c. If the films show scratches,
streaks, or "pi-lines," performer

zine (for roll film). Makes sure
feeder tray is dry; wipes up

checks for dirty or encrusted parts,
rollers, water, air tubes, build-up

spills. Replaces parts or roller
assembly when done.

of debris on rollers; checks seals b. If there is evidence of improper

on dryer air tubes.
d. If there is insufficient drying,

performer checks temperatures,dryer

temperature for circulation system,
chemical solutions,or dryer, per-
former readjusts thermostat or

thermostat controls, venting, hard- checks thermostat controls.

ening of film by chemicals. c. If there is evidence of incorrect

e. If there have been noises from the timing, performer checks timer set-

machine, performer looks for ting and readjusts as appropriate.

loosened screws or other parts. d. If there are problems with light

f. If there is fogging, performer in- seal, alignment of parts, drive

vestigates light sources. belts, or loose parts, performer
uses hand tools to correct align-

. If performer finds the source of the
problem, decides whether to do minor

ments, tighten bolts, screws,
sprockets, etc.,or make other ad-

repair personally or have repairs done. justments.

If performer cannot find the source of e. If chemical solutions (developer

the problem, may decide to have repair- and/or fixer) or water show signs

man come. of debris build up or contamination
performer shuts off water valve

If repairman is to be called; performer and opens tank drain valve(s). Al-

obtains name and telephone number of lows tank(s) to drain cleans out

company or extension number of appro- tank(s). Rinses with clean water

priate in-house repair person. Dials and drains again. Closes main tank

and asks to have repairman sent to fix drain valve; opens water inlet

the machine. May make record of call
and place for reference. May report to
supervisor.

valves. Allows water to flow to ap-,
propriate level.

Performer puts on eye protectors

. If performer has decided to do minor and rubber gloves. Following manu-

repairs, may do any or all of the fol- facturer's 4rections,performer re-

lowing: fills deve er and/or fixer tanks
using bot of prepared solu-

a. If there is evidence of a.build up tions. Makes sure not to confuse

of dirt or debris on the rollers or with chemicals for hand developer.

other parts,performer may remove
roller assembly and wash with clean
water. Handles rollers with care.

Avoids contact with mouth, eyes,
hands, skin or clothes.



TASK DESCRIPTION'SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 276

This is page 3 of 3 for this task.

List Elements Fully

If performer must mix the solutions,
follows manufacturer's directions.
Makes sure all chemicals are dis-
solved. While filling, performer
checks to be sure that insert stop-
pers are not leaking.

f. If the storage reservoirs for the
chemical solutions are low, per-
former refills as appropriate, fol-
lowing procedures for mixing as de-
scribed above. Performer may check
replenishment rate according to man-
ufacturer's directions. Replaces
covers when done.

g. If performer finds that film is
jammed, lifts out upper roller as-
sembly; inspects for cause of jam
and pulls out jammed film. Checks
whether any emulsion has scraped off
the jammed film onto rollers. If so,
cleans rollers as described above.
Replaces rollers and cover.

h. If there is a probleth with exposure
to light sources, performer may ex-
plain dangers of leaving film'open
to light in darkroom, may have safe-
light checked, or may try to arrange
for better darkroom procedures, as'
appropriate. Performer may indicate
to co-workers that problem lies with
handling of their x-ray film or de-
terioration of intensifying screens.

After making minor repairs, performer
turns machine back on. Performer runs
several test.film sheets (those desig-
nated for such use) through the machine
to be sure no debris remains and to be
sure that the machine is now operation-
al.

If the original problem still persists,
performer calls for repairs or has
this done, as described above.

. Performer informs appropriate co-work-
ers of the radiographs which were

0
List Elements Fully

jammed or were in the machine when
it was opened. (These need to be
redone.) Removes out-of-order
sign.
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 277

This is page 1 of .2 for this task.

. What is the output of this task? (Be sure List Elements Fully
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

In-patients and out-patients arriving for scheduled
examination or treatment assigned to rooms in ap-
propriate order; record of absent patients reported;
requisition sheets and name cards distributed to
scheduled technologists.

Performer checks on patients to
be given (radiographic) examine-
tions and assigns them to rooms
and technologists.

1. Performer looks at schedule
of patients due to receive
examinations or treatments
during the day. Notes the pa-
tients who are due to receive
the types of procedures nor-
mally done in the hours cov-
ered by performer.

2. Performer pulls out the ap-
propriate requisition sheets
for the patierits who are to
have the type(s) of proced-
ure for the next scheduled
block of time.

3. Performer goes to the waiting
area for in-patients and as-
certains which patients are'

their order of

. What is used in performing this task? (Note
if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

Department schedule sheet; requisition forms (re-
quest sheet, charge slip, control card, name card);
pen; paper; staff assignment sheet

. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes. . . ( 20 No...( )

4. If -Yes.' to q. 3: Name the kind of recipient,
present and
arrival by checking with
staff person there. Records
which patients are absent.

Performer goes to area where
ouL-patients due for the giv-
en type of procedure are
waiting and checks on their
arrival with receptionist
there; ascertains order of
arrival. Records which ga-
tients are absent.

4 . Performer leaves lists of pa-
tients that have not arrived
with proper staff person in
control area or notes on
schedule sheet.

5. Performer reads the requisi-
tion sheets for each patient.

OK-RPUtliia

respondent or co-worket,Involved, with de-
-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition;
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge

requirements or legal restrictions.

Receptionists; scheduled technologists

.

. Name the task so that the answers to ques-
tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-

tial words.

Assigning scheduled patients to procedure rooms in
appropriate order by checking on patient arrivals;
reporting missing patients; assigning patients to
rooms based on special needs of procedure, .time re-
quired, urgency,and order of arrival; recording;
distributing requisition sheets io technologists as-
signed to rooms.

6. Check here if this
is a master sheet..
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

List Elements Full

Task Code No. 277

This is page 2 of 2 for this task,

a. Performer notes the urgency of the
request, indications of degree of
illness of patient,and whether ambu-
latory or not.

b. Performer assigns patients to speci-
iic examination or treatment rooms
based on the special equipment
needed for the procedure and the
availability of given rooms to accom
modate patient's condition or proce-
dure, the time involved for proce-
dure,and the patients: order of ar-
rival. May also consider the urgency
of request as noted on requisition
sheet.

c. Writes room numbers on requisition
sheets. Performer assigns log num-
bers to patients to reflect order-of-
arrival and writes on requisition
sheets.

Performer detaches the request sheets
and name cards (which show log and room
numbers) .Arranges in order by room num-
ber. Performer distributes the requisi-
tion sheets and name cards to the tech-
nologists assigned to the rooms. If
necessary,consults a posted staff as-
signment sheet.

Performer returns the control cards and
charge slips (also containing the log
and room numbers) to the appropriate
location in the control area.

List Elements Full
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 278

This is page 1 of 1 for this task.

. What is the output of this task? (Be sure
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Reason for in-patients' failure to appear for exam-
ination or treatment checked on and posted as ap-
propriate; co-worker informed if someone is needed
to transport patient; complaint on not reporting
presented; co-worker informed of need to transport
patient or reschedule if appropriate.

What is used in performing_this task? (Note

if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

Department schedule-sheet; pen; control board
sheet; telephone

Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes. . . )0 No...

es to q. . Name t e Kin of recipient
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or legal restrictions.

Personnel on floor or wards who account for pa-
tients' whereabouts; co-worker or supervisor

. Name the task so that the answers to ques-
tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-

tial words.

Checking on reasons for nonappearance of in-patient

List Elements Fully

for examinations or treatment by telephoning wards
or floors, recording reasons; presenting complaint
if appropriate; posting reasons in designated loca-
tions; notifying proper co-worker(s) of need to send
someone to transport and/or to reschedule patient(s).

Performer may have orders or may
have decided to personally check
on why in-patients scheduled for
an examination or procedure were
not on hand in the waiting area.

1. Reads the schedule sheet at
the receptionist's desk and
checks the names of all in-
patients not;present and ac-
counted for,who were sched-
uled for the,procedures or
treatments currently being
done.

. Notes patient(s) floor and
ward or rooM nuMber.

. Telephones wards or floors to
find out whyeath patient has
not yet arrived. If someone
is needed tciAransport pa-
tient, informa,proper co-
worker. - 3

. Writes reason.for delay or
nonappearance on appropriate
sheet and leaves in control
board area or'other desig-
nated locationV.

. If appropriateilaWay speak to
ward or floormpervisor and
request that frequent. recur-
rances of patients not arriv-
ing be avoided. May request
that notice of cancellations
be wade to department as sooni
as possible to avoid unnes::es-6

sary delays.

6. If appropriate, informs co-
worker of need to reschedule
patient(s).

CE.-RP;RR;12R
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is a master sheetca....I



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 279

This is page 1 of 2 for this task.

1. What is the output of this task? (Be sure List Elements Full
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Ward or floor personnel notified to ready and trans-
port patients due for exaaination or treatment; mes-
senger given information on patient LO transport;
decision made to send subordinate, or co-worker no-
tified; record of non-appearances left on schedule
sheet or appropriate location.

Performer calls wards or floors
to request that in-patients be
readied for a given type of pro-
cedure or treatment and be
brought to the appropriate re-
ception area at the proper time.

1. Performer reads schedule
sheet for the day and notes
the names of all the in-pa-
tients who are scheduled for
specific examinations or
treatments at any given time.
May copy the names, floors,
and ward or room numbers on a
sheet of paper.

. Allowing for the time needed
to prepare and transport pa-
tients, performer calls pa-
tients' wards or floors;
asks appropriate nursing per-
sonnel to prepare patients
for transportation to depart-
ment for procedure at indi-
cated time.

a. If told that patient will
not appear, may note rea-
aon on schedule sheet or
inform supervisor or co-
worker, .

b. If performer 'learns that
there is no one available
on floor or ward to trans-
port patient, performer,
writes out patient's iden-
tification information;
gives tc messenger or, if
no messenger is available,

. What is used in performing_ this task? (Note

if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

-,
Department schedule sheet; telephone; paper; peh

. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes...( No...( L.

es to q. : Name tne kin o recipient,
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition;
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or legal restrictions.

Ward or floor personnel (nursing); department mes-
senger; supervisor or co-worker

. Name the task so that the answers to ques-
tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-

tial words.

Notifying ward or floor personnel to ready and
transport in-patients who are scheduled for specific
procedures at specific times, by checking schedule; may decide to have appro-

priate co-worker go.
c. If messenger or co-worker

informs performer that pa-
tient will not appear, may

OK-RP;RR.RR

telephoning information; having patient brought
down, or deciding to send subordinate, or notifying
supervisor of need to send someone; leaving record
of non-appearances on schedule sheet or in appropri-
ate location.

6. Check17. this
is a master sheet..
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TASK DESCRIPTION *SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 279

This is page 2 of 2 for this task.

List Elements Full List Elements Full

note this on schedule sheet or inform
supervisor.

. Performer may leave sheet of paper with
record of calls made, patients not ap-
pearing, and reasons in appropriate lo-
cation.

21)2



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 280

This is page 1 of 2 for this task.

1. What is the output of this task? (Be sure '-Irt Elements Fully
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Radiation exposure film strip submitted for testing;
new film strip placed in badge and put back on;
source of excessive exposure discussed with super-
visor; transfer to other work discussed; decision
made at any time that excessive personal radiation
exposure may have occurred.

.....-xr rt.-T.

P.,...rilrmer is required to wear a

).....d-at.con detection badge while

on duty, to turn it in periodi-
cally, and to report any suspec-
ted excessive exposure.

1. Performer periodically (once
a month) turns in film in-
sert and receives new insert.
May report to designated co-
worker or to a specific loca-
tion.

a. Removes film insert from
badge; places in container
labeled to receive "old"
inserts, or gives to des-
ignated co-worker.

b. May.sign record sheet or
report of previous month.

c. Searches in container con-
taining "new" inserts for
new film insert (labeled
with performer's name), or,
receives new film insert.

d. Places insert in badge and
puts badge back on.

2. If report of prior month in-
dicates that the film strip
has been tested and shows ex-
cessive radiation exposure,
or if performer receives let-
ter to that effect, performer
meets immediately with desig-
nated supervisor. Discuss how
this came about, such as
equipment malfunction, leav-
ing badge where it could have
been exposed, or any other
possibility causing high ra-
diation reading. Answers -

questions.

OK-RP;RR;RR

. What is used in performing this task? (Note
if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

Badge containing film strip which records radiation
exposure; fresh film strip; container for "old"
strips; container with "new" film inserts; letter
about excessive radiation exposure; record of radi-
ation exposure

3. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes...QC) No...

. 'es to q. : Name tne in. o recipient,
, respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not alloWed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or legal restrictions.

Supervisor

. Name t e task so that the answers to ques-
tiona 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-

tial words.

Participating in monitoring of personal exposure to
radiation by periodically turning in and replacing
film stri. in bad:e worn b .erformer, or telling
supervisor when performer thinks excessive exposure
has occurred; discussing source of any excessive ra-
diation exposure and possible need for transfer from
work assignment if appropriate.

6. Check here if this
is a master sheet..
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code* No. 280

This is page 2 of 2 for this task.

List Elements Full List Elements Full

. At any time during regular work the
performer is expected to be aware of
accidental excessive personal exposure.
If performer decides that this may have
occurred, notifies designated super-
visor; submits film strip for check and
proceeds as in step 2, as appropriate.

. Performer may conclude from a posted re
port,or prior month's record,or be noti
fied that his or her cumulative radia-
tion exposure has reached near maximum

'allowable safety levels. If performer
decides or is notified that there is
such a problem, discusses immediately
with designated supervisor. May discuss
transfer to work which does not involve
exposure to radiation or other appro-
priate change.

-..........
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 281

This is page 1 of 2 for this task.

. What is the output of this task? (Be sure
this is broad enough to be repeatable,)

Pts.' identity checked against treatment and medica-
tion check list; arrival enel departure timcs narked
on sheets;missing check list information obtained and
entered;labels indicating special conditions made out
and attached to collected until end of da

2. What is used in performing this task? (Note

if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

Patients' treatment and medication (X-ray) check
lists, ID wrist bands; telephone; pen; time stamp
machine; index cards; tape

. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes...( ) No... )

. I es to q. : Name the ina o recipient
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or legal restrictions.

Any patient; co-workers; ward personnel

List Elements Fully

Name the task so that the answers to ques-
tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-

tial words.
Checking in-patients' identity against patients'
treatment and medication check lists by checking
identification bands; stamping arrival and departure
times for procedures on check list; obtaining miss-
ing information for check lists;.attaching cards to
patients indicating special conditions.

Performer records in-patient's
arrival and departure times on
patient's treatment and medica-
tion check list in reception
area for procedures, after check-
ing identity.

1. Performer sits at a desk lo-
cated at in-patient holding/
reception area. When a patient
is brought into this area,
any co-worker accompanying pa-
tient stops at this desk.

Co-worker with patient gives
performer the treatment and
medication check list (X-ray
check list) which accompanies
each patient.

Performer looks at the pa-
tient's ID wrist band (con-
taining patient's name, ID
number, age, room number and
floor). Compares with infor-
mation on the check list.

a. If patient's ID band is
missing and performer'
judges patient to be alert
and able to answer ques-
tions coherently, perform-
er asks'patient for the
needed information. If
performer judges that pa-
tient is not alert and
might not be able to an-
swer coherently, calls
ward listed on check list
and asks any co-worker
available to cone down and
identify patient.

b. If the wrong.patient has
been sent down, performer
calls ward, explains, and
asks to have the proper

OK-RP;RR;RR
6. Check here if this

is a master sheetkz,1)0
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 281

This is page 2 of 2 tor this task.

List Elements Full List Elements Full

patient sent down and to have the pa 10. Performer or co-worker retains all
tient who was sent down sent back to
ward.

check lists until the end of the day.

4. Once patient's identity.has been
checked, performer records the time of
patient's arrival by stamping check list
with time stamp machine. .

. Performer makes sure all necessary in-
formation is filled out on the check
liet..If any information is missing,per-
forMer arranges to obtain or does so
personally:

a. For missing medical information,
calls ward and asks for missing in-
formation; enters on check list.

b. For missing personal information,
asks patient (if coherent) about al-
lergies, etc., or calls ward; enters
on check list.

c. For missing Clerical information,
writes what is missing on back of
check list.

.

.

.

. If checklist indicates that patient is
deaf, dumb, or blind, performer makes
out an index card with this information
and tapes to appropriate part of pa-
tient's clothing or body.

.

. If check list indicates that patient is
an isolation patient (may have an infec
tious condition) performer makes out an
index card with this information and
tapes to patient or patient's clothing.

,

May notify co-workers to use isolation
procedures when handling this patient.

.

. Performer retains patient's check list
at desk. Separates check lists into
piles according to type of procedure
being done. .

. When procedure has been completed, pa-
tient is brought back to the desk occu-
pied by performer. Performer finds pa-
tient's check list and stamps with time
stamp machine.



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 282

This is page 1 of 2 for this task.

. What is the output of this task? (Be sure
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Out-patient escorted or transported to andior from
dressing room and/or waiting_or.treatment,area; pa-
tient assisted in dressing or undress?ng; record
made of locker used for patient's things; things
returned.

What is used in performing_ this task? (Note
if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

Wheelchair; index cards; pen; locker; dressing
gowns and robes

. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes.., ) No...

es to q. Name t e Kinu of recipient,
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition;
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or legal restrictions.

Any non-pediatric aut-patient; co-worker

. Name the task so that the answers to ques-
tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-
tial words.

Escorting adult out-patients to and/or from dress-
ing roamsl_treatment roams and/or waiting areas,
by transporting if necessary; explaining what to
remove and what to put on; assisting in.dressing
and undressing if needed; keeping record of be-
longings placed in lockers; and returning belong-
ings to patient.

207

List Elements FtIlly

Performer assists aut-patients
in getting ready for, or leav-.
ing from, examinations, treat-
ments or set-up procedures as a
result of:

a. Request.
b. Regular assignment.

1. Performer.goes to waiting
roam. Escorts ambulatory pa-
tients or transports wheel-
chair patients to dressing
roams according to sex, or
to Appropriate area.

. Performer judges whether pa-
tient is unable to get un-
dressed and put on hospital
gown alone. If so, performer
assists patient in removing
clothes and donning gown.

. Instructs patient to get un-
dressed, to remove any metal
objects (for radiographic ex-
aminations) and to put on
hospital gown (and robe) as
appropriate.

4. If clothes are to be left tn
dressing area, performer
writes patient's name on an
index card. Gathers patient's
belongings and places in a
locker. Writes number of
locker on index card.

Performer may keep card con-
taining patient's name and
number of locker or may give
it to co-worker at appropri-
ate desk.

5. Once patient is in hospital
gown, performer escorts or

OK - RP;RR ;RR

6. Check here ir this
is a master sheet..



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 282

This is page 2 of 2 for this task.

kList Elements Fully List Elements Fully

transports patient back to reception
area to wait until called or to other
designated location.

6. After patient procedures have been com-
pleted, performer escorts or wheels pa-
tient into dressing room or changing
area to dress. Assists as before.

Ascertains correct locker by using in-
dex card. (Obtains from co-worker or
has card.) Returns belongings to pa-
tient.

7. After patient is redressed, may trans-
port patient back to waiting area if
appropriate, to scheduling desk, or to
next designated location.

r

..
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 283

This is page 1 of 1 for this task.

1. What is the output of this task? (Be sure

this is broad enough to be repeatable.)
Decision on whether dressing can be changed per-
sonally or needs RN; wet dressing rt.inforced or dry
dressing changed; RN informed of need for change of
dressing; ordering MD informed of what was done.

ANMa

List Elements Full

. What is used in performing this task; (Note

if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

Old dressing; sterile gauze (pads);
adhesive tape; scissors; patient's
identification information; phone

. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes. . . ) No... )

177! to q. : Name the kin o recipient,
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indiCate the relevant condition;
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or legal restrictions.

Any patient with dressing on wound;
nursing personnel; ordering MD

'-----7771ame the task so that the answers to ques-
tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-

tial words.
On orders deciding whether wound of any patient
needing change of dressing needs attention of RN or
can be done personally; changing simple dry dress-
ing or reinforcing wet dressing by removing old dry
dressing; applying sterile gauze and tape to wound

or wet dressing; Informing appropriate personnel of

need to change wet dressing; informing ordering MD
of what was done.

Performer may be requested by MD
to see that a patient's dressing
is changed.

1. Performer goes to patient in
location designated. Explains
what is to be done. Examines
dressing.

. Decides whether theIressing
requires the attention of RN
or can be changed lpy per-
former (i.e. is a simple dry
dressing).

. If performer decides pat an
RN is needed, informs;RN
nearby or calls patient's
ward, destribes situation and
condition of dresairii.(Per-
former obtains information on
patient's ward by-checking
patient's identification in-
formation.

,

. If performer decides'to
change dry dressing, removes
old bandage using'scissors
if needed. Carefully tears
off adhesive tape. Discards
dressing.

5. If wet dressing,performer re-
inforces or,if dry dressing,
performer dresses by apply-
ing sterile dry gauze pad of
appropriate size to wound.
Cuts strips of adhesive tape
and applies to gauze and
skin.

6. Informs ordering MD about
what was done.

OK-RP t RR RR
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6. Check here if this
is a master sheet..,(()



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 284

This is page 1 of 2 for this task.

. What is the out.ut of this task? (Be sure List Elements Fully
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Portable and/or wall outlet units for oxygen, and/or
suctioning checked for presence, supplies, function-
ing; missing, damaged or empty units reported; re-
lated supplies restocked and taped on units,

Performer checks that oxygen
portable or piped outlet units
and/or suction machines are in
working order and ready for use
oeriodically or after they have
been used.

1. For suction or oxygen portable
units, performer goes to de-
signated locations where port-
able oxygen tanks or suction
machine(s) should be located
and checks that portable units
are in their proper locations.

If any units are missing, per-
former may try to locate in
immediate area. If not found,
performer telephones proper
department and reports missing
unit(s).

2. For either wall outlet or
portable oxygen units:

a. Performer checks that cyl-
inder for oxygen is pres-
ent as required by check-
ing that color code and
label are appropriate.

b. Performer checks for supply
and pressure by opening the
on-off valve of the cylin-
der (may use wrench), lis-
tening for the sound of gas
escaping and quickly clos-
ing.

c. Performer checks contents
' by making sure that flow

adjusting valve on the reg-
ulator is closed; then
turns the cylinder wheel
slowly, watching the needle
on the contents gauge. Per-
former notes whether the
cylinder reads at appropri-

OK-RP;RR:RR

. What is used in perform ing this task? (Note
if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

Portable and/or wall outlet units for oxygen, and
suction; wrench; packaged nasal masks, connecting
tubes, catheters; container of water; tape; tele-

phone

3. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes...()0 No...( )

.--"47....7."9.77r to q. 3: Name the kind of recipient,
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition;
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or legal restrictions.

Co-worker

. Name the task so that the answers to ques-
tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-
tial words.

Checking presence and functioning of oxygen and/or
suction equipment, and amounts of oxygen by check-
ing whether units are in proper locations, checking
oxygen pressure, contents, flow meter, and related
supplies; deciding whether to have suction machine
and/or drainage bottle washed; checking suction and
presence of related supplies; reporting missing,
empty or malfunctioning parts; restocking related
supplies.

1. ..-------

6. Check here if this
is a master sheet..(X)
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 284

This.is page 2 of 2 for this task.

List Elements Full List Elements Full

ate "par" pressure. Performer tight-
ens valve wheel and flow adjusting
handle. If the gauge reads below par
pressure, performer labels the cylin-
der as empty.

d. Performer checks rate-of-flow meter
by turning handle to full flow. Notes
whether the meter registers the top
rate on the meter. Performer closes
flow adjusting handle.

e. Performer reports missing, mislabeled

cl.,Ipty, or below-pressure tanks, and/
or malfunctioning meters or other
damage to the proper department (in-
halation therapy) by calling and/or
filling out requisition form. Speci-
fies contents and locations.

f. If tank is functioning, performer
checks to see that a prepackaged nas-
al mask is attached (taped) to the
tank. If missing or opened, performer
obtains a fresh mask package and
tapes to tank.-

. For portable or wall outlet suction ma-
chine:

a. Performer checks machine by noting
whether it should be cleaned. May de-
cide to clean or have cleaned. If
performer finds that the drainage
collection bottle contains matter,
performer decides to wash or have it
washed.

b. Performer plugs cord of portable unit
into wall outlet. Turns on switch of
machine. Tests for suction by check-
ing suction outlet with finger to
feel suction (or by inserting tip of
tube in water and checking that suc-
tion is effective). Performer checks
the trap and drainage collection bot
tles.

c. If machine is not functioning or col-

lection bottle is missing or damaged,
performer reports this to proper de-
partment by telephoning, filling out

requisition, or both.

d. Performer checks to see that pre-
pared packages with connecting tube
and catheter are taped to each unit
If missing or opened, performer ob-
tains fresh package(s) and tapes to
unit.



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 285

This is page 1 of 1 for this task.

. What is the output of this task? (Be sure
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Presence of emergency supplies checked; missing or
short supplies reported to supervisor.

-. What is used in performing this task? (Note
if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

Emergency supplies in storage locations

MOM

3. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
invo1,7ed in the task? Yes...( ) No... )

. I ies to q. : Name the kind of recipient,
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition:
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or legal restrictions.

Supervisor

5. Name the task so that the answers to ques-
tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-

tial words.

Checking for presence of emergency supplies in
proper locations by observing and counting; re-
porting short supplies to supervisor.

IIMME
List Elements FLIlly

Performer is responsible for
periodically checking that
emergency equipment is in place
in department.

1. Performer goes to designated
locations in department, such
as procedure rooms. Checks
for presence of specific
emergency items (such as
Ambu bags, emergency medica-
tions) as determined by de-
partment procedures. Per-
former may count the number
of items of a certain type
to see that appropriate num-
ber are present.

2. Performer reports absence of
items or short supplies to
supervisor. '4

OK -RP;RR;RR

6. Check here if this
is a master sheet..(,0
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 286

This is page 1 of 1 for this task.

. What is the output of this task? (Be sure List Elements Fully
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Order for linens filled out; linens folded and
placed in storage area; robes and gowns placed in
dressing areas.

Performer is required to order,
pick up, fold,and store linens
for department periodically.

1. Fills in orcler form with
standard order for depart-

.ment's linen needs. Signs
, name on form.
,

. Performer takes order and
cart to supply room (laundry),
Presents order form to em-
ployee there. Places linens
o7dered on cart and returns
to linen storage area in
department.

. Folds each piece of linen and
places on appropriate shelf
according to labels on
shelves.

4. If robes and gowns are part
of order, separates accord-
ing to number of dressing
areas (half to men's and half
to women's areas) and places
robes and gowns in individual
dressing areas.

. What is used in performing this task? (Note
if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

Order form; cart; fresh linens,fresh
robes and gowns;
labeled storage shelves; dressing room
shelves

-

....,

. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes...(X) No... )

4. 1 es to q. 3: Name the kind o recipient,
respondent or co-worker involved,..with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or legal restrictions.

Co-worker in linen supply room.

. Name the task so that the answers to ques-

OK-RP;RR;RR

tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-
tial words.

Filling out standard order for linen, pick-
ing up. folding and storing; placing robes
and gowns in dressing areas.

.

6. Check here if this
is a master sheet..4()
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 287

This is page 1 of 1 for th_s task.

1. What is the output of this task? (Be sure
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Patient's meal ordered as specified; meal
picked up, delivered; decision made on
whether to feed; patient fed; disposable
items discarded.

2. What is used in performing this task? (Note
if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

Telephone, cart; prepared food on tray;
watch; utensils

3. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes...(X) No... )

. I Yes to q. 3: Name the kin o recipient,
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge

requirements or legal restrictions.

Ordering MD; any patient; kitchen worker

5. Name the task so that the answers to ques-
tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-
tial words.

On orders, placing order for specific
dietetic meal; picking_up, delivering,
and feeding patient if so decided; dis-
carding disposable items.

2FM

List Elements Fully

Performer may be requested to
get lunch for a patient.

1. Performer receives the name
of the type of diet to be ob-
tained from MD and the name
of the patient who is to re-
ceive the meal.

. Performer places order by
calling kitchen, naming diet
requested, and asking when it
will be ready for pick-up.

. At appropriate time (checks
with watch) performer takes
cart tc kitchefi,and places
order tray on tart. Checks
that regular items are pres-
ent on tray..

4. Performer brings cart to pa-
tient. Judges whether patient
needs to be fed or assisted.
If not, bringS(tray to pa-
tient and leaves.

. If so decided, performer. may
uncover dishes, cut up foOd,
feed patient, or hold bever-
ages to patient's-lips.

. Performer returns to patient
after he or she has eaten.
Discards disposable items.
Places tray with non-dispos-
able items to be picked up or
decides to do personally.

OK -RP;RR;RR

6. Check here if this
is a master sheetDO
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 288

This is page 1 of 1 for this task.

What is the output of this task? (Be sure
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Order for food.items (nourishments) filled Out,
delivered; items picked up and stored in refrig-
erator or given to co-worker.

List Elements Fully

. What is used in performing this task? (Note

if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

Pen; order form; cart; food items
(nourishments); refrigerator

. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes..,(X) No. . .

--4777-77s*""tc-7777: Name the kind of recipient,
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or legal restrictions.

Supervisor; co-worker

5. Name the task so that the answers to ques-
tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-
tial words,

Filling out and delivering standard order for
food items for department; picking up, and
placing food for storage in refrigerator and/or
delivering to co-worker.

Performer may be required to
order,pick up,and store food
items (including juice and milk
for coffee) to be used for ern:-
ployees and patients.

1. Performer fills out order
form with food items (nour-
ishments) and amounts re-
quired by department, accord-
ing to standard order.

. Performer obtains signature
of supervisor or writes in
own name and name of super-
visor.

. Takes order Lo kitchen.

. After appropriate time, takes
cart to designated location
and places filled order on it.
Returns to refrigerators in
own department.

. Places food items in refrig-
erator.

. May take designated part of
order to a specific section
of department (such as ped-
iatrics) and give to employee
there for storage.

OX-RP;R.R;RR

6. Check here if this
is a master sheet..(X)
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No.
289

This is page 1 of 1 for this task.

. What is tNe output of this task? (Be sure
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Baby fed with pre-prepared formula, burped and
cleaned; recorded.

List Elements Fully

2. What is used in_performing this task? (Note
if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

Patient's chart, check list or requisition sheet;
bottle with prepared formula and nipple; bib, cloth,
water; pen; telephone

3. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes...( ) No... )

. Ix es to q. : Name the kind of recipient,
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or legal restrictions.

Any infant or neonate; ward personnel

. Name the task so that the answers to ques-
tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-
tial words.

Bottle feeding a baby with pre-prepared formula by
checking orders and formula; holding baby to support
properly, holding bottle to avoid intake of air;
burping, and cleaning face afterwards; recording.

4441.=1

Performer bottle feeds infant or
neonate if feeding time has ar-
rived while infant is in perform
er's department or if requested
to do so.

1. Performer receives order's to
feed neonate or infant Paz.;
tient, or checks chart,i4check-
list or requisition sheet to
note specific orders request-
ing or prohibiting feeding at
regular times.

If patient will be.fedixer-
former obtains the boOle
with the patient's for,041a
from accompanying artidles
and checks that it'is7or the
.patient; if missink;'Ctlls
patient's ward and has proper
formula sent.

Performer ties bib around ba-
by's neck. Holds.babiT, sup-
porting head, neck. 4nd back.
Checks that opening in nipple
is working, an& inserts into
baby's moue; holding bottle
so that baby does_not suck in
air from bottle. Removes nip-
ple when baby is not sucking
but mouth is open.

4. Burps baby occasionally by
resting on shoulder, or on
performer's lap, and patting
baby's back.

5. After feeding,cleans baby's
face with damp cloth and re-
moves bib.

6. Records time and amount of
food taken on chart, check
list, or requisition sheet.

OK-RP ;RR, RR

6. Check here if this
is a master sheet..()0
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No: 290

This is page 1 of 2 for this task.

. What is the output of this task? (Be sure

this is broad enough to be repeatable.)
Soiled colostomy bag changed;.area of opening
cleansed and dried; patient cleansed and dried;
soiled materials discarded; soiled equipment
cleansed.

List Elements Fully

2. What is used in performing this task? (Note

if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

Soiled colostomy bag; soap or designated
cleansing agent; warm water; basin; sterile
gloves; sterile colostomy bag; adhesive
sealer; scissors; towels; hospital gown;
linens; antiseptic solution; receptables for
discarded colostomy bag, soiled gown and linens;
table

3. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes...(N) No...( )

4. If -Yes" to q. 3: Name the kind of recipient,
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or legal restrictions.

Any patient with colostomy; physician or
co-worker

. Name the task so that the answers to ques-
tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-
tial words.

Changing any patient's colostomy bag on orders
by removing old bag, washing area with cleansing
solution; putting on fresh sterile bag, cutting
to fit and applying sealer; reassuring patient;
cleaning soiled materials and supplying fresh
gown and linens.

Performer may be asked to change
a patient's colostomy bag and/or
clean patient. May be told what
cleansing agent to use.

1. Performer goes to patient and
notes whether patient has
soiled self, gown, examina-
tion table and/or equipment.

Explains that performer will
change colostomy bag and/or
clean patient. May decide to
verbally reasEure patient and
make patient feel at ease.

. Assembles materials: soap or
other cleansing agent, water,
basin, sterile colostomy bag,
sterile gloves, scissors, tow-
els, sealer for colostomy
bag, hospital gown, lin-
ens, antiseptic solution (as
determined to be needed from
initial inspection).

4. Asks patient to be seated in
appropriate place (on table
or on toilet). May decide to
assist patient.

5. Removes soiled colostomy bag
and discards in receptacle.
May don gloves to keep hands
from being contaminated. May
have patient remove soiled
gown; if so, discards in ap-
propriate receptacle.

6. Washes and cleans the area of
the opening (stoma) with
cleansing agent (usually soap
and warm water. May have been
told not to use soap; if so,
uses cleansing agent ordered.
Dries area with towel.

OK-RP;RE4RR

6. Check here if this
- is a master sheet..(X)



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 290

This is page 2 of 2 for this task.

List Elements Fully List Elements Fully

7. Using fresh pair of sterile gloves,
puts on fresh colostomy bag. Cuts
opening to fit stoma. Uses adhesive
sealer to hold bag in place.
Adjusts bag for proper fit.

8. May decide to wash other portions of
patient's body if soiled. Dries with
towel.

9. If original gown was removed, gives pa-
tient fresh gown to put on; may decide
to assist patient.

10. If needf. performer washes soiled
equipment oz table with antiseptic
solution; discards soiled linen and
puts fresh linen on table. May ask co-
worker to wash equipment.

2 i



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 291

This is page 1 of 1 for this task.

.111!11111 . ,..,..
. What is the output of this task? (Be sure

,.

List Elements Fully
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)
Patient's temperature taken, read, and
told to ordering MD or RN.

Performer may be asked to take
a non-pediatric patient's tem-
perature and report it orally.

1. Obtains sterilized oral ther-
mometer. Shakes down to be-
low 950

2. Asks patient to open mouth
and places bulb of thermom-
eter under patient's tongue.
Has patient close mouth.
Checks time with watch.

. After three minutes, removes
thermometer and reads temper-
ature.

. Informs MD or RN who requested
temperature of temperature
reading and/or records.

5. Places used thermometer in
designated container.

OK-RP2'RR RR

...---,-....

. What is used in performing this task? (Note
if only certain items must be used. lf there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

Sterilized oral thermometer; watch ;
receptacle for used thermometers; pen

---
. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes...0C) No...( )

77-Tr'7777777): Name the kind ot recipien,
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition,
include the kind with whom the performer is i

not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or legal restrictions.

Any non-pediatric patient; MD or RN.

. Name the Tk so that the answers to ques-
t4ons 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-
tial words.

Lailinneratureofartinandreortitinon-
pediatric patient with oral thermometer on
orders, by shaking down sterilized thermo-
meter, inserting and leaving in patient's
mouth for three minutes; reading; informing
ordering MD or RN.

------;...----
6. Check here if this

is a master sheet..(X)
. -.......--....
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 292

This is page 1 of 1_ fur this task.

1. What is the output of this task? (Be sure

this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Patient's stool obtained,or ordering RN or HD
told if not obtained; stool examined; decision
made on appearance; ordering RN or MD told of
opinion; stool specimen handed over or discarded

What is used in performing this task? (Note

if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

Bedpan; patient's fresh stool; specimen
container; rubber gloves; tongue depressor

List Elements Fully

. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes..,(X) No...( )

4. If Yes. to q. 3: Name the kind of recipient,
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge

requirements or legal restrictions.

Any patient;
MD or RN

. Name the task so that the answers to ques-
tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-

tial words.

Obtaining and examining fresh stool from any pa-
tient and reporting unusual or suspicious ap-
pearance, on orders, by requesting that patient
evacuate; obtaining stool or reporting patient's
inability to evacuate; examining stool and
judging general appearance; reporting opinion
to ordering RN or MD; discarding or turning
over specimen to ordering RN or MD.

Performer may be asked to obtain
and examipe stool evacuated by
patient and report if it looks
unusual or suspicious.

1. Performer goes to patient
with bedpan. Asks patient if
he or she can evacuate;or
tries to encourage evacuation
in child.

. If patient is unable to evac-
uate, performer informs
ordering RN or MD..

If performer obtains stool
evacuated by patient in ted-
pan, looks at stool. Decides
whether it looks unusua:or
suspicious.

Os

a. If so, places specimen
into container using.rub-
ber.gloves and torigUe'de-
pressor. Tells attending
RN that stool looks,suspi-
cious and gives specimen
in container to

b. If performer judges that
stool is normal, performer
tells ordering RN.or MD
and disposes of spetimen.

OK -RP;RR;RR

6. Check here if this
is a master sheet..#C)



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 293

This is page 1 of 2 for this task.

. What is the output of this task? (Be sure List Elements Full
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Supervisor notified that performer desires personal
meeting time; work and time preferences given; piob-
lems related to functioning on job raised and/or dis-which
cussed; evaluation or written warning signed and/or
refusal made to salunlomiLaLmjaSlaJaVUULW-MWLts-.

Performer attrmds individual
meeting with supervisor (for

regular time may be allo-
cated) as a result of:

a. Own decision to raise personal
work-related problems. .

b. Notification from supervisor
that a discussion of the per-
former's functioning or duties
is desired or that performer's
evaluation is to be reviewed.

1. Performer decides whether a
meeting is necessary to dis-
cuss time off, vacation time,
work assignments or personal
problems related to the job.
Notifies supervisor that time
for meeting is requested or
that allocated time is desired.

2. At meeting, performer discus-
ses problems raised by super-
visor or raises own problems
and participates in discussion
about what to do.

a. If scheduling or work as-
signment is involved, per-
former explains personal
needs and preferences.

b. If work problem is involvedj
discusses. May read written
warning and decide whether
to sign. Signs if so de-
cided.

c. If own development is being
discussed, participates in
discussion of preferences
for work, -lesire for train-
ing, or problems in giving
directions to others, as ap
propriate.

d. If performer supervises
_.

other employees, may dis-

OK-RPRR-RR

2. What is used in performing this task? (Not'.1

if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

Written warning, written evaluation if appropriate;
pen/pencil.

. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes...( ) No... )

4. It es to q. : Name the kind o recipient,
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or legal restrictions.

Supervisor

. Name the task so that the answers to ques-
tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-
tial words.

Attending personal meeting with supervisor on func-
tioning or personal, work-related problems, by re-
questing meeting or being notified; discussing prob-
lems raised by supervisor, or raising problems with
supervisor and discussing; acknowledging or writing
comments on evaluation or disciplinary warning; ex-
pressing preferences for work. time, assignments,
training, e!.1.

6. Check here if this
is a master sheet..
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

This is page

Task Code No. 293

2 of 2 for this task.

List Elements Full- List Elements Fully

cuss problems performer is having
with performer's own subordinates.

3. If written evaluation of performer's
work is to be reviewed:

a. Performer reads the evaluation form.
Asks questions of supervisor if any-
thing is unclear. May discuss areas
of disagreement.

b. Performer decides whether he or she
is willing to sign the sheet. If so,
signs sheet. If not, performer indi-
cates refusal to sign and returns
sheet.

c. If performer signs sheet, may decide
whether he or she wishes to write
comments on the sheet (for which
space is provided). If so, writes
comments.

2Z-2



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 294

This is page 1 of 1 for this task.

, .
. What is the output of this task? (Be sure

. , , Ma=l
List Elements Fully

this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Subordinate assigned to transport patient, obtain
documents or materials, or assist co-worker; as-
signment explained to subordinate and necessary in-
formation written or told.

Performer may be informed of
need to send subordinate to
transport patient, to obtain
documents or materials,or to as-
sist in some other way from time
to time throughout day as a re-
sult of:

. Information presented by sub-
ordinate.

b. Request from another co-
worker or department.

c. Own judgment.

. Performer notes or obtains
information on what is needed
and/or who is involved.

. Selects subordinate to send,
based on what is needed and
who is available.

3. Tells subordinate ,what is to
be done in detail or refers
to standard procedures. May
write out information if ap-
propriate, puch aP identifi-
cation information, or may
fill out requisition sheet.

'

. What is used in performing this task? (Note

if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

Pen; paper; information on what is to be done and
persons involved; requisition sheet

. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes. . . ( X) No...( )

4. If -Yes- to q. 3: Name the kind of recipient,
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition;
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or legal restrictions.

Subordinate(s)

. Name the task so that the answers to ques-

OK-RP;RR;RR

tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-

tial words.

Assigning subordinate'and explaining assignment to
transport patient, obtain materials or documents,
or assist co-worker by evaluating need, choosing
subordinate, explaining, and providing information
needed.

6. Check heirInhis
is a master sheet..00
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No, 295

This is page 1 of 1 for this task.

. What is the output of this task? (Be sure
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Issues for departmental meeting noted and raised;
participation in discussion on department matters.

List Elements Fully

. What is used in performing this task? (Note
if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

Pen; paper; personal notes

J. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes...(1i) No...( )

4. If "Yes" to q. 3: Name the kind of recipient,
respondent or co-worker involved, with de_

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition;
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or legal restrictions.

Nursing personnel assigned to X-ray department

5. Name the task so that the answers to ques-
tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-
tial words.

Participating in meeting of nursing personnel in
X-ray department, by raising questions or problems,
discussing or listening to information about depart-
ment rules or functioning, new equipment, patient
care,or general complaints.

The performer attends regular
eetings of nursing personnel as-
signed to the X-ray department.

1. During intervening periods be-
tween meetings performer may
mentally note problems or in-
formation which performer
wishes to raise, or may make
notations about these.

2. At the meeting performer may
receive information and ask
questions about or present
problems in regard to:

a. New department rules and
regulations.

b. The use of new equipment.

c. Problems of patient care.

d. Problems or complaints re-
garding departmental func-
tioning.

. Performer listens, raises is-
sues and/or participates in
discussions raised by others.
May take notes as desired.

OK-RP;RR;RR

6. Check here if this
is s master sheet..0()



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Cede No. 296

This is page 1 of 2 for this task.

. What is the output of this task? (Be sure List Elements Full
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Decisions made on whether to send patient to emer-
gency room; physician called; decision made on what
first aid and care to give; first aid and care giv-
en; physician told of events,

Performer must be prepared to ad-
minister first aid and emergency
care if an emergency should arise
while any patient is in the per-
'former's department.

1. If appropriate, may ask co-
worker what has happened. Ex-
amines patient to determine
the nature and severity of the
most serious symptoms. Calls
physician or has this done.

a. Checks for breathing, heart
beat, bleeding, signs of
shock, serious breaks or
fractures.

b. May have emergency cart
brought; may take EKG read-
ings; may take vital signs;
may call for suction ma-
chine, oxygen, cardiac ar-
rest team (if there is one)

c. Decides whether to send pa-
tient to emergency roam. If
so decided, arranges for
patient to be sent or has
this done.

2. If patient has not been sent
to the emergency room, decides
what first aid and/or emergen-
cy care to apply while waiting,
for physician to arrive. May
ask any co-worker to help with
any emergency procedure decid-
ed upon, or to bring any sup-
plies needed for the appropri-
ate procedure.

3. If so decided, performs any of
the following procedures:

a. If patient's heart beat is
weak or has stopped, may
follow procedures for car-
diac conditions such as op-

OK-RP;RR.RR

. What is used in performing this task? (Note

if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

Emergency cart with EKG machine, sealed tray of
emergency medications and supplies, endotracheal
tube insertion kit, defibrillator, prepared syr-
inges, oxygen tank and mask, tongue blade, ambu
bag, sterile bandages, packing, tourniquet, splints,
forceps; blanket; watch; thermometer; sphygmomano-
meter; pen; telephone

. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes...( No...( )

. It es to q. : Name the kin o recipient,'

respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition;
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or legal restrictions.

Any patient needing first aid; co-workers;
physician.

. Name the task so that the answers to ques-
tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-
tial words.

Providing first aid in X-ray department emergency by
determining nature and severity of symptoms, calling
MD, and deciding whether to send patient to emergen-
cy room; doing so; deciding what first aid or care
to give; giving care with first aid for heart, res-
piration, bleeding, fracture, shock,or convulsions;
informing physician of what was done,

----.
6. Check here if this

is a master sheet. . ( x)
.......0
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 296

This is page 2 of 2 for this task.

,...
List Elements Full List Elements Full ,

ening airway, inserting endotracheal

tube; administering closed chest
cardiac resu3citation, oxygen; may
take EKG and apply defibrillator;
may inject prepared intracardiac
stimulant, as warranted. Uses mater-
ials from emergency cart.

b. If patient has trouble breathing,
may administer oxygen or air using

oxygen tank and mask or ambu bag;

may remove any foreign objects from
mouth; may clear airway using fin-
ger, tongue blade or inserts plastic

oral airway if so decided. May ad-
minister artificial respiration.

c. If patient has serious bleeding, may

attempt to stop this by applying di-

,

rect pressure or sterile packing as
appropriate. May apply tourniquet
if major vein or artery is severed.

d. If patient is suspected of having

serious break or fracture, may place
patient in position to minimize dam-

age.
e. If patient appears to be in shock,

keeps patient warm, elevates legs,

lowers head.
f. If patient is in convulsions,lies

patient in appropriate safe posi-
tion; puts cloth or something
soft between patient's teeth.

.

Helps prevent patient from choking
or swallowing tongue.

4. When physiciim arrives, performer re-
ports what has happened and what emer-
gency care has already been adminis-

tered. Prepares to assist.

5. Performer may ask co-worker to replace

materials used or decides to do so

personally.
.



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 297

This is page 1_ of 2 for this task.

1. What is the output of this task? (Be sure
..

List Elements Fully
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Control punch card for automatic serial cassette
changer checked for ordered sequence or sequence
ordered for new card; card checked; test run
arranged for; card titled; card pla_ed for use.

Performer obtains keypunched
control card for use with serial
cassette changer when request-
ed (for use in appropriate ra-
diographic procedure).

1. Performer is informed by ra-
diologist of the number of
films to be taken, the per
second intervals, and the
number of sets to be taken.
Records.

2. Performer goes to storage lo-
cation for keypunched control
cards and searches for a card
with the required sequence.

a. If performer finds such a
card, checks to be sure
that card is not mutilated

b. If a usable card is not
present, performer writes
request or orally requests
card from appropriate
clerical person. Waits un-
til card is punched.

c. Performer checks card to
be sure that it is the
correct sequence by check-
ing the holes punched on
the card for the correct
sequence of numbers.
(Reads the numbered column

----..
2. What is uied in performing_ this task? (Note

if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

Radiologist's orders; punch cards for control of
serial changer; paper; pen; telephone

. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes. . . (X) No... )

4. IL xesto_aLi ame the kind o recipient,
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge

requirements or legal restrictions,

Radiologist; clerical staff persons

. Name t e task so that the answers to ques- and checks that each hole
is punched at the correct
row for the number.)

d. For a newly punched card,
performer gives to appro-
priate staff person; has
card tested to be sure
that it.is operative.
After card has been suc-
cessfully tested, writes
the sequence across the .

top of the card.
OK-RP

tiona 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-

tial words.

Obtaining and checking keypunch control card for
serial cassette changer as ordered, by finding card
and checking punches, or ordering card, checking
punches,and having test run made; writing sequence
on card and placing for use.

6. Check here i this

is a master sheet..
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

This is page

Task Code No. 297

2 of 2 for this task.

List Elements Full List Elements Full

3. Performer places th^ control card in
the appropriate lo:.,.tion for use with
control panel for automatic Rerial ra-
diography.



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 298

This is page 1 of 2 for this task.

. What is the output of this task? (Be sure
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Written MD orders obtained for medication to be
taken orally; patient explained drug use, side ef-
fects,and questioned on allergy; medication obtaine
measured out and administered;proper narcotics forms
filled out; record entered.

2. What is used in performing this task? (Note

if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

MD's orders,or patient's treatment and medica-
tion check list,or requisition sheet; narcotic
control form, wasted narcotic control form;
pen; medications in supply areas; key to narcot-
ics supply; containers for administering medica-
tions; measuring implements

List Elements Fully

Performer administers medication
taken orally based on MD's writ-
ten or oral orders.

. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes...( V No...( )

. I es to q. Name the kin recipient
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition;
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or legal restrictions.

Any patient to receive medication orally; ac-
companying adult if pediatric patient; MD;
co-workers; supervisor

5. Name the task so that the answers to ques-
tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-
tial words.

Administering medication orally to any patient ac-
cording to MD's orders by obtaining and measuring
out proper medication, checking on patient allergy;
explaining use and/or side effects to patient; ad-
ministering; filling out and signing proper forms
if narcotic or regulated drug; recording medica-
tion given.

Performer is requested to ad-
minister medication orally, or
reads patient's requisition
sheet or treatment and medica-
tion check list.

If MD's oral orders call for
narcotic or regulated drugs,
performer may fill out MD's
prescription or appropriate
form and obtain MD's signa-
ture.

If MD's written orders call
for narcotics or regulated
drugs, obtains key to locked
supply closet; selects proper
medication; relocks and re-
turns key. Other medication
is obtained from unloCked sup-
ply areas.

3. Checks expiration date.on med-
ication; checkG for signs of
deterioration; arranges to
discard if appropriate.Selects
currently usable medication.

4. Using calibrated cup or con-
tainer, performer measures,
countsjor pours out the amount
called for.

5. Performer brings medication
patient, if liquid, in cup;
if pill or powder, brings
water. Performer explains
and purpose of medication
possible side effects if any.
Asks patient about allergy to
medication.

to

name
and

OK-RP;RR;RR

6. Check here if this
is a master sheet..(X)

41,111101171WW
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TASK DESCRIPTIOL SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 298

This is page 2 of .z for this task.

... _

List Elements Full List Elements Full

If patient reports allergy, performer
reports this to ordering physician.

If patient has no allergy to medication
asks patient to drink or swallow medica
tion (and water if appropriate). If pe-
diatric patient, performer may explain
to accompanying adult how to help admin
ister medication.

Watches to make sure medication has
been swallowed.

6. Performer shows any leftover amount of
narcotic or regulated drug to MD or
supervisor; discards used cup or con-
tainer and leftover medication.

7. If medication was narcotic or regulated
drug, performer fills out narcotics
control sheet with information called
for, such as date, dosage removed from
supply, dosage administered, patient's
identification and time dosage was ad-
ministered, and signs sheet.

If any amount of the narcotic or regu-
lated drug was accidentally wasted by
dropping or contamination, performer
signs out for the additional dosage
needed. Performer also fills out a
"lost narcotic" form. Indicates which
narcotic was wasted, date, time. Ob-
tains signature of supervisor and
signs form.

8. After medication has been administered,
performer records medication, dosage,
time and date on requisition sheet,
check lisr or order form, and signs
name. May inform MD that medication
was administered.

9. Performer attaches copy of "lost narco-
tic" form to narcotics control form if
appropriate. Delivers copies of forms
to appropriate locations.

10. Takes any contaminated narcotic or
the remains of wasted narcotic or
its container to pharmacy, with copy
of appropriate form.

230



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 299

This is page 1 of 3 for this task.

. What is the output of this task? (Be sure
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Written MD orders obtained for subcutaneous or intra-
muscular injection;patient screened for contraindica-
tions; allergy; decision made whether to inject; if
not, reported; injection prepared; patient explained
use and side effects; injection administered; narcot-
ic forms filled out; record entered; side effects re-
ported.

List Elements Full'
ON=41NIMaa

Performer administers medication
given as intramuscular or subcu-
taneous injection.

What is used in performing this task? (Note

if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

Performer is requested to in-
ject patient with medication
or reads patient's requisi-
tion sheet or treatment and
medication check list.

MD's orders,or patient's treatment and medication
check list,or requisition sheet; narcotic control
form, wasted narcotic control form; pen; medics-
tions in supply areas; key to narcotics supply; 42.

sterile needles, syringes, caps, and bottles; al-
cohol, swab; bandaids; syringe destruction device;
measuring implements

, Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes.. 0() No... )

. 1 Yes to q. : Name the kind or recipient
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or legal restrictions.

Any patient to receive subcutaneous or intramuscu-
lar injection; accompanying adult if pediatric
patient; MD; co-workers; supervisor.

Name t e task so that the answers to ques-
tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-

tial words.
Administering subcutaneous or intramuscular injection
for any patient ass:Eating to MD's orders by obtaining
medication and filling sterile syringe with proper
amount of medication; checking for contraindications,
allergy;informing MD if type or dosage is in doubt;
advising.patient of purpose and side effects of
drugs; choosing injection site; injecting according
to sterile procedure; filling out and signing nar-
cotic regulation forms; recording medication given;
checking and reporting side effects.

WaliOnftell161110MWVEFWV::.AW"rnaul

2 1

If MD's oral orders call for
narcotic or regulated drug,
performer may fill out MD's
prescription on appropriate
form or medication card and
obtain MD's signature.

If MD's written orders call
for narcotics or regulated
drugs, obtains key to locked
supply closet; selects proper
medication; relocks after med-
ication has been obtained.
Performer goes to appropriate
unlocked supply areas for
other medications.

. Performer checks expiration
date on medication. Checks for
signs of deterioration; ar-
ranges to discard if appropri-
ate. Selects currently usable
medication.

. Performer prepares medication
for injection:

a. If the medication is pre-
packaged, performer inserts
sterile needle through
stopper of bottle; injects
amount of air equal to vol-
ume of medication to be
withdrawn; draws liquid
into syringe; expels air
from syringe; covers point
of needle with sterile cap.

K-RPRRRR
6. Check here i this

is a master sheet. . (x__)



TASK DESUIPTION SHEET ;continued)

Task Code No. 299

This is page 2 of 3 for this task.

List Elements Full List Elements Full

If prepacked with syringe and needle,
expels air and caps.

b. If the medication is not prepackaged
prepares as follows;
i) If medication is a powder, per-

former obtains sterile bottle con
taining a given amount of powder;
using sterile syringe, injects
air equal to the amount of medica
tion to be administered into bot-
tle of sterile water; draws up
indicated amount of sterile water
into sterile syringe to diSsolve
powder; squirts this into bottle
with powder; mixes with powder;
turns bottle over and draws ap-
propriate amount of mixture into
syringe. Expels air;covers tip of
needle with sterile cap.

ii) If medication is a liquid, per-
former uses sterile needle and
sterile syringe; injects appro-
priate amount of air and draws up
proper amount of medication into
syringe; expels air; covers tip
of needle with sterile cap.

. Performer brings prepared injection to
patient. Performer explains name and
purpose of injection and possible side
effects if any. Performer checks pa-
tient about allergy to the medication
and considers whether there are any
possible mistakes or contraindications
in regard to the dosage ordered.

If performer considers the type of med-
ication or dosage to be inappropriate,
already given, or possibly in error, or
if performer discovers allergy, per-
former may decide not to inject. Re-
ports this to ordering physician. (Per-
former may refuse to inject.)

. If performer decides to inject as or-
dered and site of injection has not
been specified, performer decides where

to inject based on size of dosage,
type of medication, patient's age,
and size.

Uncovers the part of body to be in-
jected or asks patient (or adult with
child) to uncover. Wipes skin with
alcohol swab. Inserts needle; pulls
back slightly on plunger and checks
that there is no blood. If blood is
obtained, removes needle and cares
for puncture site. Reinserts with new
needle. Injects medication. Withdraws
needle and places in appropriate con-
tainer. Wipes puncture with alcohol
swab. May apply band-aid.

. If warranted by type of drug or new-
ness of patient's exposure to drug,
asks patient to remain to see if
there are any side effects or aller-
gic reactions. Calls MD if this oc-
curs.

10. Performer shows any leftover amount
of narcotic or regulated drug to MD
or supervisor and discards.

Destroys used disposable syringe by
breaking it into unusable pieces
with syringe destruction device. Dis-
cards pieces and used swab.

11. If medication was narcotic or regu-
lated drug, performer fills out nar-
cotics control sheet with informa-
tion called for, such as date, dosage
removed from supply, dosage admin-
istered, patient's identification,
and time dosage was administered.
Signs sheet.

If any amount of the narcotic or
legulated drug was accidentally
wasted by dropping or contamination,
performer signs out for the addi-
tional dosage needed. Performer also
fills out a "lost narcotic" form.
Indicates which narcotic or drug was
wasted, date, time. Obtains supervi-
sor's signature and signs form.

AimmIls=ir
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 299

This is page 3 of 3 for this task.

List Elements Full

12. After the medication has been admin-
istered, performer records medication,
dosage, time,and date on requisition
sheet, check list, order form,or im-
munization form, as appropriate, and
signs name. May inform MD that medi-
cation was administered.

13. Performer attaches copy of "lost
narcotic" formito narcotics control
form if appropriate. Delivers copies
of forms to appropriate locations.

14. Performer takes any contaminated nar-
cotic or the remains of wasted nar-
cotic or its container to pharmacy,
with yopy of appropriate form.

List Elements Fully

2 Jo
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 300

This is page 1 of 1 for this task.

1. What is the output of this task? (Be sure
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Accumulated check lists checked for completeness of
information; sent or taken to office.

2. What is used in performing th4.s task? (Note
if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

Accumulated patients' treatment and medication
(X-ray) check lists; pen

3. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes...(X) No...( )

. I Yes to q. Name the kind o recipient,
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or legal restrictions.

Co-worker(s)

List Elements Fully

. Name the task so that the answers to ques-
tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline esse -

tial words.

Checking and submitting accumulated patients' treat-
ment and medication check lists for in and out time
stamps by obtaining, checking, asking for missing
information and entering; arranging to take to desig
nated office.

IN11,

Performer checks and disposes of
the accumulated piles of pa-
tients' treatment and medication
check lists (X-ray check lists).

1. At end of day, performer goes
to desk to obtain accumulated
check lists(in piles accord-
ing to procedure)or is given
the piles by a co-worker.

Performer examines check
1.71st9 to be sure that each
was stamped with arrival and
departure times. If any such
information is missing, ques-
tions-co-worker(s) and
writes in information needed.

. Performer takes or asks co-
worker to take the check
lists to appropriate office.

OK -RP;RR;RR

6. Check here if this
is a master sheet..(
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

This is page 1

Task Code No. 301

of 1 for this task.

Baby diapered;

What is the output of this task? (Be sure List Elements Full

this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

recorded.
Performer may diaper a neonate or
infant as a result of:

a. Request by co-worker.
b. Regular assignment.
c. Own decision to do.2. What is used in performing this task? (Note

If thereif only certain items must be used.
is choice, include everything or the kinds of 11.
things chosen among.)

Patient's chart or check list; soiled diaper and
container; baby's clothes; soft topped table; cotton
balls, antiseptic solution; lotion or vasaline and/
or corn starch or talcum; fresh diaper (cloth or
disposable); pins; receptacle

Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes...( ) No...( )

I Yes to q. 3: Name the kind o recipient,

res.,)ondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or legal restrictions.

Any infant or neonate

S. Name the task so that the answers to ques-
tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-

tial words.

Diapering a baby.. by checking orders, removing
clothes and soiled diaper, cleansing; rediapering;
redressing; recording.

If appropriate, performer may
check patient's check list or
chart to discover any special
remarks on diapering proce-
dures such as materials to
use. Follows these or standard
procedure.

Performer assembles articles
to be used. ..-

Lies baby-on back on soft, .
protected surface. Removea
clothes as appropriate and
discards in proper receiotaele.

. Performer uses cotton bang
and antiseptic to clean 'bsaby

where soiled. Uses spqpific
cleanser if ordered.

t.
. Performer dries and applies
lotion, vaseline anVorcorn
starch or. talcum as,aPpropri-
ate.

. Folds clean diaper into appro-
priate shape and pins into
place or uses fresh.disposable
diaper and pins (3tapes.

. Redresses baby if appropriate.
May record on Aeck list or
chart.

-0K-RP;RR;RR

6. Check heTe if this
is a master sheet
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 302

This is page 1 of 1 for this task.

........
. What is the output of this task? (Be sure

.................4
List Elements Fully

this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Call placed and/or message delivered for patient or
at request of co-worker.

Performer may be asked to place
a call for a patient or make a
call for a patient relaying pa-
tient's message.

1. Performer goes to patient who
wishes to make or have call
made,or goes to co-worker re-
questing that call be made
for patient. Performer in-
quires what is wanted. Notes:

a. Telephone number.
b. Person to be called to

phone.
c. Message to be delivered,if

any.

'

If,in course of discussion,
performer is requested by pa-
tient to relay medical infor-
mation,performer may ex-
plain that he or she cannot
do so.

. If appropriate, performer
uses phone near patient or
wheels patient to phone;
dials number; asks for person
requested; identifies self
and tells who is calling.
Gives phone to patient. Re-
places when patientis done.

. If appropriate, peiformer
places call; asks for person
requested; identifies self
and relays message. Performer
may then deliver retulli mes-
sage to patient.

4. Informs patient or co-worker
that message was delivered
and any answer, if any, or
indicates that call was
placed.

OK-RPRR=RR

. What is used in performing this task? (Note
if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, incluae everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

Telephone, pen, paper

3. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes...(y) No...( )---7-17-= to q. 3: Name the kind ci recipient,
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or legal restrictions,

Any patient; co-worker; relatives or friends of pa-
tient

. Name the task so that the answers to ques-
tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-
tial words.

Placing or making call and delivering non-medical
message at patient or co-worker's request, by obtain
ing information and number, dialing, asking for re-
quested person,and giving telephone to patient or re
laying message.

( -..---. ...--
c

-.
6. Check here ii. -this

io a master sheet. .(x)
--......,
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. What i
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Patient given food and/or drink as ordered; amount
and time recorded; amount and time of feces and/or
urine excreted recorded; urine and/or stool evaluat-
ed for suspicious signs; abnormal specimens reported,
and portion shown.

2. What is used in performing this task? (Note
if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

MD's orders, or pt.'s chart or check list; solid or
liquid food as ordered; measuring implements; in-
take-output form or index card; pen; bedpan or con-
tainer for urine and/or feces; specimen bottle for
urine; container for feces specimen; tongue depres-
sor; rubber gloves.

TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 303

This is page 1 of 2 for this task.

s the output of this task? (Be sure

. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes...(y) No...( )

. If -Yes to q. 3: Name the kind of recipient,
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition;
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or legal restrictions.

Any patient; physician; co-worker(s)

5. Name the task so that the answers to ques-
tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-
tial words.

Arranging, measuring and recording food intake and
excretory output as ordered, by arranging to have
patient given amount of food and/or drink ordered;
recording times; recording time and amount of urine
and/or feces eliminated; noting whether urine and/or
feces look suspicious and reporting abnormal appear-
ance.

.1gMeilillIMOINF4.1R`Mo

Performer may be asked to note
and record food intake and ex-
cretory output over a limited
period of time (such as time
while patient is awaiting a spe-
cial procedure).

1. Performer may receive oral
orders to record intake and
output, or reads patient's
treatment and medication
check list to determine what
food or drink is to be given
and the amounts and what to
record with respect to output

2. Performer has co-worker place
order for food or drink, pick
it up and deliver it, or has
co-worker fill order from
food supplies on hand in food
storage area.

. When food and/or drink is
brought, performer measures
out the proper amounts,or
checks that the amounts are
as ordered. Performer may
have co-worker feed patient.

4. Performer fills out an in-
take-output form or index
card, recording the patientls
identification information
and the time, type and
amounts of food Llgested.

5. Performer gives patient a
calibrated container or bed-
pan for eliminating urine
and/or feces and/or instructs
patient to note time and
amount of urine and feces
evacuated; or has co-worker
encourage patient to defecate
and report back.

OK-III"kRaRR

6. Check here if thls
is a master shee!7.
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 303

This is page 2 of 2 for this task.

Performer goes to patient at the end
of the predetermined period of time
and asks for bedpan, if previously
given, or receives report of co-worker.
Performer questions co-worker or pa-
tient about the time when patient uri-
nated and/or evacuated. Records on in-
dex card or intake-output form. Per-.
former asks about or notes the amount
of urine and/or feces evacuated and
records.

7. If urine and/or feces are available,
performer decides whether urine and/or
feces look unusual or suspicious or
asks co-worker to do so and bring sam-
ple of suspicious specimens.

8. If specimens look suspicious, perform-
er pours some urine into specimen bot-
tle and/or takes small specimen of fe-
ces using rubber gloves and tongue de-
pressor and places in container. Calls
physician or shows to physician. May
record. Disposes of remainder.

If specimens are not judged to be sus-
picious, performer disposes of them or
has them disposed of.

0



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 304

This is page 1 of 4 for this task.

What is the output of this task? (Be sure
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Emergency cart checked for presence, dates and par
levels of medicinals and for functioning of equip-
ment; medicinals restocked; malfunctioning equipment
reported.

lanIf veIslaift.

List Elements Full

2. What is used in pelformins this task? (Note
if'only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

Check list for emergency cart items; cards for pre-
paring tray contents; emergency cart with prepared
injections, prepackaged injections, containers of
medications, prepared sterile treatment trays,
flashlight, storage shelf with supplies, defibrilla-
tor, portable oxygen unit and mask, wrench, portable
EKG unit, EKG paper, electrode medium, gauze, saline
solution; storage areas for drugs and supplies; la-
bels; pen; tape; syringe destruction device; tele-
phone; order forms

. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes. . ( x) No...( )

It Yes to q. 3: Name the kind 0 recipient,
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or legal restrictions.

Co-workers in departments supplying or repairing
equipment for emergency cart

5. Name the task so that the answers to ques-
tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-
tial words.

Readying emersency cart by checking for presence,
par amounts and expiration dates of medicinals and
treatment trays; restocking prepared injections and
medicinal supplies; reporting incomplete or damaged
articles or trays; checking functioning of oxygen,
defibrillator and EKG equipment; reporting malfunc-
tioning, expiration of equipment or short supplies;
restocking with materials as needed.

Performer checks equipment and
supplies of department's emer-
gency cart and readies for use:

. As regular assignment.
Afuer it is used for an emer-
gency.

1. Performer checks that all me-
dicinal items are present on
the cart and are not expired.
Consults a check list for
items; amounts, and replace-
ment periods and/or index
cards with needed informa-
tion:

a. Performer regularly pre-
pares injections which
must be freshly prepared
periodically or after use
(e.g. lidocain, a local
anesthetic):
i) If appropriate, checks

label of injection on
cart to see.if fresh
injection must be pre-
pared.

ii) If needed, obtains am-
pule of drug (lidocain)
in correct quantity,
sterile needle,and syr-
inge,from storage areas.
Obtains label, pen,
tape and sterile cap.

iii) Breaks ampule; inserts
sterile needle and
draws up proper amount
into syringe;expels air
covers point of needle
with sterile cap.

iv) Writes out label with
drug's name, dosage,
date and time prepared,
and signs name. Attach-
es label to sYringe.

v) Brings prepared injec-
OK-RP-R7'
6. Check here if this

is a master sheet..(X)
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

List Elements Full

This is page 2

Task Code No. 304

4 for this task.

tion to emergency cart. Removes
expired or used syringe and at-
taches freshly prepared injec-
tion by taping in place (or plac
ing in place) in predetermined
location on cart.

vi) Performer discards expired medi-
cation by squirting medication
into sink; uses a syringe de-
struction device or otherwise
breaks syringe and discards
parts.

b. Performer regularly discards expired
prepared solutions or medical sup-
plies in containers; replenishes used
damaged or short supplies:

i) Checks for presence of all pre-
pared solutions or containers of
medications. As appropriate,
checks labels on prepared solu-
tions and on containers to see
whether dates are expired;
checks whether solutions are de-
teriorated or containers damaged
and checks rhether containers
show minimum needed quantities
(par levels).

ii) Performer notes which prepared
solutions or containers need re-
placement due to use, breakage
or expiration.

iii) Performer obtains needed medica-
tions from supply areas. Makes
sure these are not expired. Dis-
cards damaged or expired medica-
tions as above;replaces all med-
ications as needed by placing or
taping in designated locations.

iv) Performer replenishes any drug
solutions if below required lev-
els by obtaining needed drugs
from supply area, preparing and
refilling or replacing as appro-
priate. May prepare labels if
appropriate.

If performer notes that sup-
plies are running short, may

decide to request that supply
areas be restocked.

c. Performer checks for presence,
dates of expiration and complete-
ness of sterile prepared treatment
trays (e.g. for laryngoscopy, tra-
cheostomy, etc.).
i) Checks that all trays are pre-

sent (and sealed if appropri-
ate). Notes which are missing
or expired (checks stickers).

ii) Checks that all components are
present (may use index cards
listing items). Notes whether
blades fit on handles, that
correct assortments and sizes
of parts are present, that
sealed packages are intact.
Checks that items such as
lights on instruments are work-
ing. Notes which are missing or
need replacement.

iii) Performer reports which trays
or items on trays are missing,
expired,or need replacement to
appropriate department (central
supply). May phone or fill out
requisition order, or both.

2. Performer checks that all apparatus
used for emergency care that are on or
attached to the cart are functional
and properly stocked with supplies:

a. Performer checks mechanical devices
such as flashlight to see that they
are operating or whether they are
damaged.
Obtains fresh batteries from supply
area and replaces, or calls appro-
priate department to replace or re-
pair damaged items.

b. Performer checks the operation of
the defibrillator (apparatus used
to counteract heart fibrillation by
application of electric impulses to
the heart) and readies it for use:



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

List Elements Full

Task Code No. 304

This is page 3 of 4 for this task.

i) Performer checks that power is
available by plugging machine
into wall outlet, turning on
power switch and noting whether
the light in the machine goes on.
If not, tries another outlet to
make sure that it is the machine
and not the outlet which is not
functioning.

ii) If light goes on, performer
checks power control by rotat-
ing knob for wattage rate and
noticing whether the needle in-
dicator responds to the movement
of the knob. Turns power off.

iii) If control knob is functioning,
performer uses antiseptic soap
and water to clean paddles.

iv) Performer tests paddles by cov-
ering each with gauze soaked in
saline solution. Performer turns
knob to high control setting and
holds the paddles together; then
turns power on. Performer checks
whether expropriate ncr!se is
heard and whether the needle in-
dicator moves back to 0 and then
up to the high power setting.
Performer shuts off machine, un-
plugs, wipes the paddles, and re-
places machine on cart.

v) Performer checks sticker to de-
termine whether the machine is
due for calibration.

vi) If the machine is not functioning
for any reason,or if it is due
or overdue for calibration, vr-
former notifies the proper de-
partment by phone, fills out re-
quisition, or both; may obtain a
replacement at once.

c. Performer checks the portable oxygen
unit attached to the cart:
i) Checks that cylinder is correct

color and labeled as oxygen.

List Elements

ii) Checks for oxygen supply and
pressure by opening on-off
valve (may use wrench) and
quickly closing, allowing dust
to blow out and listening for
the sound of gas escaping.

iii) Performer checks contents by
making sure flow adjusting regu-
lator is closed; then turns cyl-
inder valve wheel slowly, watch-
ing needle on contents gauge.
Performer notes whether cylinder
reads at 100 pounds pressure, a
higher "par" reading,or more.
Performer tightens valve wheel
and flow adjusting handle. If
less than 100 pounds or par re-
quirement, was read, performer
labels cylinder as "empty."

iv) Performer checks rate-of-flow
meter by turning handle to full
flow. Notes whether the meter
needle registers the top rate on
the meter. Performer closes flow
adjusting handle.

v) Performer reports empty or be-
low pressure tank, malfunction-
ing meter,or, other damage,to the
proper department (inhalation
therapy) by calling and/or fill-
ing out requisition form.

vi) If tank is functioning, perform-
er checks to see that a prepack-
aged nasal mask is attached
(taped) to the tank. If missing
or opened, performer obtains a
fresh mask package and tapes to
tank.

d. Performer checks the portable EKG
machine attached to the cart:
i) Performer checks that power is

available and machine is in
working order by plugging ma-
chine into wall outlet and turn-
on power switch. Presses start
button and observes whether
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 304

This is page 4 of 4 for this task.

List Elements Full List Elements Full

paper roller and writing needle
move. If not, performer nay try
another outlet until it can be
determined if machine is funct-
ioning.

ii) Performer checks standardization
of machine by pressing special
buttOn and noting whether the
needle movement and tracing is
within acceptable designated
range. Turns off machine, unplugs.

iii) Performer checks that the elec-
trodes are all present and intact.

iv) If the machine is not tunctioning
for any reason, performer noti-
fies the proper department by .
phone, fills out requisition, or
both.

v) Performer checks to make sure
that machine is equipped with a
supply of electrode pads or
other medium for the electrodes.
Checks to see whether there is
sufficient cardiograph paper in
the machine. If paper or elec-
trode medium is missing or in
short supply, performer obtains
from storage area. Places paste
medium or electrode pads in con-
tainer on cart,and threads new 1

paper into machine as appropriatej

After the cart is checked, if the cart
is missing items which must be repaired
or replaced, performer may obtain sub-
stitute items,or notifies co-workers of
what is missing and where to get a cart
if emergency should arise in the inter-
im.



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No, 305

This is page 1 of 2 for this task.

1. What is the output of this task? (Be sure List Elements Fully
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Aides, LPN's, RN's, technologists in diagnostic ra-
diography shown and explained patient care and re-
lated tasks; trainees evaluated for readiness to do
tasks under direct supervision, observed and criti-
cized; trainees evaluated for readiness tc do tasks
without direct supervision; spot checked; questions
answered; opinions given; evaluations reported or
noted informally.

Performer provides informal clin-
ical training to subordinates
and/or co-workers in patient care
procedures and use of related
equipment for diagnostic radio-
graphy as a result of:

a. Request or assignment to train
new employee, or employee
newly assigned to department
or performer's job title.

b. Own observation of employee's
work and own decision that
training is needed.

. Request of employee who has
questions about work.

1. Performer provides demonstra-
tion, explanation, informal
evaluation and supervision in
caring for patients in diag-
nostic radiology in such areas
as handling patients, nursing
care of patients receiving de-
partment's services, assisting
in procedures, partial exami-
nations, recording, specimen
taking, preparation of medica-
tions and supplies, emergency
care, administration of medica
tions, dealing with patients,
and related activities.

2. If performer is making a new
presentation of any task, per-
former may select times, pa-
tients, and procedures to dem-
onstrate; performer may train
while carrying out own tasks.
When performer's own tasks are
involved,explains presence of
trainee to patient and requests
permission to proceed with
trainee present.

a. Performer explains to trainj
ee what will be taught.

OK-RP;R.R.;RR

. What is used in performing this task? (Note
if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things zhosen among.)

Patients' requisition forms; materials and equipment
needed for patient care tasks in diagnostic radio-
graphy

------
. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes. . . (X) No...( )

..'-n--1-47-17-777 to q. 3: Name the kind of recipient,
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant conditionv
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or legal restrictions.

Subordinates or co-workers to be trained in patient
care procedures in diagnostic radiography; supervis-
ors of staff being trained; any patients involved

5. Name the task so that the answers to ques-
tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-
tial words.

Providing informal clinical training in patient care
for non-MD personnel in diagnostic radiography by dem-
onstrating procedures, explaining what is being done,
answering questions; deciding when persons can per-
fort tasks under direct supervision; observing and
correCting; deciding when tasks can be done without
direct supervision; spot checking and correcting; ad-
vising as requested or as deemed necessary; informal-
ly noting or reporting evaluations.

I.

6. Check here if this
is a master sheet..(x) A

..-......
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 305

This is page 2 of 2 for this task.

List Elements Full Li t Elements Full

b. Performer may narrate the steps, may
explain what is being done, or may
explain the basis for decisions and
actions.

c. Performer may decide to solicit ques-
tions to find out what the person
being trained understands, may
answer questions, or may elaborate
on the explanation of what is being
done, concentrating on the relevant
skills and knowledges.

d. Performer decides when person being
trained may do activities under su-
pervision.

. Performer may decide that a person has
observed sufficiently and has a clear
enough understanding of a task proce-
dure to carry out all or parr of it un-
der close, direct supervision. Perform-
er asks the person to do all or part of
the task procedure. Performer remains
at the side of the patient and watches
the person perform the assigned activi-
ty,

a. Explains own pvesence to any pa-
tients involvA Alile observing.
Performer dezit',es whether the acti-
vity is being done properly, if
there is a specific problem, if
there is a need to demonstrate the
task procedure again, explain an ap-
proach or attitude, or both, and
does so.

b. Performer may comment on the per-
formance, encourage, or correct as
deemed necessary, or do this later.

c. Performer may decide to intervene
and take over the task procedure,
explaining what was done incorrectl
at that point or later.

(1. 7.f decision is to demonsttate again,
perfnrmer will redo and have the
person being trained observe, or
the performer may have the person
repeat the task procedure until it
is done properly.

e. Performer may decide which tasks or
aspects of tasks can be done by the
person being trained without direct
supervision and inform proper su-
pervisors, note for own use, and/or
tell this to person being trained.

4. Performer may decide to spot check
someone operating without direct super
vision, or receive request by person
to help handle a specific problem. Per
former proceeds as in steps 2 or 3 as
appropriate, observing, noting areas
needing improvement, determining na-
ture of problem, assisting, giving
opinions, answering questions, provid-
ing further instruction or reinforcing
correct work. Suggests areas for im-
provement.

5. Performer informally notes the extent
of learning or proficiency of person
being trained throughout the training:

a. May make personal notes for use in
later evaluation meetings or in
discussion with supervisor of per-
sons being trained.

b. May decide to discuss performance
at any time.

c. No formal records are kept on what g

was taught, or on trainees' prog-
ress.



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 306

This is page 1 of 2 for this task.

I. What is the output of this task? (Be sure
this is broad enough to be'repeatable.)

Evaluation of subordinate's work entered on evalu-
ation form(s); presented to appropriate subordinate
supervisor,or co-worker.

2. What is used in performing this task? (Note
if ally. certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

Evaluation forms; employees' folders; personal
notes; pen

et.
3. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker

involved in the task? Yes...C() No...( )

4-:"1r="77777=me the kind of recipient
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or legal restrictions.

Supervisor; co-worker; subordinates

5. Name the task so that the answers to ques-
tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-
tial words.

Formally evaluating subordinates' work by filling
out descriptive and/or rating-scale evaluation
/forms, by assembling relevant notes, folders,and
records; reviewing; writing out comments and answers

1 to questions and/or choosing scale values or de-

1

scriptors; presenting to subordinates and/or super-
visor.

2 7-

List Elements Full

Performer periodically evaluates
the work of subordinates in a
formal manner by filling out
one or more types of evaluation
form.

1. A standard or institutional
form may be filled out which
requires the performer to
make written evaluations and
be prepared to discuss these
with the person involved.

. A form using rating scales
may be filled out (such as an
ABC evaluation in which per-
former checks off or fills in
appropriate grades, letters,
numbers, or checks off de-
scriptions of the individu-
al's performance in a given
category).

Performer receives or obtains
the appropriate forms, and
gathers any notes or records
on subordinate's work and at-
tendance. Performer may ob-
tain the subordinate's
folder. Performer reviews
materials

4. For standard or institutional
forms performer:

a. Fills in answers to the
questions asked in phrase
or sentence form as appro-
priate. (May refer to pre-
printed guidelines for
filling out the evalua-
tion.) Performer may write
in additional evaluative
comments in spaces pro-

OK-RP;RR;RR

6. Check here irthis
is a master sheet. . (



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

List Elements Full
NZIEN,"

Task Code No. 306

This is page 2 of 2 for this task.

vided on the form or as deemed ap-
propriate.

b. Pdrformer may obtain the signature
of a supervisor and/or sign form.

c. Performer arranges to have person
being evaluated read the evaluation
(such as at or before a personal
meeting).

. For rating scale form, performer:

a. Chooses the appropriate rating for
each category, filling in letters,
numbers,or checking off descriptors,
as appropriate.

b. Performer signs and gives completed
form to appropriate staff person.

Performer records dates of evaluations
in each subordinate's personnel folder.

AN/M11NM-.
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 307

This is page 1 of 2 for Lhis task.

1. What is the out ut of this task? (Be sure
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Personal meeting called and held with subordin4te o

work-related problems; decisions made, information
received, verbal warning issued and discussed; writ
ten warning presented; evaluation discussed: forms
distributed as appropriate.

2. Whet is used in performing this task? (Note
if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

Subordinate's personnel files; disciplinary and/or
evaluation forms; record forms; pen; duplicating
equipment

3. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes, No...( )

es to q. Name tht vdn- OL recipient,
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant cmIdition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevnnt tO knowledge
requirements or legal restri,:tions..

Subordinate; supervisor

Name t e task so that the answers to ques-
tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline esser-
tial words.

Conducting a private personnel meeting with subordi-
nate by assessing seriousness of problems; arranging
formeeting; discussing work-related problems, rec-
ommending improvement, solutions to problems, train-
ing; arranging for and writing written warning; re-
cording and distributing forms as appropriate.

List Elements Full2

Performer meets with subordi-
nates in individual Lv.etings to
discuss work problems.or evalua-
tions that are to be raised with
specific subordinates,or if spe-
cific subordinates wish to have
such meetings to raise questions

1. Performer decides whether it
is desirable to meet with
each given subordinate at al-
located times for each (to
discuss scheduling, vacation,
lunch, or break time prefer-
ences, work assignments, in-
terpersonal work problems, or
problems of work performance
and/or absenteeism, lateness,
or abuse of lunch or break
time). A verbal or written
warning may be involved, or
an evaluation form may be
ready to be discussed with
performer.

a. Performer reviews relevant
records and assesses seri-
ousness of any problems

b. Performer informs subordi-
nate involved that meeting
is needed at appropriate
available or scheduled
time.

c. Performer may receive re-
quest from subordinate
that he or she wishes to
use time available for a
meeting to discuss a work-
related problem.

. Performer greets subordinate
at time of personal meeting
in designated location.

. If meeting was requested by
subordinate, performer asks
about or listens to the prob-
lem, request or complaint.

-12
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 307

This is page 2 of 2 for this task.

List Elr Its Full

Considers L.- issue, asks for further
informatioLt LL:,d discusses what can

or should pe done. May decide to take
some ar.r.,2ridte action. Discusses or

exp ft subordinate. May record.

. If mee..i.u.,; was called to discuss sub-

ordinate's preferences, scheduling or
assignment, performer obtains needed
information; discusses or explains as
appropriate; and makes any notes neces-
sary or fills out appropriate records.

. If meeting was called to deal with a
work, discipline,or interpersonal prob-
lem, performer presents the problem,
explains and/or discusses:

a. Performer may decide to show subor-

dinate any written records involved,
and does so.

b. Performer may indicate that subordi-
nate will receive instruCtion in a
problem area.

c. Performer may indicate that a formal
verbal warning has now been present-
ed and record; may explain next
steps should situation not improve.

d. Performer may decide that meeting is
unsatisfactory or, that a verbal
warning having been issued earlier,
the situation must be reported to
performer's supervisor. If so, may
indicate this to subordinate.

6. If performer decides on written warn-
ing, performer makes out draft of
written complaint. Makes copy. May give
original to supervisor and place copy
in subordinate's file.

Performer may be asked to discuss with
own supervisor and does so. If permis-

sion is granted to go ahead,'performer
writes up written warning, signs and
arranges for delivery to subordinate
with copy kept in folder. At meeting,
asks subordinate to sign, and if appro

List Elements Full

priate, write out written comments;
but accepts subordinate's right to
refuse to sign. Has own supervisor
sign.

If meeting involves review of written
evaluation of subordinate, performer
asks whether subordinate ha3 read it
or waits while it is being read. Dis-

cusses with subordinate.

Performer encourages subordinate to
sign evaluation. Accepts subordinate's
right not to sign, and indicates sub-
ordinate's right to write out own com-
ments if evaluation has been signed.

Performer records the events of the
meeting, and arranges to have copies
of the forms involved Circulated, do-
livered, or placed on file, as appro-
priate.
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 308

This is page 1 of 3 for this task,

.

. What ie the output of this task. (Be sure
.

List Elements Full
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

ECG and pressure monitoring equipment set up,
standarized; patient's ECG monitored; emerg-
encv signs reported at once; film placed for
processing.

Performer sets up for and car-
ries out continuous monitoring
of a patient's electrocardiogram
(ECG) as a result of:

a. Regular assignment.
b. Request.

. Performer receives or obtains
t:he ECG requisition form, pa-
tient's identification infor-
mation and any appropriate
clinical information on a
patient scheduled for a pro-
cedure requiring ECG monitor-
ing,such as angiography, or
is assigned to ECG.monitoring
for a given procedure as a
result of assignment on a
team, such as angiography
suite team.

a. If appropriate, performer
checkS the examination
called for and the pur-
pose. Notes the procedure
room assigned and its lo-
cation. Checks the time
for the scheduled proce-
dure. If appropriate,notes
the time to report for
preliminary preparations
or instructions.

i) Performer reads pa-
tient's name, identi-
fication number, sex,
age, weight, and
height.

li). Notes name of attending
radiologist, other phy-
sician in charge, an-
esthesiologist and/or

OK-RP;RR;RR

. What is used in performing this task? (Note

if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.) ,

Requisition sheet;electrocardiograph and/cr
Multichannel machine with oscilloscope,audio,
printed or film recording capabilities,hoek-up
channels for blood pressure,synchronization'with
pressure injector,cineradiography equipmenL;stop-
cock,transducer;synchronization cables;elec-
trodes;electrode pads;hospital gown,gloves.-1 ask;
scissors;lead apron;cardiogra.h .a.er;sen

.

,. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes..,.( A No...(

es to q. : Name tne 111..0 recipient,

respondent.or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or legal restrictions.

Physician,radiologist in charge;charge nurse;
any patient;radiologic technologist;cardiac or
special procedure team

5. Name t e task so that the answers to ques-
tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-

tial words.
Setting up and monitoring any patient's electro-
cardiogram during_special procedure, by review-
ing orders; setting up equipment for oscillo-
scope,audio, paper or film recording of cardio-
grams, multichannel monitoring including arteri-

al or heart pressure. synchronization with cine-
radiography, pressure injector; standardizing
equipmeht; determining changes to report; moni-
toring; reporting significant changes in ECG and/
or pressure; removing equipment when ordered;

placing film for processing. 6. Check here if this
is a master sheet..t
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

ImummmmIllimpements Fully

This is page 2

Task Code No. 308

3 for this task.

charge nurse or supervisor, other
members of team.

b. When appropriate, reads any written
orders or notes ph:;sician's oral
instructions. Nay contact staff to
receive more deailed orders, in-
formation or to check on type or
availability of equipment.

i) Notes type of equipmerr_ tu be
used, whether permanent !Alm
or paper ECG record will be
made, whether ECG will be re-
corded with and coordinated to
cineradiography filming, will
he synchronized to trigger pres-
sure injection equipment at pre-
cise point in cycle.

ii) Notes whether blood pressure
will be monitored and/or record-
ed during catheterization proce-
dure on multichannel equipment.

iii) Notes appropriate sterile proce-
dures required, appropriate per-
sonal shielding for the exami-
nation.

c. Performer checks own clothing to
make sure that performer is in
compliance with institutional rules
for safe, sanitary dress for the
equipment, room to be used and the
procedure involved.

2. At appropriate time, performer goes
to procedure room to prepare equip-
ment and materials for the procedure:

a. Performer may report to the charge
nurse or supervisor. Checks name
of patient. Asks about specific
precautions in dealing with pa-
tient or equipment.

b. Performer may receive a clean hos-
pital gown, cotton "boots," cap and
mask. Dons these before entering

List Elements

sterile area or touching sterile
surfaces.

0 Washes hands as and when ap-
propriate.

ii) Carries out appropriate steps
to maintain the integrity of
the sterile areas or surfaces.

c. Checks that everything needed for
ECG monitoring is available in
room or has materials assembled.

d. May decide to clean ECG equipment
or arranges to have this done.

e. Makes sure that machine is ade-
quately loaded depending on type
of machine, with paper or film.

f. Positions equipment as appropri-
ate for viewing of oscilloscope
image, listening to audio signal
(if used), with leads properly
attached and out of the way of
other team members who will be
engaged in other aspects of pro-
cedure. Puts on leaded apron.

3. Performer standarizes the ECG machine
using appropriate dial(s):

a. Adjusts visual display on oscil-
loscope screen so that the trac-
ings are appropriately centered
and clear. Adjusts sweep dial to
provide image of appropriate num-
ber of waves.

b. May adjust audio heart rate con-
trols as appropriate.

c. If electrocardiogram tracings will
be recorded on paper or film, per-
former standardizes as appropri-
ate. May set marker button to
identify each cardiogram lead by
code number or marks by hand.

d. May check that other modes such as
pressure monitoring channel are
operative.
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

This is page 3

Task Code N . 308

of 3 for this task.

List Elements Fully List Elements

4. Performer determines which leads will
be used for monitoring and the sites
at which electrodes will be applied
on patient's body.

a. If not already done, has patient
prepared for ECG monitoring and
electrodes applied, or decides to
do personally.

b. When the equipment has been set up
and patient has electrodes in place,
performer checks that ECG monitor-
ing equipment is functioning prop-
erly.

i) Introduces self to patient if
coherent; checks patient's
identification against requisi-
tion sheet. Explains what will
be dove.

ii) Performer may notify apprepri-
ate physician when ready.,Notes
orders based on MD's reviewof
visual, printed and/or audio
displays. Adjusts controls as
ordered. Has electrodes reposi-
tioned if so ordered or decides
to do personally.

iii) Notes the appearance of the wave
patterns on oscilloscope screen,
electrocardiograph paper and/or
audio sounds of heart rate or
rhythm.

iv) If not already done, determines
what ECG changes are to be
brought at once to physician's
attention.

c. If blood pressure will be monitored,
performer notes at what point in
procedure stopcock and transducer
will be attached to the catheter.
Determines what to look for in dis-
play of pressure monitoring and
what changes are to be brought at
once to physician's attention.

d. When patient and equipment have
been appropriately set up,perform-

Full

er sets equipment to continuous
monitoring mode.

e. If appropriate, at proper time
during the procedure, performer
may connect synchronization cable
from cineradiography camera equip-
ment to ECG equipment.

f. May connect cable from ECG equip-
ment to automatic pressure injec-
tor. Depending on orders, may set
equipment to inject at specified
point in successive cardiac cy-
cles, or may assist while this is
done by co-worker (radiologic tech
nologist).

. Throughout procedure and until told
to terminate, performer pays atten-
tion to the visual, audio 'or written
cardiogram of patient and/or pressure
tracings if this is being monitored
by performer.

a. Notes any changes of pattern as
directed.

b. Immediately notifies physician
when any known emergency signs or
unusual reading occurs, based on
predetermined guidelines..

c. On orders, performer may reposi-
tion electrodes, reset machine
using appropriate controls.

6. When informed that ECG monitoring is
to be terminated, performer may re-
move electrodes, discard disposable
pads and turn off equipment, or has
this done. Has patient's skin clean-
ed where electrodes were attached.

7. If ECG record has been made on film
(but not on cine film) performer may
advance film on take-up spool; cuts
film and removes cartridge from cam-
era. Attaches appropriate identifica-
tion information and arranges to have
processed as appropriate.
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 309

This is page 1 of 2 for this task.

What is the output of this task? (Be sure
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Issues and/or information for meeting with sub-
ordinates noted and raised; meeting called; dis-
cussion on departmental matters led and partici-
pated in; demonstrations of procedures presented;
appropriate issues referred to personal meetings;
meeting led to voting on resolutions; follow-up on
decisions planned.

2. What is used in performing this task? (Note

if aix certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

Pen; paper; personal notes; information to be pre-
sented

List Elements Fully

3. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes...%) No...( )

'es to q. : Name the in. o recipient,

respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or legal restrictions.

Subordinates in department

. Name t e task so that the answers.to ques-
tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-

tial words.
and participating as supervisor in meeting

subordinates in department, by calling meeting;
raising questions or problems; leading discussions
and listening to information about department rules
or functioning; demonstrating new equipment or pro-
cedures; discussing problems of patient care, or
general complaints; giving information; leading
meeting to point of voting on resolutions; planning
follow-up on decisions.

Performer calls and presides at
regular meetings of subordinates
in the department as a result of
being in charge of the depart-
ment.

1. During intervening periods
between meetings performer
may mentally note problems,
information, announcements,
or new procedures or tech-
niques which performer wishes
to raise, convey, teach, or
may be expected to cover; may
make notations about these.

Performer arranges to have
staff called for meetings if
not held regularly. May pre-
pare and distribute agenda.

At the meeting, performer may
receive information, ask
questions about, present
problems and information, or
may demonstrate and teach
procedures in regard to any
or all of the following:

a. New department rules, reg-
ulations, and announce-
ments.

b. The use of new equipment
or procedures.

c. Problems of patient care
and related activities.

d. Problems or complaints re-
garding departmental func-
tioning, staff functioning
and/or work loads.

4. Performer leads the discus-
sion, raises issues, listens,
instructs, demonstrates and/
or participates in discus-

OK-RP;RR;RR

6. Check here it this
is a master sheet..
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 309

This is page 2 of 2 for this task.

List Elements Fully

sions raised by others. May take notes
as desired.

May explain reasoning or theory in-
volved in new procedures.

If appropriate, performer transmits in-
formation resulting from other meetings.

Performer chairs meeting and leads the
group in coming to agreements and reso-
lutions requiring action, using common
rules of order.

. If any questions raised are not relevant
to the entire staff, performer may ask
subordinates to bring up personal prob-
lems at meetings with individuals.

. Performer considers results of meetings
and plans own work to carry out any de-
cision affecting performer.

List Elements Fully
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

This is page 1 of

Task Code No. 319

2 for this task.

What is the output of this task? (Be sure

this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Print coater applied to photographs; prints
placed for drying; identification informa-
tion marked if appropriate; prints placed
for use.

List Elements Fully

What ia used in performing this task? (Note

if only certain items must be used: If there

ls choice, include everything o, the kinds of
things chosen among.)

Developed photographs requiring coater;
identification information; print coater
and applicator; mounting sheei: with ad-
hesive strip; marking pen

3. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-wora..
involved in the task? Yes...(X) No...( )

es to q. ame the in or recipient
respondent or co-wotker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge

requirements or legal restrictions.

Co-worker

Name t e task so that the answers to queq-
tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-

tial words.

Apnlying _print coater to photographs, by
obtaining materials; applying coater;
placing to dry; writing identification
information; placing dried prints for use.

Performer applies print coater
(fixer) to photograph(s) taken
with a camera that uses a film
type which requires such coating
as a result of:

a. Decision to do after having
taken photographs.

b. Request from co-worker.
c. Regular assignment to accu-

mulate and coat pictures
after they are developed
during the day and placed
for coating.

Photographs may be taken in
connection with C.T.T. scan-
ning, ultrasonography, or
any other procedure where a
visual display is photo-
graphed.

. Performer obtains print coat-
er, applicator, devices for
holding photographs while
coater is being applied.

a. Performer may obtain a
sheet on which to tempo-
rarily mount photographs.
If so, prepares by laying
on work bench and removing
strip from adhesive sur-
face which will hold pho-
tograph(s).

b. Performer obtains photo-
graph(s) to be preserved
and any identification in-
formation attached. If
photograph has curled,
performer straightens by
carefully drawing over a
straight edge. Handles
only at edges of film
throughout procedure.

OK-RP;RR;RR

-67-77=1;s7e if this

is a master sheet.. X
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 319

This is page 2 of 2 for this task.

List Elements Full List Elements Fully

2. Performer places the photograph(s) in'
position for coating.

a. Uncaps coater and prepares applica-
tor for use au appropriate to type
of container and applicator. Avoids
ally contact of coater on skin or

clothing.
b. Applies coater with firm, overlap-

ping strokes. Checks to be sure
all the edges and corners are
covered. Is careful to avoid
scratching with edge of applicator.
Allows to dry before handling.

c. Recaps coater.
d. P)aces photographs in appropriate

location for drying.

e. May write identification informa-

tion suppliA with each photngraph
on edge of each photograph alter
it is dry. Uses appropriate marking
pen. Makes sure not to stack or
store prints face to face.

Places dry photograph(s) for viewing,
filing or jacketing as appropriate.
If responding to request, may bring
photographs to co-worker who requested
that coater be applied.
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 327

This is page 1 of 1 for this task.

. What is the output of thin tank? (Be sure List Elements Full

this is broad enough to be repeetable.)

Film strip submitted for testing; new film strip
placed in badge; badge put back on; source of exces
sive exposure discussed with physicist; decision
made on whether excessive exposure has occurred and
what to do.

Performer is expected to wear a
radiation detection badge while
on duty, to turn it in periodi-
cally, and to report any suspec-
ted excessive personal exposure.

1. Performer periodically (once
a month) brings badge to ap-
propriate staff employee.

a. Removes film insert from
badge; gives to employee.

b. Receives,new film insert;
places in badge, and puts
badge baCk on.

. Performer ie expected to
check a posted list of radia-
tion exposures based on the
film strips, If-the performer
determines froni list that
he or she has had excessive
radiation exposure, or is no-
tified, performer meets with
physicist to disceer how this
came about,twhether this was
due to:

a. Equipment malfunction.
b. The badge:haVing been left

where exposure accumulated
c. Excessive personal expo-

sure.

-------........---.
2. What is used in performing this task? (Note

if only certain iLems must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

Badge containing film strip which records radiation
exposure; fresh film strip; posted exposure record
sheet

. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes...( 4 No...( )

........

. es to q. : Name t e in. o recipient,
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

,

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or legal restrictions.

Physicist

. Name t e task so that the answers to ques- )i

. Performer is expected to be
aware of whether his or her
cumulative radiation exposure
has reached near maximum al-
lowable safety levels and to
be prepared to discuss a
transfer to work which does
not involve exposure.

OK-RP;RR;RR

tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-

tial words.

Particieating in monitoring of personal exposure to
radiation by periodically_turning in and replacing
film strip in badge; evaluating posted exposure
listings; discussing source of any excessive expos-
ure found and/or what to do if personal exposure
levels are near safety maximum.

6. Check here i this

is a master sheet..
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 354

This is page 1 of 2 for this task.

1. What is the output of this task? (Be sure List Elements Lilly
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Patient's identification and specific needed records
ascertained; order for records transmitted orally
and/or on requisition sheet; arrangement made to
have records picked up, delivered,or taken from
files; completed set of appropriate patient records
placed for use as appropriate,

Performer obtains medical docu-
ments and other records as re-
quired for specific purposes
such as examinations, special
procedures, treatments or
case conferences as a result of:

a. Regular assignment.
b. Request by co-worker.
c. Own decision to do after ab-

sence of document is noted.

. Performer may have a written
or mental check list of what
case materials must be avail-
able for a given patient
visit, procedure or case con-
ference,such as patient's
medical chart, reports, ra-
diographs, EKG, laboratory
test results, request for
services, medical reports,
consent forms, treatment re-
cord forms, billing or ac-
counting forms, etc.

. Performer may consult a daily
schedule to obtain the names
of patients whose records
will be required; performer
notes name,ID number,log num-
ber, floor, ward or room num-
ber, as appropriate.

Performer may be told which
of the documents are missing
and be given the appropriate
patient information. Perform-
er may know what information
is needed based on own task
requirements.

3. If assembling patient's re-
cords, performer may first
routinely check that all re-
cords needed have been sent;

OK-RP.R.R.RR

. What is used in performing this task? (Note

if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

Schedule sheet; patient information; appropriate pa-
tient records; phone; requisition sheet; pen; paper

I

. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes..,C() No... )

xes to q. : Name t e ina o recipient,
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or legal restrictions,

Subordinate and/or clerical personnel

. Name the task so that the answers to ques-
Lions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-

tial words,

Obtainin: patient records for use in examination,
procedure, treatment or conference by determining
the pt.records required;checking for presence of doc

uments needed; ordering what is needed from appro-
priate department orally and/or with requisition
sheet; arranging to have records delivered; placing
complete set for use as appropriate,

6. Check here i this

is a master sheet...
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 354

This is page 2 of 2 for this task.

..
List Elements Fully Li3t Elements Full

notes those that are missing; or per-
former may routinely initiate requests
for the needed documents.

. Performer calls the appropriate depart-
ment, indicates the appropriate patient
information, and requests that the re-
quired documents be sent, and/or per-
former fills out appropriate requisi-
tion forms requesting the documents.

N.

May sign.

. Unless documents will be delivered,
. performer decides whether to send sub-

ordinate to obtain documents or to do
so personally. Gives requisition sheet
to subordinate who is to be sent or in-
dicates what is needed and has subordi-
nate go directly to files, as appropri-
ate.

. When performer has received the re-
quired record(s), places with other re-
cords needed, inserts in envelope,
clips to chart, as appropriate;
places for use in the procedure to be
carried out.
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 439

This is page 1_ of 2 for this task.

1. What is the output of this task? (Be sure
this is broad enough to repeatable.)

Standard and current pene'..rometer test
films compared and assessed; orders given
on compensatory change in technical factor
settings.

List Elements Fully

What is used in performing this task? (Note

if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

Standard penetrometer test films,current
and prior test films of kVp and/or mA
selector settings for a given x-ray ma-
chine; pen; paper; view boxes

Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes...010 No...( )

xes to q. Name t e Kinn o recipient,
respondent or cb-worker involved, with de_

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or legal restrictions.
Radiologic technologist; radiologist(s);
physicist

5. Name t e task so that the answers to ques-
tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-
tial words.

Ordering or approving charges in technical
factor selector settings to compensate for
a change in quality of x-ray machine output
by comparing penetrometer standard test
films with zurr- test films; evaluating
perceived diffeLcnces; estimating discrep-
ancy in settings; considering recommended
changes; ordering change as decided.

Performer approves or decides on
change in technique to compen-
sate for a change in quality of
x-ray machine olitput.

1. Performer is shown a standard
radiograph of penetrometer
test for a given x-ray ma-
chine (displaying contrast
and density at each kilovolt-
age or milliamperage selector
setting with other factors
controlled) and the current
test radiograph made for the
given machine. May also be
shown prior test films.
Places films on view boxes.

Performer visually compares
the density and/or contrast
in the standard test film
with the density and/or con-
trast currently produced with
the same technique.

a. May evaluate radiologic
technologist's presenta-
tion regarding the dif-
ference in the density or
contrast now obtained
(compared with test film)
and the technologist's
recommendations for com-
pensation in the selector
settings to be used to
provide the equivalent in
the actual output (and the
perceived density and/or
contrast).

b. Performer may question
technologist on the tech-
nical factors used for the
test, related test condi-
tions, and the film pro-

OK-RP;RR;RR

6. Check here i this

is a master sheet.. X)
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

This is page 2

List Elements Full

Task Code No. 439

of 2 for this task.

cessing to be sure that the dis-
crepancy between the standard ra-
diograph and the current test film
Ls due to machine output change
rather than an error of radiographic
exposure or processing.

c. Performer visually compares the
marked settings on the test film and
current film. May note the new set-
tings which correspond to areas of
equal density and/or contrast on the
standard film; may note the numerical
difference in the current kVp set-
tings and the standard film. May note
the difference between the films (at
constant mAs and kVp with mA varied)
to assess the magnitude of the dif-
ference. Notes whether there is a
constant discrepancy across all
selector settings for kVp or mA.

d. Notes whether the performer's per-
ceived compensatory difference is the
same as that suggested by the tech-
nologist. May ask opinion of another
radiologist about the perceived dif-
ference. May evaluate prior test
film; may discuss with physicist.

Performer decides whether the perceived
decline or change 1:i machine output af-
fecting density or contrast warrants
selec:_or compensation (and posting on
the technique chart for the machine).

a. Performer decides whether the per-
ceived difference in density and/or
contrast will have (or has had) an
effect on the diagnostic quality of
the radiographs produced.

b. Performer considers whether any
change in the mA output should be
controlled by a change in time or
the mA selected to produce an equiv-
alent mAs.

4. Performer indicates to radiologic ter'll-
nologist whether to maintain constant

List Elements Full

technique settings, whether to autho-
rize a compensatory change on the tech
nic, chart as suggested by the tech-
nologist, or orders awn preference for
new adjustments in selector settings.
May record orders.
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 490

This is page 1 of 2 for this task.

. What is the output of this task? (Be sure List Elements Full
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

' 1

Patient immobilized by mummying; co-worker
1

informed when ready; patient reassured.
1

.

Performer immobilizes an in-
fant's or young child's body
and extremities by mummying
(wrapping) as a result of:

a. Request.
b. Regular assignment.
c. Decision to do personally in

order to proceed with an ex-
amination,treatment, and/or
injection.

1. Performer notes purpose of
the immobilization so as to
allow for needed access, suct

as to head and neck. May
check chart or requisition
sheet,or ask.

2. If not already done, perform .
er prepares x-ray or other
table with padding as appro-
priate.

3. ased on patient's condition.i3

takes appropriate sanitary
precautions such as use of
isolation technique, persona
use of sterile gown and mask
Obtains appropriate materi-
als.

4. Performer places clean sheet
lengthwise across longest
dimension of x-ray or exami-
nation table. Then folds
sheet so that it is as wide
as the length of the patient
from axillae to knees or

ankles, depending on access
needed in procedure to fol-
low.

5. Performer goes to pediatric
patient and picks him or her

OK-RP;RR;RR

. What is used in performing this task? (Note

if _Laos certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

Patient's chart, requisition sheet; gown;
mask; clean sheet; x-ray or examination
table; table pads; pins; masking tape

3. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes...(X) No...( )

4. It -Yes- tog. 3: Name the kind of recipient,
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition;
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or legal restrictions.

Infant or young chlId patient; co-worker; phy-
sician; accompanying adult if present

5. Name the task so that the answers to ques-
tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-
tial words.

Mummying or wrapping an infant or young pedi-
atric patient by obtaining, preparing materials
following sanitary procedure; folding sheet;
placing patient on sheet; folding sheet under
and over limbs on either side; continuing
wrapping; securing; indicating when completed as
appropriate; reassuring patient.

6. Check here if this
is a master sheet..(x)

Ans.......
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 490

This is page 2 of 2 for this task.

List Elements Full List Elements Full

up, reassuring and soothing patient.
If patient is accompanied, by a guard-
ian or attendant, explains what is
being done.

a. Lays patient in supine position
crosswise on table in center of
the folded sheet, with axillae at
the top edge of the sheet.

b. Performer places patient's arms
and legs in proper alignment,and
folds half the sheet over one arm
and leg,and draws it through under
the patient's back and opposite-
side limbs !,..o that the covered arm
and leg are held against patient's
body.

c. Performer lifts the same end of the
sheet and brings it forward across
patient's body so that the opposite
arm and leg are also drawn against
the patient's body. Carries the
end across chest, and under pa-
tient's body,with remaining fabric
lying under patient and spread out
on side of table opposite the side
started from.

d. Makes sure that restraint is snug,
not tight, and that limbs are still
in proper alignment without dis-
comfort to patient.

e. Performer takes the other end of
the sheet and wraps it in the same
direction around the immobilized
body. May fasten ends with safety
pins or loops masking tape in a
spiral manner from shoulders to end
of lower extremities.

. If appropriate, indicates o co-worker
or MD that patient has be'm immobiliz-
ed. Makes sure child is not left un-
attended. Comforts as needed.-



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 520

This is page 1 of 3 for this task.

1. !ftiat is the output of this task? (Be sure
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Patient prepared for ECG; electrodes applied
as ordeted; electrodes removed when ordered.

List Elements Full

2. What is used in performing this task? (Note
if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

Requisition sheet; electrocardiograph Machine;
electrodes; electrode pads; amputee clamp;
alcohol pads, gel, tape; hospital gown, gloves,
mask; cleaning solution to remove gel; towels;
lead apron

. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task?. Yes...(X) No...( )

"fflmmr="4;7114' to q. =Name the kind of recipient,
respondent or co-worker involved, with de_

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to dzal if relevant to knowledge

requirements or legal restrictions.
Physician, radiologist in charge; charge nurse;
any patient; ECG,radiologic technologist(s);
cardiac or special procedure team

. Name t e task so that the answers to ques-
tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-

tial words.

Pre arin an patient and attachin electrodes

for electrocardiogram monitoring., by reviewing
orders; attaching electrodes as appropriate;
removing when so ordered.

Performer prepares patient and
applies electrodes for continu-
ous monitoring of a patient's
electrocardiogram (ECG) as a

result of:

a.

b.

C.

1.

Regular assignment.
Request.
Decision to do personally
after setting up ECG equip-

ment.

Unless performer has already
set up ECG equipment,perform
er receives or obtains the
ECG requisition form, pa-
tient's identification infor
mation and any appropriate
clinical information on a
patient scheduled for a pro-
cedure requiring ECG monitor
ing,such as angiography, or
is assigned to prepare pa-
tient for ECG monitoring as
part of a given procedure as
a result of assignment on a
team, such as angiography
suite team.

a. If appropriate, performer
checks the examination
called for and the pur-
pose. Notes the procedure
room assigned and its lo-
cation. Checks the time
for the scheduled proce-
dure. If appropriate,
notes the time to report
for preliminary prepara-
tions or instructions.

i) Performer reads pa-
tit's name, identi-

OK-RP;RR;RR
6. Check here iChis

is a master sheet.
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 520

This is page 2 of 3 for this task.

List Elements Fully List Elements Zull

fication number, sex, age,
weight, and height.

ii) Notes name of attending radiol-
ogist, other physician in charge,
anesthesiologist and/or charge
nurse or supervisor, other mem-
bers of team.

b. When appropriate, reads any written
orders or notes physician's oral
instructions.

c. Checks that everything needed to
prepare patient for ECG monitor-
ing is available in room or has
materials assembled.

d. Performer determines which leads
will be used for monitoring, and
the sites at which electrodes
will be applied on patient's body.
Notes whether any sites must be
shaved first.

i) May contact staff to receive
more detailed orders, informa-
tion.

ii) Notes appropriate sterile proce-
dures required, appropriate per-
sonal shielding for the examina-
tion.

3. Performer checks patient's identity
and introduces self to patient if
coherent. Explains what is to be
done in simple language. Reassures
patient. If electrode site is to
be shaved, checks that this has been
done or arranges to have done.

2.

c. Performer checks own clothing to
make sure that performer is in
compliance with institutional rules
for safe, sanitary dress for the
equipment, room to be used and the
procedure involved,

At appropriate time, performer goes
to procedure room to prepare equipment
and materials for the procedure:

4. When informed that patient is ready
to be connected to ECG monitoring
equipment (at appropriate or prede-
termined point in preparatory pro-
cedures or ell mination) goes to where
patient is positioned on examination
table to apply leads.

a. May turn on equipment and check
that visual, audio, and any paper
or film recording of cardiograms

.

a. Performer may report to the charge
nurse or supervisor. Checks name
of patient. Asks about specific
precautions in dealing with patient
or equipment.

are operative.
b. Performer attaches the ECG moni-

toring electrodes as appropriate
for the procedure based on specif-
ic orders for placement or stan-
dard institutional practice:

b. Performer may receive a clean hos-
pital gown, cotton "boots," cap
and mask. Dons these before enter-
ing sterile area or touching ster-
ile surfaces.

i) Washes hands as and when appro-
priate.

ii) Carries out appropriate steps
to maintain the integrity of the
sterile areas or surfaces,

i) Attaches electrode pads to elec
rodes using snaps or clips.

ii) Makes sure patient is comforta-
ble.

iii) Depending on sites to be used,
performer may expose areas on
left arm, right arm, left leg,
possibly chest. Wets areas se-
lected with electrode pads,
gel, or alcohol pads.

1

2



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 520

This is page 3_ of i for this task.

asztaxY

List Elements Fully List Elements Full

iv) Attaches electrodes to the ex-
tremities selected. Attaches or
straps electrode pads using tape
gel or pre-gelled or alcohol
pads to selected sites, using
the number of electrodes order-
ed or standard orders appropri-
ate for the procedure. If pa-
tient is amputee, uses clamp to
attach electrode to stump.

c. When electrodes have been attached,
performer notifies appropriate
staff person who will monitor ECG
(unless it is performer).

d. If performer will remain in room
during radiography or fluoroscopy
puts on leaded apron.

5. If appropriate, when informed that
ECG monitoring is completed, perform-
er may remove electrodes, discard dis-

posable pads. May clean patient's skin
where electrodes were attached with
appropriate solution. Wipes area dry.
May inform staff person when this is
done.

4,4,1
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 521

This is page 1 of 2 for this task.

. What is the out.ut of this task? (Be sure List Elements Fully
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Digital or manual pressure applied to arterial
or venous puncture site; emergency signs re-
ported; dressing ordered; patient self-monitor-
ing reinforced.

Performer may apply digital
pressure to a puncture site
such as after catheterization
of artery or vein on orders as
a result of:

a. Request while present for
special procedure.

b. Regular assignment as part
of apecial procedure team.

Performer will already be
dressed in appropriate gar-
ments in keeping with ster-
ile requirements for proce-
dure.

1. Performer notes physician's
orders on length of time to
apply pressure and when to
evaluate puncture site and
arrange to have pressure
dressing applied. Prepares
to take over from physician
in application of manual

I
pressure to artery, or to
apply pressure to venous
puncture site.

a. If not already done,
washes hands following
sterile technique. May
put on sterile gloves or
may use sterile gauze
dressing between fingers
and puncture site.

b. If patient is coherent,
explains what performer
will be doing.

c. Performer may have stool
put in place so that per-
former can stand on this
to provide comfortable
level from which to apply
pressure.

OK-RP;RR:RR

. What is used in performing this task? (Note
if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice', include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

Sterile gloves, gauze; stool; marking pen;
clock or watch

_

. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes...()O No...( )

4. If -Yes- to q. 3: Name the kind of recipient,
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or legal restrictions.

Any patient; physician; co-worker; special
procedure team

. Name the task so that the answers to ques-
tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-

tial words.

Applying digital or manual .ressure to an a-
tient's arterial or venous puncture site as or-
dered, by taking over from physician; applying
fingertip or fist pressure for appropriate
amount of time; checking bleeding and clot
us!ng sterile technique; reporting problem or
arranging for dressing; reinforcing self-moni-
toring instructions to patient.

mm......

6. Check here if this
is a master sheet..(K)
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

List Elements Full

This is page 2

Task Code No. 521

of 2 for this task.

For arterial puncture, performer
notes position of physician's finger-
tips directly above and next to the
puncture sire on the side nearest the
heart.

a. Places fingers or fist directly
over those of physician and notes
the amount of pressure being ex-
erted. Maintains pressure while phy
sician withdraws his or her hands.

b. While maintaining pressure, perform
er makes sure not to totally oc-
clude.the artery. Checks that per-
former feels one or two arterial
pulsations every minute or as or-
dered distal to the puncture site.

3. For venous puncture performer applies
light digital pressure directly over
the puncture site for several minutes
as ordered.

4. Performer maintains digital pressure
for the time indicated.

a. Before removing pressure completely

at end of period, performer checks
that bleeding has subsided. Reas-
sures patient. Continues until
bleeding is controlled.

i) When bleeding has been control-
led, performer touches clot
gently uSing sterile technique
to be sure that ti 1ot is

firmly fixed and hard.
ii Performer may check patient for

evidence of swelling, accumu-
lation of blood beneath skin,
a7..mormal paleness Jr coldness

of skin,
iii) If ther:2 is any :Agn of hems-

toms, performer cartlfully cir-
cles with appropnriate marko.1-,

records and/or rePorn so t.hat
it can be monitored.

AmwrammommimMiMMMOVAINIWA.MMMIAMA6'

iv) If bleeding has not subsided
after an unusual period of
time, performer maintains pres-
sure and has co-worker inform
appropriate physiian. Nttempts
not to alarm patient. Remains
with patient until relieved.

b. When appropriate, arranges to have
pressure dressing applied or de-
cides to do personally.

i) May inform physician when
bleeding stops.

ii) Performer may reinforce in-
structions to patient to re-
main immobile. Suggests that
if patient feels bleeding or
warmth to call nurse at once.
May show patient how to apply
pressure It...3onal1y until help

arrives,



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Cork No. 522

This is page 1 of 2 for this task.

What is the output of this task? (Be sure

this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Pressure dressing applied to puncture site;
pressure applied if bleeding; bleeding or
problem reported.

2. What is used in performing this task? (Note

if onlv certain items must be used. If Oe.;t1

is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

Patient's chart; pen; sterile gloves,
forceps, gauze, bandage, dressing; elastic
bandage and clips; tape

3. Is there a recipient, respondent or ctts,-vol*:.zr
involved in the task? Yes...( ) :t).

-VA,We

es to q. : Name tne kind of .a4ient
respondent or co-worker involved, with de_

scriptions to ihdicate the.relevant condition
include the kind wit% whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge

requirements or legal rescriction3.

Any pt.; physician; co-worker

VRIMWEIMMd.W.W.Cf
Name the iask so that the answers to ques-
tion2 1-4 are reflected. Underline esm-
tial words,-

erfo.rmer applies a pressure
dressing to a.puncture site as

fa result of:

a. Receiving erders,or request
while present for special
procedure.

b. DecidinT; ±7; do after having
applied d13ital pressure to
punctare site.

Performer will already be
drsEi(1 in appropriate gar-
merts in keeping with ster-

requirements for Proce-

1 Performer notes orders for
pressure dressing. Notes

Applying pressure dressing to arterial or
Iten2mE_2nncLure site as ordered, by inspect-

ing site for bleeding; applying pressure and

reporting any bleeding or problem; applying
gauze, pressure dressing and bandage; wrapping
tightly; reporting and/or recording when com-

pleted.

111:11100

268

site of puncture, whether
arterial. May reassure pa-
tient, explain what will be
done.

. If not already done, per-
former assembles materials
or checks that materials are
present on sterile proce-
dure tray. Washes hands as
appropriate.

. Performer may don sterile
gloves. Uses sterile proce-
dure te apply pressure
dressing:

a. If not already done, per-
former checks that bleed-
ing has been controlled
at the puncture site:

i) Inspects clot to be
sure that it is firm-
ly fixed and hard.

OK -RP;RR.RR

6. Check here i this

is a master sheet.4)



TASK DE!

List Elements Full

ii) For arterial punci
feels for arteria:
to puncture site 1

tery has not been
iii) If the bleeding hi

trolled or has sti
performer immedia
manual pressure tl
site (directly abi
side nearest hear
puncture and dira
for venous punctu
once to co-worker
bleeding as appro'
nrt to alarm pati,
with patient unti
until bleeding is

iv) if there is probl
of wound, such as
al pulse, hematom
performer reports
propriate staff m

b. Performer may apply
pads to punc.-ure sit
dressing, or may rol
into a pad, wrap wit'
ply over gauze alrea
wound.

i) For arterial punc
tightly with gauz
then with elastic
clips. Depending
site may secure b
around body to ho
(such as pelvis f
puncture).

ii) Checks that arter
is still evident
ture site. Loosen
appropriate so as
occlude artery.

iii) For venous punctu
lightly but makes
pressure is being
wound.



SCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

=IF

Task Code No. 522

This is page 2 of 2 for this task.

1111111111=1111MillIONISIMU
List Elements Full

ture site, 4. May report to appropriate staff mem-
1 pulse discul ber when bandage is in place. May re-
to be sure ar- cord on patient's chart.'
occluded.

as not been con-
arted again,
tely applies
o the puncture
ove site on
t for arterial
ctly on site
re). Calls at
to report

priate. Tries
ent and remains
I relieved or
controlled.

em of condition
lack of arteri-

a, swelling,
at once to ap-

amber.

sterile gauze
e, a prepared
1 sterile gauze
h tape,and ap-
dy placed over

,ture,wraps
,e bandage and
bandage and

on puncture
,y wrapping tape
dd in place
or femoral

lal pulsation
distal to punc-
s bandage if
, not to totally

ire wraps more
; sure firm
; applied to



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 523

This is page 1 of 2for this task.

r1. What is the output of this task? (Be sure List Elements Full
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

C.T.T. equipment turned on and warmed up; staff
member informed of problem or decision made to
notify service organization or test personally,

Performer prepares computerized
transverse axial tomography
(C.T.T.) equipment for use at
start of day, or after shut down
of equipment, as a result of:

a. Regular assignment.
b. Request from co-worker.
c. Decision to do personally.

C.T.T. equipment may include
E.M.I. or A.C.T.A. scanner,
or similar type, depending on
institution's facilities; may
be referred to as C.T.T.,
C.T., or C.A.T. scanner.

1. Performer makes sure that
the scanning area or room is
clear or that anyone in room
is appropriately shielded.
Makes sure appropriate doors
are closed and/or locked.

2. Goes to appropriate locations
to turn on main power, check
that power is on for control
panels, and warm up equip-
ment.

a. Depending on the type of
equipment involved, per-
former turns on main pow-
er ewitch for appropriate
units, such as x-ray and
motor generators, scanning
unit, viewing units, con-
trol units, computer, tele-
type. May use key for key-
switch controls where ap-
propriate.

b. Checks that all lights or
other indicators show that
power is on for each unit.

OK-RP;RR;RR

2. What is used in performing this task? (Note

if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

C.T.T. units, control panels, switches; key for
keyswitches; operator's manual, test and service
documents

. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes...(X) No...

. It Yes to q. : Name tne in. o recipient,
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or legal restrictions.

o-worker or supervisor

S. Name 41e task so that the answers to ques-
tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-

tial words.

Preparing computerized transverse axial tomography
(C.T.T.) equipment for use, by turning on main units,
adjusting voltages; carrying out warm-up procedures;
checking; adjusting if fault problem using opera-
tor's manual; notifying appropriate staff member or
deciding to notify service organization if fault not
overcome,or deciding to test personally.

6. Check here i this

is a master sheet...
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 523

This is page 2 of 2 for this task.

List Elements Fully List Elements Fully

Turns on individual sub-unit
switches as necessary.

c. Where appropriate, checks line
voltage meter and, if needed, turns
compensator dial until needle is
aligned properly on line meter.

d. If the C.T.T. scanner involved has
a water filled head box for brain
scanning, performer checks that
water is clean, that head box is
filled so that there is no air
outside the back trap. Checks that
upper and lower outside surfaces
are free of dust, oil, talc or
other foreign material. Checks that
water heater is off and that water
is not too hot for use.

e. If appropriate, operates controls
to return scanning unit carriage
and rotation assembly (gantry) to
start position.

f. Checks that teletype or other data
terminal controlling the computer
is on line and powered up.'

3. Performer may proceed with warm up
procedure:

a. If warm-up procedure requires the
switch-on of appropriate control,
performer switches on "warm-up"
control. May set mA range dial to
appropriate maximum position.
Checks that, after elapse of warm-
up time, indicator light and/or
teletype message indicates that
equipment is ready for use.

b. If warm-up procedure for x-ray
tube requires a step-wise proce-
dure, performer sets the mA and
then the kV co.atrols to the initial
settings for warm-up.

i) Makes sure external warning
:Lights are on and/or illuminated
safety sign is working.

ii) Waits appropriate time, and in-
creases kV in steps after wait-

ing appropriate amount of time
between steps, depending on
length of time machine has been
turned off. Checks appropriate
dials or manual for timing need-
ed.

iii) Adjusts kV and mA controls until
meters indicate that tube is
warmed up to standard kV read-
ing for warm-up stage accord-
ing to schedule of steps and
times and kV-mA settings ap-
propriate to equipment.

iv) Checks that indicator light
and/or teletype message indi-
cates that equipment is ready
for use. May reset computer
if necessary.

4. If there is indiCation of overload
or other fault condition, performer
readjusts as indicated in operator's
manual for equipment and continues
as appropriate. If performer is not
able to overcome problem, may decide
to carry out tests, or notifies su-
pervisor or appropriate staff per-
son at once. If so authorized, may
decide to notify outside service
organization.



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 524

This is page 1 of 6 for this task.

What is the output of this task? (Be sure
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

C.T.T. scanning assembly, display tube surface,
camera, disc and/or tape drive units inspected,
cleaned; water, head cone, headbag inspected,
cleaned, changed; water de-aerated; headbag re-
paired.

2. What is used in performing this task? (Note
if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

Performer provides preventive
maintenance by periodically
checking and cleaning computer-
ized transverse axial tomography
(C.T.T.) equipment such as dis-
play unit, camera assembly,disc
and/or tape drives, scanning
unit (especially equipment using
a water medium) at start of the
day, periodically, or after re-
quest to investigate problem or

C.T.T. scanning unit,display unit,camera,con-
inspect, as a result of:

trols,disc and/or tape drive units;alcohol solu-
tion;lint free cleaning cloths;adhesive tape; a. Regular assignment.
water head box;head cone(s); headbag(s);water b. Request from co-worker.
tank;control unit,control panels;water and air c. Decision to do personally.
pipes;bottles of distilled or prepared water;
disinfectant;drain trays,containers;screwdriver;
knife;rings;screws;clips;marker;template;rubber
cement;double-sided tape;soldering iron with cut-
ting tip;scissors;petroleum jelly;operator's man-
ual;phantom;rubber gloves;detergent;tap water;
sign to prevent use of scanner

3. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes...(X) No... )

es to q. : Name t e in o recipient
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or legal restrictions.

Co-worker, supervisor

5. Name the task so that the answers to ques-
tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-
tial words.

Providing preventive maintenance for display
tube surface,ca:aera,disc and/or tape drive units,
and/or scanning assembly(especially water-using
head box asserellfof computerized transverse
axial tomograp equipment,by checking
and cleaning disply tube surface,disc and/or-
tape drive units,camr!ra assembly;inspecting
water,head cone,headtag;cleaning water tank;
cleaning or changing head cone,headbag;changing
water;refilling head box;de-aerating water;re-
pairing headbag;setting equipment at start posi-
tions.

C.T.T. equipment may include
E.M.I., A.C.T.A. scanner, or
any other similar type, de-
pending on institution; may
be referred to as C.T.T.,
C.T., or C.A.T. &canner.

1. If responding to request,
notes what is to be checked
and/or cleaned. With water
medium equipment, notes wheth
er water and/or head cone and/
or headbag is to be replaced
in head box of scanning unit,
or prepares to check conditio
of water and/or parts.

2. If performing check, perform-
er may carry out any or all
of the following:

a. Makes sure that no unautho-
rized person is in control
and/or scanning rooms. If
anyone is present,perform-
er indicates what he or she
will be doing.

b. Checks that x-ray unit is
off, Clears scanning area.

OK-RP;RR;RR

6. Check here i this

is a master sheet..(X)
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1

3. If checking and cleaning display unit,
performer uses a lint free cloth and
lightly cleans the face of the cathode
ray tube or TV monitor. Removes any
alcohol residue.

List Elements Full

c. Checks that power is on for scanning
unit carriage (gantry).

d. Makes sure that appropriate doors
are closed and/or locked.

e. Sets out supplies that will be
needed.

4. If checking and cleaning camera as-
sembly, uses appropriate alcohol solu-
tion and lint free cloth. Cleans cam-
era lens, rollers, and inside and out--
side of camera cone assembly. Dries.

If checking and cleaning disc drive
unit, uses appropriate alcohol Solu-
tion and lint free cloth and cleans
read/write heads. Removes alcohol
residue.

a. Makes sure that oxide build up,
fingerprints and any contamination
are completely removed.

b. Checks, tightens,and/or replaces
screws and other hardware in disc
drive covers, base plate.

c. Cleans magnetic ring of spindle as-
sembly. Uses adhesive tape to re-
move particles.

d. Dusts doors and surfaces.

. If checking and cleaning tape unit and
heads, removes tape from tape unit.

a. Removes head covers as appropriate.
b. Uses alcohol solution and lint free

cloths. Cleans and dries head sur-
faces, face of tape cleaner, erase
head, hEad guides, head guide
blocks. Removes any alcohol residue
with clean lint free cloth.

c. Cleans roller guides similarly, ro-
tating to reach all surfaces.

Task Code No. 524

of 6 for this task.
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d. Replaces head cover. Replaces tape
in tape unit.

. Moistens cloth and cleans all non-:rub
ber surfaces of scanning unit car-
riage using alcoho" :-;olution; uses

water on rubber parts.

a. Rotates moveable parts and cleans
as appropriate.

b. Dries with lint free cloth.

8. If C.T.T. scanner uses a water medium
and head box, performer prepares for
inspection and cleaning.

a. Operates scanning unit carriage
(gantry) using appropriate con-
trols so that water pipe is at
bottom and air vent valve is at
top of carriage.

b. If appropriate, withdraws the pa-
tient examination table or couch
to allow access to the head box.

c. Unless routinely replacing head-
bag, changing water, cleaning head
cone, head box, and tank, or de-
aerating water, performer may
check cleanliness of water:

i) Operates controls to empty and
fill head box, passing water
from head box to tank and back,
and observes appearance of
water through transparent water
pipe and in transparent box.

ii) Notes whether water is foggy or
has other signs of preseuce of
algae or chemical deposits.
Determines whether water Fhould
be changed.

9. If performer is to drain head box for
any reason and/or drain water tank
and clean the entire assembly, ob-
tains distilled or sterile water in
bottles, liquid detergent, or water
bottles with appropriate additive.

-1111.111.CEMINIIMM
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Obtains cleaning equipment and cloths
if not already done.

a. Maintains gantry so that water pipe
is at bottom and air vent valve at
top of carriage.

b. Puts drain tray in position to drain
any residual water from head box.

c. Opens cabinet housing water tank
and places container under drain
tube to drain water from tank.

d. Opens air valve on head box and
operates control to empty watvr
from head box to tank. AllowOre-
maining water in box to drain into
tray. Empties tray when all water
has drained from head box.

e. Removes headbag assembly and finger
nuts and lays carefully aside.

f. Removes head cone which supports
patient's head and lays carefully
aside.

g. Allows water to drain from water
tank by opening drainage tap so
that water flows out into container.

h. Performer inspects the head rone
and headbag assembly:

i) May check headbag for signs of
strain, wear, or leaks. Deter-
mines whether headbag can be re-
used or should be changed or re-
paired.

ii) Determines whether head cone re-
quires replacement (due to splits
or other damage, or if another
size or type is required).

i. Checks seal in opening ot head box
and cleans if appropriate.

j. May use weak soap or detergent,
water and cloth to wash head box
interior, rubber headbag, and head
cone using rubber gloves. Wipes dry
with lint free cloth. Lays headbag
and head cone aside carefully.

k. Flushes and cleans water tank and
cover.

1CP

10. Tf performer is to replace or repair
headbag, removes from empty head box,
as described above, if not already
done.

a. If headbag system incorporates a
modified headbag with a preformed
half round gasket, performer ob-
tains such a fresh headbag and
petroleum jelly.

Smears front and back edges liber-
ally with petroleum jelly. Fits
headbag with special ring in head
box and screws into place with
screws provided.

b. If headbag system requires form-
ing, performer obtains marker,
template, sharp knife or scissors,
double sided adhesive tape, solder
ing iron with hollow cutting bit,
screwdriver,and spring loaded clips
(if not already done).

i) Performer removes the two rings
forming the rim of the headbag
by unscrewing the retaining
screws holding the two rings
together.

ii) Pulls old headbag away from the
adhesive tape on the support
ring. Cleans each half of as-
sembly removing adhesive tape
and any parts of old bag with
alcohol solution if uecessavy.
May set aside damaged headbag
for later use in repaird.

iii) Uses forming term:late and marks
out its shape on the skirt of
the new headbag. Checks that
the nu.jor axis of the ellipse
shape is vertical so that when
the headbag is on the ring the
pull tabs will be in the proper
positions. Adjusts as needed.

iv) Places double sided tape on the
lower, inside face of the outer
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ring. Makes sure to lay tape in
an unwrinkled,non-overlapping
layer, free of air bubbles. Re-
moves backing, exposing second
adhesive surface.

v) Stretches bag over outer ring
using the clips to hold in place.
Clamps so that rubber of bag is
evenly stretched around circum-
ference and so that elliptical
line drawn on skirt is in line
with the tip of the ring
where the inner ring will be
joined. Makes sure that clips
do not cover screw holes or
recessed area where inner ring
will fit. Makes sure that tabs
face applopriately.

vi) Presses skirt of headbag down so
that it is in contact with the
exposed adhesive surface of the
tape.

vii) Heats soldering iron.
viii) Presses inner ring into its re-

cess so that the marks at the
top of the two rings line up
exactly. Places c1s at equal
intervals to hole rings together,
making sure not to cover up
holes in the inner ring.

ix) Burns holes with soldering iron
through the four, evenly spaced,
front ring holes so -that the rub-
ber of the headbag and the ad-
hesive tape allows access of the
screws into the outer ring.
Makes sure that the holes are
large enough to allow the screws
to turn in place.

x) Inserts screws into the holes
burned and tightens. Makes sure
that headbag does not twist
under the ring.

xi) Burns in the remaining holes; in
serts and tightens remaining
screws.

xii) Removea all remaining clips; re-
tightens screws.

11.

List Elements FIlly

xiii) Trims surplus edge of headbag in
assembly with scissors or knife.

xiv) Disconnects soldering iron; al-
lows to cool in safe place. Re-
places equipment as appropriate.

c. If performer is to repair a head-
bag which has a small hole, re-
moves headbag (if not already done)

without disassembling. Obtains a
formerly discarded headbag from
which to obtain patch material.

i) Cleans and dries headbag as de-
scribed.

ii) Locates hole and marks with
marking pen on inside of head-

bag.
iii) Cuts a patch from the smooth

part of the bag to be used for
this purpose.

iv) Whea bag and patch are clean
and dry, performer applies rub-
ber cement to the inside of
headbag within area marked and
applies to one side of the
patch.

v) When cement is dried to a tacky
consistency, performer firmly
presses patch over hole. Places
heavy object over this and main
tains the pressure about five
minutes. Sets aside for twenty-
four hours to dry where headbag
will not be moved.

vi) If appropriate, so that scanner
may be used at once while patch

ed headbag dries,replaces patch
ed headbag assembly with spare
assembly previously prepared.

If performer is to replace head cone,
performer selects appropriate type
and size of replacement head cone:

a. Removes retaining screws of head
bag assembly currently in head box
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and withdraws headbag ring and head
cone (if not already done).

b. Checks that head cone is clean.
Places appropriate section at bot-
tom of head box with centimeter
scale facing appropriate side.
Checks that it is securely fitted.

12. Performer replaces headbag, head cone,
and prepares to refill tank and/or box
with water after inspection, cleaning,
or replacement.

a. If not already done, fits head cone
in place so that it is flush with
head box,and cm. scale is pointing
appropriately.

b. Checks that ring seal in head box
is correctly positioned.

c. Places headbag into appropriate po-
sition and fits it over fixing
studs. Fits and tightens finger
nuts.

d. Checks that air vent valve is on
top and open.

e. Cluses tank drain. Refills tank
with appropriate distilled, de-
mineralized water to appropriate
level:

i) May add liquid detergent to help
prevent formation of air bubbles;
may add disinfectant to prevent
formation of algae.

ii) Opens cap in tank cover and in-
verts bottles of prepared water,
or siphons water; fills tank
to appropriate level. Replaces
tank cap.

iii) Turns on water heater to remove
dissolved air. Checks that water
reaches predetermined tempera-
ture and turns off heater.

iv) Waits until water cools to oper-
ating temperature before return-
ing water to head box.

v, Make, sure no scanning takes
place while water is hot or

heater is on. May place sign to
so indicate

13. Performer removes air bubbles from
head box after refilling head box or
replacing water in tank:

a. If not already done, empties water
from head box into tank as describ
ed above.

b. If not already done, heats water
as described above and allows to
cool as described.

c. Operates controls to fill head box
from water in tank. Fills to pre-
liminary two-thirds or full level
and closes air valve.

d. May pump water to and from tank to
evenly mix water and additives.

e. Swirls water around in head box
and shakes headbag to collect the
trapped air bubbles clinging to
the cone and surfaces of the box.

f. Rotates the gantry so that air
valve is located at top of head
box. Fills head :,ox with water so
that air is fcezced out past air
valve. Closes air valve as water
level passes valve.

g. Pushes remaining air out through
valve by pressing into headbag
with hands. Pumps out air and re-
fills.

h. Rotates carriage assembly so that
water inlet is on top, or rotates
carriage slightly to a position
in which small bubbles will col-
lect in upper trap; waits and
pumps these out.

i. Rotates carriage to check whether
bubbles collect on scanning sur-
faces. Continues to remove air bub
bles until all at.. removed or unti
remaining bubbles only collect in
traps,thus not affecting the pic-
ture.

14. Operates controls to return scanning
carriage to start position.

isaa
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a. Turns on any equipment turned off
during cleaning and change of parts

s z

and/or waier. Makes sure water heat-
er is off.

b. If responding to request, informs
appropr-late staff member whea unit
is ready for use.

c. If appropriate, informs proper staff
person of any supplies that should
be replenished.
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. What is the output of this task? (Be sure List Elements Full
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

C.T.T. equipment test scans carried out to set
or check calibration; output levels adjusted
with detector sensitivity switches; accuracy
of test scan data evaluated against test stan-
dards; malfunctions reported or adjustments
arranged; test results recorded.

Performer checks the system per-
formance, calibration and/or
runs calibration of computerized
transverse axial tomography
(C.T.T.) equipment periodically,
as a result of apparent malfunc-
tion, or when there is a change
in machine's x-ray tube output
and/or a change in the collima-
tion being used, as a result of:

a. Request from co-worker.
b Decision to do personally.
c. Regular assignment.

C.T.T. equipment may include
E.M.I. or A.C.T.A. scanner,
or similar type, depending
on institution's facilities;
may be referred to as C.T.T.,
C.T. or C.A.T. scanner.

. Performer determines what
type of test is appropriate,
depending on reported mal-
function, or problem found
personally, or makes tests or
adjustments that are due to
be carried out on a regular,
periodic basis, based on the
type of C.T.T. equipment in-
volved:

a. Performer may plan to chac
automatic calibration and/
or have computer calibrate
factors so that a standard
reference medium (water)
wi?1 read out at a prede-
termined density level
(such as 0 to 200) and all
other substances will be
scaled to that reference.
Depending on equipment,
plans to enter new calibre-

OK-RP;RR;RR

. What is used in performing this task? (Note

if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

C.T.T. scanning unit, generators, control panels,
computer; teletype; line printer; paper; program
and test data magnetic discs, or tape cassettes
or reels; examination table or couch; operator's
manual; test and service documents; water filled
and/or composite phantom; display units and con-
trols; service record book or log sheet; pen

3. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes, )0 No...

. 'es to q. : Name tne Kin. oL recipient
respondent or co-worker invoLed, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allawed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or legal restrictions,

Co-worker

. Name t e task so that the answers to ques-
tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-
tisl words.

Checking calibration and accuracy of C.T.T. equip-
ment by making test scans, by preparing and setting
up for test scan(s) using water or appropriate phan-

tom;checking system functioning;making scan with
equipment in calibration position and entering cali
bration factors into memory,or observing-signal lev-
el meters during scan and adjusting to read in prop-
er range using detector sensitivity switches,so thati

water reads at predetermined density;checking ac-
curacy of scan data against known standards;having
adjustmenta made and/or reporting malfunctions;re-
cording tests and results.

6. Check here i this

is a master sheet..

278
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tion factors into computer memory, inal output, that viewer and

and/or plans a test run to check crmputer are on and ready.

accuracy of calibration and/or read- iv) If appropriate, checks line

out. voltage meter and, if neede ,

turns compensator dial until

i) May plan to adjust photomulti- needle is aligned properly on

plier detector output voltage
and viewing controls for correct
scanning and interpretation.

line meter.

b. Makes sure that teletype unit or

ii) Depending on equipment, may plan other data terminal control ing

to check new disc cartridges to the computer is on line, that

ensure a perfect system program power is on, and that it has ade-

or test program disc. quate paper supply.
If there is separate line printer,

b. Performer may plan to do test runs may check paper supply; sets con-

to calculate and check the variation trols to provide print- ut as soon

in density of processed scan pic- as test scan is completed.

tures, and/or the functioning of c. Depending on the type of test run,

other components in the system. performer may obtain a test object
such as water enclos d in a skull

2. Performer goes to the room in which specimen or model,and/or a stan-

the C.T.T. equipment is housed. Washes dard composite phantom containing

hands. Makes sure that no unauthoriz- known materials.

. ..ed personne are in scanning area or d. If the C.T.T. scanner involved has

control room, and that anyone present a water filled head box for brain

is appropriately shielded. Makes sure scanning, and if water scan is to

appropriate doors are closed and/cr be run, performer uses appropriate

locked. Prepares for test(s). controls to empty water from head
box; may remove head cone; com-

a. Makes sure that the C.T.T. equip-
ment is Teamed up and ready for
use, that controls are unlocked

pletely fills water box with water.

0 Makes sure headbag is out of

and set as appropriate:

i) If calibration is to be done

the line of the x-ray beam.
ii) Checks that head box is filled

with enough water so that there

and there is a calibration is no ir in the x-ray beam

switch, sets to calibration po- path. Checks that water heater

sition. Otherwise makes sure is off and that water is at ap-

switch is not set to calibrate.
ii) May check that ready light is

on, or switches on standby con-

p-op iate operating temperature.

e. Checks that scanning area is clear

trol and makes sure that stand- and that anit is in start position.

by light comes on. If appropriate, operates controls

iii) Checks that x-ray voltage gen- to return scanning unit carriage

erator is on and running at nom- and rotation assembly (gantry) to
start position. Makes sure that
examination table or couch is prop
erly attached to scanning unit.
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If the system or test programs are
permanently on each data disc or test
,program disc, performer loads the sys-
tem programs by loading a system disc
into the disc drive unit; loads a test
program similarly as appropriate:

a. Places disc into disc drive unit.
Checks that unit is set to run, and .

that other switches are in proper
position. Checks that ready light
is on, and that computer is set to
receive input data.

b. If checking new system program data
disc or 'test program disc, perform-
er checks that disc is properly
seated in case. Loads.

i) Notes whether disc wobbles as
disc comes up to speed. Notes
any p-oblem noises.

ii) If a problem is apparent,switches
from drive to load; removes disc.
May write description of prob-
lem. Arranges to have disc re-
turned.

iii) Sets selector to scannIng po'.4i-
tion if disc is all right.

iv) Checks that teletype message in-
dicates that ee.o...pment is ready

to receive ineetl data, such as

"Program Number?"

. If the system programs are on a cas-
sette tape and scan data are recorded
on a separate tape, performer loads
tapes, enters program into memory, and
initializes tapes:

a. Performer inserts program cassette
or tape in proper place in tape
drive unit. May rewind tape as ap-

propriate.
b. II appropriate, erases (initializes

the computer memory. Enters appro-
priate code on teletype; sets
switches as appropriate and sets

List Elemetal.Filly

Lo enter, load and run. Checks
that appropriate light comes on.

c. If appropriate, sets controls to
load system :oader and/or pro-
gram(s). sets appropri-
ate switches. . s that cassette
or tape is wound ready. Sets

for run and
d. Performer has pro d n by

setting appropLisie and

activating. Notes
operating sigm.. e,

e. -ken the program ilas been zead in

,., indicated by light o.c teletype
nessage, performer may checfr that

contents of the display reg-
isters show as appropriate,

f. May rewind prcgram tape or cas-
serte using proper controls. Re-
moves and stores tape or cassette.

g. May mount test data tape. Places
empty tape reel and test tape
into appropriate positions on unit.
Threads as appropriate so that
tape will be wcund on take-up reel.
Sets appropriate switch such as
lIad switch.

h. Checks that computer ie ready by
activating as appropria'.e, such
as using start or standby switch.
Checks thei . teletype message asks
for input eata such as "Scan
Code?" and sounds beep, or "Pro-
gram Number?"

i. If option Ls available, may set
switch so that magnetic tape re-
co-d is or is not autenvitically
made, depenelng on iitul.fonal
procedures for calihn.tion test

run.

5. If the teietyl, does not print appro-
priate message, performer may check
teletype, computer settinv and
switches as appropriate; m3 re;et

program by setting switchc t set-

tings which initiate a self examine-

280
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tion check, and then reset and restart,
following appropriate steps for
switches and controls.

. If performer is to check the accuracy
of automatic calibration using a water
scan for a water-using scanner, check
the 1.ccuracy of readout data using a
composite phantom, or is to have com-
puter calibrate density factors using
water-filled phantom, performer may
proceed as follows:

a. If not already done, sets controls
to scan position. If not already
done, uses teletype to answer data
requests such as "Program Number?"
or "Scan Code?" Answers with appro-
priate code to call scanning pro-
gram or subroutine.

b. Performer enters codes in response
to teletype requests or operates
controls to set up for standard
water or phantom test scan:

i) May enter codes for test run's
number of degrees between su.2-
cessive scan passes, whether
long or short run, if options.

ii) Enters test identification in-
formation as appropriate.

iii) May enter distance in cm's from
a reference plane to level of
scan; may set controls or type
in standard test scan angle.

c. Sets milliamperage and kilovoltage
as appropriate for test scan.

d. For a water scan, performer uses
water filled head box. For check
of readout accuracy, or to run scan
to perform calibration, performer
positions composite phantom or
water-filled phantom for the test
scan as appropriate to the equip-
ment:

i) Performer places appropriate
p'iantom into position in center
of scanning ring in head holder.
Secuves into position. Uses man
ual or motor controls to adjust
table or couch height to stan-
dard position.

ii) If :mit includes a water filled
head box, performer operates
controls to empty sufficient
water from box to allow place-
ment of phantom within headbag
held in ?lace by head cone in-
side box. Adjusts so that phan-
tom is inserted to proper depth.
Operat2s contruls so that water
enters box, elowing headbag to
collapse onto phantom and close
ly fit skull ohaped contours.

. Performer operates scanner controls
from shir7lded cotrol area:

b. Checks that all controls and in-

doors are c_osed and/or locked.
shielded. Makes sure that out:Ad,: 1

Checks that external warning

sign is on.
lights :,ad/or illuminated safety

tetlocks proptrly set for scan

a. Makes sure that everyon is out of

scanning 'zoom or appropriately

ning, and thet high voltage is on
and running at nominal level.

c. Initiates scan by pressing appro-
priate control button.

d. If the equipment will be adjusted
through use of detector 6ensitiv-
ity rotary switcheo, performer
watches the relevatzt meters shrw-
ing the signal levels from the in-
tegrators for the photomultipliers:

i) Notes whether each nee.dle peaks'
to a predetermined area on
meter. If an adjustment is noed
ed,plans the readjustment with
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rotary switches that will be
necessary.

ii) If there is need for adjustment,
performer may operate controls
to abort scan. Then adjusts ro-
tary switches as described be-
low, and repeats scan procedure
until meter(s) read in proper
areas.

iii) May decide to allow scan to run
to completion and to check scan
print-out to determine the re-
adjustment needed.

iv) At end of scan, if the line
printer can print out the rela-
tive scan densities, and if con-
trols have been set for this,
performer tears off print-out
of density values. Notes figures
for picture points within the
water filled head box or water
filled phantom and checks if
they read at the appropriate
value (such as zero or 200), de-
pending on equipment.

vi) If not as required, performer
judges what adjustment must be
made with use of rotary switches.
Resets rotary switches and re-
peats scan procedure until meters
read in proper area and line
print-out gives the appropriate
density value for water.

e. If calibration adjustment will be
made by entering calibration fac-
tors permanently into computer mem-
ory until changed, Initiates this
by typing the appropriate code on
the teletype after scanning.

f. Performer sets controls to view the
scan on a black-grey-white TV moni-
tor or cathode ray tube.

i) If not already done, turns on
viewing unit or types appropri-
ate code on teletype.

ii) To have computer calculate call
bration factors, performer
types in code for subroutine
to select one (and then the
other) of the two pictures on
the display. Uses switch as
appropriate to move from one
picture to the other. When both
calculations have been made,
performer sets calibration
switch to regular scan position
so that factors will be retain-
ed in memory, and returns to
regular operation.

g. If the viewing controls are to be
used to check that water appears
properly on the visual display
according to a preselected value
(such as zero), performer may pro-
ceed as follows:

i) Sets control for the mid-point
of the range of the display
(the window level) to the de-
sired value for water (such as
zero).

ii) Sets scale of window level to
normal position.

iii) Sets control for the black-to-
white range (window width) to
measuring poiition.

iv) Looks at the area of the pic-
ture that surrounds the water.
Checks that one unit on the
negative side of water value
(zero) changes this area to
peak white,and one unit Oh the
positive side changes this area
to black.

h. If performer will check calibration
by obtaining a print-out of the rel-
ative density values of the picture
points, and if not already done, per-
former may type appropriate code for
printing out, and sets controls as
appropriate.
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List Elements Fully

1) May use controls to specify
which picture, which row(s), and
which column(s) are to be print-
ed out.

ii) When print-out is obtained, per-
former checks that scan points
give the preselected value for
water (such as 200).

iii) If not obtained, and if the call-)
bration factors have already
been entered, performer may re-
port this to appropriate staff
member or go on to run a check
of equipment.

i. To check accuracy of scan readouts,
performer may run scans as describ-
ed at several discrete levels.
For each scan performer operates
viewing controls to inspect scan
picture:

i) Sets window width and level as
appropriate for the test scan an.
level run and being viewed, fol-
lowing the standards set by man-
ufacturer.

ii) Checks that there is no streak-
ing, that shapes are correct for
the level being observed.

iii) Checks overall similarity of
scans and notes signs of mis-

alignment of unit parts such as
head box.

iv) Makes sure that appropriate num-
ber of individual steps in the

List Elements

it can be retrieved later. Loads
the test program as appropriate,
and then loads or retrieves the
scan data.

Fullz

i) Selects specified picture areas
or the complete processed pic-
ture for which means and stan-
dard deviations of density val-
ues are to be calculated.

ii) Uses appropriate responses to
teletype to have computer cal-
culate means, standard devi-
ations, and/or produce a histo-
gram.

iii) Performer compares the calcu-
lated means and standard devi-
ations with.the manufacturer's
listed.limits. Notes whether
results fall within normal
limits.

iv) If not, may judge possible
source of problem.

v) If possible cause of problem
can be dealt with by the per
former,such as cleaning dirty
equipment or water, eliminating
air bubbles, changing colli-
matior, performer may arrange
to lhave preventive maintenance
or adjustment d3ne or decides
to do pernally.

k. PerforLar reports any problems
that must be dealt with by other
staff or service organization, or

white-gray-black scale can be
discerned. May adjust black and
white level controls.

v) Checks that picture is in center
of display surface (cathode ray
tube or TV monitor).

j. If performer is to check the ac-

arranges to call service organi-
zation.

1. If a new disc is being tested and
any failures have been encounter-
ed, performer arranges to have
disc returned as described earlier

8. When test runs and adjustments have
curacy of the overall system using been carried-out, may record what was-
the test
the test

scan,
run as

performer identifies
appropriate so that

done, date, and results in a
cord book or log sheet. May
Places record in appropriate
for filing if appropriate.

re-
sign.
location



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 527

This is page 1 of 7 for this task.

. What is the output of this task? (Be sure List Elements Full
.

this is broad enough tcd be repeatable.)

Requisition reviewed; C.T.T. equipment set up for
viewing and recording of scans; scans located on
disc or tape, viewed as display; controls adjusted;
scan displays photographed; scans printed out;
scans recorded on magnetic tape; scans presented
for review by radiologist; scan records placed for
use.

,.
'

Performer retrieves, views and
records computerized transverse
axial tomography (C.T.T.) scans
after they have been stored on
magnetic disc or tape as a re-
sult of:

. Request of radiologist or
other physician as a part of
reading and interpreting
function of the physician.

b. Written or oral requisition
that record(s) be made, du-
plicated, or otherwise re-
trieved.

C.T.T. scans may be produced
and viewed with equipment such
as E.M.I., A.C.T.A., or simi-
lar scan equipment,depending
on facilities at institution.
Scans may be referred to as
C.T.T., C.T. or C.A.T. scans.

1. Performer determines el, nar
ticular scan(s) to be vicn.er
and/or recorded as listed by
patient's name and identifi-
cation number, the scan(s)
record or file number(s), the
disc or tape name or number
on which scan(s) appear, ot
the date(s) on which the
scan(s) were made.

. What is used in performing this task? (Note

if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

Requisition sheet or orders; C.T.T. display and
viewing unit(s), control panels, computer; tele-
type, line printer, paper; camera, film; program
and data discs and/or magnetic tape reels, cas-
settes; operator's manual; absorption coefficient
charts; log book; jacketed materials; marking pen;
scissors; pen; write enable ring; protective case

. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes...(K) No...( )

4. If -Yes to q. : Name the kinA of recipient,
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or legal restrictions,

Radiologist or other physician

. Name the task so that the answers to ques-
a. May note location of scans

on disc or tape as written
on order form.

b. May look up location of
scans on disc or tape in
log book, in patient's
chart, on tape or disc
label.

c. May plan to print tape or
disc directories in order

OK-RP;RR;RR

tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-

tial words.

Retridislainandnakinhotorahsrint-
outs and/or magnetic tape records of computerized
transverse axial tomographic (C.T.T.) scans, by re-
viewing requests;preparing equipment;locating scans
on disc or tape; viewing scans on display and ad-
ji.sting as requested by radiologist or as ordered;
making photographs of scan displays; making line
print-outs of scans; recording scans on magnetic
tape, as ordered; presenting for review; discussing,
continuing as ordered; placing scan records for use.

6. Check here rrlhis
is a master sheet.. X
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 527

This is page 2 of 7 for this task.

to search for the scans required;
may decide to use visual search
options on a tape or disc.
May use computer to perform search.

d. Depending on the information avail-
able, performer obtains the appro-
priate disc(s) or tap.a(s) from
storage, if not already loaded on
disc or tape drive unit, or obtains
the discs or tapes that may contain
the scans involved.

. Performer reviews what is required by
reading the requisition and/or dis-
cussing with the physician innolved.

a. May note the type of records to be
made, such as line print-out, pho-
tographs of visual display, record-
ing of disc data on magnetic tape.
Notes any orders on use of viewing
options. Notes whether more than
one copy of each print-out or pho-
tograph is requested.

b. If performer is to retrieve scan
images for viewing by physician,
determines preferences for viewing
options.

c. If referring physician has request-
ed that prior films, ultrasonograms,
prior scans, and test results al-
ready on file be sent with the
C.T.T. scan records ordered, and
if not already with patient's jack-
eted material, performer arranges
to have these delivered.

d. If performer determines that the
request is not properly authorized,
is incomplete, that sufficient in-
formation is lacking for performer
to proceed properly, notifies su-
pervisor, radiologist, or other
designated staff person, depending
on institutional procedures. Ex-
plains the problem if appropriate,
and proceeds after obtaining needed
information, signature, or orders.

List Elements Fully...

When performer is clear about what
is required, prepares for viewing and
recording as appropriate to equip-
ment:

a. Performer makes sure that the
C.T.T. power supply, computer, disc
or tape drive, teletype and view-
ing units are turned on, warmed
up, and ready/for use. Checks
that controls are unlocked.

i) Makes sure that teletype (and
line printer if separate) are
set to operate and are on line
position.

ii) If appropriate, sets controls
to viewing position.

b. If not already done, checks paper
supply in teletype and line print-
er if separate. May check whether
printing is faint, whether carbon
ribbon needs changing. If appro-
priate, obtains additional paper
and/or carbon ribbon. Loads as
appropriate to equipment; advances
paper or ribbon and checks that
unit is operative.

c. If the system programs are per-
manently on each data disc, per-
former loads the syètem programs
by loading the proper magnetic
disc to be examined into the disc
drive unit. If the scan data are
on magnetic tape but programs are
on disc, performer loads an appro-
priate disc into disc drive unit:

i) Places disc into disc drive
unit. Checks that unit is set
to run and that other switches
are in proper position. Checks
that ready light is on, and
that computer is set to re-
ceive input data.

ii) Sets selector to viewing rather
than scanning position.
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List Elements Fully List Elements Full

Checks that teletype message
indicates that equipment is
ready to receive input data,
such as "Program Number?"

d. If the sow, data to be examined are
on magnetic tape, performer obtains
appropriate tape and loads into
tape unit:

i) Places empty tape reel and tape
to be examined into appropriate
positions on unit. Threads as
appropriate so that tape- will be
wound on takeup reel. Sets appro-
priate switch such as load
switch.

ii) May use teletype to enter code
that will wind tape into ini-
tial position.

iii) Checks that teletype message
indicates that computer is ready
for input data such as "Scan
Code?" or "Tape Code?" and beep
sound. If appropriate, types in
code to set computer to viewing
mode.

e. If, in preparing for viewing proce-
dure, the teletype does not indi-
cate that the computer is ready to
receive input data with message
such as "Program Number?" or "Scan
Code?" or "Tape Code?" and beep
sound, performer may reset or re-
load the program(s) in the compu-
ter's memory as appropriate to
equipment. May do any or all of
following:

i) If the teletype does not print
appropriate message, performer
may check teletype, computer
settings and switches as appro-
priate; may reset program by
setting switches to settings
which initiate a self examinatio
check, and then reset and re-

start, following appropriate
steps for switches and con-
trols. May try a new disc.

ii) If the program must be reloaded
using system programs on se-
parate cassette or tape reel,
performer inserts program cas-
sette or tape reel in proper
place in tape drive unit. May
rewind tape as appropriate.

iii) If appropriate, performer may
erase irrelevant information
from computer's memory (ini-
tialize) to prepare for load-
ing of system programs. Enters
appropriate code on teletye;
sets switches as appropriate,
and sets to enter, run and
load. Checks that appropriate
light comes on.

iv) If appropriate, sets controls
1.o load system loader and/or
program(s). Checks or sets
appropriate switches. Checks
that cassette is rewound and
ready. Sets for load and run.

v) Performer has program read in
by setting appropriate switches
and activating. Checks for ap-
propriate operating signals.
When the program has been read
in as indicated by light or
teletype message, performer may
check that contents of display
registers are appropriate.

vi) If appropriate, rewinds nro-
gram tape or cassette using
proper controls. Removes and
stores tape or cassette.

vii) Checks that computer is ready
by activating as appripriate.
Checks that teletype message
asks for input data such as
"Program Number," "Scan Code?"
or "Tape Code?" and beep sound.
If appropriate, types in code
to set computer to viewing
mode.
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Task Code No. 527

4 of 7 for this task.

List Elements Fully

viii) If there is still problem, ar-
ranges to have equipment checked
out as appropriate o.. decides to
do personally.

f. If not already done, performer
checks whether camera unit is
loaded with adequate film supply.
May check film supply indicator,
or opens back of camera and in-
spects.

i) If camera uses Polaroid film
cassette containing film for
eight exposures, notes number
of unexposed films remaining
and provides additional package
(s) from storage area. Reloads
when appropriate-

ii) If loading Polaroid film pack-
age, performer opens camera and
package containing film. Handles
carefully and removes film pack
from bag. Discards any moisture
absorbing paper and inserts film
pack in camera as appropriate
in relation to light shield and
restraining spring. Checks posi-
tion of tabs. Closes camera.
Checks and removes safety cover
by pulling out tab. Rechecks
and readjusts if needed.

iii) If camera uses roll film and
there is insufficient supply
in camera, performer arranges
to have roll film cassette
loaded, or decides to do per-
sonally.
When loaded roll film cassette
is obtained, checks loading in
subdued light. May check that
end of film is cut correctly
and is properly threaded and
attached to takeup spool so
that film unwinds appropriately.
Checks that film is properly
engaged in sprockets. Locks

into operating position. If ap-
propriate, cuts off excess film
at exit port and removes. At-
taches film cassette to camera
and locks into place. Replaces
camera cover.
If there is an adequate film
supply, checks that film is
properly loaded. Advances film
to compensate for any exposure
of film due to installation or
check. Removes dark slide from
camera lens if appropriate.

g. If performer must search for scan
file or record number(s) in order
to view, may print out tape or
disc directories to list the
record labels on a given tape or
disc:

i) May type out the code(s) to
call the appropriate program
or subroutines .to list the
record labels on the tape or
disc so that the record (scan)
numbers may be located. .

ii) Performer may request and re-
ceive information listing all
the tape files with the same
patient's code.

iii) Perormer may use subroutine
code numbers or search selec-
tor to move the records on
the tape or disc into display
on TV monitor or cathode ray
tube and provide a visual
search for the scans being
sought. Performer reads the
record labels being displayed.

iv) Performer notes the tape, disc
and/or record number(s) that
will be required so that the
scan(s) of interest may be
viewed.

h. Once performer knows which disc(s)
or tape(s) to read, mounts as ap-



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

This is page

propriate if not already done, as
described.

i. Once performer knows which file,
or record (scan) number(s) to read
from the mounted disc or tape, per-
former enters code to call the first
scan to be viewed, or uses selector
to move the scan of interest to the
display.

j. If physician will determine how
display and/or what records will
be made, performer notifies physi-
cian that scan(s) is (are) ready for
viewing. May provide absorption co-
efficient charts.

. Performer adjusts the visual display
according to orders on requisition,
standard orders, or request of physi-
cian:

a. If viewing the scan in a white-gray-
black scale on TV monitor. or cath-
ode ray tube, uses controls on view-
ing unit or calls appropriate sub-
routines by typing code numbers
on teletype to adjust.display as
requested or decided:

i) Checks that identification in-
formation showing on display
is correct.

ii) Performer may note the appropri-
ate density levels for the ma-
terial under examination and the
information required, or checks
the settings appropriate for
display so that the picture to
be viewed provides even steps.of
intensity change along a gray
scale from black to white.

iii) Sets the window (display) width
as appropriate to the type of
density range needed, i.e., such
that all values above the range
will be undifferentiated at one
extreme,such as white, and all
values below the range will be

Task Code No. 527

5 of 7 for this task.

undifferentiated at the other
extreme, such as black.

iv) Sets the window level (mean) to
correspond to the median densit)
value desired for the median or
center gray-tone wiLhin the
range.

v) Performer adjusts the window
mean (level) and/or window widtt
by using appropriate manual con-
trols or subroutines until the
picture displayed demonstrates
the sharpest density gradation
for the tissues in the area of
interest and the possible path-
ological material involved, or
follows radiologist's or clini-
cian's orders.

vi) Depending on options available,
performer may note or set con-
trols to read the density value
at any point in the picture, at
request of radiologist or when
evaluating picture personally.
May use controls to blacken all
picture elements (points) at a
given display level, have them
flicker, outline them. May use
controls as appropriate to mag-
nify an area or otherwise modi-
fy the display of the two con-
tiguous "6lices."

b. If viewing the scan as a color
display, performer may call a pre-
selected color scheme or spectrum,
with each color corresponding to
a display level, by calling sub-
routine with teletype; may create
new color representation as appro-
priate by defining intensity fac-
toxs for the base colors of the
TV color monitor.

i) Depending on equipment, perform-
er uses options to vary color
display as described, such as
flicker, magnification, making
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all picture points of a given vii) Continues with additional pho-
display level turn a particular tographs as described.
color. viii) If roll film is used, when

ii) Follows orders or requests to
adjust window width and level

all photographs have been taken,
performer may remove as appro-

in terms of color contrasts
rather than black-gray-white

priate and place for processing,
or decides to do personally.

contrasts,with colors represent- ix) When each processed photograph
ing given density levels as is ready, checks that photo
selected.

5. Performer may photograph*a given dis-

has the same appearance as the
display being viewed. If not,
reports to proper staff member.

play as requested by physician, or x) If the film used requires a
adjusts each display and makes photo- coat of fixer, may accumulate
graphs according to orders on requi- the developed photographs and
sition: have them coated with fixer,or

decides to do personally.
a. When a black-gray-white display is xi) If, during the course of proce-

obtained of which a permanent pho-
tographic record is desired, per-

dure, camera needs reloading,
performer reloads Polaroid pack

former_ may proceed as follows: or roll film as described.
xii) If identification information

i) Checks that roll film,Polaroid,
or other camera is loaded if

photographed with display is
not sufficient,performer may

not already done. use marking pen to write in ad-
ii) Sets any appropriate control to ditional information such as

"photograph" setting. window width and level (mean)
iii) May set shutter and aperture as or other option selected.

appropriate. .-

iv) If appropriate,swings camera
into position and checks that

b. If a color camera is available,
performer may make color photo-

appropriate light is on. graphs of display following simi-
v) Operates camera exposure con- lar steps to those for black-gray-

trol.

vi) If Polaroid or other automatic
processing camera is used, waits

white photographs.

6. Performer may make a line print-out
for exposure to be completed,
pulls out tabs as.appropriate,
and waits for film processing to

of a given scan (giving the relative
density or absorption coefficients
of the picture points) when requested

take place. Peels off or se- by physician or according to requi-
parates developed print from
negative without letting print
come in contact with negative.

sition.

a. May make print-out without re-
Discards tabs and negative as course to visual display by typing
appropriate, avoiding any con- the appropriate codes to call
tact with caustic jelly. May the scan and to call subroutine
fold and wrap negative to dis-
card.
t

or program to.make print-out.
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b. If appropriate, performer views the
display and may use controls to
specify which of the pair of scans
and which of the rows and columns of
the display are to be printed.

c. Performer tears off printed output
as appropriate and sets aside for
review by physician or placement
with other records ordered.

7. If scan data are on magnetic disc and
performer is to transfer the scan data
from disc to magnetic tape, performer
may proceed as follows:

a. If not already done, performer
checks that magnetic tape unit is
loaded as appropriate,as described
earlier. May fit a "write enable"
ring to the tape reel.

b. May refer to log book and enter
or check tape directory (identifica-
tion data) and code numbers. May
set appropriate controls to enter
tape label information.

c. Enters appropriate code to trans-
fer the scan data from the disc to
permanent record on magnetic tape.

d. May defer transfer to tape until
all the scans for a patient have
been reviewed.

e. May operate controls to obtain
print-out giving record labels or
tape directory information showing
tape contents. May attach to tape
reel; may write in other identify-
ing information.

. When the performer has displayed and
made any permanent records ordered
for first scan, continues with any
other scans as ordered.

a. Performer operates controls as ap-
propriate to resume viewing.

b. Repeats display, adjustment of
display options, photography,

printing and taping from disc
as ordered or requested.

c. May discuss the display options
at any time. May make multiple
copies of photographs and print-
outs if so ordered.

. Depending on orders, performer termi-
nates procedure as appropriate:

a. If ordered, petformer brings
C.T.T. scan photographs, computer
print-outs and,possibly,absorp-
tion coefficient charts to physi-
cian for review. Repeats or con-
tinues with viewing and recording
procedures if so ordered.

b. MaY'decide to personally jacket
scan photographs, line print-outs,
requisition sheets, and related
materials,and/or record informa-
ticin in log book, or arranges to
have this done, depending on in-
stitutional procedures. Continues
as ordered.

c. When procedure is completed, per-

, former may unload disc and store.
d. May reset and rewind magnetic tape

using appropriate controls:

i) When tape drive has stopped,com-
pletes rewind operation.

ii) Removes tape reel from unit.
Closes unit door.

iii) May place in protective case.
iv) Returns tape to file storage,

or places for return in appro-
priate location. -

e. When completed, performer may in-
dicate to appropriate staff per-
son when the performer is ready
to proceed with next task.
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This is page 1 of 4 for this task.

. What is the output of this task? (Be sure List Elements Full
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Calibration and/or dose monitoring program,
procedures, report forms, technique charts,
dosage charts designed; calibration, dose moni-
toring equipment selected, procedures decided
on; program presented and/or spot checked;
program evaluated.

.

..

Performer designs, maintains,
and/or reeva.t.uates a quality
control calibration and/or dose
monitoring program for diagnos-
tic radiography equipment (to
achieve equal radiographic re-
sults for equal technique set-
tings and conditions throughout
the department and/or to mini-
mize unnecessary patient expo-
sure) as a result of:

a. Regular assignment.
b. Request from supervisor or

co-worker.
c. Own initiative.

1. Performer may decide or be
requested to develop or eval-
uate a program to help bring
about a reduction in the need
for repeat examinations, to
make it possible for rediolo-
gists and technologists to
consider the patient exposure
and/or record estimated pa-
tient exposure associated
with given standard examine-
tions, and/or to detect fluc-
tuations in the efficiency,
quality and output,of the
x-ray beams used in examina-
tions.

2. Performer considers the types
of equipment to be dealt with
and the types of examinations
involved. May discuss with ra
diologists, radiologic tech-
nologists. May consider any
or all of the following:

a. Considers type of equip-
ment, such as overhead ra-
diography equipment, flu-

.

OK-RP;RR;RR

. What is used in performing this task? (Note

if only certain items must be used. If there

is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

Literature on radiography equipment, calibre-
tion procedures, dose monitoring devices; pen,
paper, dictation equipment; existing technique,
dosage charts; current calibration, dose moni-
toring records

. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes...(X) No.( )

. If -Yes to q. 3: Name & T ind of recipient,
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition;
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge

requirements or legal restrictions.

Radiologists; radiologic technologists; co-
worker; service personnel

-..-...

S. Name the task so that the answers ta ques-
tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-

tial words,
Designing, maintaining, evaluating calibration

and/or dose monitoring program in diagnostic
radiology, by considering equipment, examine-
tions, accessories, types of monitoring mea-
sures, types of calibration tests, information

needed, equipment alternatives; designing re-
port forms, dosage charts, technique adjustment

charts;selecting test and/or monitoring proce-
dures; presenting program; spot checking, eval-
uating current program.

. Check here if this
is a master sheet..(y)
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3.

oroscopy, cineradiography, spot
filming, tomography, computerized
transverse axial tomography.

i) Considers the accessories used
for given examinations such as
image intensifiers, automatic
brightness controls, use of grid,
use of bucky, use of image in-
tensifying screens, the size,
type, and speed of x-ray film
used.

ii) Considers the type of genera-
tor(s) involved, with respect
to phase and'rectification.

iii) Considers the inherent filtra-
tion and the focal spot sizes
available,

b. Considers the standard examinations
and the related standard require-
ments, including technical factors.

i) Considers use of added filtra-
tion, extension cones, colli-
mated field size, usual patient
positions and projections, tar-
get-to-film distance or target-
to-image distance (TFD or TID).
May consider target-to-skin dis-
tance (TSD).

ii) Considers the standard technical
factors used covering kVp, mA
and exposure time for given pa-
tient thicknesses, field sizes
and TFD.

Perfcrmer considers the accuracy
checks that may be required including
any or all of the following:

a. The accuracy of the kVp selector
settings. May consider use of ef-
fective kilovoltage constant po-
tential (kVcp) to account for the
penetration quality of the x-ray
beam through a given absorption

level such as patient equivalent
phantom or beam attenuator.

b. The accur,acy of the milliamperage
selector settings.

c. The accuracy of the light field-
x-ray beam alignments.

d. The accuracy of the exposure
timer(s), whether conventional
or automatic. With automatic
brightness control systems, con-
siders whether mA is fixed or
variable, whether kVp is fixed,
stepped, variable.

4. Performer considers the type(s) of
exposure monitoring to select for the
program, such as use of measurements
for selected points of exposure such .

as gonads, center of field, or whole
body exposures, exposure area pro-
ducts. May consider calculation of
average exposure rates. Considers
whether to use simultaneous dosimetry
with transmission ionization chamber,
or simulated dosimetry with a phantom,
and/or other monitoring devices.

5. Performer considers the type of ac-
curacy checks to be made, such as
type of tests to use for technical
factors, the standard conditions to
set up for tests and exposure moni-
toring, the type of test instruments
to use.

a. Considers the limitations of avail
able test equipment and diagnostic
equipment with respect to energy
dependence, intensity range and
margins of error under test condi-
tions.

b. Considers calibration of test or
monitoring equipment.

c. Considers acceptable range crite-
ria within which test results will
be allowed to vary. May refer to
predetermined or legislated stan-
dards.
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This is page 3 of 4 for this task.

List Elements Fully List Elements Fully

d. Considers manufacturers' recommen-
dations or specifications, the time,
staff and funds available for the
program.

e. May consider the appropriate staff
level or positions from which per-
sonnel should be selected to carry
out monitoring and/or testing and
record keeping.

f. Performer may select the type of
records to be kept and design the
report forms.

If there is an ongoing calibration
and/or monitoring program, may eval-
uate it in the light of existing re-
cords, recent technological develop-
ments, new legislation, or scientific
evidence on need for revised safety
standards. As appropriate, reviews the
elements of the program as described
above.

7. Performer may design exposure and/or
technique charts to be posted for
each diagnostic unit:

a. May design charts showing exposure
rates for specific examinations
for given technical factors based
on monitoring results and/or cal-

culations.

i) Hey suggest or indicate how pa-
tient exposure can be estimated
and recorded for a given exami-
nation and/or cumulative expo-
sure recorded.

ii) May suggest how results can be
used to reduce patient exposure.

b. Performer may design technique
charts.

i) May design charts so that cali-
bration program can be used to
post technical factors such that

equal radiographic results can
be obtained for a given stan-
dard examination throughout
department.

ii) May determine how posted tech-
nical factors for each unit
can be modified by calculations
of compensatory changes to re-

flect deteriorating output,
small errors in settings, and/
or changes in policy on expo-
sure to maintain equal radio- .

graphic results.

Depending on whether it is requested
or appropriate, performer may pre-
pare, write out, or dictate a report
presenting the calibration and/or
monitoring program.

a. May refer to the cust of the pro-
gram in relation to available al-
ternatives, and benefits in terms
of decreased exposure, and/or in-
creased efficiency. May refer to
existing literature.

b. Performer presents and/or discusses
proposed program as appropriate in
response to assignment,_or request,
or on own initiative.

c. Performer may prepare and bring in
alternative proposals as requested,
answer questions on program as ap-
propriate.

At any point during a current program
or after the program is approved, per-
former may participate in developing,
running and maintaining the program. I

a. May arrange to have approved test
or monitoring equipment purchased,
calibrated and/or installed.

b. May arrange to make preliminary
tests and report results.

c. May decide on or suggest the pro-
cedures for carrying out the cali-
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List Elements Full

bration and monitoring tests given
the equipment involved and the
records to be kept.

d. May write out and/or discuss the
procedures.

e. May arrange to teach calibration
and/or monitoring procedures.

f. May arrange to have maintenance
staff and/or outside service per-
sonnel available to make needed
adjustments as a result of cali-
bration tests.

g. During the course of the program,
performer may arrange to spot check
how procedures are being carried
out, whether they are being done
accurately, whether records are
being kept appropriately.

List Elements Full



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 529

This is page 1 of 6 for this task.

m..........
. What is the output of this task? (Ba sure List Elements Fully
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Equipment checked for appropriate field limitation,
defining, localizing features;field indication and
alignment,minimum TOD,positive beam limitation,vi-
sual light system radiographically checked for ac-
curacy,alignment;measures calculated and compared
with given acceptable limits;decision made to refuse
equipment,repair;test results recorded.

Performer checks that diagnos-
tic radiographic equipment has
accEptable x-ray field limita-
tion and visual definition of
the x-ray field, alignefl and
centered within acceptable lim-
its,when informed that new
equipment is to be checked or
when periodically checking ex-
isting equipment as a result of:

a. Regular assignment.
b. Request.
c. Decision to do.

. Performer determines the
equipment to be checked and
the field limitation tests
to be carried out.

a. Obtains standard test pro -
cedures, government stan-
dards, test forms and
records, the appropriate
manufacturer's specifica-
tions, and test materials.

b. Performer obtains the var-
ious test cassettes with
appropriate sizes, type,
and speed of film and
screen combinations and
radiopaque markers for
identifying test films and
carrying out the tests.

c. Reviews appropriate tedi-
nical factors for the var-
ious tests. Checks madu-
facturer's tube rating
chart to be sure that the
test stations will not ex-
ceed the instantaneous
ratings or the total anode
heat capacity for the
tube. -.

d. Enters control room for
designated machine. Checks

OK-RP;RR;RR

. What is used in performing this task? (Note

if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds cf
things chosen among.)

Legislated and/or institutional requirements for
diagnostic x-ray equipment;manufacturers' specifi-
cations;cassettes;radiopaque markers;tape;diagnos-
tic x-ray unit(s) and controls;collimators;test de-
scriptions,test forms;pen,pencil;technique,tube
rating charts;out-of-order sign;telephone;TFD indi-
cator;ruler;view boxes;tape measure;marking pen

. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes. . , (A No...( )

177T "Yes- to'q. 3: Name the kind of recipient
respondent or co-worker involved; with de_

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge

requirements or legal restrictions,
Supervisor;radiologist;repair service personnel or
installers

-

. Name t e task so t at the answers to ques-
tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-

.._ tial words.
Checking x-ray field limitation,x-ray receptor and
light field alignment,minimum TOD, TFD and field

size indicators for diagnostic x-ray equipment by

inspecting for appropriate features;setting up ra-
diographic tests;making exposures;calculating dimen-

sions,differences from required dimensions,and wheth

er differences are within-acceptable ranges;arrang-

ing for replacement or repair;recording test results

6. Chec here i this

is a master sheet. . IX)
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to see that indicator light shows a. Prepares test cassette with appro-
that x-ray machine is ready for priate information.
use. Makes sure that it is warmed b. Places in center of horizontally
up and that all circuits have been . placed examination table.
stabilized. c. Adjusts TFD to standard test height
Checks line voltage metet and, if with central ray perpendicular.
required, turns compensator dial d. Centers central ray to center of
until needle is aligned properly on cassette by using light field in-
line meter. dicator and cross hair shadows for

e. Performer considers the tests to be center of field.
done and, if appropriate, plans to e. Performer collimates to the small-
combine test set-ups for more than est possible field obtainable, in-
one test exposure at a time. cluding total closure of shutters.

f. Maintains beam axis in perpendicu- f. Sets appropriate kVp, mA and time
lar position for all tests. exposure factors for the test in

the control room.
. If the equipment is new, performer may Checks that factor selections are
make note of the following: visible from operator's position.

g. If unit has more than one x-ray
a. Checks for "warning" labels on con- tube, selects appropriate tube

trol panel and outside examination mode and checks that selection is
room. indicated at control panel and on

b. Checks that there is a device to or near the tube selected.
indicate the target (focal spot or h. Makes exposure:
source)-to-film (image receptor)
distance (TFD, FFD, or SID). i) During exposure checks that the

c. Checks that there is a device to exposure controls are of the
indicate when the axis of the cen- "dead man" type, and that the
tral beam is perpendicular to the exposure is terminated after
image receptor. May check angula- the preset time interval for
tion. 0 exposure. Checks that the tube

d. Checks that there is an appropri- head remains stationary when
ate beam limiting device that in- placed in exposure position.
dicates the field size that will be ii) Checks that an audible sound
projected at given TFD's.

e. Checks that there is a light system
that visually defines the perimeter

indicates end of exposure.

i. Has test film processed or decides
of the x-ray field and its center. to do personally. After the test

f. Checks that exposure switch cannot film is processed, performer ex-
be operated outside of shielded
area.

amines film on view box.

i) Notes if there is any image. If
. If performer will check that the small- not, judges that minimum speci-
est availablt variable field size is fications have been met.
no greater than acceptable standards,
performer reviews requirements and may

ii) If there is an image, performer
measures the two dimensioni.

proceed as follows: Records test factors, field

....
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List Elements Fully

dimensions of image, and TFD used.

j. Compares the measured image dimension%
with the standard for the maximum al-
lowable dimensions for the smallest
possible field size at the given TFD
(such as 5 cm in each dimension or
less, at a 100 cm (39.4 inch) TFD).
Determines if the equipment conforms
to the requirements.

If performer will check that the target-
to-tabletop (object) distance (TOD, SSD)
meets minimum requireients, may proceed
as follows:

a. If the position of the target in the
tube assembly is known, performer
moves tube assembly to its lowest
position and measures the target-to-
tabletop distance. Records.

b. If the position of the target in the
tube assembly is not known, but if
the collimator housing or any perma-
nently attached cone measures a dis-
tance equal to or greater than the
minimum required distance from the
tabletop (such as 12 inches or 30.5
cm), determines that the unit is in
compliance.

c. If the location of the target must be
calculated in order to check the mini
mum TOD,performer proceeds as follows:

i) Places a test film cassette on
tabletop and centers to the verti-
cal central beam.

ii) Performer attaches a radiopaque
marker of known length directly
to the bottom of the beam limiting
device.

iii) Moves the tube assembly to its
lowest position and measures the
distance from the end of the beam
limiting device to the cassette
on the tabletop. Records.

List Elements Lilly

iv) Treats the distance from the
target to the bottom of the
beam limiting device as the
test TOD. Treats the distance
from the bottom of the.beam
limiting device to the tabletop
(film) as the test OFD.

v) Sets the technical factors for
the tese and makes exposure;
and has test film processed.

vi) Measures the length of the test
object image on the processed
film. Records.
Performer uses the formula for
magnification (the ratio of the
magnified length to the actual
length of the marker equals the
ratio of the TOD plus the OFD
divided by the TOD) to solve
for the test TOD.

viii) Once the distance from the tar-
get to the bottom of the beam
limiting device is known, re-
cords and adds this figure to
the measured minimum distance
from the bottom of the beam
limiting device to the tabletop.
Records, Treats this distance
as the unit's minimum TOD.

d. Compares the minimum TOD with the
required minimum. If it is equal

..to or greater than the required
minimum,judges that the unit is in
compliance with relevant standard.

e. If performer will also check the
target-to-film distance (TFD) in-
dicator, records the indicated
TFD with the unit still at the min-
imum TOD position.

i) If unit is set up to be used
with film on tabletop, compares
the calculated TOD with the in-
dicated TFD and checks whether
the figures are equal. Records
difference.



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 529

This is page 4 of 6 for this task.

List Elements Full List Elements Full

5.

,

ii) If unit is set to be used with
cassette in bucky tray, measures
the distance from the tabletop
to the cassette tray (OFD). Adds
the minimum TOD to the OFD.
Checks whether the sum of OFD
plus TOD (TFD) is equal to the
indicated TFD. Records differ-
ence.

iii) May repeat test at other common
TFD positions by moving tube as-
sembly as appropriate.

iv) Performer compares the actual
TFD distances with those on TFD
indicator. Calculates whether the
differences are within accept-
able limits (such as Ywo percent
of the indicated TFD).

If performer will check that the field
sizes indicated on the collimation de-
vice project an exposure field as in-
dicated at the level of the image re-
ceptor, at a given TFD, performer may
prepare to make exposures at various
commonly used field sizes and TFD set-
tings:

a. Performer sets technical factors
for test exposure.

b. Sets TFD and collimator settings
for first appropriate field size,
or allows for automatic collima-
tion to adjust to cassette size.

c. If the collimated field is rec-
tangular, places test film, sets
collimator, and/or places cassette
in bucky so that the longer and
shorter'dimensions correspond to
the same position for each.

d. If the accuracy of the collimacor
settings is being checked, per-
former places cassette on table or
in cassette tray. Marks with TFD
and field size indicators,

i) Makes exposure(s) and has test
film(s) processed.

ii) May repeat exposures at other
commonly used TFD's and field
size settings.

iii) Measures and records the dimen-
sions of the exposed x-ray
fields.

iv) Measures difference(s) between
the length and width dimensions
of the image(s) and the cas-
sette size or indicated colli-
mated field size settings. Re-
.cords.

e. Performer may use indirect radio-
graphic test of whether automatic
and/or manual collimation will
limit the exposure field within
the dimensional limits appropriate
to the size of the image receptor
(such as a cassette in a bucky
tray):

i) Sets TFD for a commonly used
target to image receptor dis-
tance.

ii) Sets collimators manually to a
standard field size or to the
size of Che cassette in tray,
depending on whether automatic
or manual collimation is being
tested.

iii) Tapes a test film in a holder
directly to the port of the bea
limiting device.

iv) Prepares to use formula for mag-
nification to determine the size
of the exposure field at the
level of the image receptor.
Uses the distance from the tar-
get to the end of the beam lim-
iting device (calculated ear-
lier) as the test TOD. Measures
the distance from the film to
the image receptor and sets to
equal the test OFD.
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Lt Elements Flay
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v) Makes exposure and has test film
processed. May repeat for other
field sizes and TFD's.

vi) For each test film, measures the
*wo dimensions of the field
image. Sets these lengths as
equivalent to the original
lengths in the formula describ-
ed above. Calculates the magni-
fied lengths and sets these as
equivalent to the exposure field
at the level of the image re-
ceptor. Solves for the magnified
lengths. Records.

f. For each test film, compares the
actual or estimated exposure field
dimensions with the corresponding
collimated field dimensions or the
corresponding cassette dimensions.
Records differences for length and
for width regardless of sign.

g. Calculates whether the separate and
combined width and length errors as
a percentage of the TFD for the test
are within the permissible range.

6. If performer will check that there is
alignment between the center of.the
x-ray beam and the center of the image
receptor, may combine this test with
one of the other tests described above
or below. May proceed as follows:

a. Performer tapes a radiopaque mark-
er to the center of a loaded test
cassette and places in bucky tray.
Moves tray onto appropriate posi-
tion and activates automatic colli-
mation control. May collimate fur-
ther.

b. Sets TFD as appropriate and sets
appropriate test exposure factors.
Records.

c. Makes exposure and has film pro-
cessed.

d. Performer determines the corners
of the image recorded on the film:

i) Locates two points on each ofi
the four sides of the image.

ii) Draws four straight lines, wae
for each side, each line c,- A

necting the two points.on each
side and intersecting the two
lines at right angles to each
side. Defines each intersection
as a corner of the image.

List Elements Fully

e. Performer draws lines connecting
each corner to its diagonal op-
posite. Defines the center of the
image as the intersection of the
diagonals.

f. Locates image of the center point
marker as the center of the image
receptor.

g. Measures the distance from the
center of the image to the center
of the receptor. Defines this as
linear displacement or misalign-
ment of the centers of'the image
receptor and the x-ray field.

h. Calculates the linear displacement
as a percentage of the TFD for the
test, and checks whether the error
is within the acceptable range.

7. If performer will check the alignment
of the light field and the x-ray beam
may proceed as follows:

a. Performer places a test film in
casseti:e in center of table.

b. Adjusts the TFD to the test posi-
tion (target to tabletop distance)
Records.

c. Activates the light field and ad-
justs the beam limiting device
(such as collimator) to the appro-
priate indicated field size appro-
priate to the test TFD.

d. Centers cassette so that the
length and width dimensions of the
cassette are parallel with the
corresponding dimensions of the
light field, with indicated center
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of light field at the center of cas- logist in charge before determin-
sette. Makes sure light field area ing what to do. May explain effect
is smaller than the cassette area. of problems and deviations from

e. Performer places several radiopaque acceptable standards in terms of
markers so that the outer -edge of patient exposure, diagnostic re-
each marker corresponds with a side liability, legal requirements.

. of the light field. May place mark- d. Performer may indicate on tech-
er at corners and/or at center. nique charts what compensations

f. Sets appropriate technical factors; should be made for the inaccuracy
makes test exposure; and has film of the particular unit. May in-
processed. form appropriate technologist or

g. On processed film, performer draws makes changes on the technique
in lines to define the exposure charts for the unit, or :.ists
area. Draws in contrasting lines notice calling for the proper ad-
connecting the outside edges of the justments; informs appropriate
images created by the light field staff.
markers placed on the cassette. e. If performer decides that the test

h. Performer measures the two distances
between the edges of the two fields

results indicate a major fault,
performer informs repair service

for each dimension without regard by calling in-house repair person-
to sign. Adds so that the length nel or manufacturer's repair ser-
misalignment is the sum of two mea- vice. Indicates the results of the
sures and the width misalignment test -,nd the unit involved. May
is the sum of two measures. Records.

i. Calculates the len g th and the width
place out-of-order sign on unit.

f. If not already done, performer
misalignments as percentages of
the TFD. Checks whether error is

I

marks test records and films with
date; may record evaluation of re-

within acceptable percentage range. sults and what was done. Performer
places films and records in appro-

8. Based on the test results, performer priate location for filing. Re-
determines whether the equipment being turns test materials to storage
tested meets acceptable standards at
given legislated requirements and any
more rigorous local or institutional
requirements.

a. For new equipment, determines
whether the unit should be refused
or whether service staff should be
required to make adjustments or
replacement.

b. For existing equipment, determines
whether problem requires shut down
of unit until adjustments or re-
pairs are made.

c. Performer may discuss results of
test with supervisor and/or radio-

or has this done.
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. What is the output of this task? Be sure List ElemeaLa.jill
this is broad enough to be repeatahle.)

Fluoroscopy equipment checked for appropriat* field
limitation, alignment, and other required features;
image receptor and field alignment, positive bezm
limitation and minimum TOD radiographically checked;
dimensions measured, calculated and cotpared with
given acceptable limits; decision made to refuse
equipment, repair; test results recorded.

.

Performer checks that fluoro-
scopic and spot film equipment
have acceptable minimum focal
spot to tabletop distance and
field size, adequate limitation
of field size, and alignment of
the x-ray field to the imaging
surface, when informed that new
equipment is to be checked or
when periodically checking ex-
istin uiment as a result of:o2 e o

-

a. Regular assignment.
b. Request.

. Decision to do.

1. Performer determines the
equipment to be checked and
the tests to be carried out.

a. Notes whether the equip-
ment involves use of image
intensifier, spot film
cassette device.

i) Notes whether x-ray
tube is positioned over
or under the examine-
tion table.

ii) Notes whether there is
a variable collimator.

iii) Notes whether target
(focal spot or source)-
to-image receptor (film
or input phospher), dis-

. What is used in performing_ this task? (Note

if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.) .

Legislated and/or institutional requirements for
fluoroscopic and spot film diagnostic x-ray equip-
ment; manufacturer's specifications; cassettes; ra-
diopaque markers; tape; x-ray unit(s), spot film de-
vice; image intensifier and controls; collimator;
test descriptions, test forms; pen, pencil; TV moni-
tor; technique, tube rating charts; out-of-order
sign; telephone; ruler; view boxes; tape measure;

marking pen; lead shielding, aprons, gloves; beam
attenuator

3. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes... No...

4. Tf -Yes- to q. 3: Name the -kina of recipient,
respondent or co-worker involved; with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or legal restrictions,

Supervisor; radiologist; repair service personnel or
installers

ask so that the swers to ques-
. Name the t an tance (TID,TFD,FID,FFD,

SID) is variable, and
whether the distance
from the input phospher

tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline esaen-

tial words.
Checking fluoroscopic and spot film x-ray field limi
tation, x-ray field and image receptor alignment, to the tabletop, or

from the focal spot to
tabletop does not
change with TID.

iv) Notes whether equipment
includes a TV monitor
or optical viewing de-
vice.

OK-RPRR;RR

maximum TID, minimum TOD,and other requirements by

inspecting, setting up radiographic tests; making
exposures; calculating dimensions, differences from
required dimensions, and whether differences are
within acceptable ranges; arranging for replacement
or repair; recording test results.

. Chec here i this

is a master sheet..(X) ....m...
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v) Notes whether there is a dual-
field image intensifier.

b. Determines appropriate tests, given
the nature of the equipment.

c. Obtains standard test procedures,
government standards, test forms
and records, appropriate manufactur-
er's specifications, and test mater-
ials such as loaded test cassettes,
beam attenuator, radiopaque markers
and ruler.

d. Performer reviews technical exposure
factors for fluoroscopy and spot
filming tests to be done.
Checks exposure factors against the
posted limits of the x-ray tube on
a tube rating chart to be sure that
technique does not exceed the heat
capacities of the tube for the focal
spot size to be used.

e. Dons protective leaded rubber gar-

ments such as apron and gloves.
Makes sure that no one is in exami-
nation or control room. May place
shielding around non-remote con-
trolled equipment.

f. In the control room performer makes
sure that indicator light shows
that x-ray generator is "warmed up"
and ready for use. Makes sure that
all circuits have been stabilized.
If appropriate, checks line voltage
meter and, if needed, turns compen-
sator dial until needle is aligned
properly on line meter.

g. As appropriate, performer sets x-ray
generator mode selector(s) to fluo-
roscopic mode.

i) If appropriate and not already
done, performer connects TV moni-
tor to power outlet. Turns on
monitor and checks that "ready"
light is on.

ii) If appropriate,performer selects
the larger field size selector
(if there is dual image intensi-
fier) for the tests.

h. Removes all compression cones, re-
movable grids, spot film carriage
from the path of the primary beam.

Performer may check that equipment
has standard required features:

a. May check whether unit has UL ap-
proval for operation in areas with
explosive gases. Checks that this
information (or the reverse,that
unit cannot be used near explosive
gases) is clearly visible on ma-
chine.

b. Checks that all exposed parts of
the unit such as console, exposure
switch, bucky tray, table and tube
housing cable inserts have conti-
nuity to "ground." May check that
ground connection is attached to
a wall outlet.

c. Checks that the control console
and entrance to the room have ap-
propriate warning signs.

d. For units with bucky slots, checks
that there is shielding to protect
it during fluoroscopy.

e. For mobile units checks for long
cord.

f. Performer selects and sets expo-
sure factors for fluoroscopy for
the first test:

i) Selects and sets the kVp at
standard setting for the test.
May check indicator dial. With
automatic density control, sets
density selector as appropriate
for test.

ii) If mA is automatically con-
trolled according to thickness
of the object in the beam,turns
fluoroscope mA selector to max-
imum standard position. If not
automatically controlled, sets
as appropriate for focal spot
size and test involved.

o 2
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iii) Sets fluoroscopic examination
timer to maximum position.

g. To check exposure controls, kVp and

mA indications and tube-to-image in-
tensifier linkage, may lay a fluores-
cent screen on table. May insert a
beam attenuator to protect input

phosphor.

i) Activates fluoroscope. Notes
whether any x-rays are produced
if the primary barrier (image in-
tensifier assembly) is not in pri-

mary beam.
ii) Checks that the exposure control

is of the dead man type.
iii) Checks that the kVp and mA are

continuously indicated during ex-
posure, that in high output mode

there is a continuous audible
sound.

Performer may test that the distance
from the focal spot (target or source)

to the object (skin, tabletop) (FSD,

TSD, SSD, FOD, or TOD) is no less than

the required minimum for Ele type of
unit( such as 15 inches (38 cm) for new
stationary units, 14 inches (36 cm) for
existing units, 12 inches (30 cm) for

mobile units).

a. Performer notes whether the tube
assembly is under the table and a
fixed distance from the tabletop, cr
over the table with the image recep-
tor assembly a fixed distance from

the tabletop, and selects appropriate
test procedure.

b. Performer prepares for test:

i) May insert a beam attenuator and
attach to tabletop, or to the
bottom of image receptor assembly
(depending on location of the
tube) to protect the input phos-

phor.

ii) Activates TV monitor or other
viewing screen.

c. Moves tube assembly as close as

it can be moved to the tabletop
(unless distance is fixed, such

as for an under-table tube as-
sembly).

d. For an over-the-table tube as-
sembly, lowers and measures the
minimum distance from the bottom
of the beam limiting device to the
tabletop (BOD).

i) If BOD is equal to or greater
than the minimum allowable TOD
when the tube is as close to
tabletop as possible, judges
that unit is in compliance.

ii) If compliance has not been
established, moves tube assem-
bly to maximum distance and
records the maximum BOD.

iii) Attaches a radiopaque marker to
the center of the bottom of the
beam limiting device and col-
limates to include image of
marker. Records length.

iv) Sets appropriate technical fac-
tors. Makes exposure with tube
at maximum BOD.

v) Performer measures the length
of the image of the marker on
the TV monitor or viewing
screen. Records.

vi) Moves the tube to the minimum
BOD position. Collimates and
repeats procedure. Records the

length of the image as above.
vii) Performer measures the distance

from the tabletop to the view-
ing screen for non-image inten-
sified fluoroscope, or the
distance from the tabletop to
the top of an image intensifier
assembly plus the distance from
the top of the intensifier as-
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This is page 4 of 9 for this task.

'm°11"1112'
sembly to the input phosphor.
Sets this equal to the object-
to-image receptor distance (OID).

viii) Performer calculates the minimum
TOD by using the known figure
for the OID, and the ratio of
the first (max.) image to the
second (min.) image.
Solves for the distance from the
bottom of the beam limiting de-
vice to the target (x) using
equation in which the ratio of
the length of the max. image to
the min. image equals the ratio
of: (the max. BOD, plus OID, plus
x) to (min. BOD, plus OID, plus
x). Once x is known, performer
adds to the min. BOD to obtain
the minimum TOD.

ix) As an alternate means of calcu-
lating the minimum over-the-
table TOD, places test film cas-
sette on tabletop. Treats as
image receptor. With BOD in min-
imum position, makes exposure
with marker as above. Processes
film and measures length of
image of the marker on the pro-
cessed film. Treats target-to-
end of beam column as test TOD
(x), the end of the beam column-
to-film as test OID. Solves for
x using magnification equation
in which the ratio of the actual
length of the object to the mag-
nified length is equal to x (or
TOD) plus test OID, divided by
the test TOD. Adds x to minimum
BOD to obtain minimum TOD.

e. For an under-the-table tube assem-
bly, performer may proceed as fol-
lows:

i) Prepares two radiopaque marker
strips so that one is exactly
odice the length of the other.

ii) Places the shorter strip on the
tabletop, centered to the x-ray
beam.
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iii) Attaches the longer strip to
the viewing screen or the under
side of the image intensifier
(against the input phosphor).

iv) Sets appropriate technical fac-
tors and adjusts collimator to
appropriate field size. May
turn on TV monitor and adjust
controls.

v) Activates fluoroscope. Moves
screen or image receptor assem-
bly up or down until the image
of the two radiopaque strips
appear to be equal in length
as viewed on TV monitor, opti-
cal viewing device or viewing
screen.

vi) Performer measures the OID
(from the tabletop to the
screen or input phosphor or
image intensifier assembly).
Records. Sets this as also
equal to the minimum (fixed)
TOD, since,at a odofold magni-
fication,TOD equals OID.

f. Determines whether the minimum TOD
is equal to or greater than the
required minimum for the type of
unit.

If performer will check that the
smallest possible minimum field size
at the maximum TID is no greater than

\,acceptable standards (such as two
tnches in each dimension) may proceed
as follows:

a. Sets up for test:

i) If not already done. places a
beam attenuator centered to the
x-ray beam on the table (for an
over-the-table tube) or attaches
directly under the image re-
ceptor assembly (for under-the-
table tube).
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List Elements

ii) Performer collimates to the
smallest Possible field obtain-
able, including total closure
of shutters.

iii) Moves heam assembly to the maxi-
mum TID position.

iv) If not already done, turns on TV
monitor.

h. Activates fluoroscope.

i) Views fluoroscope screen or
image on TV monitor.

ii) I( there is no image, performer
mak,s sure thAt this is result
of collimation by opening shut-
ters, checking for image and
closing shuttefs again.

iii) If no image appears, performer
determines that unit is in com-
pliance with minimum field size
requirements. Records.

... If (hocking without film and win-
out image intensifier, performer
may measure the size of the image
directly on the screen. Records.

d. May place a grid, calibrated in
incite- 0i centimeLecs on d image
receptor and read dimensions of
image from the TV monitor. Records.

. if checking with film and with
under-the-table tube, performer may
attach a film in holder directly
to the bottom of the beam attenua-
tor, which, in turn, was attached
directly to the bottom of the image
receptor.

i) Makes exposure and has film pro-
cessed.

ii) Measures length and width of the
image of the field on the film.
Reccrds.

Performer compares the measured
image dimem.ions with the standard

for tha maximum allowable dimen-
sions ior the smallest possible
field size at the maximum TID
(such as two inches in each dimen-
sion or less). Determines if the
equipment conforms to the require-
ments.

5. If performer will check that the
x-ray field produced by a non-image
intensified fluoroscopy tube does
not extend beyond the entire visible
area of the image receptor, may pro-
ceed as follows:

a. If not already :lone, may turn on
TV monitor. Sets technical factors

b. Moves image receptor as close as
possible to tabletop.

c..Opens shutters of collimator to
the maximum.

d. While viewing on TV monitor or
other viewer, activates fluoro-
scope tube and observes image.

i) Increases distance between
tabletop and image receptor
until the image receptor is at
its greatest distance from .the
tabletop.

ii) Notes whether there is an unit-
lUminated border all around the
visible area of the image re-
ceptor. If so, determines that
unit is in compliance with lim-
itation of field to imaging
surface requirements..

e. If the illuminated area expands to
the edges of the visible area of
the image receptor, performer
moves the image receptor closer t
the tabletop until there is a
small unilluminated border.

i) Adjusts shutters to prodpee a
wider unilluminated border of
about two inches.
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ii) Increases the tabletop to image
receptor distance (OID) again.

iii) If the illuminated area con-
tinues to expand, performer de-
t:rmines that the equipment is
not in compliance.

iv) If the illuminated area does not
expand, performer increases the
OlD to the maximum.

v) 'yens the slfutters to the maxi-
int .

vi) It the illuminated area does not
expand, performer determines
that the unit is in compliance.

6. If performer will check that image-in-
tensifier equipment meets requirements
for limitation and alignment of x-ray
field and imaging surface, may pro-
ceed os foll(tws:

a. Checks that the beam axis is per-

pendfeular to the image receptor.
Sets technical factors.

h. For an over-the-table tube unit .

with variable collimator and TID,
and with OID that does not change
with T1D, performer may proceed as

fol!ows:

i) If not already done, places beam
attenuator on table.

ii) Raises tube housing to the maxi-

mum TID. If not done automati-
cally, opens shutters to maxi-
mum. Activates fluoroscope.

iii) If there is an unilluminated
area around all the edges of

the image receptor, determines
that the unit is in field limi-
tation compliance. Activates
light system. If there is sim-
ilar unilluminated border, de-

termines that light field align
ment is also in compliance.

iv) If compliance is not establish-
ed, prepares to carry out ap-

List Elements Full

propriate procedures. Calcu-
lates maximum TOD as described
earlier. If not already cal-
culated, measures maximum BOD
and adds. figure obtained for
the distance from the target
to the bottom of the beam lim-
iting device described earlier.

v) Calculates the maximum TID as
the sum of maximum TOD plus
OID. Checks that manufacturer's
specification for the maximum
TID.is accurate or within the
allowable.range for compliance.

vi) Moves tube assembly to maximum-
TID position. Places a cassette
with test film over attenuator
on tabletop, and centers cas-
sette to x-ray beam using light
system.

vii) Adjusts collimators to the in-
dicated field size appropriate
to the test. Centers cassette
so that the length and width
dimensions of the cassette are
parallel with the corresponding
dimensions of the light field,
with indicate'd center of iight
field at the center of cas-
sette. Makes sure light field
area is smaller than the cas-
sette area.

viii) Places several radiopaque mark-
ers so that the outer edge of
each marker corresponds with a
side of the light field. May
place markers at corners.

ix) Sets technical factors; makes
exposure; and has film pro-
cessed.

x) Performer draws in the dimen-
sions of the exposure field on
the processed film. Measures
and records. Draws in the light
field dimensions as shown by
images of markers using a con-
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cresting line. Measures and re-
cords.

xi) Using the known figures for the
calculated TOD and the OID

above, the dimensions of the ex-
posure fields on the processed
film, the collimated field size
dimensions,and the maximum TID,
performer uses the magnification
formula (described above) to cal-
culate the acceptable field size
dimensions and to calculate
whether the obtained results are
within an ai7cep,,able percentage
range of the waximum TID.

xii) Calculates whether light field is
aligned with exposure field with-
in acceptable tange. Measures the
two distances between the edges
of the light field and the ex-
posure field on the processed
film for each dimension without
regard to sign. Adds so that the
length misalignment is the sum
of two measures and the width
misalignment is the sum of two
measures. Records. Calculates
the length and the width mis-
alignments as percentages of the
maximum TID. Checks whether
error is within acceptable per-
centage range.

c. For an under-the-table tube flu-
oroscope unit with variable colli-
mator and TID, and an object (table-
top)-to-input phosphor distance
(OID) that does not change with TID,
performer may proceed as follows:

i) If not already done, attaches a
beam attenuator to the bottom of
the image receptor housing.
Raises the image receptor housing
to the maximum. Opens shutters
to maximum.

ii) Activates fluoroscope. If there
is an unilluminated area all

around the visible area, deter-
mines that the unit is in com-
pliance.

iii) If compliance is not establish-
ed, places radiopaque markers
(between exposures) on the
length and width edges of the
visible area of the image re-

ceptor.
iv) Centers a loaded test cassette

on table over the test markers.
May mark left and right.

v) If not already done, calculates
the TOD as described earlier.
Sets the OID to appropriate
distance.

vi) Calculates the TID as the sum
of the TOD plus OID. Records.

vii) Sets technical factors; makes
exposure; has film processed.

viii) On the processed film, measures
the distance from the exposed
field area to the outer edges
of the markers showing the vis-
ible area. Calculates the sum
of the two width errors and the
sum of the two length errors
(or as appropriate for circular
field). Records.

ix) Calculates whether the exposure
field differs from (exceeds)
the visible area of the image
receptor within acceptable per-
centage limits of the TID.

7. If performer will check spot film
field limitation, may proceed as fol-

lows:

a. Sets up for exposures:

i) Makes sure performer is wearing
appropriate protective lead
apron and gloves, and that any
appropriate protective shield-
ing around the equipment is in
place.

ii) While equipment is in the flu-
oroscopy mode, performer acti-
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vates TV monitor or optical view-
ing device. Places a radiopaque
marker on tabletop so that it is
centered with respect to the vis-

ible viewing area.

b. Sets controls to spot film mode.
Sets technical factors if not al-

ready done.

i) For conventional manual exposure
control, performer selects and
sets the appropriate spot film
time for the test.

ii) For automatic exposure timing
control, performer selects a
density exposure control appro-
priate for the test.

iii) Performer selects the appropri-
ate mA for the test and the focal

spot size to be used.
iv) Performer selects and sets kVp

by combining settings on major
and minor kVp selectors as ap-
propriate for the test.

v) Sets control on image intensifier
for spot film cassette device to
appropriate size film 6assette
exposure,such as one-on-one
(full cassette) exposure.

vi) Performer sets the TID,calcu-
lated as a measured tabletop
(object)-to-spot film plane
(image receptor) distance (OID),
plus the calculation of the TOD
(as described above). Records
the TID to be used and locks
tube into position,centered over
marker and at right angles to

tabletop.
vii) Uses right or left marker; iden-

tifies film. Inserts spot film
cassette into tray and moves
into ready position. If not auto-
matically done, activates the
positive beam limiting device.

c. Makes exposure by operating spot
film exposure control. Sets up for

second exposure.

i) Removes cassette from spot film

device.
ii) Inserts an empty cassette of

the same size. Resets controls
_exactly as for first exposure.

iii) Centers a loaded and identified
film in holder on tabletop over
the radiopaque marker on table.
Uses right or left marker as
before.

iv) Makes exposure. Has the two
films processed.

d. Calculates what the field exposure
area in the empty cassette would
be,using the tabletop film image'.

i) Draws right-angle intersecting
lines,parallel to length and
width dimensionslthrough the
image of the mark at the center
of the cassette. Decides on the
order in which to measure the
line segments in relation to
the right or left marker. Mea-
sures the two width dimension .

segments and the two length
dimension segments separately.

Records.
ii) Calculates the spot film plane

,exposure field dimensions by

using the magnificatior. formula
in which the ratio of the mag-
nified length (unknown) of a
given dimension to its (mea-
sured) counterpart is equal to
the ratio of the TOD plus the
OID, to the TOD. Calculates the
two length and two width line

segments to correspond with the
measured segments described
above.
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iii) On the processed film from the
spot film cassette,performer re-
peats the measurements from the
center mark in all four direc-
tions and records so that all
four can be compared with their
respective counterparts as cal-
culated. Records.

iv) Performer calculates and adds
the two width differences and
the two length differences with-
out regard to sign, resulting in
a total length and a total width
difference.

v) Calculates the area differences
and the-combined length and
width differences as a percent-
age of the TID. Determines
whether these are within the
acceptable percentage range.

e. To check that the spot film device
adjusts the x-ray field to the por-
tion of the spot film selected,
performer places markers in the
center of cassette and the center
of each quadrant of loaded spot
film cassette. Inserts in bucky
tray.

i) Sets spot film program to quar-
ter format.

ii) Activates spot film device one
or more times. Removes cassette
and has film processed.

iii) Performer checks that only the
area(s) designated received
exposure.

iv) May check the centering by draw-
ing in lines connecting Che cen-
ter marker image with the cen-
ter marker images of each ex-
posed quadrant and comparing
the lengths and angles. Checks
that centering is comparable
for each quadrant.

List Elements Fully

8. Based on the test results, performer
determines whether the equipment bdinE
tested meets acceptable standards at
given legislated requirements and/or
any more rigorous local or institu-
tional requirements.

a. Determines whether new unit should
be refused or whether service
staff should be required to make
adjustments or repla,lement.

b. Determines whether, problem i"e4uires
shut down of unit until adjustments
or repairs are made.

c. Performer may discuss results 9'2
test with supervisor and/or radio-
logist in charge before determin-
ing what to do. May explain,effect
of problems and deviations' frOm
acceptable standards in terms of
patient exposure, diagnostic re-
liability, legal requirements.

d. If performer decides Chat the test
results indicate a major fault,
performer informs repair service
by calling in-house repair person-
nel or manufacturer's repair ser-
vice. Indicates the results of the
test and the unit involved. May
place out-of-order sign on unit.

e. If not already done, performer
marks test records and alms with
date; may record evaluation of re-
sults and what was done Performer
places films and records in appro-
priate location for filing. Returns
test materials to storage or has
this done.
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this is broad enough to be repeatable.)
Diagnostic x-ray tube overload protection tested;
effective focal spot size measured; test results
calculated,evaluated for acceptability;decision made
on need for repair,replacement;tests recorded;re-
sults placed for filing;service personnel notified
if appropriate,

Performer checks the tube over-
load protection system and/or
measures the effective focal
spot size of diagnostic x-ray
tube(s) that have been newly in-

stalled or are checked periodic-
ally as a result of:

a. Regular assignment.
b. Request.

. Decision to do.

. Performer notes the type of
eqUipment to be tested, loca-
tion and type of tests to be
made. May note any informa-
tion on problem with current-
ly functioning equipment. May
refer to standard test proce-
dure records and/or manufac-
turer's specifications.

a. Enters control room for
designated machine. Checks
to see that indicator
light shows that x-ray ma-
chine is ready for use.
Makes sure that it is warm
ed up and that all cir-
cults have been stabilized
Checks line voltage meter
and, if required, turns
compensator dial until nee
dle is aligned properly on
line meter.

b. Makes sure that no one is
in examination room.

c. For check of fluoroscope
system dons leaded protec-
tive garments such as

.
apron and gloves. May
place shielding around
equipment for non-remote
controlled equipment.

OK-RP;RR;RR

2. Whut is used in performing this task? (Note

if only certain items must be used. If there

is choice, include everything or the, kinds of

things chosen among.)
Requirements and charts on test standards for over-

load and focal spot size measurements;manufacturer's
specifications;tube rating charts;test descriptions,
charts,report forms;paper,pen,pencil;x-ray units
(overhead and/or fluoroscopic),control panel,x-ray
tube(s) ;protective lead garments,shielding;test bar
pattern or star pattern test object;beam attenuator;
test stand;x-ray film in holder;radiopaque marker;

cassette;view box;pin hole diaphragm;magnifying
glass-scale combination;out-of-order sign;phone

3. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker

involved in the task? Yes...00 No...( )

es to q. : Name t e in. o recipient,

respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition

include the kind with whom the performer is

not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge

requirements or legal restrictions.
Radiologist(s);supervisor;co-worker;repair or ser-

vice personnel or installers

. Name t e task so that the answers to ques-

tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-

tial words.
Testing whether diagnostic x-ray tube overload pro-

tection and/or effective focal spot size meet ac-

ceptable standards, by testing overload system for

response at varying factor settings against tube

rating chart without making exposure;measuring ef-

fective focal spot size using bar or star pattern

images of radiographed test objects,and/or pin hole

test with radiography and enlargement factor to

calculate focal spot size; determining whether over-
/
load protection and/or focal spot size is within ac-

ceptable range;determining whether equipment needs

replacement or repair;recording test results;arrang-

ing for repair or replacement.

6. Check here i this

is a master sheet..
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If so, notes the effective focal spot

size for each. Notes whether unit in-

cludes fluoroscopic system.

.
If performer will check that there is

appropriate tube overload protection,

may proceed as follows:

a. Obtains the manufacturer's tube rat- a. Based on the manufacturer's speci-

ing chart and the specifications of fications of the focal spot size

maximum system current.
(s), performer may select appropri

b. For tubes with more than one focal ate measurement method.May select

spot- size,notes nominal sizes;plans pin hole camera test for fractiona

to repeat appropriate test steps and small focal spot size; may se-

for each available focal spot size. lect radiographic check using bar

c. Notes and sets the test kVp (such grid or star pattern as test for-

as 80 kVp) and test exposure time large focal spot sizes. .

(such as 0.1 second).
b. If using a bar pattern test object

d. For the given focal spot size,notes
(metal pattern of groups of bar

the maximum rated tube current for slots and circles in pairs in

the test kVp and time by reading metal mask with increasing cali-

tube rating chart. Records. brated spacing),obtains bar pat-

e. Records the maximum current (higher tern mounted on test stand. Ob-

than maximum rated tube current) tains a chart relating the nominal

available,
f. Sets mA to maximum setriag and notes

focal spot size with the number of

roups that must be resolved on

whether there is signal indicating the test film. Obtains an aluminum

a technique overload. If not, con- plate or other beam attenuator for

siders unit not in compliance. use with fluoroscopic system. May

g. If there is an overload signal, re- use a Star pattern test object

duces mA setting progressively unti with radiating metal strips and

an exposure setting is obtained at
corresponding guide for resolution.

which exposure can be made without .

a signal of overload. Records set- i) Prepares a preselected type of

, ting. Does not make exposure.
test film in holder without in-

h. Calculates the maximum rated tube
tensifying screen,and uses ra-

current as a percentage of the max- diopaque marker tc identify

imum system current available for film.

single exposures. Records. Checks

that it is within appropriate range

ii) With an over-the-tab:le tube,

places film on table; centers

for the type of tube and unit. test object over film at a know

i. Repeats for each available focal distance (such as'height of tes

spot size.
stand). Centers tube at a stan-

j. D!termines whether overload protec-
dard distance over the test cb-

tion system is operational within ject, using light system. Col-

acceptable range.
limates to test object.

iii) With an under-the-table flu-

. If performer will measure the effec- oroscope tube,places test ob-

tive focal spot size, obtains manufac- ject face down on table; places

turer's specifications. Notes focal film on top of base of test

spot size. Determines whether unit is stand; places beam attenuator

equipped with dual filament tube(s). on top of film holder.

...........01
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For dual focal spot, large-focus
filming, may place an empty cas-
sette in spot film tray.
Collimates to test object.

iv) Sets technical test factors ap-
propriate to t:ype of equipment

and nominal of focal spot.
v) Makes exposlz.l. May set up and

repeat test. using unexposed part
of film for second available
focal spot,or may plan to use
separate film. Has test film(s)

processed.
vi) Performer evaluates the resolu-

tion.of the image(s). Judges
whether a pair of grouped bars
are resolved by noting whether
both groups in a right angle
pair have all bars clearly visi-
ble. Compares number of groups
resolved with number that must
be resolved for the given nomi-
nal focal spot size on the
chart. Evaluates star pattern
image similarly. Records.

vii) If not already done, repeats for
second focal spot and/or other

tube(s).

c. If performer will use pin hole cam-

era test, performer determines the
location of the focal spot in the
tube assembly. Notes whether unit
has line-focus tube or nonrectangu-
lar focal spot.

i) Obtains appropriate chart show-
ing pin hole diaphragm dimen-
sions required for nominal focal
spot sizes and related require-
ments. Obtains a pin hole dia-

.phragm of appropriate material
with appropriate cross-sectional
thickness,bore, and angulation
of pin hole. Obtains appropriate
test film, description of test
factors, magnifying glass with

List Elements Fu,lja=
built-in scale, and measurement
steps for the type of tube and
generator involved.

ii) Sets up film in holder. Centers
central beam at right angles to
pin hole diaphragm and film.
Places diaphragm so that pin
hole is standard test distance
from focal spot (target) to pin
hole (object) (TOD); places
film standard test distance
from pin hole to film (OFD).
Calculates "enlargement factor"
as ratio of OFD to TOD.
Sets technical factors for test
as prescribed for type of tube

and voltage rating.
iii) Makes exposure and has film

processed. Places processed
film on view box.

iv) Measures the image of the focal
spot using appropriate magnify-
ing glass with scale. Measures
width, length and all percepti-

. ble portions of image, and/or
all relevant dimensions. Di-
vides each measured dimension
by the enlargement factor.
Makes additional multiplication
(by 0.7) for length of-focal
spot for line-focus tubes.
Records all calculations and
measurements.

v) If appropriate, performer re-
peats test or uses appropriate
test for the second focal spot
or other tube(s).

d. Performer compares the manufac-
turer's listed specification of
the effective focal spot size(s)
with the test results. Records.
Determines whether any difference
is within acceptable range.

4. During the course of the testing,
may observe and note whether
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meters, dials, light signals and other
indicators are functioning, whether
the x-ray tube hanger is stable.

. Based on the test results, performer
determines whether there is adequate
tube overload protection and/or wheth-
er the effective focal spot size is
as represented, within acceptable
limits, given any legislated require-
ments and any more rigorous local or
institutional requirements.

a. For new equipment, determines wheth
er the unit should be refused or
whether service staff should be
required to make adjustments or re-
placement.

b. For existing equipment, determines
whether problem requires shut down
of unit until adjustments or re-
pairs are made.

c. Performer may discuss results of
test with supervisor and/or radio-
logist in charge before determining
what to do. May explain effect of
problem(s) and deviations from ac-
ceptable standards in terms of pa-
tient exposure, diagnostic reliabil
ity, legal requirements.

d. Performer may inform repair service
by calling in-house repair person-
nel or manufacturer's repair ser-
vice. Indicates the results of the
test(s) and the unit involved. May
place out-of-order sign on unit.

e. If not already done, performer
marks test records and any Lest
films with date; may record evalu-
ation of results and what was done.

,

Performer places test films and
any other records in appropriate
location for filing. Returns test
equipment to storage or has this
done.

.
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What is the output of this task? (Be sure

this is broad enough to be repeatable.)
Exposure timer of diagnostic x-ray equipment checked
and/or tested for accuracy by means of functional
check and/or direct measurement with radiation de-
tector and pulse counter,chronometer,or oscillo-
scope;reproducibiNty,variation calculated;decision
made on need for repair,replacement,change of tech-
nique charts;tests recorded;results placed for fil-
ing;service personnel notified if appropriate.

What is used in performing this task? (Note

if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of

things chosen among.)
Legislated and/or institutional requirements for
diagnostic x-ray equipment;manufacturers' speci-
fications;pulse counter,chronometer,or, oscilloscope;
radiation detection device;ca1y[4i;tape;diagnostic
x-rv unit(s) and controls;colii=rors;test descrip-
tions,test forms;pon,pencil;technique,tube rating
charts;out-of-Order sign;telephone

. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes...(X) No...( )

les to q. ame t e kind o recipient,

respondent or co-worker involved, with de_

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge

requirements or legal restrictions.
Radiologist(s) ;supervisor;radiologic technologist(s);

co-worker;repair or service personnel or installers

Name t e task so that the answers to ques-
tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-

tial words.
Checking and/or performing direct calibration tests

of diagnostic radiography equipment exposure timers

by checking correct type and functioning;testing

time selectors with radiation detection device and

pulse counter,chronometer or oscilloscope during ex-

posure;calculating accuracy range,reproducibility;
determining whether timer needs replacement,repair,

and/or change in technique charts;recording test re-

sults;arranging for repair.

List Elements Fully

PFrformer checks the exposure
cimer(s) of diagnostic x-ray
equipment which has been newly
installed, or checks current
equipment periodically, as a re-

sult of:

a. Regular assignment.
b. Request.
. Decision to do.

. Performer determines reason
for timer check, type Of
equipment, type of rectifica-
tion and phase system involv-
ed, and type of test to run.
ReferP 1:(-, manufacturer's

specifieations. May decide to
have spinning top test done
or to do personally.

2. If evaluating new equipment
with respect to timer regula-
tions, performer may note any
or all of the following, de-
pending on the type of equip-
ment involved:

a. Notes whether equipment
has a timer or selector
involving time,such as mAs
selector, pulse selector,
or radiation exposure se-
lector.

b. With stationary x-ray
equipment, checks that
controls for technical
factors are in properly
shielded control room.
Checks that exposure can-
not be made unless the
performer is behind pro-
tective barrier.

c. Performer may set techni-
cal factors within safety

OR-RP;RRaR

6. Check here i this

is a master sheet..
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TASK DESCRIPTIoN SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 532

This is page 2 of 4 for this task.

List Elements Full List Elements Full

limits determined by tube rating
chart and/or uses predetermined
test factors as described below.

d. Initiates exposure and checks that
exposure terminates automatically
as appropriate.
Checks that timer or equivalent
selector automatically returns to
zero position or initial setting at
end of exposure.

. Sets rimer or selector to zero or
off position and attempts to,make
exposure. Checks that no exposure
can be made.

g. For fluoroscopy timer checks that

the maximum cumulative time avail-
able without resetting is no greate
than the current standard (such as
five minutes). Checks :hat when
maximum time is reached performer
can hear a signal indicating that

the time is completed and/or that
exposure is terminated.

3. If doing calibration test (other than
spinning top test), performer selects
appropriate test equipment based on
the type of system to be tested and
the design of the institution's cali-
bration quality control program. Per-
former may prepare to use a pulse
counter for a single-phase, half- or
full-wave rectified system, a chrono-

meter for a three phase system,or an
oscilloscope for three-phase, single-
phase or capacitive discharge system.
May refer to standard test procedure
records and/or manufacturer's speci-
fications.

4. Performer uses proper precautions with
regard to shock hazards and sets up
the test equipment.

a. Depending on test procedures, per-

former obtains an appropriate ra-
diation detector such as an ioniza-

tion chamber, silicon diode,
silicon solar cell.

b. Mounts detector iii the field of
the x-ray beam. May tape to bot-
tom of collimator assembly or -

place On examination table.
c. If not already done,connec.ts de-

tector to appropriate measuring
instrument such as pulse counter,
chronometer or oscilloscope in
the control room using shielded
cable.

i) May set up a camera to make
permanent record from oscil-
loscope screen.

ii) May check that oscilloscope has
had sweep rate calibrated.

d. Checks to see that indicator light
shows that x-ray machine is ready
for use. Makes sure that it is
warmed up and that all circuits
have been stabilized.

i) Checks line voltage meter and,
if required, turns compensator
dial until needle is aligned
properly on line meter.

ii) If appropriate, turns on oscil-
loscope; allows time for it to
warm up. Sets and adjusts con-
trols to obtain clear readings.

iii) Performer Sets kVp and mA se-
lectors at appropriate test po-

sitions.
iv) Sets timer for first test posi-

tion. May plan to check all
timer settings or those desig-.
nated in test design.

v) Sets up record sheets to record
test data. Enters factors for
first test station and date.

vi) Performer checks manufacturer's
tube rating chart to be sure
that the test'stations will not
exceed the instantaneous rat-
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Amwmimmagmawm
List Elements Full

This is page

Task Code No. 532

3 of 4 for this task.

ings, or the total &node heat
capacity for the tube.

vii) Performer makes sure that col-
limator and bam column are in
appropriate test position.

viii) Makes sure that no one is in
examination room.

5. Performer makes first exposure and
records time.

a. With pulse meter notes the number

of pulses displayed by the instru-
ment. To obtain exposure tim..>, di-
vides by 1/60 for half-wave recti-
fication and by 1/120 for fuil wave
rectification. Records.

b. With chronometer records exposure
time displayed.

c. With calibrated oscilloscope, reads
exposure time from oscilloscope
screen. May decide to use camera
to record oscilloscope image.

6. If appropriate to test the repro-
ducibility of the exposure time, re-
peats exposure at the same settings
the appropriate number of times. Re-
cords.

7. Performer continues to make test ex-
posures and record for all timer po-
sitions or as appropriate for test.
Repeats for each setting if testing
reproducibility.

B. When all test exposures have been made
and recorded, performer compares re-
sults with predetermined acceptable ac-
curacy ranges.

a. May check that variations are with-

in acceptable limits.
b. May calculate average time for each

setting. May check that the average
exceeds the range between the maxi-
mum and minimum readings multiplied
by a constant such as 5.

List Elements Full

c. If limits are not met for a mini-
mum number of observations, per-
former may repeat tests to obtain
additional test data and recalcu-
late.

Based on the test results, performer
determines whether the accuracy of
the timer and its reproducibility are
within acceptable limits, given legis
lated requirements and any more rig-
orous local or institutional require-
ments.

a. For new equipment, determines
whether the unit should be refused
or whether service staff should be

required to make adjustments of
replace timer.

b. For existing equipment, determines
whether problem requires shut down
of unit until adjustments or re-
pairs are made, or whether tech-
nique charts can be modified to
account for timer error at given
settings.

c. Performer may discuss results of
test with supervisor and/or radio-
logist in charge before determin-
ing what to do. May explain effect
of problems and deviations from
acceptable standards in terms of
patient exposure, diagnostic re-
liability, legal requirements.

d. If test results indicate that
specific timer settings are inac-
curate and if radiologist approves,
performer may indicate on technique
charts what compsnsations shoUL1
be made for the inaccuracy of the
particular station. May inform
appropriate technologist or makes
changes on the technique charts
for the unit, or posts notice call-
ing for the proper adjustments; in-
forms appropriate staff.

e. If performer decides that the test
results indicate a major fault,
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TASK DESCRIPTION SKEET (continued)

Task Code No. 532

This ls page 4 of 4 for this task.

List Elements Fully List Elements Full

perfOrmer informs repair service by
calling in-house repair personnel
or manufacturer's repair service.
Indicates the results of the test
and the unit involved. May place
out-of-order sign on unit.

f. If not already done, performer
marks test records with date; may
record evaluation of results and
what was done. Performer places
records in appropriate location for
filing. Returns test equipment to
storage or has this done:



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 533

This is page 1 of 2 for this task.

max-EraamszirNaa.
1. What is the output of this task? (Be sure

this is broad enough to be repeatable.)
Phototiming device checked for automatic expo-
sure termination at constant density; test films

measured for density; density control accuracy
calculated and compared with given acceptable
limits; decision made to refuse equipment, re-
pair; test results recorded.

simmsemnEVINCECII

List Elements Full

2. What is used in performin this task? (Note

if only certain items must be used. If there

is choice, include everything or thn kinds of

thiags chosen among,)

Requirements for diagnostic radiography photo-
timing equipment; manufacturer's specifications;
cassettes; radiopaque markers; diagnostic ra-
diography unit, controls; test descriptions,
forms; pen, pencil; test phantoms; densitometer;
out-of-order sign; phone

3. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker

involved in the task? Yes.., ),) No...

esh to q. Name tici kind of recipient,

respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is

not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge

requirements or legal restrictions.

Supervisor; radiologist; repair service per-

sonnel Or installers

. Name tamiask so that the answers to ques-

tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-

tial words.
Checking automatic exposure termination of dias-

nostic radiography equipment by making test ex-

posures at constant density settings with dif-

ferent kVp's or different phantom thicknesses;

using densitometer to measure density of exposed

films; calculating accuracy; determining whether

automatic timer needs replacement, repair; re-
cording test results; arranging for repair.

Performer checks the automatic
exposure termination device of

diagnostic x-ray equipment
which has been newly installed,
or checks current equipment
periodically, as a result of:

a. Regular assignment.
b. Request.
c. Decision to do.

1. Performer determines reason
for check and type of equip-
ment. May proceed as follows:

a. Performer notes whether
test will be made for
three kVp settings at a
normal density control
setting and mA range, or
at a fixed kVp with three
phantoms of different den-
sities at the normal den-
sity control setting, de-
pending on type of equip-
ment. Checks manufactur-
er's specifications.

b. Obtains appropriite phan-
tom(s) and densitometer.

2. Performer sets up for test:

a. Obtains casset* s loaded
with uniform type of test
film (from same batch) and
screen combinations.

i) Identifies cassettes
as appropriate for test
using radiopaque mark-
ers.

ii) Inserts first cassette
in bucky tray of x-ray
unit or spot film unit,
or advances film as ap-

OK -RP;RR;RR

6. Check here if this
is a master sheet..
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 533

This is page 2 of 2 for this task.

List Elements Full List Elements Full

propriate (such as for automatic
chanE 2r).

b. Places phantom (or first of three
phantoms) on tabletop,and centers

a. For new equipment, determines
whether the unit should be refused
or whether service staff should be
required to make adjustments or
replace phototiming unit.

to film using appropriate optical
system. Sets tube to appropriate
targec-to-film distance.

c. Sets technical factors as appropri-

b. For existing equipment, determines
whether problem requires shut down
of unit until adjustments or re-
pairs are made.

ate to type of automatic exposure
termination system.

i) Sets for automatic exposure mode
and normal density setting.

ii) If appropriate sets test mA or
first kVp setting.

c. Performer may discuss results of
test with supervisor and/or radio-
logist in charge before determin-
ing what to do. May explain effect
of problems and deviations from
acceptable standards in terms of
patient exposure, diagnostic re-
liability, legal requirements.

3. Performer makes first exposure as ap-
propriate and continues with test:

a. Removes cassette.
b. Inserts new cassette in tray and

either sets kVp to a lower test
pcsition or places a second phan-
tom on table. Makes exposure.

c. Removes cassette. Inserts a new

d. If performer decides that the test
results indicate a major fault,
performer informs repair service
by calling in-house repair per-
sonnel or manufacturer's repair
service. Indicates the results of
the test and the unit involved.
May place out-of-order sign on
unit.

cassette and either sets kVp to
a higher test position or places
a third phantom on table. Makes
exposure.

d. Performer has exposed test films
processed under standard condi-
tions.

i) May personally check that stan-
dard processing conditions are
met.

ii) Uses densitometer to measure
density on exposed test films.

iii) May use control test film to
subtract background density.

iv) Records measurements from densi-
tometer.

e. If not already done, performer
marks test records with date; may
record evaluation of results and
what was done. Performer places
records in appropriate location
for filing. Returns test equipment
to storage or has this done.

4. Performer determines whether the den-
sities of the three films are the same
or within an acceptable range of each
other. Refers to test standards.
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 534

This is page 1 of 2 for this task.

. What is the output of this task? (Be sure List Elements Fully

this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Leaded gonadal shielding, aprons, gloves
manually inspected, tested for lead equivalent
thickness; decision made on discarding, repair-
ing, replacing; test and/or inspection recorded,

Performer inspects diagnostic
radiography protective shield-
ing (gloves, aprons, gonadal
shielding, screens) when new,
periodically, or as a result of

reported problem, as a result

of:

a. Regular assignment.
b. Request.
c. Decision to do personally.

1. Performer determines the type
of shielding to be checked,
whether manual check, radio-
graphic check, the location
of the shielding, and whether

any problem has been report-

ed.

.
If performer is making spot
ch,ack or check of a number of

personnel shielding devices,
collects the appropriate
gonadal shields, aprons,
sheets, gloves to be inspect -

ed.

3. If making manual check, ex-
amines each item.

a. Checks for cracks, damage

to any surface, whether
the items are in good con-
dition and can be-posi-
tioned properly.

b.-Sets aside damaged parts.
May record.

4. If performer is making ra-
diographic or fluoroscopic
check, notes the appropriate
lead equivalent thickness
required of the shielding
screens, garments, flat

OK-RP;RR;RR ....-,.......

2. What is used in performing this task? (Note

if only certain items must be used. If there

is choice, include everything ox the kinds of

things chosen among.)

Shielding such as lead aprons, gloves, sheets,

screens, gonadalshields; diagnostic x-ray or

fluoroscopic equipment; test procedure require-

ments, forms, regulations; calibrated lead test

standard; pen; phone

3. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker

involved in the task? Yes...(K) No...( )

es to q. : Name t e in. o recipient

respondent or co-worker involved, with de_

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is

not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge

requirements or legal restrictions.

Repair service personnel; co-worker

.
Name7he task so that the answers to ques-

tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-

tial words.
Providing visual and-radiographic or fluoroscop-

ic inspection of personnel shielding devices

such as leaded gloves, aprons, sheets, gonadal

shields by manually examining; checking for lead

equivalent thickness of shielding using fluoros-

copy or overhead filming; arranging for repair,

replacement; recording inspection and test re-

sults.

6. Check here i this
I

is a master sheet. . ca..........Ei

...
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 534

This is page 2 of 2 for this task.

List Elements Fully List Elements Full

sheets, aprons or gloves. For double
thickness items such as gloves, consid-
ers appropriate lead equivalent.

density of the calibrated lead

test standard.
viii) Notes any light cracks or

a. For fluoroscopic check of shielding
bright areas. Notes if density

performer may proceed as follows:
appears to be less than test
standard "shadow." If so, de-

i) Unless remote control willbe used,

dons protective leaded rubber
garments such as apron and

termines that item is defective

b. Performer may do radiographic test

gloves. Makes sure that no one of shielding. If so, places x-ray

is in examination or control
room. May place shielding around
equipment.

film under objects on table.

i) Sets technical factors as ap-

ii) In the control room performer propriate for overhead filming.

makes sure that indicator light ii) Makes exposure and has film

shows that x-ray generator is processed.

"warmed up" and ready for use. iii) Examines film similarly as de-

Makes sure that all circuits scribed above for fluoroscopic

have been stabilized. If appro- check.

priate, checks line voltage .

meter and, if needed, turns com- c. Repeats test until all the items

pensator dial until needle is have been checked for damage or

aligned properly on line meter. inadequate lead equivalent thick-

iii) As appropriate, performer sets ness.

x-ray generator mode selector d. Performer may determine whether

to fluoroscopic mode. Sets ap- shielding appears to meet minimum

propriate technical factors and lead equivalent standard (such as

positions tube or image receptor 0.5 mm. lead).

at test distance from tabletop. e. May decide to discard, replace

iv) If appropriate and not already
done, performer connects TV moni

items, or has this done.

tor to power outlet. Turns on 5. If performer decides that any items

monitor and checks that "ready" tested or inspected are damaged or

light is on. defective, performer informs repair

v) Performer may place items to be service by calling in-house repair

checked flat on the table; flat-,
tens and smooths items such as

personnel or manufacturer's repair
service. Indicates the results of

gloves. May place calibrated the test and the items involved. May

test object of the appropriate
lead equivalent thickness on
table to use as a standard.

arrange for replacements.

6. If not already done, performer marks

vi) Performer centers and colli- test records and/or films with date;

mates to the items on the table. may record inspection and evaluation

vii) Makes exposure and examines of items and what was done. Places

items on TV monitor or viewing records in appropriate location for

screen. Notes whether the items filing. Returns equipment to storage

being checked appear as totally
dense areas equivalent to the

or has this done.
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 535

This is page 1 of 5 for this tagk.

. What is the output of this task? (Be sure List Elements Fully 1

this is broad enough to be repeatable.)
Diagnostic x-rav equipment kVp, mAs, exposure rates
kVcp, reproducibility tested, calculated, evaluated
by use of direct measurement and/or radiographic
comparison; results evaluated and decision made on
need for repair, replacement, change of technique
charts: tests recorded; results placed for filing;
service personnel notified if appropriate.

.

Performer checks the peak kilo-
voltage, tube and filament cur-
rent, output or exposure rate of
diagnostic x-ray equipment which
has been newly installed, or
checks current equipment period-
i,cally, as a result of:

a. Regular assignment.
b. Request.

. Decision to do.

1. Depending on institutional
procedures and calibration
quality control program, per-
former may prepare to make
direct measurements of peak
kilovoltage, check kVp wave-
form, and/or.use exposed
films as a measure of peak
kilovoltage or effective
kilovoltage constant poten-
tial. May refer to standard
test procedure records and/or
manufacturer's specifics-
tions.

a. For.direct measurement.of
peak kilovoltage, pQrforM-
er uses proper precautions
with regard to shock haz-
ards, and sets up measur-
ing equipment.

i) Enters control room for
designated machine.
Checks to see that in-
dicator light shows
that x-ray machine is
ready for use. Makes
sure that it is warmed
up and that all cir-
cuits have been stabi-
lized. Checks line
voltage meter and, ff

OK-RP;RROiR

2. What is used in performing this task? (Note

if only certain items must be used. If there

is choice, include everything or the kinds of

things chosen among.)
Legislated and/or institutional requirements for kVp,

mAs,exposure rates for diagnostic equipment;mfr.'s
specifications;survey meters and equipment;diagnos-
tic x-ray unic(s) and controls;filters,collimators,
TFD indicators;test descriptions;kVp,mA,mAs measuring

instrument(s);report forms,graph paper,pen,pencil;
oscilloscope;test cassettes;x-ray films;ionization
chamber,electrometer;technique,tube rating charts;

out-of-order sign;phone;view boxes;densitometer

3. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker

involved in the task? Yes...(K) No...( )

'es to q. : Name t e ind o recipient

respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge

requirements or legal restrictions.

Radiologist(s);supervisor;radiologic technologist(s);
co-worker;repair or service personnel or installers

.
Name t e task so that the answers to ques-
tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-

tial words.
Performing calibration tests of kVp,mA,mAs,exposure
rates,reproducibility on diagnostic radiography
equipment using direct measuring instruments and/or

radiographic comparisons by carrying out approved

tests of kVp,waveforiii,kVcp,mAs,exposure rates with

variable kVp and mA at appropriate technical factors;

taking direct readings of current,kilovoltage,wave-
forms during exposures, or making appropriate expo-
sures with calibrated test cassettes using visual

comparisons or densitometer;calculating average ex-
posure ratios, coefficients of linearity,variation;

I
evaluating test results;determining whether equip-

ment needs replacement,repair,further testing,change
in technique charts:recording test results;arranging
for'repair.

6. Check here i this

is a master sheet..
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 535

This is page 2 of 5 for this task.

.

List Elements Fullx....
......,

List Elements Full

required, turns compensator dial
until needle is aligned properly.

ii) May,set up kVp measuring system

ceed the total anode heat capac-
ity for the tube.

x) Makes sure that the collimator
which uses capacitor compensated
voltage dividers connected to a

and beam column are in appro-
priate test position. Makes sure

calibrated Teak reading memory that no one is in examination
voltmeter. Removes high voltage room.
cables from x-ray tube and inserts
into voltmeter, taking proper

xi) Performer makes first test expo-
sure. Records measured kVp. If :

safety precautions. Connects so as
to measure the voltage between the

appropriate, records or copies
x-ray output waveform.

x-ray tube electrode and ground or
total voltage across tube.

iii) If kVp waveform is to be cher.ked
as separate test, sets up so that
voltage dividers provide inputs to
oscilloscope. Turns on oscillo-

xii) Performer coLtinues to make test
exposures and records for all
appropriate mA settings at the
first kVp station, with all other
factors held constant.

.

xiii) Repeats for all other test kVp
scope; allows time for it to warm
up. Sets controls to obtain clear
readings such that the base line
is at the bottom oscilloscope
scale and the trace peak is at the
top scale, with a complete wave-
form occupying the horizontal
scale, or as appropriate. May pre-
pare linear graph paper to copy
the x-ray output waveform as dis-
played on the oscilloscope,

iv) Performer checks that appropriate

stations as described.
xiv) May add filtration to the beam

and repeat all test positions.
xv) When all test exposures have

been made and recorded, perform-
er compares results with prede-
termined acceptable accuracy .

ranges.
xvi) For kVp waveform check, evaluates,

exposure rate and area under
waveforms., as'a function of kilo-
voltage, and/or function of add-

, standard filtration for the test
is present. May plan to add fil-
tration to the beam as part of
the test.

v) Performer prepares to measure kVp
at appropriate kVp settings

ed filtration in relation to ap-
propriate standards.

b. If using radiographic comparisons
to measure kVp and/or kVcp, perform-
er obtains a calibrated kVp test

Sets selectors for first kVp sta-
tion.

cassette (which may be prepared with
intensifying screens of one or more

vi) Sets exposure timer for appro-
priate test position, such as .

speeds in prearranged test arrange-
ment). .

0.1 second.
vii) Sets mA for first setting; may

plan to measure kVp at appro-
i) Makes sure to use prepared test

cassette appropriate for the
priate mA stations.

viii) Sets up record sheets to record
test data. Enters factors for
first test station and date.

ix) Performer checks manufacturer's
tube rating chart to be sure that
repeated exposures will not ex-

test,to be run, such as Ardran-
Crooks cassette or modification.

ii) Loads cassette with appropriate
x-ray film. Plans to repeat'for
each test exposure station, or
move cassette to new area in
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

This is page

Task Code No. 535

of 5 for this task.

holder that has leaded mask at-
tached, or plans to move leaded
mask to unblock the area to be
posed.

iii) Places loaded cassette or cassette
in holder in position on examina-
tion table. Sets up equipment for
standard filtration and TFD. Col-
limates s appropriate to the un-
masked area to be exposed.

iv) Makes sure appropriate lead mark-
ers are placed on cassette to des-
ignate identification of unit, and

date.
v) Sets factors to make test expo-

sures at various predetermined
kVp settings for appropriate mA
stations at constant time and dis-
tance. Repeats until all test ex-
posures have been made.

vi) Has exposed test film(s) processed.
Places processed film(s) on view

boxes.
vii) If the radiographic comparison is

to be made visually, performer ex-
amines the density images of the
two sets of dots (for each expo-
sure). Determines where the dens-
ity appears to be the same for a
row. (If no such pair appears, de-

termines that a serious problem
exists.) Compares the value for
the equal-density pair with the
appropriate standard for the kVp
setting,and determines whether
this is within acceptable range.
Repeats for each exposure image.

viii) If an optical densitometer is to
be used, performer uses densito-
meter to measure kVp on exposed
test films. Records measurements
from densitometer; compares with
1-.Vp settings and acceptable range.

ix) If the test cassette is being used
to measure effective kVcp, per-
former may compare exposure imag-
es of holes placed over fast and
slow screens; determines the in-
dicated Cu thickness that gives

an optical density which is the
same over the fast and slow
screen for the given exposure.
Determines effective kVcp by
referring to appropriate cali-
bration curve. Uses the results
to determine the penetration
quality of the effective beam
for given technical factors
(which is independent of phase
and rectification). Considers
whether the results are within
acceptable limits.

Depending on institutional procedures
and calibration program, performer
may prepare to make direct measure-
ments of x-ray tube current, filament
current, output in mR/mAs units, or
to use radiographic comparisons as de-
scribed above. Prepares to note varia-
tion in output. May refer to standard
test procedure records and/or manufac-
turer's specifications.

324

a. For direct measurement of filament
current, performer may insert an MA
meter across the filament circuit,
taking proper precautions against
shock hazard.
For direct measurement of mAs, per-
former attaches an mAs meter or
digital voltmeter calibrated to
read mAs as appropriate. May place
in the neutral or ground lead from
the x-ray transformer, in the sec-
ondary circuit near ground poten-
tial, or in series with the anode
conductor to the x-ray tube, taking
precautions against shock hazard,
or using a high-potential insulated
milliampere meter connected erect-
ly to the high voltage circuit.
To measure exposure, performer may
connect an ionization chamber con-
nected to an electrometer that is
set to measure charge at a standard
distance from the target and cen-
tered in a specified field size



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 535

This is page 4 of 5 for this task.

List Elements Full
'

List Elements Fully

.such as is typical for machine usage.

i) Checks line voltage and warms up
machine as described above if not
already done.

ii) Selects a low kV setting or tLe
one used regularly for the test.

iii) Sets milliamperage setting at the
lowest indicator for start of test,

iv) May select a milliamperage-second
setting to be constant for entire
test. May select minimum exposure

,

ii) Has film(s) processed and places
for review as described above.

iii) Uses results to evaluate vari-
ability of output at different
mA settings. Since mAs, kVp,
distance, and filtration are
constant, uses optical differ-
ences to evaluate whether out-
put varies within acceptable
bounds,

iv) Records as appropriate. .

- time of one second or more, or
checks the mAs used in prior tests.

3. Performer may determine overall expo-
sure reproducibility:

v) For each setting on milliamperage
selector chooses the timer set-
ting that will result in the mAs

a. May calculate the coefficient of
variation of the radiation expo-

selected (mAs = time x mA). With
limited settings, chooses closest
approximation to the desired timer
setting. Checks tube rating chart
to be sure settings are within
safety limits of the tube.

vi) Checks that filtration is appro-
priate for test conditions.

vii) Performet makes exposures and re-

sure for each combination of se-
lected technical factors. Compares
with acceptable limits.

b. May calculate linearity of current
based on average mR/mAs values cal-
culated for each of two.consecu-
tive tube current settings for
standard technical factors. Com-
pares coefficient of linearity

cords readings at the various set-
tings.

viii) For each mA selector, may calcu-

with acceptable limits.
c. May calculate average exposure ra-

tios for consecutive tube current
. late averages of readings and

plot results as a percent varia-
tion from the average,

settings and determine whether
these differ within an acceptable
product of their sum.

d. If limits are not met for a minimum

b. For radiographic comparision, per-
former may set up tests in examina-
tion room as described above, using
markers to indicate the technical

number of observations, performer
may repeat tests to obtain addi-
tional test data and recalculate.

factors selected and/or identify unit
being tested and date,

i) Carries out test using calibrated
cassette as described above, so
that a series of images are re-
corded with kVp and other var;i-
ables constant and timer adjusted
to provide constant mAs, while mA
is graduated (by changing the mA
for each of the unit's mA settings
from the lowest to highest).

4. Based on the test results, performer
determines whether the output quality
and quantity, and exposure reproduci-
bility of the unit are within accept-
able limits, given legislated require-
ments and any more rigorous local or
institutional requirements.

a. For new equipment, determines
whether the unit should be refused
or whether service staff shoUld be
required to make adjustments or

........4
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 535

This is page 5 of 5 for this task.

List Elements Full List Elements Fully

replace parts, provided that the test

used is appropriate for evaluation of

new equipment. If routine test was
usdd, may decide to have more rigor-
ous test carried out.

b. For existing equipmcnt, determines
whether problem requires shut down of
unit until adjustments or repairs
are made, or whether technique charts

(for conventionally timed equipment)
can be modified to account for normal

deterioration of output quality.
c. Performer may discuss results of test

with supervisor, chief radiologic
technologist and/or radiologist in
charge before determining what to do.
May explain effect of problems and
deviations from acceptable standards
in terms of patient exposure, diag-
nostic reliability, legal require-
ments.

d. If test results indicate that kVp or
mA settings are consistently too low
(or too high) and if appropriate
staff member approves, performer may
indicate on technique charts what
compensations should be made for the
inaccuracy of the particular selec-
tor. Mr.f inform appropriate technol-

ogist or makes changes on the tech-
nique charts for the unit, or posts
notice calling for the proper adjust
ments; informs appropriate staff.

e.-If performer decides that the test
results indicate a machine fault
rather than normal decline in the
output, performer informs repair
service by calling in-house repair
personnel or manufacturer's repair
vrvice. Indicates the results of
the test and the unit involved. May
place out-of-order sign on unit.

f. If not already done, performer marks
test records and films with date;
may record evaluation of results and

what was done. Performer places test
films and any other records in ap-
propriate location for filing. Re-

turns test equipment to storage or

has this done.
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 536

This is page 1 of 2 for this task.

. What is the out ut of this task? (Be sure

this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Diagnostic radiography system inspected and
checked for mechanical parts integrity;
electrical safety checked visually; bulbs in
view boxes checked; minor adjustments made;
damage reported; inspection recorded; repair
or replacement arranged.

2. What is used in performing this task? (Note

if atax certain items must be used. If there

is choice, include everything or the kinds of

things chosen among.)

Diagnostic radiography equipment; hardware, ac-
cessories, cones, beam limitation devices, fil-
ters, wiring, cables; hand tools; angulation

and position measuring devices; inspection
records; pen, pencil; phone; view boxes and
bulbs; light meter; bulb, replacement schedule

List Elements Fully

. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker

involved in the task? Yes.. No. .

.
.ame t e kin o recipient,

respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition;

include the kind with whom the performer is

not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge

requirements or legal restrictions.

Repair service personnel; co-worker

.
NiarnarmarlirMll'the answers to ques-
tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-

tial words.

Providing visual and/or manual inspection of

diagnostic radiography system, by checking
hardware, movable parts, position locks, beam

limiting devices, illuminators visually and

manually; checking wires and cables for damage,

proper draping, proper grounding; checking ac-

curacy of beam angle and positioning indicators;
recording inspection; arranging for repair,

replacement.

Performer provides mechanical,
visual and/or manua: check of
diagnostic radiography equipment
periodically, as the result of
a reported problem, or for new
installation as a result of:

a. Regular assignment.
b. Request.

. Decision to do personally.

Performer determines the type
of equipment to be checked,
what to check, the location
of the equipment, and whether
any problem has been report-
ed. May obtain hand tools.
Goes to appropriate location.

2. If checking the mechanical
integrity of the diagnostic
system, may visually observe
or manually check as follows:

a. Checks for loose or absent
nuts, bolts, screws,
washers, etc. May tighten
hardware, record missing
hardware.

b. Checks that tube hanger,
bucky, vertical cassette
holders, and/or fluoro-
scopic tmage receptor are
stable and properly mount-
ed. Records any problems.

c. Checks position locks and
notes whether these are
functioning adequately.
Records problems.

d. Checks collimators and
beam limiting devices.
May operate field size
controls and check wheth-

OK -RP;RR;RR

6. Check herrrrthis
is a master sheet..
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TASK DESC(IPTION SHEET (ccntinued)

This is page

Task Code Nn. r ,cJ-ou

2 of 2 for this cask.

List Elements Full List Elements Fully

er shutters are wozking properly.
Visually examines.

i) Checks collimator face to see
that it is clean and transparent.
With plastic filter faceplate,
checks whether color is brownish
and filter needs replacement.
Checks that sheet plastic face-
plate is intact and dust free.

ii) Checks for cracks, damage to any
surface, whether parts are in
good condition and can be posi-
tioned properly.

e. Sets aside damaged parts. Records.

3. If visually checking electrical safety
of system, performer may do any or all
of the following:

a. Examines the external condition of
the high voltage cables.

i) Makes sure that retaining rings
at the termination points are
tight.

ii) Examines insulation and shield-
ing for breaks or signs of
strain.

iii) Examines draping of cables.
Notes whether they can inter-
fere with positioning of x-ray
tube or image intensifier. Ex-
amines cables for any severe
bending.

iv) May readjust draping to put less
stress on cable or to move out
of the way of tube.

v) Records any damage noted.

b. Performer inspects power cords,
wires to exposure hand switch and
any other exposed wiring and notes
any fraying, breaks, signs of wear.

c. Checks that all components are
properly grounded.

d. Records.
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4. If checking view boxes (illuminators)
makes sure that bulbs used for evalu-
ation in film processing area match
in age, color, brand, type and bright
ness rating the bulbs used by the
radiologists, and especially match in
adjacent view boxes.

a. May check annual schedule of bulb
replacement.

b. May use light meter to measure
the brightness in all four quad-
rants of illuminator. Records.
Calculates whether there is ade-
quate uniformity across the quad-
rants of an illuminator, across
adjacent illuminators, and/or
between illuminators in processing
area(s) and radiologic interpret-
ing area(s). Checks if nonuni-
formity is within acceptable
limits. Records.

5. Performer may use standard angle mea-
sures, protractor, T-square, and/or

level to check accuracy of x-ray tube
angle indicators and position scales.

6. If performer decides that any items
inspected are damaged or defective,
performer informs repair service by
calling in-house repair personnel or
manufacturer's repair service. Indi-
cates the problem(s) and the items
involved. May arrange for replace-
ments.

7. Performer may record inspection and
evaluation of items and what was done
Places records in appropriate loca-
tion for filing. Returns repair equip
ment to storage or has this done.



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 537

This is page 1 of 6 for this task.

What is the output of this task? (Be sure
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Tomographic x-ray equipment checked for mechanical
functioning,fulcrum adjustment,resolution,exposure
uniformity,grid alignment;test films evaluated,or
accuracy calculated and compared with given accept-
able limits;decision made to refuse equipment,re-
pair;test results recorded.

. What is used in performing this task? (Note

if only certain items must be used. If there

is choice, include everything or the kinds of

things chosen among.)
Legislated and/or institutional requirements for
diagnostic tomography x-ray equipmentmanufacturers'
specifications;cassettes;radiopaque markers;tape;
tomography unit or attachments and controls;colli-
mators;test descriptions,forms;pen,pencil;technique,
tube rating charts;out-of-order r"z4,n;test phantoms

of lead numbers,copper mesh;aperture plate;beam
absorbers;test stand;ruler;plumb bob and line;liquid

level;view boxes;marking pen

3. is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
.......4.444.14.1..thetas1 No...

es' to q. : Name tne kindf recipient,
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or legal restrictions.

Supervisor;radiologist;repair service personnel or

installers

S. Name the task so that the answers to ques-
tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-

tial words.
Checking diagnostic tomography x-ray equipment for

Imechanical operation,fulcrum position,resolution,
exposure uniformity and/or grid alignment by setting

up;making visual and mechanical c114.cks;using Lest

phantoms and making radiograplii(. ,e.st exposures;
evaluating test films and/or u lculating differences

from required standards;arra,J;k.ug for repLacement or

repair;recording test results.

Performer checks that diagnostic
geometric tomography equipment
has acceptable accuracy of ful-
crum adjustment to the plane of
interest, image resolution, ex-
posure uniformity, grid align-
ment, and is in overall opera-
tional condition, when informed
that new equipment is to be
checked or when periodically
checking existing equipment as
a result of:

a. Regular assignment.
b. Request.

. Decision to do.

Performer takes note of the
equipment to be checked and
the tests to be carried out.

a. Obtains standard test pro-
cedures, standards, test
forms and records, the ap-
propriate manufacturer's
specifications; notes test
materials.
Performer obtains the var-
ious test phantoms and
other test materials, cas-
settes of the appropriate
sizes, with appropriate
type and speed of film and
screen combinations, and
radiopaque markers for
identifying test films and
for use in the te'jrs.
Reviews appropriate tech-
nical factors for the var-
ious tests. Checks manu-
facturer's tube rating
chart to be sure that the
test stations will not ex-
ceed the instantaneous

b.

c.

OK -RP;RR;RR

6. Check 17e17-7.7 this

is a master sheet.. X



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 537

This is page 2 of _6 for this task.

ist Elements Full

ratings or the total anode heat
capacity for the tube.

d. Checks the type of tube-film travel
pattern,such as linear, circular,
elliptical, or hypocycloidal tomog-
raphy. Notes whether zonography is
called for on tests (exposure angle
of 100 or less). Notes the test ex-
posure angle (amplitude), speed,
the number of "cuts," and the level
for the tests.

e. Checks that unit has been tested
for conventional radiographic sys-
tem tests such as calibration, po-
sition of focal spot, timer ac-
curacy. If not already done, may
arrange such tests or decide to do
personally.

2. Performer makes sure that equipment is
ready for use.

a. Goes to control panel for x-ray
generator and checks that indicator
light shows that machine is "warmed
up," or turns on main switch as ap-
propriate to equipment and allows
time for machine to "warm up." If
appropriate, performer may set ra-
diography or tomography mode se-
lector and set collimator control
for manual operation.

b. Performer sets x-ray table in hori-
zontal position. If appropriate,
such as with wide angle hypocycloi-
dal tomography, performer may in-
sert additional filter (as desig-
nated) into beam column. If insti-
tution has polytomography unit,
sets mode corresponding to appro-
priate tube-film travel pattern and
sets up as appropriate to mode se-
lected.

c. Makes sure that tomography power
switch is off (if appropriate).

d. If a tomography attachment is to
be put in place (to be used with
conventional tubemount, generator,

List Elements Fully

and horizontal bucky x-ray table
performer obtains the necessary
equipment and assembles:

i) Checks that table is in hori-
zontal position.

ii) Attaches fuh.rum assembly along
the table top rail at head end
of table and secures.

iii) Attaches fulcrum assembly plug
to appropriate electricre-
ceptacle.

iv) Attaches the fulcrum bar and
bucky link bar as appropriate
to equipment and moves the
tubemount over the fulcrum as-
sembly. Adjusts so that angu-
lation and fulcrum level indi-
cators are facing appropri-
ately.

v) Slides fulcrum bar into fulcrum
assembly as appropriate and
locks.

vi) Adjusts tubemount to prescribed
test focal-film distance.

vii) If vertical tomography will be
tested makes sure that fulcrum
bar is teleased and moves table
into vertical position.

viii) Moves the tomographic mecha-
nism manually through the max-
imum teavel and checks that
there are no restrictions such
as from cables or other at-
tachments. Adjusts as appropri-
ate.

ix) Engages the drive mechanism
for horizontal or verticrl
travel as appropriate and re-
moves engaging rod. Sets lock
switch if appropriate to pre-
vent alternative travel motion.

e. Inspects unit visually for obvious
mechanical defects.

3. Performer may check operation of the
unit by making test run or may com-

3 0



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

List Elements Full

This is page 3

Task Code No. 537

of 6 for this task.

bine with another radiographic test
such as any described below.

a. Performer selects the appropriate
cassette size, with film and screen
speeds appropriate to the equip-
ment and the test.

i) Attaches identification informa-
tion to the cassette or table
top using radiopaque marker.

ii) Includes marker giving the level
at which the fulcrum will be
set for the given test exposure. .

iii) Places cassette into bucky tray
as appropriate.

b. Performer sets up for Lest using
predetermined settings appropriate
for the test.

i) Sets the fulcrum (layer height)
level for the test exposure.
If an automatic layer height se-
lector is available, performer
sets th e,. controls to thf.:. inter-

val distances selected, and sets
the fulcrum for the uppermost
or lowermost test level desired,
depending on the direction of
the automatic change. Sets the
fulcrum level using hand crank
or power switch and checks the
setting on the fulcrum (layer
height) indicator.

ii) Sets the amplitude (sweep).
Makes sure that x-ray tube is
centered at zero angle. Checks
focal-film distance.
Sets the test exposure angle or
amplitude as appropriate to
equipment and checks angle on
indicator.

iii) Sets the sweep speed for the
test according to the speeds
available for the equipment, the
exposure angle selected, and

AMMINNEMMI.....MMINIIMNIMEZPO

List Elements Fully

established procedure for the
test. May select fastest sweep.
Notes the duration or actual
exposure time as the product
of the angle and the sweep
speed selected.

iv) For linear tomography, sets the
directional control switch to
right or left for horizontal
travel depending on the direc-
tion in which the tube will
travel during the actual expo-
sure.

v) For asymmetrical exposure, de-
termines whether the arc to be
used will be at the beginning
of tube travel or near the end,
and adjusts equipment as appro-
priate.

vi) For other types of tube-film
travel motion performer sets
the selector(s) as appropriate
for direction control (if any).

c. Sets exposure factors appropriate
for test:
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i) For conventional exposure.con-
trol selects and sets milli-
amperage by choosing selectors
for the correct focal spot size
Sets the test kVp by choosing
the combination of major and
minor kilovoltage settings to
produce the desired kVp. Sets
backup timer at an increment
slightly longer than the actual
exposure time (calculated as
the product of the angle of
amplitude and the sweep speed,
or as listed on chart).

ii) For automatic exposure tim-
ing control, selects and sets
the controls corresponding to
the type of test and use of
screens, bucky, etc., and, if
appropriate, focal spot size.



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 537

This is page 4 of 6 for this task.

List Elements Full

Selects and sets a control cor-
responding to the field size
(as listed on technique chart
for phototiming).
May select and set a kVp range
butcon (if called for with
equipment) corresponding to
range for examination.
Sets a density selector corres-
ponding to the requirements for
the test. Makes sure backup
timer is not likely to terminate
exposure before phototimed expo-
sure is made and sweep is com-
pleted.

d. Places appropriate test phantom
(depending on other test being car-
ried out) on tabletop and colli-
mates to appropriate field size.

e. Performer may test tomographic set-
up by proceeding with tubemount
sweep but not activating exposure.

i) Turns on power for tomographic
attachment or mode. Using appro-
priate switch, activates tomo-
graphic sweep action without
activating exposure, and holds
until tubemount reaches the ex-
treme limit of travel.

ii) Returns tubemount to other ex-
treme position, holding until
tubemount travel is complete.
Interrupts travel at any point
and makes any adjustments nec-
essary. Returns equipment to
"start" position.

f. Performer may make test exposure by
activating unit as appropriate.

i) Observes whether the motion of
the tube and film travel are
smooth. Notes stability of x-ray
tube support, fulcrum level se-
lector, and bucky connection.

ii) May record test exposure set-
tings for the given amplitude;
clocks travel rates and records.
Compares with manufacturer's
specifications. Determines
whether these are acceptable
and/or may decide to have fur-
ther tests done.

4. If performer will test the accuracy
of the fulcrum position indicator
(which defines the plane of interest),
may use a test phantom which contains
a helix of lead numbers in a standard
arrangement with standard spacing
from the base or other appropriate
phantom.

a. Performer sets up for test.

i) Places appropriate aluminum
radiation absorbers on the
tabletop. Uses test stand and
places test phantom on test
stand over the aluminum sheets.

ii) Sets fulcrum control as appro-
priate to select a particular
lead number level within the
phantom.

iii) Selects and sets technical fac-
tors for test and test position
such as large angle, thin sec-
tion "cut".

b. Makes exposure as described above.

i) May use another cassette and
repeat for small angle or zon-
ography (thicker "cut").

ii) Has radiograph(s) processed or
decides to do personally.

c. Evaluates processed test films on
view boxes. Notes which lead num-
ber is most clear and compares
with the one that should be most
clear for the fulcrum setting se-
lected.

3 2
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

List Elements Full

Task Code No. 537

This is page 5 of 6 for this task.

List Elements Full

i) Notes whether images of numbers
above and below the plane of in-
terest are increasingly Wurred.

ii) Calculates any error distance and
compares with test information on
acceptable error range. Records.

If performer will test the resolution
of the equipment, performer may use a
phantom containing pieces of copper
mesh in standardized sizes and tilt or

other appropriate device.

a. Sets up for test as described above,

using appropriate exposure angle
and fulcrum setting.

b. Makes exposure and has test film
processed.

c. Evaluates the minimum diameter image

which can be seen clearly and the
length of the strip that is in
sharp focus. Records.

d. Determines whether the observed re-
solution compares with the manufac-
turer's specifications. Notes wheth-
er system meets minimum requirements
for resolving fine anatomical de-
tails as stated in test standards.

If performer will test uniformity of
exposure, may use a metal aperture
plate with a central hole of appro-
priate diameter.

a. Sets up for test as described with
aperture plate a standard distance
over tabletop.

i) Centers to aperture.
ii) Adjusts exposure as appropriate

for line density.
iii) Makes complete scan.
iv) Has exposed film processed.

b. Performer evaluates the processed
Alm for density variation, check-

ing that any variations are within
acceptable range. For circular,
elliptical, hypocycloidal or sim-
ilar multidirectional scans checks
for closure and overlap as speci-

fied by manufacturer.

7. If performer will check grid align-
ment, may check visually as appropri-
ate or may decide to carry out test.

a. May tape a plumb bob line to the
circular end of the tube housing
and suspend over the grid.

i) Centers a liquid level on grid

centerline.
ii) Checks that the plumb bob is on

the grid centerline marker when
grid is level.

iii) Activates the tomographic mo-
tion. Checks that the tube re-
mains aligned with the grid
centerline marker.

b. Performer may decide to make ra-
diographic test.

i) Places radiopaque marker at
center of grid on centerline
marker of the grid.

ii) Places a test object with a
pin mounted on it on tabletop.
Centers exactly so that light
in collimator casts no shadow o
the pin. Inserts test cassette.

iii) Sets technical factors as ap-
propriate and fulcrum level
to the pin.

iv) Makes exposure and has film
processed.

v) On processed film draws lines
parallel to the film edges
through the image of the cente'
line marker of the grid.

vi) Checks that the image of the
pin appears on the c2nterline
of the grid as.drawn.

IlaimMommta
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 537

This is page 6 of 6 for this task.

List Elements Full List Elements Full

8.

.

vii) May calculate whether alignment
is within acceptable range,
based on grid ratio. Records.

Based on the test results, performer
determines whether the equipment being
tested meets acceptable standards,
given any legislated requirements and
any more rigorous local or institu-
tional requirements. May arrange
further tests.

a. For new equipment, may determine
. whether the unit should be refused
or whether service staff should be
required to make adjustments or
replacement.

b. For existing equipment, may deter-
mine whether problem requires shut
down of unit until adjustments or
repairs are made.

c. Performer may discuss results of
test with supervisor and/or radio-
logist in charge before determin-
ing what to do. May explain effect
of problems and deviations from
acceptable standards in terms of
patient exposure, diagnostic re-
liability, legal requirements.

d. If performer decides that the test
results indicate a major fault,
performer informs repair service
by calling in-house repair person-
nel or manufacturer's repair ser-
vice. Indicates the results of the
test and the unit involved. May
place out-of-order.sign on unit.

e. If not already done, perforMer
marks test records and films with
date; may record evaluation of re-
sults and what was done. Performer
places films and records in appro-
priate location for filing. Re-
turns test materials to storage
or has this done.

f. With tomographic attachment, dis-
assembles by reversing the at-
tachment procedures.

,
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 538

This is page 1 of 3 for this task.

. What is the output of this task? (Be sure List Elements Full

this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Half-value layer of diagnostic overhead or fluoros-

copy beam determined by reading from semi-log plot

of mR exposures against added filtration using ra-

diation detector and meter; HVL compared with sten-

dards for minimum filtration; arrangements made to

adjust or replace; test recorded,

Performer determines the half-

value layer (HVL) of the useful

beam of a given diagnostic x-ray
tube potential to check that the

aluminum equivalent of the total

filtration in the primary beam

meets approved standards for the

operating kVp of the equipment

as a result of:

a. Regular assignment.
b. Request.
c. Decision to do.

1. Performer determines which

unit is to be checked, wheth-

.er this is new installation

or a replacement of parts.

Notes whether unit is for

diagnostic radiography and/

or fluoroscopy.

a. Obtains appropriate menu-

facturer's specifications
on the operating voltage

(kVp) and information on
the usual kVp range for
examinations to be per-
formed with the unit to

be checked.
. b. Obtains government stan-

dards with respect to min-
imum HVL in mm Al at mea-
sured kVp's for operating
kVp ranges and the size
increments of filtration
to add to perform test,
based on the highest de-
sign kVp operating range.

c. Obtains test descriptions

if available indicating
the standard technical
factors to use for the
test such as the kVp com-
monly used and in the

OK-RP;RR;RR

. What is used in erformin: this task? (Note

if only certain items must be used. If there

is choice, include everything or the kinds of

things chosen among.)
Diagnostic x-ray, fluoroscopy units and controls;

manufacturer's specifications; test design; govern-

ment HVL specifications and limits; semi-log paper,

ruler, pen, pencil; radiation exposure detector and

meter; test stand; collimator; sheets of aluminum,

filters; out-of-order sign

. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker

involved in the task? Yes...(x) No. . )

es to q. : Name t e in o recipient ,

respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition

include the kind with whom the performer is

not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge

requirements or legal restrictions,
Supervisor; repair service personnel or installers

.
Name the task so that the answers to ques-

tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-

tial words.
Estimating HVL_and checking adequacy of filtraton

of diagnostic x-ray equipment by setting up exposure

detector test equipment; making exposures at con-

stant technical factors with increasing filtration;

recording; plotting exposure against added filtra-

tion on semi-log paper; estimating HVL; comparing

with acceptable limits; arranging for replacement

filtration if appropriate; recording test results.

6. Check here it this

is a master sheet..c()

..............m.
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

List Elements Fully

This is page 2

Task Code No. 538

of 3 for this task.

highest kVp range of the unit, the
mA and exposure time, distance from
the target for placement of addi-
tional filtration, type of radi-
ation exposure detector, distance
from the target to the detector,
collimated field size. Obtains
sheets of aluminum of appropriate
thicknesses, or plans to use dial
indicators for units with dialing
selectors for additional filtration.

d. Performer prepares or obtains lin-
ear semi-log paper marked so that
the horizontal axis defines in-
creasing units of added mm's of
aluminum filtration from zero,and
the vertical log scale defines ex-
posure in mR's.

e. Obtains test equipment including
radiation exposure detector,such as
an appropriate integrating ion
chamber and meter, and any test
stand to be used.

f, Performer prepares the test report
forms to be used, entering the date
and technical factors to be used.

2. Performer sets up unit for the test o
HVL. May proceed as follows:

a. In the control room, performer
makes sure that indicator light
shows that the x-ray generator is
"warmed up" and ready for use.
Makes sure that all circuits have
been stabilized. If appropriate,
checks line voltage meter and, if
needed, turns compensator dial un-
til needle is aligned properly on
line meter.

b. As appropriate, performer sets
x-ray generator mode selector(s)
for overhead and/or fluoroscopic
mode.

c. Performer sets the kVp selector for

the highest setting Lo be used for
the test, and sets the mA and ex-

33(3

List Elements Full

posure time as appropriate to
the fixed values to be used at
all test stations.

d. Sets the collimator for manual
operation.

e. Makes sure that there is no cas-
sette in cassette tray.

f. For fluoroscopy tube makes sure
that the unit is not set to op-
erate in the brightness control
mode.

g. Moves all moveable grids, compres-
sion cones, spot film or other
devices out of the path of the
primary beam.

h. Checks that examination table is
level.

i. Performer places the exposure de-
tector chamber in appropriate po-
sition,centered to the image re-
ceptor and x-ray beam. May use
test stand.

j. Adjusts the target to detector
distance as appropriate for over-
head or fluoroscopy tube.

k. Checks that there is no filtra-
tion in the beam aside from the
inherent filtration of the unit.

1. If not already done, performer
connects the ion chamber to the
meter(so that the radiation expo-
sure can be read in the control
room if appropriate).

m. Performer collimates so that the
standard field size is obtained
(an area slightly larger than the
detector).

3. Performer carries out tests:

a. Performer activates the overhead
or fluoroscope exposure from the
control room.

b. Performer records the exposure
(mR) obtained as appropriate.

c. Performer adds a sheet of alu-
minum,in the appropriate thickness



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

This is page 3

Task Code No. 538

of 3 for this task.

List Elements Fully

for the next test step, in the path
of the beam at a predetermined dis-
tance from the target, or dials ine
appropriate added filtration thick-
ness. Records.

d. Performer maintains all technical
factors and repeats exposure. Re-
cords.

e. Continues to add filtration of the
appropriate thickness, make the ap-
propriate number of exposures, and
record until maximum filtration
thickness for the kVp range has been
obtained.

f. Calculates exposures or exposure
rates using appropriate corrections
for chamber response to different
x-ray energies (using chamber cali-
bration figures or energy response
data).

. Performer plots the exposure readings
on the semi-log paper, starting with
.the first reading at the zero point on
the added filtration horizontal axis,
and connects the points using a
straight edge, creating the absorption
curve.

. Reads the HVL for the unit directly
from the graph as follows:

a. Notes the highest exposure. Divides
in half to note the value of the
exposure at half the original value.

b. From the half value exposure level
on the vertical axis, draws a line
horizontally until the absonption
curve is intersected. Reads the HVL
by noting the value on the horizon-
tal axis directly under the inter-
section point. Records.

6. Performer compares the obtained HVL
with appropriate required range, and
notes whether the figure is equal to or
greater than the HVL criteria for the
given kVp range.

List Elements Full
I 1 a 1 I I

a. If equipment is not within accept-
able range, performer may repeat
test, may try test at another kVp
setting.

b. When performer decides that re-
sults indicate that inherent fil-
tration is not within acceptable
limits, performer informs appro-
priate staff member and/or arrang-
es to have equipment replaced or
adjusted. May place out-of-order
sign on unit.

. If not already done, performer marks
test records and graphs with date;
may record evaluation of resulta and
what was done. Places records inap-
propriate location for fijifig: Re-
turns test equipment p'storate or has
this done.

.1
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 539

This is page 1 of 4 for this task.

. What is the output of this task? (Be sure-
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Diagnostic radiography equipment checked for bucky
grid alignment and centering;alignment measured di-
rectly or determined by radiographs of phantom;cen-
tering determined by evaluation of right-left den-
sity of radiograph of phantom;accuracy calculated
and compared with given acceptable limits;decision
made to refuse equipment,repair;test results re-
corded.

List Elements Fully

What is used in rforing this task? (Note

if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

Diagnostic x-ray equipment. and controls;manufactur-
er's specifications;test procedures,standards and
forms;loaded test cassettes;radiopaque markers;test
phantoms;tube rating,technique charts;carpenter's
square;plumb bob line;liquid level;test tool;tape;
view boxes;phone;out-of-order sign;pen;pencil;mark-
ing pen;ruler

3. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes... ) No

es to q. : Name the ina or recipient
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant conditiont
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge

requirements or legal restrictions.

Supervisor;radiologist;repair service personnel or

installers

5. Name t e task so that i:he answers to ques-
tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-

tial words.

bucky and/Or centering in
diagnostic radiography equipment by directly sight-
ing and measuring;or by.making test radiographs of

phantom using fixed exposures or image of pin;by

evaluating right-left density on image of phantom;
evaluating test films and/or calculating differences
from required standards;deciding,arranging for re-
placement or repair;recording test results.

Performer checks bucky grid
alignment and centering of diag-
nostic x-ray equipment when in-
formed that new equipment is to
be checked or when periodically
checking existing equipment as
a result of:

a. Regular assignment.
b. Request.
c. Decision to do.

1. Performer notes the equipment
to be checked and the type of
tests to be carried out:

a. Notes if equipment to be
tested includes standard
diagnostic unit, spat film
unit, automatic film chang-
er. Ilay obtain manufactur-
er's g'Pecifications. Notes
the grid ratio.

b. Notes type of test of grid
alignment to be done, such
as three-film fixed expo-
sures, test tool exposure,
or manual measurement,
based on the type of equip-
ment involved. Checks
whether centering test
will also be made.

c. Performer obtains appropri-
ate standard test proce-
dures, criteria,and test
forms and records. Obtains
appropriate test materials
such as phantom(s), test
tbol, cassettes loaded
with appropriate size,
type,speed of film aad
screen combinations, ra-
diopaque markers (for
identifying test films
and for use in tests).

OK-RP;RR;RR

6. Check here if this
is a master sheet..
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 539

This is page 2 of 4 for this task.

List Elements Fullt List Elements Full

2.

3.

d. Reviews appropriate technical fac-
tors for the tests. Checks manu-
facturer's tube rating chart to be
sure that the test stations will
not exceed the instantaneous ratings
or the total anode heat capacity for
the tube.

e. May check that unit has been tested
for conventional radiographic sys-
tem tests such as calibration, po-
sition of focal spot, timer ac-
curacy. If not already done, may
arrange such tests or decide to do
personally,

f. Performer makes sure that equipment
is ready for use.

i) Coes to control panel for x-ray
generator and checks that indi-
cator light shows that machine
is "warmed up," or turns on main
switch as appropriate to equip-
ment and allows time for machine
to "warm up."

ii) If appropriate, performer may
set radiography mode selector
and set collimator control for
manual operation

If performer will make manual check of
grid alignment for film changer, may
obtain and use carpenter's square.

a. Places square against the grid
centerline.

b. Sights along the right angle edge
and measures the distance (if any)
that the sighting is off from the
center of the collimator face. Re-
cords.

c. Determines whether alignment error
is within acceptable range (such as
+ one half of the rated focal spot_
size). Records.

If performer will make manual check
of grid alignment in standard equip-

.

4 .

ment, moves tabletop out of the way
by tilting or sliding away. (If this
cannot be done, selects alternative
test.)

a. Performer tapes a plumb bob line
to the circular end 6f the tube
housing and suspends it over the

grid.
b. Centers a liquid level on the grid

centerline.
c. Checks that the plumb bob is on

the grid centerline marker when
the grid is level.

d. Measures any distance error and
records.

If performer will make radiographic
check of grid alignment without auto-
matic timing using fixed exposures,
makes sure unit is not in automatic
mode. May proceed as follows:

a. Performer may di.sable the exposure
interlock or set any automatic
collimation to the manual mode.

.

b. Sets technical factors for the
test and maintains these for all
three exposures. 3,

c. Places standard test phantom on
tabletop.

d. Sets target-to-film distance as
appropriate for test and maintains
for all three exposures.

e. Identifies first test cassette and

places in bucky tray in centered
position.

f. Uses indicator to center tube to
the center of the grid for first
exposure. Collimates to phantom.

g. Performer makes first exposure and
removes cassette. .

h. Identifies and inserts second cas-
sette.

i) Moves tube one inch off axis in
one direction, at right angles
to the grid lines.

9



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 539

This is page 3 of 4 for this task.

List Elements FullY List Elements Full

ii) Makes second exposure and re-
moves cassette.

i. Identifies and inserts third cas-
sette.

i) Moves tube back to center and
then one inch off axis in the
opposite direction, at right an-
gles to the grid lines.

ii) Makes third exposure and removes
cassette.

j. Has exposed films processed and
examines on view boxes.

i) Notes whether the image that was
supposed to be properly centered
is the most dense. Records.

ii) If the second or third film
image is most dense, records the
direction of the error and plans
to have unit adjusted or checked
further.

5. If performer will use a test tool to
check grid alignment, obtains a radi-
opaque marker and test tool witn pir
mounted on it.

a. Tapes radiopaque marker to the cen-
ter of the.grid on the centerlim.
marker of the grid.

b. Places the test tool on tabletop.
Centers exactly so that the colli-
mator light ciles no shadow of the
pin. Collimates to the test tool.

c. Sets technical factors as appropri-
ate.

i) Identifl:s and inserts loaded
test cassette.

ii) Makes exp...,ure and has film pro-
cessed.

d. On the processed !Alm, performer
draws lines parallel to the film

edges, through the image of the
centerline marker of the grid.
Checks that the image of the pin
appears on the centerline of the
grid as drawn, without a shadow.

e. Determines degree of error (if any).
Records.

. Performer checks on the degree of
grid alignment permitted for unit
(based on the grid ratio). Determines
whether the unit's misalignment (if
any)falls within acceptable limits.
Records.

. If performer will check bucky grid
centering (to check that bucky mo-
tion is symmetric about the central
axis of the x-ray tube and film) may
pr3ceed as follows:

a. Places appropriate test phantom on
tabletop. May simulate centering
as for a frontal pelvic examina-
tion.

i) Places right or left marker on
phantom and a marker at the
center.

ii) Sets technical factors as indi-
cated for test (for pelvic ex-
amination with kVp somewhat re-
duced). May check technique
chart. May collimate as appro-
priate for pelvic examination.

iii) Makes exposure and has test film
processed.

b. Performer evaluates processed film
on view box.

i) Notes whether density of image
is uniform on right and left
sides of radiograph.

ii) Notes that some density differ-
ence from top to bottom is re-
sult of "heel effect."
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Task Code No. 539

This is page 4 of 4 for this task.

List Elements Full List Elements Full

c. If performer notes gross right-left
density differences, may repeat test
after checking tube, film, phantom
alignment.

d. If performer determines that right-
left density differences are a re-
sult of defect, records and plans
to have unit adjusted.

8. Based on the test results, performer
determines whether the equipment being
tested meets acceptable standards,
given any legislated requirements and
any more rigorous local or institu-
tional requirements. May arrange
further tests.

a. For new equipment, may determine
whether the unit should be refused
or whether service staff should be
required to make adjustments or
replacement.

b. For existing equipment:, may deter-
mine whether problem requires shut
down of unit until adjustnents or
repairs are made.

c. Performer may discuss results of
test with supervisor and/or radio-
logist in charge before determin-
ing what to do. May explain effect
of problems and deviations from
acceptable standards in terms of
patient exposure, diagnostic re-
liability, legal requirements.

d. If performer decides that the test
results indicate a major fault,
performer informs repair service
by calling in-house repair person-
nel or manufacturer's repair ser-
vice. Indicates the results of the
test and the unit involved. May
place out-cf-order sign on unit.

o. If not already done, performer
marks test records and films with
date; may record evaluation of re-
sults and what was done. Performer
places films and records in appro-

priate location for filing. Re-
turns test materials to storage
or has this done.
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 540

This is page 1 of 5 for this task.

1. What is the output of this task? (Be sure

,

List Elements Full

this is broad enough to be repeatable.)
Fluoroscope unit evaluated for functioning of auto-

matic brightness control system;optical system check

ed for focus,resolution,distortion in fluoroscope,

spot film,cine and/or video modes;test results eval-

uated against acceptable standards;decision made to

refuse equipment,repair;test results recorded.

Performer checks the functioning
of the automatic brightness con-.
trol system and/or the focus,
resolution and distortion of the
optical system of diagnostic
fluoroscopy equipment when in-

formed that new equipment is to

be checked,or when periodically
checking existing equipment as

a result of:

a. Regular assignment.
b. Request.
c. Decision to do.

1. Performer determines the

equipment to be checked and
the tests to be carried out.

a. Notes whether the equip-

ment involves use of vari-

able mA with fixed kVp,
variable kVp with fixed
mA, or a combination that
varies kVp with manual
control of mA.

i) Notes whether x-ray
tube is above or below
table.

ii) Notes whether equipment
includes a TV monitor
or other optical view-

ing device.

. What is used in performing.this task? (Note

if onli certain items must be used. If there

is choice, include everything or the kinds of

things chosen among.)

Diagnostic fluoroscope unit,controls;cine,spot film,

video devices;film,cassette;manufacturer's specifi-

cations;tube rating,technique charts;test descrip-

tions,records,forms,evaluation charts,criteria;alumi

num plates;paired-hole penetrometer;lead plate;radi-

ation detector and meter;support stand;mesh or slot

hole phantom;beam attenuator;protective lead gar-

ments,shields;pen;pencil;phone;out-of-order sign;

viewing devices

3. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker

involved in the task? Yes...CK) No...

es to . : Name the kind of recipient,

respondent or co-worker involved, biic.r. de_

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition;

include the kind with whom the performer is

not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge

requirements or legal restrictions.

Supervisor;radiologist;repair service personnel or

sinstallers

. Name t e task so that the answers to ques- iii) Notes whether there is
a dual-field image in-

tensifier.

b. Determines appropriate
tests, given the nature of

the equipment.
c. Obtains standard test pro-

cedures, test standards,
test forms and records,
appropriate manufacturer's

im_Rio .RItIIR

tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-

tial words. -

Checking fluoroscopic automatic brightness control

system and/or focus,resolution and distortion of the

optical system,by setting up tests for minimum,maxi-

mum automatic and manual techniques;measuring expo-

sure and density with full and half phantoms.with -

paired hole penetrcmeter,and with lead plate;using

mesh or slot hole phantom to check focus,resolution,

distortion for fluoroscope,spot film,cine,video

modes;reviewing results;calculating whether unit

meets acceptable standards;determining whether equip

ment needs replacement,repair;recording test results;

arranging for repair.

Check here i this

is a master sheet.. 4
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TASK anSCRITkON SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 540

This is page 2 of 5 for this task.

List Elements Full List Elements Full

specifications, and test materials,
such as two aluminum plates of equal
composition and dimensions, penetro-
meter with pairs of holes with gradu-
ated diameters, lead plate, radiation
detector (such as app..-opriate ioniza-
tion chamber with meter), support
stand, mesh or slot hole test phantom.

d. Performer reviews technical exposure
factors for tests to be done. Checks
exposure factors against the posted
limits of the x-ray tube on a tube
rating chart to be sure that tech-
nique does not exceed the heat capaci
ties of the tube for the focal spot
size to be used.

e. Unless remote control will be used,
dons protective leaded garments such
as apron and gloves. Makes sure that
no one is in examination or control

,m. May place shielding around
Jipment.

. Ln the control room performer makes
sure that indicator light shows that
x-ray generator is "warmed up" and

-ready for use. Makes sure that all
circuits have been stabilized.
If appropriate, checks line voltage
meter.and, if needed, turns compensa-
tor dial until needle is aligned pro-
perly on line meter.

g. As appropriate, performer sets x-ray
generator mode selector(s) to fluoro-
scopic mode.

0 If appropriate and not already
done, performer may connect TV
monitor to power outlet. TUrns on
monitor and checks that "ready"
light is on.

ii) If appropriate, selects the larger
field size selector (if there is
dual image intensifier) for the
tests.

h. Removes all compression_cones, remov-
able grids, spot fi1m-fg5riage from
the path of the primary beam.

2.

i. Sets test focal spot-to-table dis-
tance or image receptor-to-table
distance as appropriate to te3t.

j. Checks that filtration meets test
conditions.

If performer will check automatic
brightness control, may proceed as
follows:

a. Performer makes control test with
unit in manual exposure control
position:

i) With an under-the-table tube,
performer sets the image recep-
tor a standard distance above
the tabletop. Places the sup-
port stand (height less than
image receptor to tabletop dis-
tance) on tabletop. Places the
two aluminum absorber plates on
stand, and places penetrometer
on top of aluminum plates.

ii) With an over-the-table tube,
performer socs the tube a given
distance above the tabletop. ,

Places penetrometer on tabletop
and the two aluminum absorber
plates on t'op of penetrometer.
Places support stand (height ,
less than tube to tabletop dis-
tance) on table top so that ra-
diation detecnr can be placed
on it at a later point in test).

iii) Sets technical facto::.s fov test
kVp,low test mA, and test time.

Uses optical system to collimate
to the image of the penetro-
meter.

iv) Makes exposure and records which
penetrometer holes are visible
and which are in sharp focus.

v) With under the'table tube places
radiation detector on tabletop
under penetrometer. With over
the table tube places radiation

.
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

This is page 3

detector on support id over

penetrometer.
vi) Repeats test exposuro c- dbovu,

with mA doubled. Ryc,rds reading
(dividing as arro;riJtc) as mR/
mAs.

vii) Removes radiation -(or.

b. Performer makes automatic brightness
control test for unit with variable
kVp and fixed mA as follows:

i) Maintains test set up. Sets the
mode to automatic brightness con-
trol and mA as close to the low
manual setting as possible.

ii) Makes exposure and records the
kVp value showing on panel indi-
cator. Records the penetrometer
holes visible and which are in
sharp focus.

iii) Places radiation detector as
above. Makes exposure and re-
cords the R/min. (For 30 second
exposure multiplies reading by
2.)

iv) Removes one of the aluminum
plates and repeats exposure with
radiation detector in place.
Makes exposure and records the
R/min. as above.

v) Maintains test conditions; sets
mA for a high setting. Repeats
penetrometer hole reading with
both aluminum plates in place.
Records. Repeats F/min. read-
ing with both plates in place and
with one plate removed. Records.

c. Performer makes automatic brightness
control test .7.or unit with variable

mA and fixed kVp as follows:

i) Maintains test set up. Sets the
mode to automatic brightness con-
trol and a given kVp (such as
80 kVp).

Task Code No. 540

of 5 for this task.

ii) Makes exposure and records the
mA value shcwing on panel in-
dicator. Records the penetro-
meter holes visible and which
are in sharp focus.

iii) Places radiation detector as
described. Makes exposure for
given test period such as 30
seconds. Records the R/min.,
multiplying as appropriate.

iv) Removes one of the aluminum
plates and repeats exposure
with radiation detector in
place. Makes exposure and re-
cords the R/min. as above.

d. Performer checks the radiation
limitation of the system as fol-

lows:

i) Maintains test set up. Main-
tains mode for automatic bright-
ness control. Keeps radiation
detector in place. Places lead
plate over the aluminum plates
on support stand for an under-
the-table tube, and under the
aluminum plates on tabletop for
an over-the-table tube.

ii) Sets controls for maximum auto-
matic factor positions (within
tube rating limit). Makes 30
second exposure; and records
the kVp and mA from the panel
indicators, and the R/min. from
the radiation detector as above

iii) Sets controls for minimum auto-
matic factor positions. Makes
30 second exposure; and records
the kVp and mA from the panel
indicators, and the R/min. from
the radiation detector, as
above.

iv) Sets controls for manual expo-
sure factor control mode. Sets

factors to the maximum mA and
kVp settings available within
limits of tube rating chart.
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Task Code No. 540

This is page 4 of 5 for this task.
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Makes 30 second exposure and re-
cords mA, kVp, and R/min. as al-.ove.

v) Maintains manual mode and sets
technical factors for mLnimum mA
and kVp settings available, Makes
30 second exposure and records mA,
kVp and R/min. as above.

e. Performer evaluates the results of the

tests:

i) Evaluates which penetrometer holes
were visible and which in shirp
focus for all the conditions re-
corded. Notes whether the visible
density remained constant, and all
holes remained equally visible for
all conditions. Compares the number
of holes visible and in sharp focus
with minimum acceptable standards
and manufacturer's specification
for the resolution quality of the
unit , or as appropriate. Records.

ii) Evaluates the recorded radiation
level under automati control mode
with both aluminum plates,and with
one plate in place. Records.
Checks that the radiation level
with cne plate removed was less
than half the level with two plates,
or as appropriate. Records.

iii) Checks that tha radiation level at
the radiation detector is appropri-
ate for the target to dctector dis-
tance at the given settings, fil-
tration and beam attenuation. Re-
cords. Evaluates whether R/min./mA
is within acceptable range. -Records.

iv) For units already in use, com-
pares the recorded kVp and/or mA
values from the panels at the given
settings with those recorded over
time. Checks that the variation is
.within acceptable range. Recnrds.

v) Evaluates radiation limitation by
noting whether the R/min. recorded
with the lead plate in place ex-
ceeded or did not exceed the maxi-

mum acceptable level listed as

test criterion.

3. If performer will check the focus,
resolution and distortion of the opti-1
cal system, may proceed as follows:

a. May obtain a mesh test phantom of

copper or brass arranged in a ra-
dially symmetrical pattern, with
holes of varying diameters and
with each pie section calibrated
and marked for a given mesh reso-
lution, or a test phantom wirh a
given slot hole pattern in groups
of bars and circles and with chart
to interpret resolution, Euch as
for use in measuring effective
focal spot size. Removes any grid
from beam column if not already
done.

b. Performer places the test phantom
close to the face of the image
amplifier system. May tape into

place.
c. Performer checks the resolution of

the fluoroscopic system by setting
appropriate test factors and eval-
uating the image obtained on the
optical viewing surface.

d. Performer checks the resolution of

spot film device, cine device, or
videotape system by loading and
setting unit for appropriate mode.

i) l'Ices a beam attenuator on
tabletop.

ii) Makes spot film and/or cine
exposures or activates video-
tape.

iii) Has film(s) processed; displays
images as appropriate.

e. Performer evaluates the image reso

lution and focus of the test pat-
tern on the output phosphor by
comparing the values of the re-
solved mesh or slot holes with the
acceptable listed standards for th
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Task Code No. 540

This is page 5 of 5_ for this task.

List Elements Full

system, at the center and edges of

the visible image.

i) Evaluates distortion by examin-
ing the image of the large size

mesh or slots.
ii) Evaluates cine, spot film(s) or

videotape display similarly.
For each modality, checks focus,

resc,lution, distortion. Records.

iii) NoEes any adjustments needed.
Records.

4. Based on the test results, performer

determines whether the equipment being

tested meets acceptable standards at
given legislated requirements and/or

any local or institutional require-

ments.

a. Determines whether new unit should

be refused or whether service staff

should be required to make adjust-

ments or replacement.
b. Determines whether problem requires:

shut down of unit until adjustmenes.,

or repairs are made.
c. Performer may discuss results of

test with supervisor and/or radio-

logist in charge before determin-

ing.what to do. May expiain effect

of problems and deviations from

acceptable standards in terms of

patient exposure, diagnostic re-
liability, legal requirements.

d. If performer decides that the test

results indicate a major fault,
performer informs repair service
by calling in-house repair person-
nel or manufacturer's repair ser-
vice. Indicates the results of the

test and the-unit involved. May

place out-of-order sign on unit.

e. If not already done, performer
marks test records and any films

with date; may record evaluation of

results and what was done. Perform-

List Elements Fullx........

er places films and records in ap-

propriate location for filing. Re-

turns test materials to storage

or has this done.
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Task Code No. 541

This is page 1 of 2 for this task.

. What is the output of this task? (Be sure List Elements Full

this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

RejeetA and accepted radiographs evaluated for
possible problems of staff technical functioning,
equipment failure, processing failure, radiation
protection; remediation discussed; arrangements
made for equipment check or repair; review recorded.

Performer reviews accepted and
rejected radiographs and re-
lated records and requisition
sheets, as part of a technical
quality assurance program, peri-
odically or sporadically,as a
result of:

a. Regular assignment.
b. Request.
c. Decision to do.

1. Depending on institutional
procedures, performer may
obtain rejected radiographs
and records on why rejected,
if available, from appropri-
ate location,or has this
done.

a. If an accepted procedure,
arranges and reviews ra-
diographs by type of rea-
son for rejection and/or
type of examination In-
volved, and/or type of
technique or equipment in-
volved.

b. Considers raising the is-
sue that films may be of
adequate quality for diag-
nostic purposes.

i) May consider bringing

7.--,-...-.....

. What is ustd in performing this task? (Note

if only certain items must be used. If there

is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

Accepted, rejected radiographs, records, requisi-
tion sheets; view boxes; review record forms; pen,
pencil

. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker'

involved in the task? Yes...( ) No...( )

es to q. : Name t e kind o recipient,

respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge

requirements or legal restrictions,

Radiologist; radiologic technologist; co-workers;

supervisor

5. Name t e task so that the answers to ques-
to attention of proper
staff member that re-
quirements for reject-
ing all but films of
optimal quality may be
causing unneeded radia-
tion exposure and cost.

ii) May discuss with appro-
priate staff member,
such as chief radiolo-
gist or chief technolo-

OK-RP;RR;RR

tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-

tial words . .

Evaluating accepted and rejected radiographs to
identify any technical problems with staff function-
ing, equipment, radiation protection by noting any
technical problems on radiographs; determining pos-
sible causes; discussing remediation and/or arrang-
ing for inspection or repair of equipment; record-
ing results.

6. Check here i this

is a master sheet..(X)
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 541

This is page 2 of 2 for this task.

List Elements Full

gist; may plan to discuss at a
departmental meeting.

c. May try to evaluate which rejects
appear to be the result of patient
motion, positioning error, improper
selection of technique, failure of
equipment, failure in processing.

d. Determines which type of reject
cause(s) appear to be of serious
magnitude.

i) For patient motion failures, may
consider adequacy of available
immobilization devices, and/or
failure of staff to use them pro-
perly. May discuss with appropri-
ate staff member.

ii) For failure to position properly,
performer may discuss need for
training of technologist staff
and/or evaluation of staff, or
use of more specific instructions
on requisition sheets.

iii) For improper selection of tech-
nique, may discuss with appropri-
ate staff; may evaluate accuracy
of technique charts; may consider
need to calibrate equipment; may
suggest evaluation of technologist
functioning.

iv) For failure of equipment or film
processing, performer arranges to
have appropriate tests and/or ad-
justments made.

2. Depending on institutional procedures,
performer may obtain accepted radio-
graphs, records,and/or requisition
sheets and review,if acceptable proce-
dure at the institution.

a. Arranges and reviews radiographs by
type of examination and/or type of
equipment involved.

b. May consider the issue that the num-
ber of eXposures per examination may
be in excess of those needed for
diagnostic purposes. May check

.1====1
List Elements Fully

whether reoulsitions call for full
set of exposures before review by
radiologist (who could terminate
examination as soon as diagnostic
information is adequate). May dis-
cuss with appropriate staff member.

c. Evaluates whether accepted films
show evidence of incipient problems.

i) Checks whether radiographs show
static marks, contrast changes,
streak marks, lack of resolution
of fine structures.

ii) Determines nature of incipient
failure by comparing problems
across equipment units for evi-
dence of incipient processing
failure,and for individual units
for evidence of incipient failure
of a particular system.

iii) Based on possible problems, per-
former arranges to have equip-
ment checked and/or repaired.

3. Depending on institutional procedures,
performer may check that the accepted
and rejected films show evidence of
collimation to the area of interest,
and effective gonadal shielding.
Brings any problem to attention of
appropriate staff member.

. Performer records film analysis check,
date, and what was done, depending on
institutional procedures. Returns

'radiographs and records or has this
done.
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 542

This is page 1 of 3 for this task.

. What is tho ou_9ut of this task? (Be sure

this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Darkroom and film processor monitoring program,

procedures, tests, report forms designed; relevant

equipment selected; procedures decided on; program

presented and/or spot checked; program evaluated.

2. What is uned in performing this task? (Note

if all!. certain items must be used. If there

is choice, include everything or the kinds of

things chosen among.)
Literature on x-ray films, screens, processing and

testing equipment, test procedures, density moni-

toring devices; pen, paper, or dictation equipment;

current film and film processing test records

Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker

involved in the task? Yes. . . (X) No...( )

. If 'Yes to q. 3: Name the kind of recipient,

respondent or co-worker involved, with de_

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition

include the kind with whom the performer is

not allowed to deal if relevan't to knowledge

requirements or legal restrictions.

Radiologists; radiologic technologists; co-worker;

service personnel

S. Name the task so that the answers to ques-

tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-

tial words.

Designing, maintaining, evaluating darkroom and/or

film processor monitoring program in diagnostic

radiology, by considering equipment, accessories,

types of monitoring measures, types of quality con-

trol procedures and tests, information needed,

equipment alternatives; designing report forms;

1

selecting test and/or monitoring procedures; pre-

senting program; spot checking, evaluating current

program.

List Elements Full

Performer designs, maintains,
and/or reevaluates a quality
control darkroom and films pro-

cessing monitoring program for

diagnostic radiography (to

achieve uniform radiographic re-
sults for equal conditions and

optimum quality) as a result of:

a.

b.

c.

Regular assignment.
Request from supervisor or

co-worker.
Own initiative.

1. Performer may decide or be re .

quested to develop or eval7
uate a quality control pro-
gram in film processing.

a. Performer may keep abreast

of new developments in
processing and film manu-
facture and reports on re-
search in the_area, or may
decide to do a literature
review on request or peri-

odically.
b. Performer may be asked to

consider a program which
includes design and lay-
out of darkroom and film

processing equipment, and/
or dealing with the pur-
chase, storage, and hand-
ling of x-ray films and

screens.
c. May be asked to consider

a program for day-to-day
monitoring of processor
performance, periodic
evaluations, film proces-
sing in relation to other
testing programs, and/or
identification of the ex-

posure characteristics of

purchased films.

OK-RP;RR;RR

6. Check here i this

is a master sheet..(X)
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 542

This is page 2 of 3 for this task.

Performer considers the quality control
needs of the institution based on the
types of processing needs, work loads
and flows involved. May discuss with ra-
diologists, radiologic technologists.
May consider any or all of the follow-
ing:

a. Considers type of equipment and films
involved such as overhead radio-
graphy equipment, rapid film chang-
ers, cineradiography, spot filming,
tomography, cameras, mammography,
xeroradiography.

b. Considers areas to be served such
as routine radiography, emergency
room, operating room, bedside radio-
graphy, radiotherapy department,
other locations.

i) Considers the number of existing
darkroom locations or where new
locations should be placed.

ii) Considers load requirements for
manual film processing, automa-
tic processing, Tolaroid proces-
sing.

c. Considers t7v, specd, sizes of x-ra
films in use, wtTher there are or
should be pro.cesors for specia:!.
sizes or types of films,such as for

spotfilm cameras, cine, occlusal

films, dosimetry.

. Performer may design darkroom, film
storage and processing layout,or eval-
uate existing layout with respett to
the following:

a. Type of radiography work to be

serviced by film processing. Repre-
sentative work loads. Location of
examination areas.

b. Type of film storage requirements
to protect the type of films, equip-
ment and film processing chemicals
to be used or in use.

3 b

List Elements Full

0 Considers conditions required
for proper processing and test-
ing.

ii) Considers light, temperature,
humidity, ventilation needs,

-size of storage and work areas
in relation to work loads and
work requirements.

c. May recommend the type(s) of film
processing unit(s) and quantities,
type of test equipment, type of
films and screens to purchase.

d. May recommend new installations and
room layouts or sLggest changes.

e. May consider and recommend equip-
ment to identify films, such as
lead markers, flasher, marking pens.

f. Considers equipment for film and
screen storage.

g. May write recommendatons as a re-
port, and/or discuss with staff per-
son in charge.

Performer may select appropriat
toring checks, periodic testing, and
what information to collect for moni-
toring program for film processors and
for x-ray films in storage.

a. May include check on chemical -,olu-
tions, replenishment program and
checks, contamination checks.

b. May include program to monitor
water and chemical solution temper
tures.

c. May include calibrated check of
processed film density, plotting 0
variations over time at standard
exposures.

d. May include tests of film exposure
characteristics.

e. May include the daily steps to be
taken to ensure optimum processing
conditions.

f. In making selections, considers
what periodic tests will find in-
cipient problems before major ones



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 542

This is page 3 of 3 for this task.

List Elements Fully
..1111.

require repeat of examinations and
additional exposure of patients.

g. Selects types of equipment for test-

ing program such as sensitometer or
use of radioactive source, photo-
sensitometer or x-ray machine to ob-
tain standard film exposures.

h. Notes the acceptable range criteria
within which test results will be
allowed to vary. May refer to pre-
determined or legislated standards.

i. Considers manufacturers' recommenda-
tions or specifications, the time,
staff and funds available for the

program.
j. May consider the appropriate staff

level or positions from which per-
sonnel should be selected to carry
out monitoring and/or testing and

record keeping.
k. Performer may select the typ.,:l of re-

cords to be kept and design the re-
port forms.

If thcre is an ongoing film processor
monitoring program, may evaluate it
in the light of existing records, re-
cent techvological developments, new
legislation, or scientific evidence on
need for revised standards. As appro-
priate, reviews the elements of the
program as described above.

6. Depending on whether it is requested or
appropriate, percormer may prepare,
write out, or dictate a report present-
ing the monitoring program.

a. May refer to the cost of the program

in relation to available alterna-
tives, and benefits in terms of
minimized unnecessary patient ex-

posure, increased efficiency. May

refer to existing literature.
b. Performer presents and/or discusses

proposed program as appropriate in
response to assignment, or request,
or on own initiative.

List Elements Full

c. Performer may prepare and bring
in alternative proposals as re-
quested, answer questions on pro-
gram as appropriate.

7. At any point during a current program
or after the program is approved, per-
former may participate in developing,
running, and maintaining the program.

a. May arrange to have approved equip-
ment purchased, calibrated and/or
installed.

b. May arrange to make preliminary
tests and report results.

c. May decide on or suggest the pro- .

cedures for carrying out the moni-
toring procedures and tests given
the equipment involved and the re-
cords to be kept.

i) May write out and/or discuss
the steps involved.

ii) May arrange to teach the proce-
dures.

d. May arrange to have maintenance
staff and/or outside service per-
sonnel available to make needed
adjustments as a result of tests.

e. During the course of the program,
performer may arrange to spot check
how procedures are being carried
out, whether they are being done
accurately, whether records are
being kept appropriately.
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 543

This is page 1 of 4 for this task.

What is the output of this task? (Be sure

this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Film processing equipment tested for uniformity of
function; test films exposed by sensitometer or
radioactive source; films processed; density, and

water and developer temperatures measured, recorded,

and/or plotted; variations evaluated; incipient
problems noted; corrective action decided; monitor-

ing recorded.

2. What is used in performing tills task? (Note

if only, certain items must be used. If there

is choice, include everything or the kinds of

things chosen among.)
Y-rAy film processor(s): manufacturers' specifica-
tions; sensitometer or radioactive source; densito-

meter; thermometer; test x-ray films; film markers;

test descriptions, forms, charts; pen; pencil;

out-or-order sign; phone

List Elements Fully
11.3211,1211MIGIMe.

Performer runs test of film pro-
cessing equipment as part of a
onitoring program daily, period-
ically,or when appropriate as a

result of:

a. Regular assignment.
1. Request.

. Decision to do.

. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker

involved in the task? Yes...CK) No...( )

es to q. Name tne inG o recipient,

respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition;
include the kind with whom the performer is

not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge

requirements or legal restrictions.

Radiologic technologist; 'radiologist; co-worker;

service personnel

2

.
Name the task so that the answers to ques-

tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-

tial words.

Monitoring and evaluating x-ray film processors
by exposing test films with sensitometer or radio-

active source; processing films; measuring density,
fog with densitometer; recording inlet and wash

water and 'developer temperatures; calculating,
plotting variations over time; determining if intra-

g;-ind inter-processor variations are within acceptable
'range: arrancr,inc for adjustment or repair; recording.

. Performer notes which film
processor(s) are to be tested.

a. Notes whether a sensitome-
ter or a radioactive source
will be used with a densi-
tometer.

b. Obtains appropriate infor-
mation on test procedures,
prior records and test
criteria, charts, manu-
facturers' specifications
as appropriate.

c. May check that the test is

being done at the appro-
priate time uf the day if
uniform time is part of

test conditions.

Perfcrmer goes to the appro-
priate location(s) for testir4
processors and assembles test
materials as appropriate.'

a. Performer may go to dark-
room(s) connected to pro-

cessor(s).

i) Does not enter dark-
room while red light
is on;'if open, knock !
to make sure that root
is empty or can be en-

tered.

OK-RP;RR;RR

6. Check here i this

is a master sheet..
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. .543_

This is page 2 of 4 for this task.

List Elements Full List Elements Full

ii) Makes sure that no unexposed film
is in the ipen botoro turnins4 oh
lights other than safelight.

iii) Performer Lells anvone working in
darkroom to so; feeding film in-
to the ma.dlinek,), or asks co-
worker to do so.

iv) Make ,lure hands Arc clean, dry.

b. Makes sure that the processor(s) are
properlv prepared for use,

01. Lis 111.!,s:--; ;est is to

he made on ...-o-ocessort) as encoun-

tered to determine uin1sual operating,

conditions.
. lakes sure that thermo..::,:ers to he

used to record temporl:ores have
been checked for

d. Checks that densitometer has had its
appropriate calibration check.

e. If sensitometer will he used, makes
sure that it is the same one used
for previous tests and has been cal-
ibrated.

C. Checks hox of x-rar film set aside
for test. Notes how many films are
left. Notes emulsion numbor. Makes
sure box is at room temperatute-.

i) If only a fe,,, unexposed films

are left. and/or if films from
L. different emulsion hatch are

hatch nf

tet- !ilms.
ii) baLch

an fresh hat,:h so that there
will be overlap for se-eral test
runs. Plans dupli..atio:- test

steps so that contiiluin: can he
established and Jc. siz.nificant
differences in emul-si..n sensitiv-

ity caught and noted.

may prepare test film to receive a
standard exposure from the s ource,

tollowing proper radiation protection
procedures. Otherwise prepares test
films for ::ensitometer light expore
(to produce intensity and quality ,1
radiographic scre(11 output) using ap-
propriate sensitometric step tablet.

a. Performer sets up film(s) so th:IL

given predetermined area of each

film be exposed for ,1 uniform

time and intensity.

i) Mav prepare identification i'cr
:ilm indicating date, emulsi.':.
num5er or test batch number,
the processor being tested,
appropriate:

ii) With radioactive source, seto-i up
for test time as appropriate.

iii) For sensitometer, turns lamp kon-
trol knob to "on" position, and
adjusts ammeter reading to ap-
propriate calibrated va(ue.

iv) Positions each film as appro-
priate. For sensitometry, turs
off allA.ights except safelights
suitable for the film being w;ed.
Follows manufacturer's instruc-
tions for use.

h. Mnke!-1 en:.h exposure as appropri.ito.

1) With sensitometer, may rop:it
exposure on other side of film
(double emulsion coated film).

ii) Repeats with film from seond
batch if double tests are being
made for overlap of teFt film
batches.

iii) Repeats exposure with additional
test films so that there are ex-

g. Performer prepares recorl forms a,=.. posed films for testing each

appropriate te.;t. processor being monitored.

. if performer will use a radioactive c. Perforiner inserts the exposed

(gamma ray) sour,:e for the exposin.-, film(s) into the appropriate pro-
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 543

This is page 3 of 4 for this task.

List Elements Full List Elements Full

cessor with the appropriate exposed
edge (light end) going in first;
feeds into processor in standard po-
sition.

i) May check time elapse from inser-
tion to completion.

ii) Obtains processed film(s) from
output end of processor(s).

d. Performer records the density of the
exposed, processed film for each pro-
cessor, using a densitometer.

i) For film exposed with sensitome-
ter, reads the grey steps and
car area of image. Notes the
step used to record density in
all tests (such as the step just
below one density unit) and re-
cords as density. Reads the clear
area and records as "base plus
fog."

ii) For film exposed with radioactive
source, records optical density
of the exposed area of the pro-
cessed film as density, and unex-
Posed area as "base plus fog."

e. Records other variables for each
processor:

i) Records the water temperature on
the thermometer attached to the
water regulator.

ii) Opens processor and uses ther-
mometer to measure and record
temperature of developer solu-

tion. Cleans thermometer; mea-
sures and records temperature of
wash water.

iii) Records time of test, time used
in processing stage.

Performer records and charts density
information for each processor:

a. For each processor performer enters
readings of average density on time
chart so that variations over time
can be evaluated. May enter lower
contrast, speed, maximum contrast,
and base plus fog readings at dif-
ferent chart locations.

b. Performer may note differences in
density between overlap test films.
If so, records differences as due
to differeaces in emulsion sensi-
tivity. May calculate and use ad-
justment factor.

. Performer calculates averages and var-
iations from the average of tempera-
tures of inlet water, developer and
wash water as well as density.

a. Determines whether variations are
within acceptable range (about the
average and/or about manufacturer's
recommended values). Calculates
wash water temperature variations
within range of developer tempera-
ture.

b. Determines whether density varia-
tions and fog level variations are
within acceptable range.

c. Performer compares reslts across
processors. Checks that inter-pro-
cessor results are within accept-
able range.

. Performer evaluates whether test re-
sults indicate malfunction of process-
ing components, errors in temperature,
or need to replenish processing chemi-
cals.

a. May evaluate whether random varia-
tions of density and fog indicate
light leaks.

b. For variations in temperature, per-
former may check water filters.
May arrange to adjust thermostats.
For temperature surges may arrange
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continumd)

List Elements Full
16.

Task Code No. 543

This is page 4 of 4 for this task.

for pressure regulators, valves,
reserve tanks to be used.

c. Performer may decide ta make adjust-
ment in replenishment rates or may
order emptying, cleaning and recharg-

ing of processor.
d. Performer may decide to institute or

suggest more careful set-up and check

procedures on the part of staff in
checking temperature and replenishing
chemicals. May discuss with app! )-

priate radiologic technologist
other staff member.

e. Determines whether problem requires

shut down of processor unit until
adjustments or repairs are made.

f. If performer decides that the test
results indicate a major component
fault, performer informs repair ser-
vice by calling in-house repair per-
sonnel or manufacturer's repair ser-
vice. Indicates the results of the
test and the unit involved. May place

out-of-order sign on unit.

g. If not already done, performer re-
cords evaluation of results and what

was done. Performer places records

in appropriate location for filing.
Returns test materials to storage or
has this done.

353
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 544

This is page 1 of 4 for this task.

. What is the out.ut of this task. (Be sure List Elements Full

this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

X-ray film exposure characteristics obtained from

sensitometer or x-ray exposure, processing, and
densitometer; characteristic curve(s) evaluated;
uses for film batch or rejection suggested; relative

speed, contrast of screen-film combinations evalu-
ated; test results recorded.

Performer checks the exposure
characteristics of diagnostic or
dosimetric x-ray film when the
relative speed and contrast of
new film types -r screen-film
combinations aLe to be evaluat-
ed, when a new shipment of ra-
diographic film and chemistry is
in doubt(such as when damage is
suspected) or when outdated
film is to be reevaluated, as a
result of:

I

a. Regular assignment.
b. Request.
c. Decision to do.

1. Performer notes the purpose
of the test, reviews the

type of test and equipment
appropriate,and obtains all
the necessary materials.

a. If a new film type is to
be evaluated, notes the
suggested u.ses, the pro-
posed cassette, screen-
film combinations for di-
agnostic film, the antic-
ipated exposure raage,and
the spectral character of
any intensifying screens
to be used with the film.

b. Notes the type of emul-
sion involved. NW:es the
manvfacturer's description
of the films' exp;).:ure
characteristics an6 cpeed.

c. Notes whether test will be

made with sensitometar and
step tablet (if the gensi-
tometer will provi6e light
that is the same spectral
character as the light
from any intensifying

OK-RP;RR;RR

, ..--..--
2. What is used in performing this task? (Note

if only, certain items must be used. If there

is choice, include everything or the kinds of

things chosen among.)

Sensitometer and step tablet or diagnostic x-ray
machine and penetrometer; film processor; densitome-

ter; x-ray or dosimetric film batch and samples;

film holders or screens and cassettes; radiopaque

markers; film manufacturer's specifications; test
descriptions, forms, charts; pen, pencil; ruler;
log table or calculator; phone

. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker

involved in the task? Yes...00 No...( )

. es to q. : Name the in. o recipient,

respondent or co-worker involved, with de_

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge

requirements or legal restrictions,
Radiologist; supervisor; co-worker; radinlogic
technologist; film manufacturer's representative

""777,11717"The task so that the answers to quea-

tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-

tisl words.
Determining exposure characteristiCs of x-ray and/or

dosimetric films by obtaining film samples; setting
up for and making test exposure using sensitometer

and step tablet or x-ray unit and penetrometer; hav-

ing films processed; reading and recording densities

using densitometer; averaging figures; plotting net

optical density against log exposure or aluminum

thickness; examining characteristic curves; evaluat-

ing relative speed or contrast of screen-film or non-

screen films; determining acceptability of question-

able film batch or determining appropriate uses for

new film types or outdated films; recordin:.

6. Check hect =his
A. a master sheet.. X

............
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 544

This is page 2 of 4 for this task.

List Elements Fully List Elements Fully

screen involved, such as calcium i) Loads appropriate cassettes with

tungstate screens), or whether a designated screen type(s). For

standard x-ray source and penetrom- comparison purposes may plan to

eter will be used with the considera- expose one known and one un-

tion that the results will be applic- known film simultaneously by

able only for the screens, kVp, ge- placing penetrometer so that it

ometry and generator involved. .rests on the two cassettes, or

d. Obtains appropriate information on loads so that a cassette contains

test procedures, materials for plot- a half sheet of each film in des

ting the characteristic curves, cal- ignated location.

culating averages. Notes the test ii) Obtains an appropriate aluminum

stations and other test conditions step wedge with an identifying

necessary. Obtains prior records,
test criteria, charts, as appropri-

ate.

marker (such as a hole drilled
half-way through a center step),
and orientation directions to
place the step wedge in a c.on-

. Performer goes to appropriate location stant anode-cathode orientation

to set up for test procedures. for each exposure,and a center
mark for positioning the collima-

a. If performer is to work in darkroom,

enters taking proper precautions.
tor cross-hairs.

Makes sure that hands are clean and
dry. Makes sure that no unexposed

e. If a sensitometer is to be used,
sets up films so that a sheet of

film is in the open before turning film to be checked and a sheet of

on lights other than safelight. known film can be exposed in sensi-

b. If making comparisons with known tometer under exactly the same con-

films, such as to check suspected
batch, to evaluate outdated films
or film-screen combination, checks

ditions.

i) Checks that the sensitometric
box of known films set aside for st2p tablet is ready for use.

tests. Checks emulsion number. Makes ii) Makes sure that sensitometer has
sure that box is at room temperature. 1.,:en calibrated and is the same

c. Selects a random sample of films
from the batch(es) to be tested as
appropriate. Records emulsion num- f.

one used for previous tests.

Checks that the densitometer to be
ber. Identifies films by batch as used has been appropriately cali-
appropriate. Arranges films for com- brated. Turns on power and allows
parison so that the test conOitions time for unit to warm up.
can be exactly duplicated. For cal- g. Checks that the designated film

ibration of personnel monitoring processor to be used has been test-
films, selects test films and con- ed that day for processing consis-
trol film from the batch to be used tency or decides to do personally.

in badges. Notes and records emul- Makes sure that developer, wash and

sion number. cooling water are at appropriate

d. If a radiographic source will be temperatures, and that timer is set

used, performer notes the designated as appropriate.

x-ray unit and generator. h. If radiographic exposures will be
made, checks that the x-ray unit
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Task Code No. 544

This is page 3 of 4 for this task.

List Elements Fully

has been calibrated for known expo-
sures at the technical factors,.dis-
tance(s) and field size(s) to be used
for the test. Enters control room for
designated machine. Checks to see
that indicator light shows that x-ray
machine is ready for use. Makes sure
that it is warmed up and that all
circuits have been stabilized. Checks
line voltage meter and, if required,
turns compensator dial until needle
is aligned properly on line meter.
Checks that appropriate standard fil-
tration for the test is present.

i. Performer prepares record forms as
appropriate for the test.

. For sensitometer testing, performer fol-
lows manufacturer's instructions for
use. Exposes samples from each film
batch to be tested using sensitometric
step tablet. For dual emulsion films may
expose each side.

. For radiographic source testing with
penetrometer, may proceed as follows:

a. Sets technical factors as appropriate
for test with a fixed mA, kVp and
time as predetermined.

b. Places cassette or pair of cassettes
on examination table. Places pene-
trometer on cassette or centers
lengthwise across two cassettes.

i) Orients penetrometer to anode-
cathode directions as indicated.

ii) Collimates using light system to
allow about an inch of fiim to be
exposed around the entire step
wedge.

iii) Adjusts distance to the prede-
termined target-film distance and
centers beam to the designated
center of penetrometer using
cross-hair shadows.

iv) Places markers to identify batch,
date, technical factors used and

List Elements Ful
lLNIMMININI1

other information next to pene-
trometer in area to be exposed
(but not in the area of greatest
density at thinnest end of step
wedge). _

c. Makes exposure. Repeats exactly for
other films in sample for each
screen:film combination, pair of
films.or sample from batch to be
evaluated. Waits appropriate amount
of time between each exposure.

Performer has the exposed films pro-
cessed at once or decides to do per-
sonally. Makes sure each film is fed
into the processor in the same light-
to-dark orientation and at the same
location on the processor feed shelf.

. Performer obtains the processed films
and records optical density using den-
sitometer:

a. Records densities for each sample
for each film type:

i) Reads the density !Ai various un-
exposed areas of the film. Aver-
ages and records as the base-
plus-fog level (background den-
sity).

ii) Reads the density for each desig-
nated step on the wedge image
and records. Records density in
the exposed area just below the
thin end of step wedge as maxi-
mum density.

iii) Averages the obtained densities
across the samples for each film
tyr,.s. Records.

iv) Subtracts the base-plus-fog den-
sity from the other recorded
ri.ensities to obtain the net den-
sity for each wedge step.

v) Records net density for each step
next to its log exposure (or next
to the thickness of the penetrom-
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List Elements Full

eter steps in inches of aluminum).

b. Plots the optical density obtained
for each film type against the log o
the exposures represented by sensi-
tometer grey areas to obtain the
characteristic curve (Hurter-Drif-
field curve) or against the aluminum
thickness tb obtain an analog of the
HD curve

. Performer evaluates the resulting shape
ot the characteristic curve for a new
film type, or compares the curves for
comparisons of film-screen combinations,
comparisons of known and questioned
film samples,and evaluation of outdated
films:

a. Performer may determine Lhe relative
speed and contrast of films to be
compared. Measures the speed point as
appropriate for thc comparisons. Com-
pares exposure or thickness differ-
ence between the two points under
comparison as indication of speed
difference between two film types.
May calculate correction factor for
use in changing mAs whcn a new,higher
speed film or screen-film combination
is to be used. Records.

b. May determine relative contrast by
calculating as appropriate. Records.

c. May examine shape of the characteris
tic curves and record key parameters
such as lower (curve) contrast,
speed, maximum density and maximum
contrast using appropriate fgrmulas
and chart, referring to densities on
the straight-line portion of the
curve(s) as appropriate.

i) Compares the base-plus-fog and
other key densities of known and
suspect film and notes whether
the values differ beyond accept-
able range.

List Elements Full

ii) If extreme differences are ob-
tained, rechecks whether the film
types are the same and thus com-
parable.

. May evaluate from the films whether
density appears uniform in the ex-
posed field. Checks for irregulari-
ties.

e. May compare the information obtained

about the film with the manufactur-
er's specifications, taking into
account possible variations in ex-
posure and processing conditions.

f. For acceptance testing may deter-
mine whether the batch of films
should be set aside or returned to
the manufacturer because of noncon-
formity with specifications. Re-
cords. Indicates this to appropriate
staff member or calls manufacturer
and reports problem.

g. May designate appropriate range
of radiographic uses based on expo-
sure characteristics needed for
specific types of examinations or
equipment. Records.

h. May suggest a change in the uses to
which outdated films should be put.

Records.
i. May discuss results with appropriate

staff member(s) and make sugges-

tions.
j. If appropriate, records whether per-

sonnel monitoring films can be used
in film badges.

k. If not already done, performer re-
cords results, evaluation,and what
was done. Place, films and records
in appropriate location for iiling.
Returns test materials or has this
done.
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Task Code No. 545

This is page 1 of 4 for this task.

. What is the output of this task? (Be sure 1 List Elements Fully

this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Patient exposure rates for standard diagnostic radi-
ography examinations monitored, posted;results eval-
uated against acceptable standards; decision made to
test equipment, suggest changes in collimation, pro-

cedures,or gonadal shielding; monitoring results re-

corded.

Performer monitors and/or posts
representative patient exposure
rates for routine diagnostic
procedures periodically,or when
new equipment is installed,as
a result of:

a. Regular assignment.
b. Request.
c. Decision to do.

1. Performer notes type of unit
for which patient exposure
rates for specific examina-
tions and/or modes are to be
monitored and/or posted.

a. Obtains monitoring descrip
tions, forms, records of
past patient exposure
rates for given examina-
tions with the unit. Ob-
tains manufacturer's speci
fications.

.b. Checks that unit h ; been

tested for conventional
. radiographic system checks

such as calibration,
maximum entrance exposure
rates, timer accuracy. If
not already done, may
arrange such tests or de-
cide to do personally.

2. To monitor and record the
patient exposure rates for
routine procedures (to make
it possible for radiologists
and technologists to consider
the patient exposure and/or
record the estimated patient
exposure associated with
given standard examinations
in patient records), perform-
cr may proceed as follows:

OK-RP;RR;RR

. What is used in performing this task? (Note

if only certain items must be used. If there

is choice, include everything or the kinds of

things chosen among.)
Diagnostic fluoroscope or x-ray unit, controls;cine,
spotfilm, tomography devices; dosimetric film; TLD
Tackets; manufacturer's specifications; tube rating,
technique charts; monitoring descriptions, records,
forms; exposure rate charts; patient equivalent phan-

tom; ion chamber radiation detector and meter; pro-

tective lead garments, shields; pen; pencil;
out-of-order sign; phone; cassettes; gonadal shields

3. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker

involved in the task? Yes...(X) No...( )

. It -Yes- to q. 3: Name the kind of recipient
respondent or co-worker involved, with de_

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is

not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge

requirements or legal restrictions.

Supervisor; radiologist; repair service personnel;

radiologic technologist

. Name t e task so that the answers to ques-

tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-

tial words.
Monitoring patient.exposure rates for routine diag-

of.:tic x-ray procedures by setting up exposure de-

tector(s); simulating and recording exposure for rou-
tine examination conditions; reviewing results; eval-

uating whether examination exposure is acceptable or

can be reduced; determining whether equipment needs

testing, shut down; posting exposure rates for exam-
inations; recording monitoring results; recommending

gonadal shielding.

6. Check here if this
is a master sheet..
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List Elements Ful/y

This is page 2

a. Notes the standard examination(s)
for which patient exposure will be
monitored, including standard pa-
tient positions and areas of inter-
est.

i) Notes type of modality to be
monitored,such as overhead
radiography, rapid film changer
fluoroscopy, cineradiography,
spot filming, tomography, and/
or computerized transverse
axial tomography.

ii) Notes the accessories used for
given examinations,such as
image intensifiers, automatic
brightness controls, use of
grid, use of bucky, use of
image intensifying screens, the
size, type, and speed of x-ray
film used for spotfilms or
overhead films.

iii) Notes the related standard re-
quirements, such as use of
added filtration, extension
cones, collimated field size,
target-to-film distance or tar-
get-to-image distance (TFD or
TID). May consider target-to-
skin distance (TSD).

iv) Considers the standard tech-
nical factors used,covering
kVp, mA and exposure time for
given patient thicknesses,
field sizes, TFD,and pro-
jections. May check technique
charts.

b. Notes type of monitoring to be done,
such as use of patient equivalent
phantom, transmission ionization
chamber for whole body area exposure
product (R cm2) ; or integrating
ionization chamber, or film dosime-
try or thermoluminescent dosimetry
(TLD) for selected body areas such
as center of field, gonads. Notes
whether gonadal shield types will
be tested.

Task Code No. 545

of 4 for this task.

List Elements Full
JONIIPSIte

i) May check charts showing
exposure rates already re-
corded for the examinations
being monitored at given
technical factors and field

sizes.
ii) Obtains the appropriate

dosimetric materials.

c. Sets up to simulate the given
examination in the mode to be
tested:

i) In the control room performer
makes sure that indicator
light shows that x-ray genera-
tor is "warmed up" and ready
for use. Makes sure that all
circuits have been stabilized.
If appropriate, checks line
voltage meter and, if needed,
turns compensator dial until
needle is aligned properly
on line meter.

ii) Sets mode selector(s) for
appropriate examination mode
such as radiography, serial
film changer, fluoroscopy,
cineradiography, spot filming,
tomography, computerized
transverse axial tomography.

iii) Sets special options appro-
priate for modality such as
automatic brightness control,
manual adjustment of colli-
mators, selection of level
of interest and size of
"slice" for tomography. Se-
lects appropriate field size
selector for dual image
intensifle7.

iv) For fluorocopic equipment
without remote controls,
dons protective leaded rub-
ber garments such as apron
and gloves. Makes sure that
no one is in examination room
or control room. Iviay place
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Task Code No. 545

This is page 3 of 4 for this task.

List Elements Fully List Elements Fully I

shielding around equipment.
v) If appropriate and not already

done. may connect TV monitor
to power outlet. Turns on
monitor and checks that "ready"
light is on.

vi) For modalities with positive
beam limitation, may insert
empty cassette in bucky tray.

d. Depending on how the monitoring will

be done, performer may place a
phantom simulating tissue equiva-
lences (as in a real patient for
various organs) on the tabletop to
simulate the first view to be ob-
tained for the examination (such as

AP projection).
e. Performer attaches the exposure de-

tection device as appropriate:

0 For exposure area product
(R cm2), may attach an area
exposure meter distal to the

diaphragm of the x-ray tube,
with meter set to read the
area exposure at the tabletop.

May set up meter to be read
in control room with "Roentgen-
Area-Products" visible on meter.

ii) For integrating ionization
chamber dosimetry, performer
places ion chamber at the en-
trance surface of the phantom
at the center of the field
(area of interest) for the
examination. May place addi-
tional chamber at the tissue
equivalent level of the gonads

or under gonadal shield.Sets up
meter re read exposure figures.

iii) For film or thermoluminescent
dosimetry, attaches TLD or
film packets to the phantom
in the areas to be monitored,
as above. May attach radio-

paque marker identifying date,

location and unit to film

or TLD packet.

f. Performer sets technical factors

as appropriate for examination

and the simulated patient thick-

ness according to institutional
standards. May consult technique
chart for unit, noting the pro-
jection, examination, area of
interest,and whether a contrast

medium is assumed.

i) Sets TFD, OFD for the exami-
nation as appropriate, depend-
ing on the equipment and mo-
dality involved.

ii) Sets program for spot filming,

serial filming, or cine if
appropriate for examination.

iii) Adjusts position of x-ray
tube, image receptor, and sets
collimator as appropriate for
the examination. May plan to

vary collimated field size

to show effect on patient

exposure.
iv) Records all the test condi-

tions and options selected
for each exposure.

g. Performer activates exposure for

serial filming, spot filming,
tomography or overhead radiography,

or activates fluoroscopic exposure

and/or cine for the given examina-
tion for the time period generally

used.

h. For ion chamber dosimetry, records

area or point exposure from meter'.

For dosimetric film or TLD packet,

has film or TLD ribbon processed,
exposure read from densitometer,

or decides to do personally.Records
patient area or point exposure.

i. If not already done, performer
prepares chart giving the
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This is page 4

Task Code No. 545

of 4 for this task.

List Elements Full

examination, technical factors,
simulated patient size, distances,
collimated field size, use of acces-
sories and mode for the examination.
Includes total fluoroscopy time.
Enters the exposure area product and/
or the total exposure to the center
of the area of interest, and/or to
the gonads, as appropriate.
Performer may repeat test for other
modes available with equipment, for,.
other collimated field sizes, for
other types of examinations, based
on the monitoring program. May re-
peat monitoring with and without go-
nadal shielding; may repeat test us-
ing a variety of gonadal shields.

k Performer may compare current expo-
sure readings with records already
on file.

i) Notes any changes. If so plans
to investigate reasons.

ii) May decide to have machine(s)
calibrated.

iii) May discuss implications of re-
duced collimation, of exposure
levels with appropriate staff
member.

Based on the monitoring results, perfor-
mer determines whether the procedures
being tested meet acceptable exposure
standards given general or institutional
requirements.

a. May use evaluation standards or pre-
pared evaluation sheet to recOmmend
gonadal shielding appropriate for
particular examination and :)osition-
ing. Considers results oi test to de-
termine dose reduction. Considers
Comfort of gonadal shield types, easel
of positioning, time rec:tived for
use, ease of cleaning and cost. Re-
cords selection and reasons.

414;MMVAWAmMIMIMM

b. May determine that unit is showing
questionable readings and decide to
have it tested.

c. Determines whether problem requires
shut down of unit until tests or
repairs are made. May place out-of-
order sign on unit.

d. Performer may discuss results of
monitoring with supervisor and/or
radiologist in charge before deter-
mining what to do. May explain ef-
fect of problems and deviations from
acceptable standards in terms of
patient exposure, diagnostic re-
liability, safety requirements.

e. If not already done, performer marks
monitoring records and any films
with date; may record evaluation of
results and what was done.

i) Places films and records in
appropriate location for film-
ing.

ii) Returns monitoring materials
to storage or has this done. A

iii) May post charts giving estimlA
ed patient exposure for stan-
dard examination conditions in
examination or control room(:;) h
so these can be entered in pi
tient records or be considered R
by radiologists or 'radiologic g

technologists. May post recom-
mended gonadal shielding.

iv) May post federal or state
standards.
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 546

This is page 1 of 8 for this task.

. What is the output of this task? (Be sure

this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Radiation protection and monitoring program, pro-
cedures, report forms selected or designed; moni-
toring equipment selected; procedures decided on;
program presented and/or spot checked; program
evaluated.

What ts used in performig this task? (Note

if only certain items must be used. If there

is choice, include everything or the kinds of

things chosen among.)

Legislation, literature, manufacturers' specifica- 1.

tions on radiation protection, radiation monitoring,
shielding. instrumentation; records of existing
radiation protection programs; pen, paper; calcula-
tion materialF,

List Elements Fully
MIMI= '..11161d_

Performer designs, maintainf,,
and/or reevaluates a raCi.,..tion

protection and monitoring pro-
gram fot a diagnostic radiology
department (to provide 1:7otectio
for staff and patients ':.yom un-

necessary radiation and to moni-

tor personnel exposure) .1s a

result of:

a.

b.

c.

Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes.., ) No.. .

es_s_ea_szI. Name the in o recipient

respondent or co-worker involved', with de_

scriptione to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge

requirements or legal restrictions.

Radiologists; radiologic technologists; co-worker;
manufacturer's and in-house service personnel;

1-
architect

0 Name t e task so that the answers to ques-
tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-

tial words.
Designing, maintaininglevaluating 'radiation protec-

tion and monitoring_pr2.grams in diagnostic radiolo-

gy by considering equipment,institutional work re-

quirements,current literature and legislation;devel-

oping programs to decide on structural shielding,

equipment,deployment of equipment,personnel,to sur-
vey radiation rates in installation,to check on use

of safe practices and shielding,to monitor personnel

exposure,to calibrate test in.,truments;designing re-

port forms; selecting test and/or monitoring pro-

cedures; presenting program;'spoL checking; evalua- 6. Check here i thin

ting current pror;rams. As a master sheet..

Regular assignment.
Request from supf.n.viJor or

co-worker.
Own initiative

Performer may decide 0; be
quested to develo: or ovalu-
ate a progvm to maLL.-_, sur.:

institution is in complive
with Federal or local )efizl-
lated safety requirementf,,
or more rigorous institution-
al objectives in any 'Jr all

of the following:

a. Selectir-71 ailVor design

of structural installa-
tions; shielding and/or
layout, purchase and/or
deployment of new or ex-
isting equipment in rela-
tion Lc. building design,
wor% neEds and work loads.
Monizc,r-Ing program for new

or existing equipment and
installations to measure
leakage ald scatter radia-
tion from yrimary and sec-
ondary barriers.
Recommendations and moni-
toring of the deployment oi
staff in examination pro-
cedures, and other staff
practices in the light
of leakage and scatter

b.

c.

OK-RP ; RR; RR

ICU niiimaimmosmEMMinalliMIKANNOS !
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Task Code No. 546_

This is page 2 of 8 for this task.

List Elements Fully

characteristics of equipment for
maximum patient and staff safety,

d. Recommendations and monitoring pro-
gram in the use of patient and/or
staff shielding devices and safe
practices.

e. Monitoring and report program for
personnel radiation exposure,includ-
4^^ ohoice of radiation detection
devices.

f. Calibration program for monitoring
instruments.

2. Performer may keep abreast of new de-
vel ,ments in the field and reports on
research in the area, or may decide
to do a literature review on request or
periodically.

3. If performer will develop, administer,
or evaluate a program to design and/or
select structural installations, shiel
ing, and/ot layout, purchase and/or de-
ployment of new or existing diagnostic
equipment, may proceed as follows:

a. Performer gathers the basic ty;.es of
information that will regularly have
to be used to recommend and design
shielding for diagnostic installa-
tions.

i) May obtain current legal re-
quirements and/or more rigorous
local standards on acceptable
primary and secondary barriers
and acceptable levels of stray
radiation.

ii) Obtains documents giving the
layout of the existing or
planned facility, such as blue-
prints. Includes surrounding
proposed or existing instal-
lations and structures, exist-
ing and/or proposed uses.

iii) Y :ains material on the ex-
-ccsure characteristics of all
existing or proposed diagnostic
x-ray equipment. May obtain

przwmamMlli
U.st Elements Full;

manlrfacturer's specifications.

iv) tiny Atain documents giving
g....iJ.anz:e on estimating work-

icApr;ssible beam directions
usual occupancies in and
around diagnostic installa-
tions.

v) Obtains information on the
materials available for radia-
tion shielding, equivalency
tables for the attenuation
properties of various materi-
als.

vi) Obtains the appropriate for-.
mulas, transmission curve
charts for calculating re-
quired barrier thicknesses of
various materials.

vii) May obtain cost tables relat-

01
ed to various types of shield
ing and shielding materials.

b. Lists the parameters and variables
which determine the thickness of the
primaI.:7 and/or secondary barriers

necessary to reduce the x-ray ex-
posure rate to a given level.

c. Lists the procedures to compute
the required primary barrier thick-
ness for any set of parameters.

d. Lists the procedures for determin-
ing the required thickness of the
secondary structural barriers.

i) Lists the procedures to com-
pute the required thickness
of secondary structural bar-
rier to attenuate scattered
radiation to the required de-
gree.

ii) Lists the procedures to com-
pute the required thickness
of the structural barrier to
attenuate leakage radiation
to the required degree.

iii) Lists the procedure to compa
the required barrier thicknes
ses for leakage and scattered
radiation under various ratios
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Task Code No. 546

This is page 3 of 8 for this task.
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/

of the Wo, and come up with radiation protection surveys of

the tequired total secondary the installation, personnel

barrier thickness for each radiation exposure records, and/or

plane of interest, such as
each wall, floor and ceiling.

iv) Lists the procedure to evalu-
ate the additional shielding

F

reviewing the design of the exist-
ing program.

i) Considers whether recorded

thickness needed where exist-
ing structures form part of

radiation levels are within
acceptable limits.

the secondary barrier.
v) May list procedure for evalua-

ii) Evaluates whether all factors,
variables and considerations

ting alternative shielding are being taken into account.

methods and materials in terms iii) Considers program in the

of cost considerations and light of any recent technologt

flexibility. cal developments, new legis-
lation, or scientific evidence

e. Performer may design a program re- of need for revised safety

lating the required primary and sec-
ondary barrier requirements to an

standards. As appropriate,
reviews the elements of the

initial and/or periodic check of program as described above.

primary beam attenuation and sur- iv) If appiopriate, designs a

vey of leakage and scattered rania- new program as described above

tion. and/or plans corrective action
to redress any obvious faults

i) May design forms which select
the points at which the struc-
tures will be surveyed in their
function as primary and/or sec-

in the protection program.

4. If performer will develop, administer,
or evaluate a program to monitor en-

ondary barriers,
ii) May design forms in which the

acceptable radiation levels

trance exposure rates, primary and
secondary barrier transmitted rates,
leakage and scattered radiation, may

are listed for each point at proceed as follows:

which radiation will be moni-
tored and evaluated. a. Obtains information on existing

iii) May design forms relating re- legislated and/or local standards

cords from personnel radiation for permissible levels of entrance

monitoring program to periodic exposure rates, primary and second-

check of adequacy of structural ary barrier transmitted leakage

shielding. and scattered radiation.
b. May refer to radiation survey data

f. Performer may design a checklist to produced in relation to the instal-

help evaluate existing or proposed lation characteristics data de-

diagnostic equipment in terms of scribed above; may design program

the protective barriers required detailing survey frequency, the lo-

and/or appropriate deployment in cation at which radiation monitoring

existing or proposed work areas. will be done, the types of tests to

g. Performer may evaluate an existing
program by reviewing records from

be carried out, the test equipment
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Task Code No. 546

This is page 4 of 8 for this task.

List Elements.Full List Elements Full '

I

to be used, the data to be collected,
and the limits up to which results
will be considered acceptable.

c. Determines what steps will be taken
for new equipment and what steps done
in a periodic survey program.

i) Determines what test of leakage
radiation from the diagnostic
source assembly,including tube
hoad and collimator leakage, will
be done.

ii) May determinelocation for scat-
tered radiation tests such as op-
erator's position behind the pro-

tective barrier, at the entrance
to the room, at the edge of the
protective barrier, near the
anticipated location of the pa-
tient, around the vertical axis
of rotation of the machine.
For fluoroscopy,may include
scatter through bucky slot, at
foot of table, at operator's
position at side of table,at
staff locations such as nursing
stations, through protective
drape, without drape. May design
a survey for new installations
to determine points of high
scatter unique to the particular
type of equipment.

iii) May design a procedure to meas-
ure and prepare isodose curves
for a new installation for use
in selecting regular points for
survey and deployment of staff.

iv) May design program to survey
transmission through walls,
floors, ceilings, especially
where the primary beam may be..,
directed such as in across table
projections, use with upright
cassette holders.

v) May include test of the protec-
tion equivalence of the viewing
system window with the control
booth's shielding qualities,

d. In designing the survey, performer
considers the types of equipment .

to be dealt with, such as overhead
radiography equipment, fluoroscopy, .

cineradiography, spot filming,
to.aography, computerized transverse
axial tomography.

i) Considers the types of exami-
nations, patient and tube
positions involved.

ii) Takes into account ;111 normal
conditions of use of equip-
ment, worst conditions of
exposure.

iii) If not already done, performer
takes into consideration the
workload, use factor, occu-
pancy rate in relation to
maximum permissible dose
equivalents.

iv) May use above information to
determine maximum permissible
transmission levels to reflect
institutional standards.

v) Determines acceptable range
criteria within which test
results will be allowed to
vary. May refer to predeter-*
mined or legislated stan-
dards.

e. Selects appropriate test materials
such as phantom, radiation de-
tectors.

i) Considers the limitations of
available test equipment and
diagnostic equipment with
respect to energy dependence,
intensity range, margins of
error under test conditions,
and response time limitations.

ii) Considers calibration_of test
or monitoring equipment.

f. May design the survey report form,
provide a check list for possible
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Task Code No. 546

This is page 5 of 8 for this task.

List Elements Fully

corrective measures. May obtain a
floor plan and arrange to have radia-
tion levels recorded on plan for pin-
pointed survey areas.

g. If there is an ongoing radiation pro-
tection survey, performer may eval-
uate it in the light of existing
records, recent technological develo
ments, new legislation, or scientific
data on new points of safety to be
considered,and/or need for revised
safety standards. Reviews elements
of the program as described above,
and makes appropriate changes in pro-
gram.

5. If performer will develop, administer,or
evaluate a program to check on personnel
safe practice procedures, may proceed as

follows:

a. May plan routine use of isodose
curves or survey results,as described
earlier,on patterns of leakage and
scattered radiation around a parti-
cular diagnostic unit so that
radiologic technologists, radiolo-
gists, nurses and other staff can re-.
duce exposure by deployment of work-
ing positions to safest areas.

i) Takes into consideration scat-
tering of radiation on entrance
side of patient where incident
beam intensity is greatest.

ii) Considers the asymmetry of the
external scattered radiation
in the backscattering direction
Considers all unusual possible

mendations on personnel deplo-

positions of the x-ray beam in
relation to personnel and in-
cJudes observation of all uses
of equipment before suggestions
are made on deployment of
personnel.

iv) Designs report form for recom-
y

ment.'

List Elements Full

b. Performer may institute a program
to select the appropriate patient
gonadal shielding for use with
given examinations.

c.

i) Considers the types of patient
shielding available, including
cost, upkeep requirements and
ease of use. Obtains manufact-
urer's specifications.

ii) Considers the patient positions
in common use, the beam angulation

employed and areas of interest.
iii) May design method to assess

patient radiation dose reduc-
tion obtained with different
types of shields (male shaped
contact shield with carrier
garment, shadow shield sus-
pended from beam block, and/or
flat contact sheet or apron).
May consider comfort, ease of
positioning, time required
for use, ease of cleaning,
testing.

iv) May lay out steps for recom-
mendation of type(s) of pa-
tient shielding.

v) May design charts listing
appropriate shielding for
specific examinations and pa-
tient projections.

May design a check list to spot
check that proper practices are
being followed, including any or
all of the following as appropriate.

i) Use of lead drapes and shields
with fluoroscopic equipment.

ii) Use of protective garments,
such as apron and gloves for
fluoroscopy and/or any surgical
or entry procedures carried out

during patient exposure,for
radiologist and anyone else
remaining in examination room.
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Task Code No. 546

This is page 6 of a_ for this task.

"--.......m.
List Elements Full List Elements Full

iii) Use of immobilization devices
rather than use of staff or rel-
atives of patient to provide
patient immobilization.

iv) Proper shielding and positioning
of anyone who must hold patient
during exposure.

v) Unauthorized personnel not al-
lowed in examination room or
control room.

vi) Dark adaptation employed when
. appropriate.

vii) Guarantees that no individual
regularly holds patient and/or
that females of reproductive
age do n.A.

viii) Proper check of possibility that
female might be pregnant by
reference to stage of menstrual
cycle and/or interview.

ix) Evidence of proper collimation,
x) Evidence of appropriate use of

patient gonadal shielding and
shielding of other sensitive
organs.

d. Determines criteria to be used to
check conformance to safe practices,
including observation of staff,
review of radiographs, and patients'
charts. May design report forms.

e. May design a regular inspection and
testing program to be sure that all
personnel shielding meet lead equiv-
alent requirements and that shield-
ing is in proper condition, without
c-.acks, tears and thin patches.
SP.Ieers tests and may design report

forms,
f. Performer may evaluate an existing

program by reviewing records. Con-
siders recent technological develop-
ments, n.'w legislation, or scientific
data on patient or staff radiation
safety. Reviews elements of the pro-
gram in terms of reports, and makes

6.

,

changes in program or suggests
changes of practices as appro-
priate.

If performer will develop, administer,
or evaluate a program to monitor
staff exposure to radiation, may pro-
ceed as follows:

a. Determines whether an in-house
system is required, or whether
dosimetric badges will be sent out
for processing. May consider al-
ternative costs, personnel re-
quirements, space considerations,
and make recommendations, or may

.

proceed on decision already made.
b. Considers the characteriStics of

the type of monitoring systemS
available,such as dosimetric film,
thermoluminescent dosimeters (TLD)

i) Considers advantages of each
method, such as use over a
long period, permanence of
records, limits of rate inde-
pendence, ease of use, rugged-
ness in use, processing time,
effect of humidity,sensitivity,
and other factors. .

ii) Considers related equipment,
and procedures needed such as
film processing, calibration,
densitometer, reader, anneal-
ing oven.

iii) Considers relative costs .
iv) Makes selectioa of method;

may discuss with appropriate
staff members and receive
their decisions or opinions.

c. Once the method for personnel radia-
tion monitoring is established,per-
former may design the actual pro-
gram. Covers any or all of the
following:
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Task Code No. 546

This is page 7 of 8 for this task.

List Elements Full List Elements Fully

i) Where the dosimetric badges will
be worn.

ii) Distribution and collection of
badges including frequency, pro-
cedure,and record keeping.

iii) Processing and recording of
periodic and cumulative expos-
ure data.

iv) Comparison of readings with
acceptable periodic and cumula-
tive exposure levels,including
maximum permissible periodic and
lifetime doses.

v) System to alert the institution
that an unusual reading has been
obtained.

vi) System to alert the institution
that a cumulative dose is
approaching unpermissible
levels.

vii) Regular procedures to deal with
staff to investigate possible
radiation accidents, signs of
unsafe conditions, unacceptable
personal cumulative doses.

viii) May consider computerized re-
porting procedures.

d. Performer may evaluate an existing
program by reviewing procedures and
records. Considers recent technolo-
gical developments, new require-
ments on maximum permissible doses,
information on accident daneers.
Considers changes needed in program,
such as from external processing to
in-house program, from film to TLD
program, use of computer. Makes
changes or suggests changes as
appropriate.

If performer will develop, administer,
or evaluate a calibration program for
instruments used in the safety and
quality control programs, may proceed
as follows:

a. Notes the instrumentation required
for the various tests, such as ex-
posure detection instruments,
electrical measuring instruments,
densitometer, sensitometer.

b. Considers the characteristics of
the instruments and the appropriate
calibration techniques. May refer
to manufacturers' manuals.'

c. Selects the appropriate calibration
procedures for the instruments in
use. May design report forms.

d. If there is an ongoing calibration
program, may evaluate it in the
light of existing records, recent
technological developments, new
legislation, or scientific evidence
of need for revised standards.

Depending on whether it is requested
or appropriate, performer may pre-
pare, write out, or dictate a report
presenting the various radiation pro-
tection monitoring-programs:

a. May refer to the cost of the pro-
gram(s) in relation to available
alternatives, and benefits in terms
of &afety anz; efficiency. May refer
to ex::strIg literature.

b. May consider .nnd recommend appro-
priate staff level or job titles
from which personnel should be se-
lected to carry out monitoring and/
or testing and record keeping tasks.

c. Performer presents and/or discusses
proposed program as appropriate in
response to assignment, or request,
or on own initiative.

d. Performer may prepare and bring in
alternative proposals as requested,
answer questions on program as
appropriate.

I

At any point during a current program
or after the program is approved,
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This is page 8 of 8 for this task.

List Elements Full List Elements Fu44.0

performer may participate in developing,
running,and maintaining the program.

a. May arrange to have approved test
or monitoring equipment purchased.

b. May arrange to make preliminary tests
and report results.

c. May decicl on or suggest the proce-
dures for carrying out the monitoring
and/or tests,given.the equipment in-

.

volved and the record5 to be kept.
d. May write out and/or discuss the

procedures.
e. May arrange to teach the various

procedures.
f. May arrange to have maintenance staff

and/or outside service personnel
available to make needed adjustments
as a result of monitoring and/or

tests.
g. During the course of the program,

performer may arrange to spot check
how procedures are being carried out,
whether they are being done accurate-
ly, whether records are being kept

appropriately.
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

rash Code No. 547

This is page 1 of E for this task.

1. What is the output of this task? (Be sure
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Primary and secondary prote-tive barrier require-
ments calculated; net additional or total barrier
thickness calculated for each surface for various
materials; alternative costs calculated; report pre-
sented; calculations, decisions recorded.

2. What is used in_performing this task? (Note

if ma certain items must be used. If there

is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

Institution's blueprints, lay-out plans; data on per-
sonnel exposure, workload, occupancy patterns; infor-
mation on diagnostic x-ray equipment, manufacturers'
specifications,tubepositions,patientpositions;ruler
calculator;,charts on attenuation equivalency, trans-
mission curves; requirements on maximum permissible
exposuie;formulas;forms;procedure descriptions;cost
information;government guidelines;relevant literature

3. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes... (X) No...

es to-q. Name tne kind of recipient,
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge

requirements or legal restrictions.

Radiologists; architect; building staff; installers;

co-workers

is111
Name the.task so that the answers to ques-
tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-

tial words.
Determining primary and secondary structural shield-
ing required for diagnostic x-ray installations by
retermining values for the relevant.parameters, vari-
ables; making calculations for thickness required for
primary beam attenuation, and secondary, scatter and
leakage radiation for all surfaces;determining wheth-
er current installation meets minimum requirements;
determining .thickness needed in addition to existing
structures; presenting infOrmation for alternative
materials and costs; discussing; recording calcula-
tions and decisions arrived at.

List Elements Fully

Performer determines the pro-
tective barrier (strmrtural
shielding) th'..cknesses for, diag-

nostic x-ray installations when
a new installation is being
planned, when an existing one is
to be modified, in response to
a change in protection require-
ments, when high personnel ex-
posure rates have been reported,
or periodically, as a result of:

a. Regular assignment.
b. Request.
c. Decision to do.

1. Performer determines the
initiating reason to carry
out the calculations so as
to be able to consider all
the available relevant infor-
mation.

a. Considers whether new fa-
cilities are being planned,
so alternatives on the use
of space, materials,and
methods can be noted.

b. Considers whether exist-
ing facilities are being
or may be modified, so
that the existing struc-
tures can be.considered
as part of-the protective
barrier.

c. Considers whether the di-
agnostic equipment to be
deployed and shielded is
already purchased or whet
er a general area is to be
prepared ahead ior all
likely uses.

d. Considers whether recElcu-
lations are required to
check that existing facil-
ities are in compliance

OK-RP;RR;RR

6. Check here i this

is a mister sheet.. X
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TASK DESCRIPTIUN SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 547

This is page 2 of 6 for this task.

List Elements Full List Elements Full

.

.

.

with a change in safety regulations,
to 'ide protection to an area with
a ( ; ,e in workload or occupancy
patterns, a change in equipment, or
to check out recent high personnel
exposure reports.

For new, existing, or planned installa-
tions, may check specifications for re-
lated physical requirements:

a. Checks that control room for the
diagnostic equipment is or will be
in an adjacent room or isolated
booth in examination room.

b. Checks that operator will be able to
see patient and communicate from a
shielded position when operating
controls.

c. Checks that the protective barrier
of the control area is at the mini-
mum prescribed height.

d. Checks that the control booth or room
is or will be arranged in relation
to the diagnostic equipment so that
the radiation must be scattered at
least twice before entering booth,
or that interlock makes exposure im-
possible unless a protective door is
in the closed position.

If not already done, performer obtains
all the appropriate information needed
to make the needed calculations. May
discuss with architect, radiologists,
other staff.

a. Obtains information on the shelding
characteristics for primary and sec-
ondary barriers, acceptable levels
of stray radiation in current legis-
lation and/or any more rigorous lo-
cal or institutional standards.

b. May obtain documents giving the lay-
out of the existing or planned facil-
ity, such as blueprints. Includes
surrounding proposed or existing in-
stal/ltions and structures, existing

and/or proposed uses. Calculates
the room dimensions, including
the ceiling height, flooring, and
the ceiling height of the floor
below.

c. Obtains material on the exposure
characteristics of all existing
or proposed diagnostic x-ray equip-
ment. May obtain manufacturer's
specifications.

d. Investigates the nature of the occu-
pancy of the area and of each room
immediately adjacent to the x-ray
room in all directions, as well as
above and below. May obtain docu-
ments giving guidance on estimating
workloads, possible beam direcl.tions,
usual occupancies in and around
diagnostic installations, or uses
tables prepared as part of in-house
program.

e. May obtain information on the mater-
ials available for radiation shield-
ing, equivalency tables for the
attenuation properties of various
materials, or uses information al-
ready prepared.

f. May obtain the appropriate formu-
las, transmission curve charts for
ca7c:Ilating required barrier thick-
nesses of various materials.

g. May obtain description of the calcu-
lation procedures and forms already
prepared for use, including the
appropriate parameters, variables,
and information to obtain.

i) Considers how to calculate or
reviews descriptions of pro-
cedures to calculate the maxi-
mum workload, use factor, and
occupancy factor.

ii) Considers or notes descriptions
of how to determine which areas
require a primary protective
barrier (to be placed in the
useful beam to reduce the ra-
diation to the required degree).
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued) -

Task Code No. 547

This is page 3 of 6 for this task.

iii) Considers or reviews steps to
determine the thicknesses for
the primary and for the second-
ary barriers.

h. If not already done, obtains informa-
tion about all the types of equipment
to be dealt with, such as overhead
radiography equipment, fluoroscopy,
cineradiography, spot filming, tomog-
raphy, computerized transverse axial
tomography.

i) Considers the types of examina-
tions, the expected patient and
tube positions involved and/or
the examinations done.

ii) Notes the planned or existing
location of all the x-ray tubes
within the area and location of
the focal spot in the beam col-
umn(s).

iii) May arrange to interview staff
or observe or obtain informa-
tion about all the uses of the
central beam, so that any ex-
posure from the useful beam in-
cident to floors, ceilings,
walls, and the control booth
can be accounted for. Takes into
account all normal conditions
of use of equipment, the worst
conditions of exposure, possible
careless use.

iv) If not already done, performer
collects necessary information
for calculation of workload, use
factor, occupancy rate, in rela-
tion to maximum permissible dose
equival%ots, for calculation of
seconda-cy barrier requirements.
ConsideTA existing, proposed
and posFble future space uses.

i. Obtains all instruments needed for
calculations, all forms, report
documents,and any relevant records
already on fil.., such as in a

periodic ongoing program for an
existing facility.

j. May obtain cost tables related
to various types of shielding and
shielding materials.

4. If performer will calculate the thick-
ness of the primary protective bar-
riers, may proceed as follows:

a. Notes which surfaces, such as each
individual wall, the ceiling,
floor, control booth wall and/or
window, will be exposed to the use-
ful beam and will require a separ-
ate calculation. Proceeds separate-
ly for each surface so exposed
so as to account for differences
in surrounding occupancies, dif-
ferences in the attenuation pro-
perties of existing structures,
different use rates.

b. Notes whether the useful beam may
exist only in the region between
the x-T:ay tube and the film or
imaging system, so that the image
detector is the primary barrier
(suc. as with fluoroscopy) and only
secondary shielding may be needed.

c. Performer collects the information
on the basic parameters such as
the quality of the radiation
(maximum kVp), quantity per time
period (mA min.), distance between
the target and the surface being
considered where the beam is inci-
dent, and the materials being con-
sidered.

i) Calculates the occupancy fac-
tor by which workload should
be multiplied for the degree
or type of occupancy of the
area. Records.

ii) Calculates the workload (use
of the primary beam in mA min.
per week). Records.
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This is page 4

Task Code No. 547

of 6 for this task.

List Elementa Full

iii) Calculates the use factor (the
fraction of the workload during
which the useful beam is pointed
to the surface for which the
barrier is being designed).
Records.

d. Calculates the ordinate of the trans-
mission curve (K = transmitted R/mA
min. at .a given reference distance)
using the appropriate formula and
the appropriate figures for the maxi-
mum permissible exposure for the
design purpose, the distance from
the x-ray focal spot (target) to
the surface, and the workload adjust-
ed by the occupancy factor and the
use factor. Recordo.

e. Locates the required primary barrier
thickness for the barrier material(s)
of interest using the transmission
curve charts. If appropriate, con-
verts for other materials using
equivalency table,or calculates di-
rectly using density information.
Records.

f. Repeats for all other relevant sur-
faces and all other relevant sources
of radiation.

. If performer will calculate the thick-
ness of the secondary barrier, may pro-
ceed as follows:

a. Notes which surfaces will be exposed
ordy to leakage and scattered radia-
tion and will require only secondary
shielding protection.

i) For each individual wall, floor
area (if appropriate) , or ceil-
ing area, proceeds separately
so as to account for differences
in surrounding occupancies, dif-
ferences in the attenuation pro-
perties of the existing struc-
tures,and different scatter and
leakage transmission rates with-
in the room.

ii) Determines the location of
the scatterer(s) in the area
of interest.

b. Collects the information on the
basic parameters separately for
scatter radiation and leakage ra-
diation.

c. May prbceed as follows for scatter
radiation:

i) Determines the appropriate
formula, based on the 900
scattered radiation of the
useful beam below a given
maximum kV (such as 500 kV).

ii) Determines the field area at
the scatterer.

iii) Determines the distances from
the target to the scatterer
and from the target to the
surface of interest.

iv) Calculates the ordinate of the
transmission curve (K) using
appropriate figures for maxi-
mum permissible exposure for
design purposes, the ratio of
scatti,:red exposure to the in-

cident exposure, the workload,
the occupancy factor, the dis-
tances from the target to the
scatterer and target to the
surface of.interest, and the
area of the useful beam at
the scatterer.

v) Sums if appropriate for sur-
faces receiving scatter from
more than one scaty?.rer.

vi) Locates the required 3econdary
barrier thickness for satter
radiation for the barriey ma-
terial(s) of interest using
the transmission curve charts
as described above. Comerts
to other materials; repeats
for all other relevant sur-
faces and all other relevant
sources of radiation. Records.
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This is page 5 of 6 for this task.

List Elements Full

d. May proceed as follows for leakage
radiation (the number of half-value
layers required in the secondary bar-
rier):

i) May decide to check that tube
housing complies with minimum
requirements for diagnostic
housing, or has this done.

ii) Determines the maximum contin-
uous tube current for the equip-
ment.

iii) Calculates the transmission fac-
tor for the tube housing in
terms of the maximum permissible
exposure for the design purpose,
distance from target to area of
interest, the maximum continuous
tube current, workload, and the
occupancy factor.

iv) Computes the leakage barrier
thickness in terms of the number
of half-value layers (HVL) of i

given aluminum equivalence for
the given transmission factor.

v) Expresses the required secondary
barrier thickness for leakage
radiation for the barrier meter-
4,i(s) of interest. Records.

e. Performer calculates the total thick-
ness requirements for each secondary
barrier surface as appropriate.

i) If the leakage and scatter ra-
diation barrier requirements
are about the same, may add one
HVL to the larger of the.two
thicknesses.

ii) If the two thicknesses differ
by three HVL's or more, may se-
lect the thicker dimension.

iii) Records total secondary barrier
thickness for each surface being
considered for each material.

. Once the required primary and secondary
barrier thicknesses have been determined
for each surface area, performer may .

List Elements Full

consider any or all of the follong,
depending on the purpose to vhich the
information is to be put:

a. May calculate whether c.,etsting bar-
rier(s) meet legal requirements
and/or more rigorous local safety
standards. Records. May relate this
to current proWr:.- slch as high
personnel exposur, .eLdings, and
inform appropriate steff members.
May discuss.

b. For existing facilit. may calcu-
late the equivalent th.Lckses of
existing structures altd
these from the required thicknesses
to obtain the net shiel,it.; thick-
nesses required for ezi.ch existing
structural member. Records.

c. May consult information on types
of barrier construction, alterna-
tive materials, and prov!de a list
of alternative barriers that could
be designed; presents alternative
material and installation costa;
describes flexibility of use; con-
siders pro7ision for future use.
May obtain information or discuss
with architect, buIlding staff,
installers.

d. Mly calculate and present other al-
cernatives for consideration, such
as different types of x-ray equip-

dif:,2rent deployment of x-ray
equipment within the area from the
point of view of reducing the cost
of necessary shielding, and with
different projected future 1.,ork-

loads.
e. Performer record the maximum

acceptable exposure transmissions
through the primaTy and/or second-
ary barriers for use in radiation
protection survey's.

. Performer records calculations and/or
prepares a report giving required bar-
rier thicknesses, alternatives, and
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List Elements Full

C:leir relative advantages and disadvan-
tages:

a. May discuss during or after prepara-
tion.

b. Presents report to appropriate staff
member(s); answers related questions.

c. May express opinions on safety needs,
suggest options.

d. May refer to literature on current
practice, information in government
publications.

e. May record any decisions made or or-
_ders given.
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No.

This is page ._L of 4 for this task.

wmun.....ammium
the.lauu,t of this task? (Be sure

this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Fluoroscopic unit's maximum cmtrance exposure rate,
maximum barrier transmission rate, and ratio of

rates checked using exposure detector(s), lead
plate, beam attenuation block; test results eval-
uated against acceptable standards; decision made
to refuse, repair equipment; test results recorded.

Noraca...sas~ro*NramMtiNallerOlar-limMac
2. What is utmed in performing this task? (Note

if onll certaia items must be used. If there

i3 cl..Jice, include everything or the kinds of

thi'lgs chosen among.)
Diagnosdc fluoroscope unit, controls; manufactur-
er's specificationF.; tube rating chart; test de-
scriptions, criteria, records, forms; lead sheet;
beam attenuation block; ion chamber radiation de-
tectors and meter; support stands; stopwatch; pro-
tec.tive lee.d garments, shields; pen,; pencil;

out-of-order sign

3. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker

involved in the task? Yes...(X) No...(

ca to q. Name the in o recipient,

respondent or co-worker involved, with de_

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge

requirements or legal restrictions.

.Supervisor; radiologist; repair service personnel

(:)r installers

List Elements Full

. Name t e task so that the answers to ques-

tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-

tial words.
Checking maximum entrance exnosure'rate and primary
11,-,rrier transmitted radiation rate for fluoroscopic
equipment by setting up for tests; making exposures
at maximum settings,with lead plate for.automatic
brightness control; measuring exposure using ion
chamber;making exposure on protective barrier with
beam attenuator in place;calculating exposure and
radiation rates;comparing results with acceptable
limits;determining whether equipment needs replace-
ment, repair; recording test results.

Performer checks chat the
maximum entrance exposure
rate for fluoroscopic equipment
and the radiation rate across
the primary protective barrier
are within acceptable limits
periodically,or when new equip-
ment is installed as a result
of:

a.

b.

c.

Regular assignment.
Request.
Decision to do.

Performer notes type of unit
involved, whether entrance
exposure rate will be tested
and/or the exposure rate due
to transmission through the
primary barrier and from the
image intensifier.

a. Obtains test descriptions,
forms, records on allow-
able exposure rates. Ob-
tains manufacturer's speci-
fications, appropriate
test materials.

b. Checks that unit has been
tested for conventional
radiographic system checks
such.as calibration, posi-
dor.: of focal spot, timer
accuracy. if not already
dor,e, may arrange such
te;ts or decide to do
personally.

. If performer will check the
maximum entrance exposure rate
of fluoroscopic equipment,
may proceed as follows:

a. Notes whether the equip-
ment involves automatic

OK-RP;RR;RR

6. Check here if this
is a master sheet..
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Task Code No. 548

This is page 2 of 4 for this task.

List Elements Full

brightness (exposure rate) control,
optional high level control, and/or
manual control, image intensifier,
under-the-table or over-the-table
tube. Motes whether kVp and/or mA is
variable.

b. For automatic mode obtains a lead
plate to produce maXimum machine
output at a given factor setting.
Obtains a beam attenuator block for
use with an image intensifying sys-
tem. Obtains an appropriate rate
or integrating ionization chamber
with meter (exposure detector); may
obtain support stands for use with
test objects.

c. Sets up for test:

i) Removes all compression cones,
removable grids, spot film
carriage from the path of the
primary beam.

ii) Fornon-remote contrcdequipment,
dons protective leaded rubber
garments such as apron and gloves .

Makes sure chat no one is in exam

ination room. May place shield-
ing around equipment.

iii) In the control room makes sure
that indicator light shows
that x-ray generatdr is
"warmed up" and ready for use.
Makes sure that all circuits
have been stabilized. If
appropriate, checks line vol-
tage meter and, if needed,
turns compensator dial until
needle is aligned properly on
line meter. As appropriate,
sets x-ray generator mode se-
lector(s) to fluoroscopic mode.

iv) If appropriate and not already
done, performer may connect TV
monitor to power outlet. Turns
on monitor and checks that
"ready" light is on.

v) If appropriate, selects the
larger field size selector if
there is dual image intensifier..

immErrer

List Elements Ful]L.

vi) For an under-the-table tube, ,4

performer adjusts the imaging
assembly so that it is 30 cm
(12 inches) above the table-
top. Attaches the beam atten-
uation block to the image re-
ceptor (or places on a sup-
port stand) above tabletop
so that the beam attenuator is
11 cm above the tabletop.
Places the exposure detector
on the tabletop so that it
will read exposure at 1 cm
above the tabletop, at the
point where the center of the
useful beam enters the patient
(so that there are 10 cm be-
tween the image receptor and
the exposure detection point).

vii) For an over-the-table tube,
performer places the exposure
detector on a support stand
30 cm above the tabletop.
Positions tube assembly so
that the 11"ttom of the beam
limiting device or spacer is
as close as possible to the
point of measurement 1;f the
exposure detector. Places the
beam attenuator above the
table and 10 cm under the
detector (20 cm above the
tabletop).

viii) With an automatic brightnes-;
control system, attaches a
lead sheet of standard size
and thickness under the
center of the beam attenua-
tor for an under-the-table
tube. For an over-the-table
tube places lead sheet over
the attenuator.

ix) Centers beam column, attenua-
tor block, lead sheet (if
being used) and image



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

List Elements Full

This is page 3

Task Code No. 548

of 4 for this task.

receptor. Collimates to an
area somewhat smaller than the
lead sheet.

x) Performer sets technical
factors for the test. Selects
maximum mA and/or kVp setting
within the posted limits of the
tube rating chart for the unit.
Sets mode for automatic bright-
ness control if it is available.

d. If unit does not have automatic
brightness control, performer sets
technical factors at the maximum
rated vA and kVp settings for fluoro-
scopy within the limits of the tube
rating chart. Sets up for and carries
out test as described.

e. Performer makes exposure:

i) If using an integrating ?o-

sure meter, nses stopv to

record act-;1 exposur
Records. Caiculates
and
If rate e3Tosure meter,

a. fte instrument to settle

a. J .ec,rds rate. Converts to
%. in. if appropriate. Records.

f. If ur:Lt haf,, an optional high level
contro, palformer sets controls to
high -)evel control mode. Sets fac-
tors tor maximum kVp and/or mA set-
tings within posted limits of tube.
Carries out test first.without
using optional high level control.

i) Activates optional high level
control and notes whether such
exposure can be made only by
additional and continuous pres-
sure.

ii) Checks that an audible signal
indicates use of high level
control.

List Elements Full

g, Performer determines whether the
measured entrance exposure rate(s)
exceed the appropriate maximum
R/min. for the type of equipment
options involved (such as 10 R/min.
for automatic brightness controlled
unit without optional high level
control; 5 R/min. for manual Mode
and optional high level control).

. If performer will check the radiation
transmission rate through the primary
protective barrier (in R/min. of the
entrance exposure rate), maintains
the test set up as described above,
but removes the lead sheet. Sets the
collimator or shutters to fully open
position. May proceed as follows:

a. For test in the automatic exposure
control mode, repeats entrance
exposure rate procedure with beam
attenuator block in place as
described above, at maximum bright-
ness setting, without lead sheet
in place. Records the entrance
exposure rate.

b. If not already done, obtains a
transmission ionization chamber
to record the radiation rate
10 cm's from the surface of the
fluoroscopic imaging assembly
beyond the'plane of the image
receptor. Uses a 100 R cm2
ion chamber, or prepares other
ion chamber so that the sensitive
volume of the chamber will be
10 cm from the surface plane of
reference. Connects ion chamber
to meter if not already done.

c. Plans to use the figure(s) ob-

tained above for the entrance
exposure rate(s) for the manual
exposure mode and/or the automatic
brightness control mode as appro-
priate.



TASK DESCRIPTION SilEET (continued)

Task Code No. 548

This is page 4 of 4 for this task.

,..... ......
List Elements Full

.

List Elements Full

d. Sets up for test: entrance exposure rate and the
barrier transmitted rate per entrance

i) Places the ion chamber in posi- exposure rate, at given legislated
tion on the primary barrier of requirements and/or any more rigorous
an under-the-table tube,or be-
low the primary barrier of an

local or institutional requirements.

over-the-table tube,so that a. Determines whether new unit should
the exposure area to be detect- be refused or whether service staff
ed is 10 cm from the external should be required to make adjust-
surface of the imaging ments or replacement.
assembly. b. Determines whether problem requires

ii) Maintains the technical set- shut down of unit until adjust-
tings used for the manual mode menra or repairs are made. .

or the automatic brightness c. Performer may discuss results of
control mode as used for test test with supervisor and/or radio-
of entrance exposure rate logist in charge before determin-
(maximum settings within limits ing what to do. May explain effect
of the tube rating chart), of problems and deviations from

acceptable standards in terms of

I
e. Makes exposure. Measures and re- patient exposure, diagnostic re-

cords the transmission rate. liability, legal requirements.
f. Performer moves the ion c amber d. If performer decides that the

on the primary barrier r successive
positions such as over 2ams,

joints, and areas of p hstble leak-

results indicate a major fault,
performer informs repair service
by calling in-house repair person-

age. nel or manufacturer's repair ser-
vice. Indicates the results of the

i) Repeats exposur,::, measurement.,

and recording of transmission

,.., test and the unit involved. May
place out-of-order sign on unit.

rates. e. If not already done, performer
ii) Selects the maximum trans- marks test records with date;

mission rate obtained for use may record evaluation of results
in calculat'..o. and what was done. Performer places

iii) Divides thr maximum transmis- records in appropriate location
sion rate !-,y the appropriate for filing. Returns test materials
counterpart entrance exposure
rate. Trats this as the maxi-
mum primary barrier transmis-
sion per entrance exposure
rate. Records.

g. Determioes whether the maximum rate
ratic as calculated is within accept
ab.:'a limits. Records.

to storage or has this done.

. Based (..n the test results, performer
determiqes whether the equipment being
tested meets acceptable limits for the

...--.....

3:31.



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 549_

This is page 1 of 4 for this task.

. What is
.
the output of this task? (Be sure List Elements Full

this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Diagnostic x-ray unit's source ..ssembly leakage ra-
diation rate checked using fluorescent strips and/or
exposure detector, beam block; test results evaluat-
ed against acceptable standards; decision made to
refuse, repair equipment; test results recorded.

Performer checks that the leak-
age radiation from the source
assembly of diagnostic x-ray e-
quipment d" ginc u in t ube head anC 1

beam limiting device) is within
acceptable limits periodically,
or when new equipment is in-
stalled, as a result of:

a. Regular assignment.
b. Request.
c. Decision to do.

. Performer note!, the type of
unit involved, whether new
installation ts being che!cked
or whether leaKage radiation

is being given periodic test.

a. Obtains test.descript.i.on,
forms, records, and infor-
mat:ion on allowable leak-
age radiation rates.

i) Notes the positions
where the leakage ra-
diation will be mea-
sured.

ii) Notes type of beam
limiting device and
type of beam block
to be used in test.

iii) Notes whether fluores-
cent strips will be

. What is used in performing this task? (Note-

if only certain items must be used. If there

is choice, include everything or the kinds of

things'chosen among.)

Diagnostic x-ray unit, controls; manufacturer's
specifications; tube rating and cooling charts; test
descriptions, criteria, records, forms; beam block;
ion chamber radiation detector and meter; support
stand; fluorescent strips; protective lead garments,
shields; pen; pencil; out-of-order sign

3. If: there a recipient, respondent or co-worker

involved in the task? Yes..0,) No...

es to,q. : ame t e ind o recipient,

respondent or co-worker involved, with de_

mcriptions to indicate the relevant condition;
include the kind with whom the performer is

not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge

requirements or legal restrictions,

Supervisor; radiologist; repair service personnel

or installer§

.
Name t e task .r..o that the answers to ques- used to pinpoint pos-

sible leakage.
iv) Notes whether leakage

through the collima-
tor and tube head
leakage are to be
treated.separately.

b. Checks that unit has been
tested for conventional
radiographic system checks

OK-RP;RR;RR

tions 1-4 arf reflected. Underline essen-

tial words.

Checkin: the leakeAe radiation rate from the source
assembl of disigrustic x-ray equipment by setting

up for test usirg fluorescent strips; making expo-
sures; noting 12akage points; making and recurding
radiation .:i.,.:es in all directions from tube target
at appropriate distance; calculating average leakage
radiation rates; comparing results with acceptable
limits; determining whether equipment needs replace-
ment, repair; recording test'results.

. 6. Check here i this

is a master sheet..
.. ,
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

List Elements Fully

Task Code No. 549

This is page 2 of 4 for this task.

,0113

Lis!: Elements Full
5z,w.1,2051tOMAN

such as calibration, position of fo-
cal spot, timer accuracy. If not al-
ready done; may arrange such tests or
decide to do personally.

c. Obtains manufacturer's,specifications,
appropriate test materials including
appropriate radiation detector (such
as ionization chamber and meter),beam
block', fluorescent strips, tube rat-
ing and cooling charts.

2. Performer sets up for the test:

a. For fluoroscopic equipment without
remote controls, performer dons pro-
tective leaded rubber garments such
as apron and gloves. Makes sure that
no one is in examination room or
control room.

b. In the control room makes sure that
.indicator light shows that x-ray
generator is "warmed up" and ready
for use. Makes sure that all circuits
have been Stabilized. If appropriate,
checks line voltage meter and, if
needed, turns compensator dial until
needle is aligned properly on line
meter. As appropriate, sets x-ray
generator to the selected mode.

c. Sets the test technical factors as
appropriate to the equipment:

i) If test is being done periodi-
cally,sets factors as recorded
for prior test use with the giv-
en equipment.

ii) For new equipment, sets factors
for the maximum rated continu-
ous tube current for the maxi-
mum rated peak tube potential,
or to a higher current within a
safe time limit determined from
the limits of tbe tube rating
chart and the cooling chart.

iii) If not already done, records
factors.

3

d. If possible leakage points are to
be noted, performer places fluores-
cent strips over all sides of the
source assembly.

i) Darkens the room.
ii) Prepares to observe and re-

cord location of any light
spots evident during exposure.

e. If not using fluorescent strips,
plans to place the radiation de-
tection survey meter in several
locations that are each one meter
from the focal spot (target) of
the tube, covering all directions.

i) Notes the locations within an
area of 100 square centimeters
(15.5 sq.in.) within which
observations will be made and
the radiation rate averaged.

ii) Checks that neither the length
nor the width of the area
(plane) is more than 20 cm.
(7.9 inches).

. If u6ing fluorescent strips, perform-
er may proceed as follows:

a. Activates the fluoroscopic exposure.
Observes the enti...e visible surface
of the tube housing including the
beam limiting device.

i) If necessary, terminates ex-
posure and repositions tube
head so that all surfaces can
be obserVed.

ii) During exposure, performar
notes the location of any pin-
points or larger areas of
light.

iii) Plans to make an exposure read
ing at every light point noted.
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 549

This is page 3 of 4 for this task.

List Elements Full
MIP

List Elements Full

/

4. If using radiation detector, performer
places detection device in the first (or
next) position on the tube housing and/
or collimator, or on a support stand, so
that the cell measured is one meter from
the target, in a predetermined test po-
sition, or at a point located by use of
the fluorescent strips.

b. Performer may plan the exposure read-
ings so that a series can be taken
within a given plane of 100 square
centimeters (at one meter from the
target: and averaged. Sets up as in
(2,e) .4Oove.

c. I no pinpoints of light are ob-
served, records and considers equip-
ment to be in compliance with re-
quirements.

a. Makes exposure and records. If appro-
priate, converts to mR/hr. and re-
cords.

b. Repeats the exposure readings in
mR/hr. for other test points within
the 100 square cm. area and records.

i) Repeats for additiona) 100
square cm. areas until leakage
exposure is recorded for all
test points and/or all light
points observed during use of
fluorescent strips.

ii) May separate records for points
on the tube housing from points
on the collimator.

c. For any and all gi-(en areas of 100
square cm's, performer calculates
the average maximum exposure rate.
May average to obtain maximum contin
uous operation at maximum kVp, or
prorates to the duty cycle for opera-
tion of the tube at its maximum kVp.

d. Performer checks whether any average
maximum exposure rate exceeds the
permissible maximum (such as 100
mR/hr.) given by leg.islation or any

more rigorous local or institution-
al requirements. Records.

i) May repeat the test and the
averaging to be sure the fig-
ures are correct.

ii) May provide separaVe calcu-
lations and checks for tube
head and collimator readings.

Based on the test results, performer
determines whether the equipment
being tested meets acceptable limits
for leakage radiation.

a. If equipment meets acceptable
standards because of averaging,
but radiation leakage has been
observed, performer may arrange
to have shielding provided at the
leakage area pinpoint-ed.

b. If equipment does not meet accept-
able standards, determines whether
new unit should be refused or
whether service staff should be
required to make adjustments or
replacements of shielding. Deter-
mines whether problem requires
shut down of unit until adjustments,
or repairs are made.

c. Performer may discuss results of
test with supervisor and/or radio-
logist in charge before determin-
ing what to do. May explain effect
of problems and deviations from
acceptable standards in terns of
patient and personnel exposure, le-
gal requirements.

d. Performer may inform repair service
by calling in-house repair person-
nel or manufacturer's repair ser-

f

vice. Indicates the results of the
test and the unit involved. May
place out-of-order sign on vnit.

e. If not already done, performer
marks test records with date;
may record evaluation of results

3 8 4



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 549

This is page 4 of 4 for this task.

List Elements rully

was done. Performer places

List Elements Fully

and what
records in appropriate location for
filing. Returns test materials to
storage or has this done.

3,0



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 550

This is page 1 of 6 for this task.

1. What is the output of this task? (Be sure List Elements Fully
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Stray radiation recorded within x-ray installation,
across primary and secondary barriers; isodose chart
prepared; deployment of staff in room suggested; su
vey results evaluated against acceptable standards;
decision made to refuse, test, repair equipment;
survey results recorded; report prepared.

Performer conducts a protection
survey of stray radiation rates
within diagnostic x-ray facili-
ties and of primary and second-
ary barrier transmitted radia-
tion rates for a new facility,
a new piece of equipment, when
high personnel exposure rates
are reported, or periodically,
as a result of:

a. Regular assignment.
b. Request.
c. Decision to do.

1. Performer notes whether the
survey is for a new facility,
new equipment, whether a per-
iodic check is due, whether
high personnel exposure rates
are being investigated.

a. Notes the facility to be
surveyed, the type(s) of
diagnostic equipment in-
stalled,and the location.

b. Notes whether a test will
be made to check the pro-
tection equivalence of the
viewing system window with
the walls of control booth.

c. Notes whether a survey re-
port is to be prepared.

d. Notes whether isodose

2. What is used in performing this task? (Note

if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

Diagnostic x-ray unit, controls; serial film changer;
cine, spotfilm, tomography devices; dosimetric film
or TLD packets; manufacturer's specifications; tube
rating, technique charts; survey descrptions, re-
cords, forms; phantom; ion chamber radiation detector
and meter; protective lead garments, shields; pen;
pencil; out-of-order sign; phone, .cassettes; primary
and secondary barriers

3. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes.., N) No...

'es to q. : ame tne ina o recipient
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allawed to deal if relevant to knowledge

requirements or legal restrictions.
Supervisor; radiologist; repair service personnel
or installers

5. Name the task so that the answers to ques- curves showing the radia-
tion field in the exami-
nation room are to be pre-
pared, whether results
will be used to deploy
staff members who must be
in room during exposure.

e. Performer obtains the
appropriate survey and tes.
descriptions, forms,and

OK-RP., RR;RR

tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-

tial words.
Conducting protection survey of stray radiation with-
in diagnostic x-ray installation and transmission
across primary and secondary protective barriers, by
setting up for typical and worst exposure conditions;
placing exposure detector;making and recording expo-
sures within room,behind protective barriers; creat-
ing isodose chart;determining whether exposure is
ithin acceptable limits for personnel maximum per-

missible dose equivalents;suggesting corrections, de-
ployment of staff in room;determining whether equip-
ment needs testing,replacement,repair;recording re-
results and/or preparing report.

6. Check here i this

is a master sheet..
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 550

This is page 2 of 6 for this task.

List Elements Fully

any prior records as appropriate for
the purpose(s) for which the survey 4

results will be used:

i) Obtains information on existing
legislated and/or institutional
standards for permissible pri-
mary and secondary barrier
transmitted radiation to occupa-
tionally exposed and non-occupa-
tionally exposed personnel. May
obtain information generated by
prior determination of structur-
al shielding requirements for
primary and secondary barriers.

ii) Considers the types of equipment
to be dealt with, such as over-
head radiography, serial film-
ing, fluoroscopy, cineradiog-
raphy, spot filming, tomography,
computerized transverse axial
tomography. May obtain manu-
facturer's specifications.

iii) Notes the technical factors to
be used for the survey (normal
exposure factors for common ex-
aminations and/or check under
"worst possible conditions").

iv) Notes the beam directions to be
used, including direction of
the useful beam at primary bar-
riers'such as walls, floors.

v) Notes the points at which the
radiation will be measured for
scatter, such as operator's
position behind the protective
barrier, at the entrance to the
room, at the edge of the pro-
tective barrier, near the anti-
cipated location of the patient,
at points around the vertical
axis of rotation of the x-ray
tube. For fluoroscopy, may in-
clude locations to record scat-
ter through the bucky slot, at
the foot of the table, at the
operator's position at side of
the table, at staff locations
.such as at nursing stations, at

List Elements Fully

locations behind protective
drape, and in same position
without drape. May plan to in-
clude points of exposure that
are unique and characteristic
of the given piece of equip-
ment.

vi) Notes the points at which
transmission through walls,
floors,and ceilings will be
measured, especially where the
primary beam may be directed,
such as in across-table pro-
jections, use with upright cas-
sette holders.

vii) Checks that acceptable radia-
tion levels have been calculat-
ed and recorded for each point
at which radiation will be
measured (reflecting workload,
use factor, occupancy rate in
relation to maximum permissible
dose equivalents).

viii) Notes the appropriate radiation
detectors and type of phantom
to use or survey. May check
whether integrating ion chamber
or instantaneous exposure rate
meter will be used.

ix) Checks that the radiation de-
tector (such as ionization
chamber and meter) has been
properly calibrated for low
energy x-rays, and that the ex-
posure time to be used exceeds
the time-constant of any
ratemeter to be used.

f. Checks that the x-raysequipment and
installation has already been eval-
uated for overall layout require-
ments. Checks that unit has bPen
tested for conventional radiograph-
ic system checks,such as calibra-
tion, maximum entrance exposure
rates, tube leakage rates, timer
accuracy. If not already done, may



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

This is page 3

Task Code No. 550

6 for this task.

List Elements Fully List Elements Full

arrange such tests or decide to do

personally.

Performer sets up for the radiation
measurement in the mode to be tested:

a. In the control room performer makes

sure that indicator light shows that

x-ray generator is"warmed up" and

ready for use. Makes sure that all
circuits have been stabilized. If
appropriate, checks line voltage me-
ter and, if needed, turns compensator
dial until needle is aligned properly
on line meter.

i) Sets mode selector(s) for the
appropriate examination mode,
such as radiography, serial
filming, fluoroscopy, cine-
radiography, spot filming, to-
mography, computerized trans-
verse axial tomography.

ii) Sets special options appropriate
for modality,such as automatic
brightness control, manual ad-
justment of collimators, selec-
tion of level of interest and
size of "slice" for tomography.
Selects appropriate field size
selector for dual image intensi-
fier.

iii) For fluoroscopic equipment with-
out remote controls, dons pro-
tective leaded rubber garments
such as apron and gloves. Makes
sure that no one is in examina-
tion or control room. If appro-
priate and not already done, may
connect TV monitor to power out-
let. Turns on monitor and checks
that "ready" light is on.

b. Performer may place a phantom simu-
lating tissue equivalences (as in a
real patient) on the tabletop.

Centers.

c. Performer may position the x-ray

tube in its normal operating posi-
tion, such as at right angles to
the table. If so, may also plan ex-
posures with beam directed for
across-table exposures and/or at
vertical cassette holders, and/or
at other unusual angulations such
as with conventional or computerized
tomography, or as with rotating
carriages used in neuroradiography.
To measure transmission across a
primary barrier such as a wall, di-
rects the tube directly at the bar-

rier.
d. Adiusts the target-to-skin and

target-to-film distances as appro-

priate to the equipment and the
test procedure.

e. Sets collimator to manual control
and adjusts collimators to wide
open position for "worst condition"
test, and/or plans to also use
appropriate field size for a simu-

lated examination.
f. Sets technical factors at predeter-

mined test levels such as for maxi-
mum rated kVp or normal kVp usage,at
100 mA's or at appropriate mA,and for
time setting,within the limits of

the tube rating chart.
g. As appropriate to test and the mod-

ality being monitored, sets the time
frame rate,spotfilm program,or level
of tomographic slice and angle of
amplitude. May plan to vary these

during test.
h. If not already done, records all the

exposure-determining dimensions be-
ing used and fills in any other in-
formation on the report form.

i. Performer places the radiation de-
tection instrument in the first lo-
cation as determined by the survey
design.

INIZIM=EIMIZIa
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

This is page 4

Task Code No. 550

of 6 for this task.

List Elements Fully List Elements Fully

i) May place the radiation detector
in any of the locations men-
tioned earlier to measure scat-
tered radiation within the ex-
amination room (to which in-
volved personnel could be ex-
posed by remaining in room).

ii) May place the radiation detec-
tor directly behind a primary
barrier,such as wall where the
effective beam is directed,to
measure transmission across pri-
mary barrier to non-involved
personnel.

iii) May place the radiation detector
directly behind a secondary bar-
rier to measure transmission
across the secondary barrier to
non-involved personnel.

iv) Sets up radiation detector meter
so that radiation exposure (or
rate) can be read in the control
room.

. When the first test exposure has been
set up, performer initiates the expo-
sure. Allows rate meter to stabilize.
Records the exposure or the exposure
rate as appropriate.

a. Performer repeats with radiation de-
tector in the same position for all
other test conditions and modalities,
and records.

b. Repeats for all other positions
planned for the survey, such as at
other points to detect scatter with-
in the room, points to detect trans-
mission across the primary barriers,
across the secondary barriers. Re-
cords.

c. If planning to draw isodose curves of
the radiation field in the room,con-
tinues to place the radiation de-
tection instrument to create points
on concentric planes about the tar-
get.

If testing the protection equivalence
of a viewing system window with a wall
of the control booth, performer uses
an appropriate ion chamber and places
it first on the operator's side of the
wail and then on the operator's side
of the glass, centered to the field
created by the useful beam pointed
directly at the radiation detector.
Makes exposures for each material and
records radiation.

a. If the x-ray tube cannot be orient-
ed towards the window and wall,
performer identifies two appro-
priate dosimetric packets. Tapes
one to the operator's side of the
glass, and the other to the opera-
tor's side of the wall of the
booth.

b. Arranges to leave in place for at
least a minimum period of time.
Records dates.

c. Arranges to have dosimetric film
or thermoluminescent packet pro-
cessed and have density recorded.

d. Compares results for the two.

5. Performer compares the recorded ex-
posure rates for the test points
(to check scattered radiation within
the room, transmission across the pri-
mary barriers, transmission across
the secondary barriers) with the maxi-
mum permissible rates allowed for in-
volved or non-involved personnel as
given in the test criteria.

a. Determines whether the stray radia-
tion being produced is within ac-
ceptable limits.

b. May compare the transmission rates
for the glass and the wall of the
operator's barrier and determine
whether the protection offered by
the glass is equivalent to that
offered by the wall.

3d9



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 550

This is page 5 of 6 for this task.

List Elements Full List Elements Full

c. Performer may draw or use a floor instrument, the measured exposure

plan of the room showing the location
of the x-ray tube target, location of

levels.

, the controls, barriers,and the test a. Includes the identification of the

points at which radiation was mea- x-ray unit and the date.

sured. Includes the scale to which b. Includes the evaluation of the ex-

the drawing refers. Enters the radia-
tion readings obtained,

posure levels in terms of workload,
use factor, and occupancy factor re-,
lated to maximum permissible dose

. If performer will prepare isodose curves,
connects all the points at which the

equivalents for occupationally ex-
posed and non-occupationally ex-

same exposure reading was obtained so posed individuals.

that a contour appears for each obtained c. May include tne floor plan with the

exposure level, recorded radiation levels.
d. If the exposure rates are not judged

a. Performer may note the pattern of ex- to be within the appropriate legis-

posure around the unit. lated maximum limits or more rigor-

b. May determine which are the safest
positions for any personnel who must

ous institutional or local limits,
performer may consider and indicate

remain in room during exposure (such the source of the problem, such as

as for surgical procedures, or to inadequate primary or secondary pro-

monitor life support equipment,or to
provide patient with medication),by

tective barriers, excessive leakage,
scattered radiation, defective

observing pattern of radiation with- equipment. May refer to a check list.

in the room. e. Performer may suggest corrective
measures such as additional shield-

i) Notes the best side of table on ing, repair of shielding.

which to stand, where additional f. Determines whether new unit or in-

personnel shielding would be stallation should be refused or

useful without obstructing work. whether service staff should be re-

ii) Notes.high points of scattered quired to make adjustments or re-

radiation as areas for personnel placements.

to avoid. g. Determines whether problem requires

iii) Depending on institutional pro- shut down of unit until further

cedures, prepares a report for tests, adjustments, or repairs are

use by personnel such as radio- made.

logists, technologists and/or h. Performer may discuss results of

nurses; discusses directly or survey with supervisor and/or the

provides information on prepared radiologist in charge before deter-

form. mining what to do. May explain ef-
fect of problems and deviations

. If performer will fill out a radiation from acceptable standards in terms

protection survey report, makes sure to
include all relevant information such

of patient and personnel exposure,
diagnostic reliability, safety and

as exposure factors, field size, phan- legal requirements.

tom used, equipment tests, modalities,
filtration, other test conditions, lo-

i. If performer decides that the re-
sults indicate a major fault, per-

cations and type of exposure detection former informs repair service by

3



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEi.Z (continued)

Task Code No. 0

This is page 6 of 6 for this task.

List Elements Full List Elements Full

calling in-house repair personnel or
manufactw.erls repair service. Indi-
cates the results of the test and
the unit involved. May place out-of-
order sign on unit.

j. If not already done, performer marks
survey records with date; may record
evaluation of results and what was
done. Performer places records in
appropriate location for filing. Re-
turns survey materials to storage or
has this done.
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 551

This is page 1 of 3 for this task.

. What is the output of this task? (Be sure List Elements Fully
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Dosimetric packet inserts refilled with coded dosi-
meter film,filters or TLD's; samples identified and
set aside for Calibration and "background" measure-
ment; packets identified, placed for distribution;
assembly and/or distribution recorded.

t

Performer prepares dosimetric
badges for use in a personnel
exposure monitoring program.

1. Depending on whether the
i

dosimetry packets make use
of personnel monitoring dosi-
metric film or thermolumines-
cent dosimeters (TLD), per-
former reviews the necessary
steps to be done and notes
the information needed.

a. Determines the number of
staff packets to be pre-
pared and the number of
films or TLD ribbons and
chips to be set aside for
calibration or as controls
to obtain background read-
ings. Notes that personnel
packets, calibration and
control samples must all
be processed together and
come from the same source
(manufacturer, batch,
exposure characteristics).

b. Notes whether two sets.
of badge holders with
staff identification are
rotated, so that perfor-
mer will be putting the
badge inserts into the
holders, or whether per-
former will prepare and
identify the packets for
distribution to staff
(who will place inserts inr
to badge holders personal-
ly).

c. Notes what will be plav.ed
into the holders, such as
TLD ribbon(s),chips, or
dosimetric film(s), fil-
ters.

OK-RP;RR;RR

. What is used in _performing this task? (Note

if only certain items must be used. If there

is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

Dosimetric films; insert containers; filters; badge
holders; TLD's; log book; list of staff names;
shielded dosimetry packet containers; pen, pencil;
marker; identification markers; protected storage
areas

. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes.., (X) No...

'es to q. . ame the kind of recipient,
respondent or co-worker involved, with.de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allawed to deal if relevant to knowledge

requirements or legal restrictions.

Co-workers; supervisors; darkroom staff

. Name t e task o that the "answers to ques-
tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-

tial worda.

Preparing personnel radiation monitoring dosimetric
film or TLD badges and distributing_ by checking for
pretesting, annealing; identifying batch; selecting
samples for calibration and background; assembling
inserts; identifying inserts and/or placing in badge
holders; distributing; recording.

6. Check here if this
is a master sheet..
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 551

This is page 2 of 3 for this task.

List Elements Full List Elements Full

d. Checks whether films to be used have iv) Identifies each sample with the

already been examined for exposure emulsion number, date, and the

characteristics and approved, or that purpose for each, so that ex-

TLD materials have already been an- posed films from badges and

nealed as appropriate,
e. Notes where the preparation of the

both samples will be processed
together.

dosimetric packets will be done,as v) Stores samples in protected lo-

appropriate to the light and humi-
dity sensitivity of the materials to
be used.

cation away from any exposure.

c. Depending on the extent to which
the preparation of the inserts is

. If the personnel radiation exposure moni- carried out in-house, and whether

toring program uses dosime:ric film in badges are rotated, performer ob-

film badges, performer may proceed as
follows:

tains insert containers, filters,
and the films.

a. Performer goes to appropriate loca- i) May obtain the badges labeled

tion to obtain the dosimetric film,
such as storage area in darkroom.

with the names of staff mem-
bers and containing the fil-
ters.

i) Does not enter darkroom while ii) May obtain identifiers for the

red light is on; if open, knocks
to make sure that room is empty
or can be entered.

inserts.

d. Performer may place one or two dosi-

ii) Makes sure that no unexposed metric films into insert container

film is in the open before turn- and several filters as appropriate

ing on lights.othcr than safe- so that "open window" exposure can

light,
iii) Makes sure hands are clean and

be obtained plus a filtered exposure.
e. May place inserts into badge holders

dry. that have staff names on them, or
mark inserts in a predetermined

b. Performer obtains a batch of dosimet- way to appropriately identify the

ric film that has already been
checked for its exposure characteris-
tics and approved for use in diag-

inserts.

3. If the personnel radiation exposure

nostic x-ray personnel monitoring, monitoring program uses TLD's in bad-

May proceed as follows: ges, performer may proceed as follows:

i) Notes and records emulsion y,um- a. Performer goes to the appropriate

ber. location to obtain the thermolumi-

ii) Randomly selects a predetermined nescent inserts used. Makes sure

number of films and sets aside that temperature and humidity con-

for calibration. ditions are appropriate for pre-

iii) Randomly selects a predetermined paring the badge inserts.

number of films to be used as b. Performer obtains a batch of TLD's

controls to determine background of appropriate type, such as those

density. incorporating a heater ribbon and
detector chips.
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

This is page

Ants Fully

Task Code No. 551

3 for this task.

List Elements Fully

ks that the batch have all
from the same manufacturer,

he same time, and were all
aled (or "quenched") togeth-
s appropriate. May check
samples have already been
ested and batch approved.
gns a unique code number to
batch of TLD's. Records.
omly selects a predetermined
er of TLD's and sets aside
calibration.
omly selects a predeter-
d number of films to be
as controls to determine

kground."
.tifies each sample with the
number, date and the pur-
for each, so that exposed

s from badges and both sam-
will be "read out" togethen
es samples in protected lo-
on away from any exposure.

riate,performer assembles
erts. May place two TLD's
rt.

ppropriate performer marks
insert or TLD with the code

er of the batch; may identi-
1th appropriate staff mem-
s name.
place insert into holders
ed with staff members'
s.

s are to be distributed,
aces the "new" inserts iu
shielded containers for dis-
uch as separately by depart-
ff title such as radiolo-
s, radiOlogic technologists).

may place all inserts to-
a single shielded contain-

b. May enter record of inserts pre-
pared into log book.

c. May prepare log book for use in
recording receipt of badge in-
serts currently being worn 1-;? staff
and record of when "new" ones are
received by staff.

d. As appropriate, performel. places
containers in appropriaLe location
for mailing, pickup and distribu-
tion,or plans to take personally to

. appropriate staff member(s).
e. May plan to record and/or have re-

cipient(s) sign for inserts.

Editor's note: The task of annealing or
"quenching" the TLD's and storing
them for use has not been written,but
does exist as.a separate task for the

institution unless done in manufac-
turer's establishment.

3 9 4



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 552

This is page 1 of 2 for this task.

4MW
What it the output of this task? (Be sure List Elements Fully

4M4 grate
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

.;.'erformer collects personnel

Dosimetric packet inserts distributed; used-insert. monitoring dosimetric badges
collected; matching samples obtained; film or while distributing new ones, re-
sent or placed for processing and reading; distri- ceives exposed badges periodic-
'bution and/or collection recorded. ally, or receives late badges

or those to have special check,
and arranges to have inserts
read and exposures recorded.

. What is used in performing this task? (Note

if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

Personnel dosimetry log book; dosimetric badges;
"new" and used film or TLD inserts; storage areas;
sample films or TLD's;pen; shielded containers

3. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker'

involved in the task? Yes..,(X) No...( )

Pwwwww771 -Yes- to q. 3: Name the kind of recipient:
respondent or co-worker involved, with de_

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or legal restrictions.

Co-workers; supervisors; darkroom staff

5. Name Ole task so that the answers to ques-
tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-

tial words.

Collecting and/or distributing personnel monitoring
dosimetric badge inserts and preparing for outside
or in-house processing and reading, by distributing
new inserts; collecting or receiving exposed in-
serts; obtaining appropriate samples for calibration
and background control; placing for processing or
for shipment; recording.

1. Performer recclives or col-
lects the dosimetric packets
worn by staff members period-
ically or sporadically, such
as those arriving late, due
to unusual circumstances, or
part of test procedures:

a. Performer may collect per-
sonnel monitoring dosimet-
ric badges or badge in-

:

serts periodically from
supervisors.

b. Performer may periodically
collect badges or inserts
personally.

i) Nay take log book and
an empty shielded
container to individ-
uals or supervisors.

ii) Nay arrange to dis-
tribute "new" badges
or inserts at the
same time.

iii) If collecting and
distributing inserts
or badges, may have .

staff member remove
entire badge and
place in shielded
container, then lo-
cate newly prepared
badge with staff mem-
ber's name from other
container, or does

OK -RP;RR;RR

6. Check here if this
is a master sheet..(X)
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

-Task Code No. 552

This is page 2 of 2 for this task.

List Elements Fully List Elements Fully

.

I

personally. May have staff mem-
ber remove insert from badge,
insert in container, find "new"
insert, and replace in badge, or
assists. Records in log book or
has staff member sign name.
Makes sure that date and name o
staff member are recorded.

iv) Performer may check that inserts
for all staff members are ac-
counted for; may arrange to have
missing inserts obtained.

c. Performer may receive late badges or
inserts as a result of collection de-
lay. Records as appropriate.

d. Performer may receive badges sporad-
ically, such as when a staff member
believes he or she wis exposed to an
unusual amount of -..o.:.ation and a
special check of dosage is to be cal-
culated, or when dosimetry is part of
a test procedure.

. Performer notes whether the dosimetric
packets contain dosimetric film or ther-
moluminescent dosimeters (TLD). Notes
whether dosimeters are to be processed
and read in-house or sent out.

. Performer notes the code number of the
TLD inserts (which relates to a given
batch of TLD's annealed at the same
time) or the emulsion number of the film
inserts (which relates to a given batch
of dosimetric films produced and tested
at the same time).

a. Uses code or emulsion number to lo-
cate the samples set aside earlier
for calibration and determination of
"background."

b. Obtains film or TLD samples as appro-
priate, following standard procedure
to avoid subjecting samples to light
and/or heat. Places with exposed
badge inserts.

4. Performer prepares used inserts and
samples in shielded container for
shipment to commercial service, or
takes to proper area for in-house pro-
cessing (by self or other staff mem-
ber). May record.

3:)6



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 553

This is page 1 of 4 for this task.

. What is the output of this task? (3. sure
this is broad enough to be repeatuble.)

Personnel film cr TL dosimeters disassembled; batch
processed with calibration and control.samples after
calibration exposures are made, recorded; background
and calibration factors determined using densitome-
ter or TL reader; personnel dosimeters read; back-
ground factor subtracted; calibration factor multi-
plied; personnel exposure recorded next to identifi-
cation information and period reference; exposure
reports placed for use.

List Elements Full

What is used in performing this task? (Note

if only certain items must be used. If there

is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

Description of procedure; exposed dosimeter inserts;
badge holders;matching sample films or TLD's;ID mar-
ker;film or TLD log book;repo.rt forms;density-expo-
sure charts;exposure conversion charts;computer ter-
minal,teletype;diagnostic x-ray machine,controls;tube
rating,chart;radiation detector;densitometer; film
processbr and controls;TLD reader,heating pan; acetic
acid, acetone, cloth; graph paper; chart recorder

3. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes...(X) No...( )

If -Yes- to q. 3: Name the kind of recipient
respondent or co-worker involved, with de_

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition;
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge

requirements or legal restrictions.

Supervisor; co-worker

Performer "reads" and records
the exposure to which personnel
radiation monitoring badges have
been subjected (if this is part
of an in-house program) period-
ically, or sporadically, such
as when badge inserts are re-
ceived late, or are being checked
due to possible unusual exposure,
or are part of a test procedure,
as a result of:

a. Regular assignment.
b. Request.

. Decision to do.

. Name t e task so that the answers to ques-
tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-

tial words.
Reading and recording exposure from personnel moni-
toring film or thermoluminescent dosimeters by disas
sembling;obtaining proper samples;making calibration
exposures;having samples and films processed togeth-
er; reading TL or density background;reading calibre
tion density or thermoluminescence using densitomete
or TL reader;determining background and calibration
factors;reading dosimeters;subtracting background
factor,multiplying by calibration factor, or using
similar procedure to obtain cumulative exposure; re-
cording exposure and identification information;
placing readings for further use.

4.11Imme

397

Performer notes the calibra-
tion, processing, and reading
to be done depending on wheth-
er the dosimetry packets make
use of personnel.monitoring
dosimetric film or thermolumi-
nescent dosimeters (TLD).

a. Notes the number of badge
inserts to be processed and
read and the purpose, such
as regular personnel moni-
toring or for specialcheck.
Records period represented.

b. Performer notes the code
number of the TLD inserts
(which relates to a given
batch of TLD's annealed at
the same time) or the emul-
sion number of the film in-
serts (which relates to a
given batch of dosimetric
films produced and tested
ab the same.time).

i) Separates dosimeters
by emulsion or code
number if more than
one batch is involved.

OK -RP;RR;RR

6. Check here i this

is a master sheet..(K)



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Tiak-Code No. 553

This is page 2 of 4 for this task.

List Elements Full List Elements Fully

be used. Checks that ion cham-
ber to be used has been pro-
perly calibrated or has this
done.

d. For film dosimetry,notes which den-

ii) Checks whether unexposed control
and calibration samples are in-
cluded for each different batch.

iii) If unexposed samples are not in-
cluded, uses code or emulsion
number for each batch to locate
the samples set aside earlier sitometer and which processor have
for,calibration and determina-
tion of "background." Obtains
film or TLD samples as appropri-

been designated for use.

i) Checks that the densitometer
ate, following standard proce- has been appropriately cali-
dure to avoid subjecting samples brated. Turns on power and al-
to light and/or heat. Places lows time for unit to warm up.
with exposed badge inserts. ii) Checks that the film processor

iv) Plans to calibrate, process and/ has been cleaned and checked,
or read samples and exposed do- and is ready for use. Makes
simeters together for each separ sure that developer, wash and
ate batch. cooling water are at appro-

priate temperatures, and that
c. Performer notes the appropriate cali- timer is set as appropriate

bration, processing, reading and re-
cording steps to be taken for the
film or TLD dosimeters.

for dosimetric film processing.

e. For TLD dosimetry, may prepare heat
ing pan. May clean with acetic acid

i) Obtains and reviews any descrip- and acetone. Makes sure that there
tions available of the steps to is uniform crystal distribution
be followed, including, if ap- within the pan and maintains during
propriate, plotting, conversion calibration and reading.
charts, use of computer for cal- f. Checks that any automatic charting
culations and record keeping. equipment is calibrated.

ii) Notes the x-ray equipment to be g. Checks that any computer-teletype
used for calibration. Checks interface is functioning properly.
that the equipment itself has h. Performer disassembles the dosi-
been calibrated and has re- meters as appropriate in controlled
ceived other standard radiograph area such as darkroom. Makes sure
ic system checks. that identification information is

iii) Notes the number of exposures to marked on each film or TLD. Pre-
be made for calibration,and the pares for processing. If dosimeter
calibration exposure factors and includes both an "open window" and
filtration to use. Makes sure a filtered film or TLD, separates
Chat all technical factors to or treats as appropriate, making
be used are within safe limits sure that identification informa-
of tube rating chart. tion is attached to each; may mark

iv) Notes whether radiation detector each with identification informa-
such as ionization chamber and tion.
meter will be used to measure
exposure for calibration,or 2. Performor may proceed as follows to
whether a conversion chart will calibrate for readout:

4.........m.....
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

This is page 3

Task Code No. 553

of 4 for this task.

List Elements Fully List Elements Fully

a. Obtains the unexposed dosimetric
films or TLD's set aside for calibra-
tion of the dosimeter batch to be
read..Prepares for exposure by in-
serting in holders if not already done;
may attach markers to designate batch,
date, and the calibration factors for
each. May use more than one dosimeter
for each calibration exposure.

b. Enters control room for designated
x-ray machine. Checks to see that in-
dicator light shows that x-ray ma-
chine is ready for use. Makes sure
that it is warmed up and that all cir-
cuits have been stabilized. Checks
line voltage meter and, if required,
turns compensator dial until needle
is aligned properly on line meter.

c. Sets filtration and technical factors
(kVp, mA, time) and filtration forthe
first calibration exposure §-elected.

d. Places-one or more dosimeters in
holders on tabletop. May place radia-
tion detector(s) next to dosimeters.
Sets target-to-dosimeter distance as
appropriate, and collimates to appro-
priate field area.

e. Makes first exposure; records mR expo-

sure and removes dosimeter(s).
f. Performer continues for every other

set of calibration exposure factors
and filtration.

g. Obtains the unexposed dosimetric
film(s) or ILD(s) set aside to deter-
mine background for the batch to be
read. Identifies and places with the
exposed calibration dosimeters.

h. If film dosimeters are to be read,
performer assembles the exposed per-
sonnel dosimeters, the exposed cali-
bration dosimeters and the unexposed
control dosimeters as appropriate
and has these processed together in
the same processor, under the same
conditions or decides to do person-

ally.

i) Performer obtains the pro-
cessed calibrated films and
unexposed processed sample
film(s).

ii) Arranges calibration films in
increasing order of exposure
factor level, with the con-
trol, unexposed film first.

iii) Inserts each film in densi-
tometer and records reading.
Enters in form next to re-
corded exposure for the tech-
nical factors used.

iv) If using several dosimeter
films for each technical fac-
tor setting (including unex-
posed films), calculates aver-
age density for each setting.
Calculates average exposure if
more than one radiation de-
tector was used.

v) Records the density for the
unexposed film (or avtage) as
the background density.

vi) Subtracts the background den-
sity from the density reading
of each of the calibration
films (or averages). Records
as net density.

vii) If not using radiation detec-
tor, performer converts expo-
sure factors to exposure using
appropriate conversion chart
or form.

viii) Performer may prepare a cali-
bration chart on which the net
density is plotted against ex-
posure in mR. Plots the net
density against exposure for
each of the calibration films
from the recorded data; may
prepare conversion chart for
use with exposed personnel
dosimeters; may calculate cal-
ibration factor and record.

ix) Depending on whether chart,
table, or calibration factor
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No, 553

This is page 4 of 4 for this task.

List Elements Fully List Elements Fully

will be used, performer sub-
tracts background density from
each personnel dosimetric film
processed, estimates the ex-
posure, and enters in record
sheet next to the identification
information for the film. May
use computer. Makes sure period
during which exposure was accum-
ulated is entered.

i. If TLD dosimeters are to be read,
performer places the exposed calibra-
tion dosimeters and the unexposed
control dosimeter(s) as appropriate
on the heater pan, or as appropriate
to the heating system being used for
the readout in TL cutput (nanocou-
lombs).

0 Sets up TLD reader as appropri-
ate for readout cycle including
the settings for the appropri-
ate temperature and time for
the readout cycle.

ii) Obtains the background TL read-
ing for the unexposed TLD. Re-
cords. Averages and records if
using more than one.

iii) Obtains the TL reading for each
calibration TLD. Averages if
using more than one for each
set of technical factors.

iv) Performer subtracts the back-
ground TL reading or average
from the calibrated TLD read-
ings or averages to obtain net
TL readings.

v) Enters the net TL reading next
to the recorded exposure (for
the technical factors used) for
each calibration TLD. Averages

. if appropriate.
Vi) Calculates a calibration factor
-, by which net TL readings will

be multiplied using appropriate
statistical procedure; may pre-
pare chart on which net TL

3.

1

readings are plotted against
the mR exposure for each cali-
bration point.

vii) Performer may enter into com-
puter the background factor
to be subtraCted from, and the
calibration factor to be mul-
tiplied by, the TLD readout
figures.

viii) Calculates the estimated expo-
sure for each personnel TLD
using TLD reader calibrated to
the factors obtained.

ix) Enters the estimated exposure
next to the identification in-
formation for each personnel
TLD. Makes sure period to
which it refers is entered.

j. Performer may read the "open win-
dow" film or TLD first and inspect.
If "open window" reading is above
a given minimum, may repeat proce-
dure for the filtered film or TLD.
Treats "open window" film or TLD
reading as entrance exposure and
second, filtered reading as pene-
trating exposure.

k. Performer may use computerized sys-
tem to enter identification infor-
mation and exposure reading on pre-
pared report form.

When the dosimetric exposures have
been recorded, performer places the
empty badge holders or insert holders
in appropriate location.

a. Places the used films or TLD's in
appropriate location.

b. Places the exposure information in
appropriate location for review and
posting.

c. May indicate that exposure readings
are ready as appropriate.

d. If any exposure readings appear un-
usually high, may bring this to
attention of appropriate supervisor.
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 554

This is page 1 of for this task.

. What is the output of this=(777.771.. List Elements Full

this is broad enough to be repeatable.)
Performer enters and evaluates

ata on personne1 cumulative or sin le incidem ex-
posure levels recorded, evaluate.d against standards
for maximum permissible dose levels, danger levels;
meetings, interviews, reports to investigate and
follow up initiated; regular report prepared.

2. What ie used in performing this task? (Note

if ma certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

Reports on exposure from personnel monitoring dosi-
meters; log book; posting forms; report forms; stan-
dards for maximum permissible doses, danger levels;
phone; pen

.records of staff occupational ra-
diation exposures,and initiates
follow-up actions on dangerous
levels periodically, or when per-
sonnel monitoring records are re
ported late,or arrive as a result
of a single incident,such as ac-
cident, or are a part of a tEst
procedure.

1. Performer may receive or,ob-
tain staff radiation dose fig-
ures prepared by outside dosi-
meter-reading agency. Perfor-
mer may receive or obtain
staff radiation dose figures
prepared as part of an in-
house program. Performer may
receive radiation dose figures
prepared as part of special
monitoring or test program.

Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes... ) No...

Tiiir to q. lame the in. o recipient

respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge

requirements or legal restrictions.

SuperVisor; co-worker; clerical worker

Name t e task so that the answers to ques-
tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-

tial words.
Entering, evaluating occupational radiation exposure
data and initiating action on dangerous levels by ob-
taining records of exposure from personnel monitor-
ing dosimeters for the period, in relation to single
incidents,or testing; entering in record log and/or

posting sheets; comparing with maximum permissible

doses and danger levels; recording evaluation; initi-
ating follow-up such as interviews to investigate
and/or to have report made; preparing regular re-
port(s).

a. Checks the purpose of the
readings and where figures
should be recorded.

b. Checks.the type of evalua-
tion to be done and to whom
any reports should be sent.

c. Checks on the number of
readings and the staff
names involved..

d. If a periodic report is in-
volved, such as cumulative
exposure for the prior
month, performer checks
that the figures for all
individuals being monitored
for occupational radiation
exposure are present.

i) Notes whether late re-
turns 'have been ob-
tained, or may plan to
calculate estimated
dose as appropriate.

OK-RP;RR;RR

6. Check here i this

is a master sheet.. X



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

4M11-

Task Code No. 554

This is page 2 of 3 for this task.

List Elements Fully

May calculate estimated dose us-
ing current or comparable re-
cords; may assign a pe-ecentage
of maximum permissible dose as
appropriat:e.

Performer may obtain the log book of the
cumulative occupational radiation doses
for the period. May review radiation
protection standards.

a. Reviews the maximum permissible dose
equivalents for the period length in-
volved (such as month) for occupa-
tionally exposed persons. Notes the
dose levels that are designated as
danger points and warrant action such
as notification meeting with indivi-
dual or supervisor and/or reports
such as to an appropriate government
agency.

b. Reviews the maximum permissible life-7
time dose and the dose level desig-
nated as a danger point that warrants
action, such as a report, notifica-
tion, meeting.

c. If exposure for a single incident or
test is involved, performer reviews
the dose levels that are the appro-
priate standards, notes the dosages
that require follow-up, such as a re-
port in connection with an accident
or a single incident, or a check of
equipment in connection with a test.

Depending on institutional procedures,
performer enters the reported cumulative
radiation dose received next to the
name of the individual for the period
under review. May cumulate as appro-
priate to bring lifetime occupational
dose figures up to date.

a. May enter in log book.
b. May enter on list for posting.
c. May enter on other report form

. Performer evaluates each reported or
calculated dose figure and compares with

List Elements Full

the relevant maximum permissible dose
period and/or lifetime dose equiva-
lents.

a. Performer determines whether the
exposure reported is within accept- 0

able limits for the period, for the
incident, or for .the lifetime equiv-
alence as appropriate. Records.

b. If the exposure exceeds the maxi-
mum permissible dose for the period
or is at a level requiring action,
performer determines how to proceed,
based on legislated or institutional

I

requirements and the alert system
being used at the institution.

. Performer takes appropriate steps based
on evaluation of the dosage levels.

a. If part of regular personnel moni-
toring program, completes entry of
records in log book. If appropriate,
arranges to have figures reproduced,
or copied and sent for posting, or
decides to do personally.

b. If appropriate, performer notifies
any individuals whose single inci-
dent and/or cumulative dose levels
require interviews.

i) May dictate letter and/or use
form letter arranging for an
interview as soon as possible.

ii) If appropriate, notifies indi-
vidual's supervisor and arrang-
es for interview.

iii) May inform co-worker and ar-
range for co-worker to conduct
interview(s),or decides to do
personally.

iv) May notify managerial staff
that problem exists.

v) If appropriate, arranges to
have report(s) prepared as fol-
low-up to the interview(s).
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 554

This is page 3 of 3 for this task.

List Elements Fully List Elements Fully

c. If appropriate, makes sure that fol-
low-up is carried out to obtain late
badges and/or to check that meetings
take place and reports are prepared
and sent.

.

d. For testing, may prepare report for
appropriate staff person on special
forms.

e. Places records as appropriate for
further use. May record that posting
or record keeping has been done.

f. May prepare reports for government as
appropriate, such as quarterly or
annual reports on exposure of individ
uals occupationally exposed.' Arranges
to have sent to appropriate agency.

t---,

,
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 555..

This is page 1 of 3 for this task.

1. What is the out.ut of this task? (Be sure List Elements Fully

this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Staff interviewed on reasons for high occupational
radiation exposure level; reasons found recorded;
tests initiated; unsafe practices reported; re-
port filled out and placed for distribution; medi-
cal examination requested.

Performer investigates possible i

reasons for reported high occu-
pational radiation exposures as
a result of:

a. Regular assignment.
. Request from supervisor or .

co-worker.
. Decision to do.

. Performer may decide or be
requested to conduct an in-
terview with a staff member
for any of the following rea-
sons:

a. Periodic personnel moni-
toring report on occupa-
tional exposure for the
period seemed unusually
high or was above the max-
imum permissible dose
equivalent for the period.

b. The staff member or anoth-
er individual reported a
single incident of pos-
sible excessive exposure,
and this was supported by
evidence from the staff
member's monitoring dosi-
meter.

c. The cumulative lifetime
exposure for the staff
member is approaching or

.

. What is used in performing this task. (Note

if pnly certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of

, things chosen among.)

Radiation report forms; personnel radiation expo-
sure records; letter(s) informing staff of high ra-
diation exposure levels: paper; pen; test or survey I
requisition forms; medical exam form I

. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
.

involved in the task? Yes...00 No...

es to q. : Name t e kind o recipient,

respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge

requirements or legal restrictions.
Staff member with occupational x-ray radiation ex-
posure; supervisor; managerial staff; clerical
worker

.
Name t e task so that the answers to ques- has reached the maximum

permissible lifetime level.
d. Performer may decide or be

requested to interview the

tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-

tial words.
Investigating reasons for reported high occupational
radiation exposure and initiating remediation by

supervisor of the staff
member involved.

2. Performer makes note of the
time and place of the meet-
ing, whether the meeting will
be with the staff person

OK-RP;RR;RR

conducting interviews with staff members involved;
investigating reasons; initiating tests; reporting
unsafe practices; arranging for medical examination

'
of staff person; preparing report on what was done;

and placing for distribution,

.

6. Check here i this

is a master sheet..
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 555

This is page 2 of 3 for this task.

List Elements Full List Elements Full

involved,and/or with staff person's su- need to protect the staff mem-

pervisor. ber and/or the persons working
under the staff member's di-

a. Reviews the letter requesting the rection.

interview. v) When discussing with staff
b. May review theTadiation exposure member, may determine whether

figures for the period, for the inci- the individual understands the

dent, and/or for other members of the Teasons for the safety sten-
department for the period, and/or dards; may explain dangers of

over time. personnel exposure to radia-
c. May investigate the situation in- tion, effects in terms of re-

volved if there was a special inci- diation sickness, genetic mu-
dent; may review regular departmental tation, general effect on the

safe practices and requirements. genetiz pool, dangers to the
fetus, lifetime cumulative ef-

. Performer meets with the staff member fects. May refer to the cur-
and/or the supervisor in charge at the rent standards in the.protec-
appropriate time.

a. Explains the reason for the inter-
view and the objective to be accom-

tion program for maximum per-
missible dose equivalents.

b. Performer tries to determine the
plished. reason for the excessive exposure

by questioning the staff Member

i) Explains that there may be ex-
posure to which the personnel
monitoring device was subjected

and/or the relevant supervisor.

i) May ask about possible artifact
while the staff member was not reading,such as when the dosi-
wearing the badge, that a pos-
sible failure of equipment or

meter is subjected to exposure
when the staff person is not

shielding co'ild be involved,
that unusual activities by the

wearing the badge. Asks where
the badge was worn, such as on

staff member could be involved,
that inadequate protection

apron or uniform. Asks where
the garment was stored or left

practices could be the reason,
ii) Explains the need to find the

during the period in question.
Notes whether dosimeter could

reason(S) for the exposure level have been left near examination
iii) If appropriate, explains the table,been hung in the path of

possibility that the staff per- primary beam,could have been

son may be required to transfer subjected to radiation while

to work which does not involve not on the staff member's per-

exposure to radiation or other son. Records answers.

appropriate change. ii) May ask about any incident or

iv) When discussing with a senior circumstances reported by the

staff member such as a radiolo- staff member or another indi-

gist, tries to be sensitive to vidual to determine the nature

the fact that the person's cho- of any accident such as equip-

sen profession is involved, but
remains firm on the protection
requirements involved and the

ment safety failure, structural

,
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 555

This is page 3 qi.,2_ for this task.

List Elements Fully

damage, radioactive spillage,
malfunction of safety doors and
barriers.

iii) May ask about possible unsafe
practices, such as performer re-
maininein-room during exposure
unnecessarily, holding patient
during exposure, not wearing
shielding apron or gloves when
remaining in room during expo-
sure to carry out necessary
tasks, standing in the path of
the primary beam,or placing
parts of the body in the path of
the beam.

iv) If new equipment may be involved
may question about the path of
the central beam,such as with
rotating equipment; may note
possible danger area with re-
spect to deployment of personneL

v) May ask about any unusual work
patterns on the part of the
staff member,such as a transfer
to a work area with higher oc-
cupational radiation levels,
overtime work by staff member.

vi) When discussing high lifetime
dose levels,may inquire about
the staff member's occupational
exposure history, past experi-
ence with excessive exposure le-
vels; may ask about staff mem-
ber's medical history, such as
recent diagnostic x-ray exami-
nations, possible exposure to
other types of radiation such
as a nuclear medicine procedure
or.in radiotherapy.

Performer records What was determined
from the interview(s) with respect to
the reason for the high reported expo-
sure, including anything still unexplained.

. Depending on whether reasons are still
unexplained or problem has been pin-
pointed, performer may take any of the
following steps:

1 iimmiemmlms

List Elements Full

a. May initiate a series of tests to
find or to confirm that the x-ray
equipment and/or safety or interlock
devices are malfunctioning.

b. May institute a cheCk of the ade-
quacy of the structural primary and
secondary shielding barriers.

c. May institute a check of the ra-
diation field in and around x-ray
equipment installations.

d. May report on unsafe practices and
request appropriate action to en-
force use of shielding, remaining
out of examination room, or proper
deployment of staff in room.

e. Depending on the seriousness of the
individual's cumulative dose level,
performer may initiate action to
have performer transferred to work
involving less or no occupational
radiation exposure. Discusses with
staff member.

f. If not already done, may initiate
a request to have staff member giv-
en medical examination at once or
may suggest this to appropriate
staff member.

After the investigation and results
are obtained,and/or as soon as required
by law or institutional procedures,
performer may fill out appropriate re-
port for submission to federal, local,
and/or institutional authorities de-
scribing the incident and/or exposure
level, indicating the reason, and re-
porting the steps taken.to remedy the
situation, the steps taken to prevent a
recurrence of the problem, and the
steps taken to deal with the staff mem-,
ber's-personal situation. Places as
appropriate for distribution to appro-
priate agencies.
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 556

This is page 1 of 2 for this task.

. What is the output of this task? (Be sure f List Elements Fully

this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

X-ray equipment test, survey,or measuring instru-

ments calibrated or sent for repair; calibration

recorded.

Performer calibrates exposure
detection instruments such as
ionization chamber integrating
radiation meter, radiation rate
meter, survey meter, and/or

electrical measuring instruments
and/or densitometer, and/or sen-
sitometer periodically or when
a problem seems to be present,
as a result of:

a. Regular assignment.
b. Request.

. Decision to do.

1. Performer notes which instru-
ment is to be calibrated.

a. Obtains the instrument,
descriptions of calibra-
tion steps appropriate to
instrument,such as manu-
facturer's instructions,
in-house procedures. Ob-
tains appropriate record
forms.

b. Obtains any equipment
needed for the calibration
such as radioactive source,
other test instruments,
depending on the instru-
ment to be calibrated. Ob-
serves radiation protec-
tion safe practices if
using radioactive source.

For densitometer,uses the 1

density test filter sup- I

plied by the manufacturer.(

... Performer carries out appro-
priate calibration steps.

a. Makes appropriate adjust-

ments.
b. Repeats for all relevant

modalities.

OK-RP;RR;RR

. What is used in performing this task? (Note

if only certain items must be used. If there

is choice, include everything or the kinds of

things chosen among.)

Diagnostic x-ray test, survey,or measuring instru-

ments; calibration filter, instruments; calibration

instructions; report forms; pen; phone; out-of-order

sign

.

3. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker

involved in the task? Yes...CK) No...( )

es to q. : Name the kind of recipient,

respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition

include the kind with whom the performer is

not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge

requirements or legal restrictions,

Repair personnel

. Name the task so that the answe=s to ques-

tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-

tial words,

Calibrating diagnostic x-ray test, survey, or mea-

suring instruments, by following standard procedures,

using appropriate instruments; calculating correc-

tion factor; deciding on repair; recording calibre-

tion.

6. Check here i this

is a master sheet..(Y)
Amm............
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 556

This is page 2 of 2_ for this task.

List Elements F,2212r. List Elements Full

c. Calculates any correction factor as
appropriate.

d. May decide that equipment cannot be
calibrated and is in need of repair.

R4.icords what was done, readings obtained,
any correction factor calculated. May
arrange to have instrument repaired or
sent for repair. Places out-of-order
sign on instrument if appropriate.

. Returns any test materials as appro-
priate.

Editor's Note:
Because of the variety of equipment pos-
sible, this task is presented in rough
outline form only.
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 557

This is page 1 of 2 fOr this task.

I 1. What is the output of this task? (Be sure List Elements Fully
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Recommendations made or information presented on
diagnostic x-ray equipment in terms of cost, char-
acteristics, specifications, in comparison with in-
stitutional needs and current facilities,

Performer provides or collects
information and provides tech-
nical opinions about diagnostic
x-ray equipment contemplated for
purchase in response to request.

1. Performer inquires about and
considers the need for the
equipment, such.as the type
of examinations which x-ray
equipment must be prepared to
handle.

2. Performer may note current
legislation and institutional
standards on radiation protec-
tion and equipment safety re-
quirements.

. Performer may obtain informa-
tion about existing areas in
the institution contemplated
for the installation. Consid-
ers the available power sup-
ply, outlets, electric cir-
cuitry, heating, air condi-
tioning, ventilation, humidity
control systems. May note the
structural shielding already
in place.

4. Obtains information on the
types of equipment available.

May to

2. What is used in performing this task? (Note

if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

Information on institutional facilities; manufac-
turers' specifications for diagnostic x-ray equip-
ment; pen; paper

3. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes... ) No... )

. it es to q. : Name t e kinuof recipient,
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge

requirements or legal restrictions.

Radiologists; chief radiologic technologist

57-gime the task so that the answers to.ques-
a. visit manufacturers

check personally on equip-
ment contemplated.

b. May have a representative
of manufacturing company
visit, and discuss the ca-
pabilities of the equip-
ment in question.

c. May obtain literature on
available equipment. May
consult catalogues pub-

OK-RP;RR.R.R

tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-

tial words.

Collecting and presenting technical information
about and/or recommending_ new diagnostic x-ray
equipment by determining institutional and safety
/needs, cLrrent capacities; collecting information on
equipment available, costs, installation require-
ments; making suggestions; presenting opinions; re-
cording.

6. Check le= this
is a master sheet..(x)
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code N . 557

This is page 2 of 2 for this task.

List Elements Full List Elements Fully

lished by equipment marufacturers,
make notes on both standard and op-
tional accessories available with
equipment.

d. Performer may attend professional
conferences where new equipment and/
or new technological features are in-
troduced and explained. May ask ques-
tions or take notes during demonstra-
tions.

Performer evaluates the installation re-
quirements and costs of the equipment
under review and compares with existing
facilities and the needs of the insLItu-
tion. Considers the range of functiom.;
equieat will provide; considers safety
aspecis. Performer may involve members
of the staff in evaluating and/or ob-
serving possible types of equipment,
such as chief radiologic technologist,
radiologist.

. Performer comes to conclusions on the
benefits and costs of the equipment be-
ing considered in light of the institu
tion's needs and any radiation protec-
tion considerations.

a. Presents opinions to appropriate
staff.

b. Discusses.
c. Answers questions.
d. May prepare and present formal or

informal report.
e. May involve other staff members in

preparation and/or presentation.
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 558

This is page 1 of 3 for this task.

. What is the output of this tank? (Be sure
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Quality assurance,radiation protection and preventive
maintenance tasks in diagnostic radiology shown to
tralnee,explained;person being trained evaluated for
readiness to du tasks under supervision;person ob-
served and criticized;trainee evaluated for readiness
to do tasks without direct supervision;trainee's work

List Elements Fully

spot-checked;questions answered;opinions on work giv-
en as requested;evaluation noted formally,informally,
and/or reported.

What is used in performing this task? (Note

if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

Equipment and materials used in diagnostic radiology;
test materials and equipment;maintenance,test proce-
dure descriptions; records; record forms; pen; paper

Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes...(A) No...( )

les to q. . Name t5;7172=77cipient,
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge
requirements or legal restrictions.

Staff of radiology department,such as radiologic
technologist, junior physicist, resident;students;
radiologist or supervisor

Name t e task so that the answers to ques-
tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-
tial words.

Providing_clinical training for staff in a diagnostic
radiology department in quality assurance tests of
equipment, in radiation protection procedures,and re-
lated maintenance by demonstrating procedures such as
calibration,safety conformance tests,film processor
monitoring,tests of patient exposure rates,calcula-
tions of structural shielding requirements,making ra-
diation protection survey tests,steps of personnel
monitoring program,preventive maintenance;explaining
what is being done; answering questions;deciding when
staff can perform tasks under direct supervision; ob-
serving and correcting;advising as requested or as
deemed.necessary. I

Performer provides clinical
training for students or staff
members in quality assurance,
machine maintenance and testing,
and/or radiation protection pro-
gram procedures in diagnostic
radiology as a result of:

b.

Regular assignment to train
individuals.
Request to train student,
staff member or new employee
in current,or newly institut-
ed procedures,or tasks invol
ing new equipment.
Request by staff member for
information about the work.

. Performer provides demonstra-
tion, explanation, informal
evaluation,and/or supervision
in any or all of the follow-
ing, depending on he duties
assigned to the staff member
to be trained or the instruc-
tion to be provided by the
performer:

a.

b.

Equipment and quality as-
surance tests,such as cal-
ibration, field limitation,
alignment, distance tests,
safety checks, determina-
tion of focal spot size
and location, tests of au-
tbmatic controls, prevent-
ive maintenance, tests of
mechanical operation,reso-
lution, estimation of HVL,
monitoring film processors,
determining exposure char-
acteristics of films, cal-
ibrating test instruments.
Tests related to radiation
protection,such as monitor
ing patient and entrance

OK-RP;RE ;RR
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

List Elements Full

Task Code No. 558

This is page 2 of 3 for this task.

elQosnrc rates, determining primary
and secondary structural shielding
requirements, checking safety con-
trols, checking leakage, barrier
transmitted radiation, scatter radia-
...ion. Conducting personnel radiation
protection tasks such as preparation,
distribution, collection, calibration,
reading of personnel monitoring dosi-
meters, recording results.

Performer reviews the background of the
individuals to be taught, the tasks to
be taught, toe equipment to.oe covered,
and the relevant performance standards.

If performer is making a new presenta-
tion of any task, performer may select
times, situations and procedures to
demonstrate; performer may train while
carrying out own tasks:

a. When performer has person being
trained present during performer's
own tasks, performer may explain pur-
pose to anyone else present and ask
permission to have trainee present.

b. Performer explains to trainee what
will be taught,

c. Performer may narrate the steps, may
explain what is being done, or may
explain the basis for decisions and
actions.

d. Performer may decide to solicit ques-
tions to find out what the person
being trained understands, may answer
questions, or may elaborate on the
explanation of what is being done,
concentrating on the relevant skills

and knowledges.
e. Performer decides when the person

being trained has observed suffic-
iently and has a clear enough under-
standing of a procedure to carry it
out under close, direct supervision
and/or to assist.

List Elements Full

Performer supervises and observes the
person being trained while he or she

carries out the activities assigned:

a. Performer asks the individual to do

all or part of the task and observes
or carries out own portion and
watches the performance of the as-
signed activity.

b. While observing, performer decides
whether the activity is being done
properly, whether there is a speci-
fic problem, whether there is need
to demonstrate the procedure again
or exPlain, and does so.

c. Performer may comment on tbe perfor-
mance, encourage or correct as
deemed necessary, or do this later.

d. Pelformer may decide to intervene
and take over the procedure, ex-
plaining what was done incorrectly
at that point or later.

e. If decision is to demonstrate again,

performer may redo and have the per-
son being trained observe; may have
the procedure repeated until it is
done properly.

f. Performer decides which procedures
or activities can be done by the

individual without direct supervi-
sion. Inforns proper supervisors,
notes for own use, and/or tells this
to the person being trained.

Performer spot checks the person being
trained while he or she carries out
activities without direct supervision,
or responds to requests for guidance,

assistance, or lurther instruction.
Performer proceeds as in steps 3. or 4

as appropriate, observing, noting areas
needing improvement, determining the
nature of any problem, assisting, giv-
ing opinions, answering questions, and

providing further instruction on how to
deal with unusual circumstances. Rein-
forces correct work. Suggests areas for
improvement.
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 558

This is page 3 of 3 for this task.

List Elements Full List Elements Full

6. Performer informally notes the extent of
learning or proficiency of the person
being trained throughout the training:

a. May decide to discuss performance
with individual at any time.

b. May keep formal records on what was
taught or on progress.

c. May make personal nores for own use
in later evaluation meetings or in
discussion with supervisor of person
being trained or person at student's
school in charge of clinical training

d. May decide to revise instruction or
performance standards.

-

.

.
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 559

This is page 1 of 2 for this task.

1. What is the out ut of this task? (Be sure
this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Content, outline,method of presentation selected for
lecture or laboratory session; instructional materi-
als prepared; presentation made; question and an-
swer session led;student participation evaluated;
notes made.

2. What is used in performing this task? (Note

if only certain items must be used. If there
la choir..e, include everything or the kinds of
things chosen among.)

Laboratory or classroom instructional materials,
reading materials, records; radiographic materials
in physics, diagnostic radiology; pen; paper

3. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes...00 No... )

es to q. ame t in o recipient,
respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge

requirements or legal restrictions.
Students in diagnostic radiology, radiologic tech-
nology, medical school, nursing, medical science
interns; residents; staff in diagnostic radiology;
director of pro ram

5. Name t e task so that the answers to ques-
tions 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-

tial words.
Planning and presenting lectures and/or related lab-
oratory sessions on radiation and/or health _physics
for students in professional programs for diagnostic
radiology,in medical school,or in medical sciences by
selecting or ascertaining content;determining level
of detail,method of presentation;selecting instruc-
tional materials;arranging to have instruments and
materials assembled;making presentation;conducting
question and answer session;being aware of responses
and adjusting to students' needs;evaluating students;
recording if appropriate.

List Elements Fully

Performer presents lectures and/
or related laboratory sessions
on the physics relevant for
diagnostic radiology (such as
radiation physics, medical phys-
ics, basic principles of phys-
ics, ionizing radiation, elec-
tricity, radiographic analysis,
film processing chemistry), for
occupational programs such as in
nursing, radiologic technology,
radiology, or for medical school
or medical sciences students,
interns, residents, and/or to
interested staff members.

1. Performer is notified of the
topic assignment, or decides
what should be covered.

a. Considers the depth and
degree of detail to cover
based on the occupational
objectives of the program,
the students' current aca-
demic level, the required
content reflected in cur-
rent board or other pro-
fessional examinations,
and the objectives of the
educational or clinical
institution.

b. If assigned topic, perfor-
mer may request change of
time or topic; discusses
with program director.

c. In planning laboratory
sessions, considers rele-
vance for probable clini-
cal applications, current
institutional practices,
current safety and quality
assurance standards, leg-
islation, new developments
in the field.

OK -RP;RR;RR

4 1,4

6. Check here i this

is a master



TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET (continued)

Task Code No. 559

This is page 2 of 2 for this task.

List Elements Full

d. In planning lectures,considers the
broad theoretical material needed as
a frame of reference for clinical ap-
plications.

Performer decides on the method of pre-
sentation, such as laboratory session,
lecture, seminar. Considers use of ra-
diographs, presentation of test instru-
ments, simulation of clinical settings.

a. Prepares outline.
b. May obtain special instructional ma-

terials or asks co-worker to obtain
and reviews. May use materials al-
ready prepared.

c. May do research in topic area for use
in lecture.

d. May prepare audiovisual materials
from own source or may obtain exist-
ing materials.

e. Performer may choose materials to
contrast proper and faulty practices.

f. May use past professional examination
questions as part of review sessions.

g. Decides on time to allocate for ques-
tions and answers.

h. Arranges to have all the materials
needed present in laboratory or lec-
ture room. ,

. Performer conducts laboratory session as
appropriate; presents objectives; ob-
serves the students1"answers questions
and assists as appropriate.

Presents lecture as deemed appropriate.
Attempts to note whether information is
being understood and adjusts presenta-
tion accordingly.

a. Uses instructional material, answers
questions, depending on plans.

b. Leads discussions.
c. May recommend additional reading.
d. May throw out provocative questions

to have students learn how to use

List Elements.L2ily

the material to solve realistic pro-
blems.

e. Performer evaluates and responds to
questions and answers. Chooses how
to present answers and comments so
students will understand how answers
were arrived at. May recommend ad-
ditional reading.

f. May make note of any outstanding
students and may report this to per-
son in charge of program. May keep
materials and notes prepared for
future use.

Editor's Note:
Tasks for preparation of tests,
grading,and submission of students'
grades wou/d also exist, but have
not been written. Those would be
broad tasks applicable to many situ-
ations.
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TASK DESCRIPTION SHEET

Task Code No. 560

This is page 1 of 2 for this task.

1. What is the output of this task? (Be sure List Elements Fully

this is broad enough to be repeatable.)

Radiation protection and quality assurance practices
or requirements presented,demonstrated, explained,

Performer presents lectures or
makes presentations at meetings
to staff or students in diag-
nostic radiology on topics in
quality assurance and radiation
health protection as a result
of:

a. Regular assignment.
b. Request.
c. Decision to raise relevant

information.

1. Performer may select and pre-
pare presentation:

a. May select presentation(s)
describing new or existing
legislation affecting x-
ray equipment standards,
radiographic procedures,
patient and/or staff ex-
posure monitoring, film
processing, radiation pro-
tection safe practices.

b. May select presentation
describing the effects of
requirements or current
practices and/or devia-
tions from acceptable
standards in terms of pa-
tient exposure, diagnostic
reliability, legislatively

determined practices.
c. May select presentations

on the effects of proper
collimation, use of pa-
tient and staff shielding
on radiation dosage, pro-
per leployment of staff.

d. May select presentation on
the underlying reasons for
safety and quality sten-
dards in terms of biologi-
cal effects,such as with

OK-RP;RR;RR

. What is used in performing this task? (Note

if only certain items must be used. If there
is choice, include everything or the kinds of

things chosen among.)

Radiation protection requirements; radiation protec-
tion, quality assurance literature; equipment in
diagnostic radiology; pen; paper

. Is there a recipient, respondent or co-worker
involved in the task? Yes...(X) No...( )

4. 777.-7neteIf-YeallTir7rn recipient

respondent or co-worker involved, with de-

scriptions to indicate the relevant condition
include the kind with whom the performer is
not allowed to deal if relevant to knowledge

requirements or legal restrictions.

Staff or students in diagnostic radiology

. Name t e task so that the answers to ques-

tione 1-4 are reflected. Underline essen-

tial words.
Preparing lectures or participating in meetings of
staff members in diagnostic radiology on radiation
protection and quality assurance requirements and

practices, by selecting and preparing presentations;
demonstrating or presenting practices; providing in-
formation on reasons for and descriptions of safe
practice procedures, provisions for quality assur-
ance; relating content to tasks of various staff mem-

bers; participating in discussions.

6. Check here i this

is a master sheet..(X)
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Task Code No. 560

This is page 2 of 2 for this task.

List Elements Full List Elements Full

cumulative individual exposGre, fetal
exposure, genetic effect for the in-
dividual, population gene pool.

e. Performer may keep abreast of new de-
velopments in the field and reports
on research in the area, or may de-
cide to do a literature review on re-
quest or periodically and present.

Performer may prepare presentation in
terms of each occupation involved, such
as radiologist, radiologic technologist,
nurse, darkroom aide, and describe how
any or each can function to provide
maximum radiation protection, quality
control. Plans to describe how this can
be done, the importance, the conse-
quences if not carried out for the pa-
tients, staff, and institution.

a. Covers proper use of the equipment,
proper collimation, proper deployment
of staff,use of shielding devices for
gonads, sensitive organs.

b. May include need to refrain from
making more than minimum number of
exposures for diagnostic require-
ments, reduction in routine prescrip-
tion of radiographs without review.

c. May include the role of a proper
monitoring program for film proces-
sors.

. Performer may select method of presen-
tation and prepare presentation.

a. Performer decides what to present an.
in what degree of depth and detail.

b. Decides on how to make presentation
and what to use.

c. May prepare outline, obtain special
instructional materials, do research
on topic for use in presentation.

d. At lecture or meeting, when perfor-
mer is called upon, makes presenta-
tion. Participates in question and
answer period and discussion. Makes
relevant points so as to instruct

the audience in the reasoning in-
volved. May suggest reference arti-
cles on subject.

e. Performer may, when appropriate,
demonstrate or simulate new and/or
relevant safety or quality assur-
ance techniques, procedures, or
'use of new equipment.
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